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Abstract

This thesis is organised around two questions: how do we explain planned weather-

modification's shifting scientific status, and how do we explain public opposition to

weather-modification programmes? The last four decades have seen weather-

modification oscillate wildly between pseudo-science, orthodox science, and now

apparently, bad science. Paradoxically, widespread private scientific scepticism towards

weather-modification has been matched by wholesale public belief in its efficacy.

Weather-modifiers have been accused of causing drought instead of creating rain, of
ruining harvests rather than encouraging cultivated wealth. Public groups have objected

to this most social science on aesthetic, cultural, economic, environmental, legal and

theological grounds.

Far from being an interesting aside in meteorological history, weather-modification

lurks perpetually on the policy horizon. To therefore ignore the circumstances under

which weather-modification was fnst legitimised is foolish, since the recurrence ofthese

material conditions could reinstate its scientific position despite scanty evidence of its

efficacy. Not only is the current practice of weather-modification a waste of time and

money, it postpones pressing decisions regarding water allocation and conservation, and

it annoys a lot of people in the process.

In the final analysis, attempts at weather-modification illustrate many key issues

surrounding the relationships between and among science, technology and society, for

the weather-modification story tells us important things about the problems that arise

when there is no time lag between a supposed breakthrough and its subsequant

application, the difficulties which scientists encounter when working in politically

charged atmospheres, and the problems that follow when such work intrudes upon the

public domain.
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The history of meteorology has had less attention, I imagine, than
scientific discipline of comparable scope.
W.E. Knowles Middleton, A History of the Theories of Rain and
Precipitation.

that of any other

Other Forms of

Within this century meteorology has emerged as one of the most active and important
branches of the physical sciences .... Yet, notwithstanding the increased interest in the
history of meteorology, very little was written about it, and most of the work was done
during the first quarter of this centu4/.
H. Howard Frisinger, The History of Meteorologt: To i800.

Historians of science have showed little interest in meteorology.
Jim Burton, 'Robert Fitzroy and the Early History of the Meteorological office.'

Meteorology ... has been overlooked by historians, perhaps because ofits relatively low
prestige as an "appliedn'branch ofphysics.
James Rodger Fleming, Meteorologt in america, I814-1874: Theoretical,
Observational, and Institutional Horizons.

History of meteorology
science.
Frederick Lee Nebeker.

has until recent$ been a neglected branch of the history of

The 2 0t h- C e n tury Transf,o rmati on of M et eo r o I o gt.

Meteorology and oceanography are ... problematic disciplines that have been ignored
except by specialists.
Peter J. Bowler, The Norton History of the Environmental Sciences.

vlu



Chapter One

Histories of Meteorology and Weather-Modifi c ation

Introduction

Since no academically adequate history ofthe ahnospheric sciences exists one has been generated as a

precondition to understanding attempts to modifu weather patterns. This discussion takes place in

Chapters 1 and 2. The literature reviews in this chapter are intended to give the reader a sense of both

the discipline of meteorology and the practice of weather-modification. In the chapter's opening section

we ask the following questions: Why have historians of science ignored meteorology? What is

meteorology? How has it changed over time? What are the main sources of meteorological history?

And what are the limitations of these texts? We will find that as well as being uncomrnon,

meteorological histories are restricted culturally and driven by technology.

Meteorology: The Literature Reviewed

Meteorology as Science

Historians of science have been taken to task for ignoring meteorology.t Critical works are few and far

between.2 But is this entirely their problem? Historically, meteorology has ignored science. If we

apologise to the Ionian philosophers and take Aristotle's (L952) Meteorologica astheWestem point of
departure, this discipline has existed for over 2 300 years. It has been vaguely scientific for the last 370

years. The influence of Aristotelian metaphysics until the Middle Ages doubtless retarded the advance

of empirical science. Even when Aristotle was displaced, scientific progress was minimal. Ren€

'Even relative to other environmental sciences the scholarship on m€teorology is small: 'We know far
more about the history of geology than we do about the development of oceanography and meteorology - even
though the same people and the same organizations were often involved in all three entirprises' (Bowler pl:: t l+;.
Peter Bowler does little to improve its standing. Only 8 pages ofhis 553 page history of the environmental sciences
are devoted to meteorology.

2 Two exceptions that address the philosophy of atmospheric science are W. Schriider ( l98l) and John E.
Thornes (1981). Thornes (1981:429) writes: 'the philosophy ofphysical geography and aunospheric studies
remains virtually untouched. The search for paradigm shifts within meteorology has never to my knowledge taken
place, and the history of ideas within atuospheric studies since climatic determinismremains unresearched.' That
said, his discussion is contained within three pages.



Descartes' Les Metdores'did much to establish meteorology as a branch of physics ... [despite being]

based upon an almost equally fictitious scheme of the universe' (Wolf 1950:306).3

A more genuine shift in epistemic status came at the close of the seventeenth centuqr.a Rationalisation

of weather observations through instrumentation signalled the move from qualitative to qwmtitative

science. Atmospheric pressure, humidity, precipitation and wind speed were all codified and

standardised. But the science remained descriptive. Meteorology did not become a quantitative science

until the late nineteenth century, due to the influence of technical and organisational change. Weather

maps now became the principal tool of examination and prognostication, as data were drawn from newly

established observer networks, national weather institutions and international exchanges (Nebeker

1989:2).

A further transformation took place in the 1950s. The fwin developments of computer and satellite

technology allowed meteorology to become more science than art. But what sort of science?

Meteorologists have been able to base theories on observations, accumulate facts in systematic ways and

progress to generalisations about them. These early steps in the scientific method caused the 'young

science' (Byers 1960:249) little concern, butproblems in achieving later stages have retarded its growth.

Facts require justification; they need confirmation and verification (Angeles l98l:90). When the

heavens are the laboratory the difficulties involved in doing this are enonnous, and predictions from

observations are severely limited.5 This leads to suggestions that meteorology is a simulacrum of
science rather than the genuine article. It continues to be an intellectual site where descriptive geography

meets applied mathematics, where a soft science seeks solace in physics, where the two cultures oollide

and tensions precipitate between social and physical science.

'H.D.P.Lee(QuotedinAristotlelg52:xxv-I)comments:'TltattheMeteorologicaisalittle-readworkis
no doubt due to the intrinsic lack of interest of its contents. Aristotle is so far *toog in o"urly all his conclusions
that they can, it may with justice be said, have little more than a passing antiquarian interest.' For infomution on
his successor see: Laurence J. Lafeur (1950). Sometimes it iJpiene de Maricourt (Hellman 1908:230) or his
English colleague Francis Bacon who is credited with rnaking 'the first step towards freeing meteorology from the
bonds of Aristotelian theories' (Frisinger 1977:33), In 1585 Bacon wrote, '[w]e are not to imagine or suppose, but
todiscoverwhatnaturedoesormaybemade todo.'AccordingtoHenryHobhouse(1992:14);,ttlhisloiitneftrst
recorded statement of an essentially post-Renaissance sentiment which was to trigger the whole European scientific
enlightenment.'

aUntil the middle of the seventeenth century two distinct meteorological traditions existed, those of pure
and applied science. Pure scientists adhered to theories prescribed by Aristotte's Metearologica, while applied
scientists produced astrological weather almnnacs @risinger 1977 :33).

5lewis Fry Richardson's (1922) ll/eather Prediction by Nurnerical Process, was one of the earliest
publications to annsunss the limitations of weather forecasting. 4.g. 1,[snin's (1972) lTeather Forecasting as a
Problem in Physics is another key reference.



Most writers overlook these ambiguities. Elizabeth Garber (1976:53) simply sees meteorology as

physics' progeny: the adaptation of thermodynamics paved the way for scientific independence. But

even if it was an autonomous science conceptually by 1900, by 1999 this had not crystallized

institutionally. A survey of the world's universities reveals some meteorology deparfments, yet most

meteorologists still labour within enclaves buried in engineering, physics, geography and earth sciences.6

We must also question the strength of this "autonomous" discipline. After all, there are only a 'dozen

or so countries in which meteorology is well developed' (Tucker 1976 106). This makes John E.

Thornes' (1981:429) assertion that, '[i]n Kuhn's terms, meteorology is a mature science governed by a

single paradigm' rather dubious. In Jacques Lacan's (Hall 1994:121) terms, meteorology is at its mirror

stage, not truly independent yet aspiring to it, still involved in the complex process of separation from

its "parents," physics and geography.T

ln the world of weather science the boundaries have always been blurred, though this is not reflected in

the literature. A complex variety of organisations, applications and orientations worls against clear

delineation.8 The generic term "meteorology" conceals an academic weather hierarchy. In the twentieth

century atmospheric physics has enjoyed the privileged cognitive position, while climatology clearly has

been at the bottom. Meteorologists aspired to be up on the pedestal alongside physics, while physicists

did their best to knock them back down into the sea of simmering mediocrity that is all other subjects.

As one of them once proclaimed: 'There is only physics - all else is stamp-collecting.'e

A good example of these tensions can be found in the social reconstruction of physics in the early

twentieth century. Swedish scientists decided to excise meteorology from the physics section of the

Nobel prize. Under C.W. Oseen's stewardship meteorology was condemned as a trivial practice which

6The f,irst American meteorology departnent was set up at the University of Chicago in 1940 (Byers
1960:258). In Britain meteorologists have tended to work in physics departments, while in South Rfrica they are
based in engineering.

tG.B. Tucker ( 1 976: I 05) certainly saw no unity. Conflicting interests ofresearch scientists and professional
meteorologists created a schisrn 'Unfortunately ... the different vocational atfitudes ... have led to factionalism. ln
some cases this has resulted tn an almost apartheid development within meteorologt' [emphasis added]. Academic
debates about the weather continue: is the weather a deterministic or a probabilistic iystem?

8See Tucker (197 6:lO5-7, 108- l l ).

elronically this quote is usually atEibuted to Ernest Rutherford, who received his Nobel Prize in chemistry.
The comments of Friedrich Kohlrausch, responding to VilheLn Bjerknes' question on why talented physicists avoid
meteorology, is one example of this belief: 'A physicist who goes into meteorology is lost. So it went with Mascart.
So it went with Bezold.' E.E. Mascart and W. Von Bezold were French and German physics professors who left
academic positions to run their respective nation's weather services (Friedman 1989:48). 'Bjerknes learned quickly
what his colleagues knew: a lack of scientifrc rigor was acceptable to most of the intemational meteoroiogicai
community. Was this the kind of company that a self-respecting, status-conscious physicist would like to keep?'
(Friedman 1989:48).



did not yield reliable knowledge about nature. Doubts were cast over the ability of any 'terrestrial

physics' to overcome the 'relativity of all knowledge' (Oseen quoted in Friedman 1981:796). ln lg}3
two members of the Nobel selection panel died. They were meteorologists. The first was replaced by

a physicist. Of the second vacancy A. Gullstrand wrote, 'under all circumstances we must act ... so that

we do not get in yet another weak meteorologist' (Quoted in Friedman I 981 :796). From their reinforced

position the experimental physicists of Uppsala could prevent Nobel prizes being awarded to

meteorologists, successfully blocking the eminent Norwegian Vilhelm Bj erknes' candidature throughout

the 1920s and l930s.ro

This delegitimisation of meteorology seemed to rest on objective grounds. But who has the power to

judge, and which criteria are used? Objectivity acted as a pretext. The subtext involved bitter struggle

over factional, institutional and national prestige. Swedish meteorology was foundering, whilst the

Bergen School in Norway succeeded. Swedish practitioners brought the discipline into disrepute,

bickering over questions of atmospheric thermodynamics. At the same time their economically and

culturally impoverished neighbours were making real progress.

This nationalistic reflex limited the scope ofNobel prizes in physics. There was no statute or stipulation

in Alted Nobel's will allowing a tunnelled vision. Indeed, when Swedish scientists excelled in

meteorology its inclusion caused no complaint. The first meeting ofNobel committee members had been

held at the Meteorological Institute of the University of Uppsala, and included its director, Professor H.

H. Hildebrandsson (Friedman 1 98 1 :793).

This example helps undermine another notion of meteorological autonomy by showing that scientific

work can neverbe removed fromwider social relations. Changes in political will, economic performance

or public opinion can impact on scientists' activities. Shifting opinions of meteorology's worth within

the physics k/ass of the Nobel prize exemplifies this wider process, often described (in a cod-Freudian

fashion) as "physics envy." Hard physics is more important than softer geophysics, while geophysics

is more creditable than limp climatology.

Ideas can change. The realisation that progress comes at an ecological price has powered green social

movements around the world. Since Rachel Carson's (1962) Silent Spring, Western governments have

had to respond to growing grassroots pressure. The saliency of environmental topics in this generation

has translated climate information 'into a volatile, political commodity of the fnst order' @oss

'The Bergen School won other battles, and the interested reader is referred to the section of Friedman's
(1989:195-201) work enfitled: 'Marketing the Popular Front: The Micropolitics of Conceptual ehange.'



1991:198)' The "greening" of state agenda created the conditions for the Intergovernmental panel on

Climate Change (IPCC), culminating in the Kyoto Summit in 1997.tt Simultaneously represented as

the world's most'complexnon-military accord' and its 'most important environmental accord' (Maddox

1997:l)thismeetingsignifiesclimatology'snewstatus. Wehavemovedfromatimeofthinkingglobally

but acting locally, to acting globally as well.

Fundingflowstothepoliticallysignificant,andprestigeaccumulates. AndrewRoss(1996:2ll)explains

why these environmental problems have assumed political significance:

The global character of environmental problems today has little regard for national
boundaries. Food chains connect all over the earth, pollution crosses borders, and, while
wealth, power, and class can differentiate the social impact of many of these threats,
nuclear, chemical, and genetic hazards tend not to distinguish hierarchically between or
within nation states.

Within universities we are now witnessing an unprecedented power shift away from its postwar base in

physics towards the arts and social sciences. The rise of physics culminated in the atomic bomb and its

(relatively) benign counterpart, the nuclear reactor. The failure of this technology to solve the world's

energy crisis, and its rejection for safety reasons in most societies led to a crisis of confidence in nuclear

and particle physics. As environmental issues grew in importance funding for this sort of physics

reduced, while geophysicists gained from their loss. Geophysics gained respectability in the public eye

and in the institutional arena of physics departments.12 The king of science is not yet dethroned but his

sovereignty is seriously challenged. This does not please everyone. Dick Lindzen, guru among global

warming sceptics, accused the IPCC of being full of 'guys from the bottom of the heap, such as

geographers' (Quoted in Pearce 1997:38).

Current moves in weather science are particularly worth our attention, though we should remember that

weather study is an active process in which change over time has always been evident: through

divination, early folk observances and flirtations with ashology to contemporary faith in high technology.

rrRichard H. Grove (1995:1) observes how'recent yea$ .,. have seen an explosion of popular and
governmental interest in environmental problems. The world is widely seen to be in the throes of an environmental
crisis, in which an arrificially induced "greenhouse effect" hangs over hunranity like a climatic Sword ofDamocles.
As a result, environmental matters have become a critical part of the political agenda in almost every country.'

rzAmoldThaclcray(1981:304)writes:'Asuspicionoftheprofessionshasfoundclearexpressioninthe

public's uneasiness over nuclear power, genetic manipulation, and the role of "experts." The surface shift in
cousciousness reflects far deeper, slow-mgving causes, such as the sombre record oftwentieth-century violence, and
the great scale that science itself has assumed, with its consequent fragmentation, industrialization, and erosion of
spirit.'



Like the broader category "science," meteorology has had a busy historical life. They share some

semantic shifts, 'from magic to alchemy to science to technology - and sometimes to ideology'

(Thompson 1978b:95). We have already discussed meteorology as science, and in our next sections we

will discuss meteorology as technology and as ideology. Seen in the longue durde, meteorology's focus

has narrorved considerably. If we travel back through time, from natural science to natural philosophy,

we see the inclusion of celestial and territorial subject matter. In the period of specialisation these

subjects were ceded to astronomy, physical geography, seismology and geology (Needham and Wang

1979:462)' The practice's very name reveals former areas of concem: [Gr. pereolpo],oyla, f. prerecopo -

METEOR + -)"oyia - LOGY.I, the study of meteors (Simpson and Weiner 1989 D(:686). But bythe time

William Blake (1972:np) produced T.he Tyger:

When the stars threw down their spears
And water'd heaven with their tearsr3

the association of weather with sublunary events was not much more than poetic license.ra For an

authentic link between meteor and weather we must move from the modern to the ancient, and from the

model poem (Keynes quoted in Blake 1972: p1.42) to the model poet (Wats on 1976:1232). Virgil (n.d.:

38) draws us back to an early phase of meteorology. In Book I of fi e Georgics he observed: 'Often too,

when wind is approaching, you will see the stars shoot headlong from the sky; and behind them long

trails of flame whiten across the shades of night, often the light chaff and fallen leaves flutter about, or

feathers swimming on the surface of the water frisk together.' Book I of The Georgics was an important

source for Roman weather lore, useful for hints about farming practice and political divination. In these

matters, as in so many others, Romans borrowed heavily from the Greeks. Virgil owed a massive debt

to Hesiod. It was another Macedonian, from Stagira, who definitively codified the area ofmeteorological

inquiry for several millennia:

t3First published in 1794.

roThe inclusion of the word "much" as a qualifier is important. American meteorologists were ceding
meteors to astronomy, with some regret, over a decade after Blake's death. In 1839 E.C. Herrick wrote: 'As to
shooting stars, I am in doubt whether they lawfully pertain to this commission: -- they belong rather more to
astronomy. Nevertheless, they are important in indicating the limits of the atmosphere, & other kindred matters; &
it really seems rather hard that meteors should be expelled from the domaln ofllqleorole€y' [underlining in original],
(Fleming 1988:3). lnterestingly, it was not until the nineteenth century that scientists ge*rilly u""epted that stones
fell from the sky' In 1772 the French Academy appointed a committee to investigate allegations that a meteorite fell
in Luce. Antoine Lavoisier's report 'absolutely proved' that the stone had been struck by lightring (Quoted in Fort
1974:19-20). Charles Fort (1974:101) wrote: 'Peasants believed in meteorites. Scientists excluded meteorites. It
is useless to argue that peasants are out in fields, and that scientists are shut up in laboratories and lecture rooms.'
Thornas Jefferson was another unbeliever. In 1807 Yale Professors Silliman and Kingsley concluded tlat a
meteorite shower had fallen in Westoq Connecticut. Jefferson responded; 'Gentlemen, I would rather believe that
those two Yankee Professors would lie than to believe that stones fell from heaven' (Quoted in Zusne and Jones
1982:362\.



Its province is everything which happens naturally, but with a regularity less than that
of the primary element of material things, and which takes place in the region which
borders most nearly on the movements of the stars. For instance the milky way, comets,

shooting stars and meteors, all phenomena that may be regarded as colnmon to air and

water, and the various kinds and parts of the earth and their characteristics (Aristotle
1952:5).r5

This brings us back to meteorology's conception. We will now examine the origins ofmeteorology, and

question its supposed ancestry.

Meteorology as ldeology?

Whatever, in fact, is modern in our life we owe to the Greeks. Whatever is an

anachronism is due to mediaevalism.
Oscar Wilde. 'The Critic As Arlist.' Part 1.

When one examines what the general function of the concept civilization really is, and
what common quality causes all these various human attitudes and activities to be

described as civilized, one starts with a very simple discovery: this concept expresses

the self-consciousness of the West.... It sums up every thing in which Western society
of the last two or three centuries believes itself superior to earlier societies or "more

primitive" contemporary ones. By this term Western society seeks to describe what

constitutes its special character and what it is proud of: the level of its technologt,the
nature of its manners, the development of its scientific view of the world andmuch more

[emphasis added].
Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process.

In meteorological histories the basic distinction between science and ideology occasionally collapses.

Most accounts trace meteorology's ancestr;l back to ancient Greece. From Hellenio origins its

development is culturally and geographically inscribed. Meteorological works remain firmly on the

Western side of the constitutive divide (Brunt 1942, Middleton 1965, Eagleman 1985).16 The roll call

ofgreatmenisfamiliar.rT WhatbeganinfoetalformwithAristotleandTheophrastus,cametotermwith

'tG. Hellman(1908:228) wrote'thatthe systemestablishedbyArtistotle remained for nearlytwo thousand

years the standard text-book of our science.' Similarly, S. K. Heninger (1960:9) noted that Aristotle's 'description

of the afinosphere and its processes remained undisputed until mid-seventeenth cenhrry, and meteorological writings

between Aristotle and Robert Hooke were largely attempts to amplifr or adapt the Meteorologica.'

ruThere is a sense in which this is valid, after all, most meteorological theory is the product ofDead White

Men. Non-metaphysical theories seeking an understanding of meteorological processes fust arise in Europe. The

same can not be said of meteorological technology. On questions of technology aud instrumentation European

narratives should be provincialized rather than privileged. What this thesis challenges is the (often associated) belief
Ihat only white men can think scientifically. This theme is explored in detail in the following chapter.

rTWe should remember the words of that prominent nineteenth century weather-modifier James Pollard

Espy, who noted that there was an army of fact-gatherers behind every great man of meteorology. In 1857 he wrote:
'The astronomer is, in some measure, independent of his fellow astronomer; he can wait in his observatory till the

star he wishes to observe comes to his meridian; but the meteorologist has his observations bounded by a very
limited horizon, and can do little without the aid of numerous observers furnishing him contemporaneous



Rend Descartes, Evangelista Torricelli, Blaise Pascal, Robert Boyle, Robert Hooke, Vilhelm Bjerknes,

Lewis Fry Richardson, Carl Gustav Rossby. Occasional weather historians admit early works by

Persians, Egyptians and Israelites (Hellman 1908), though this has very largely been a Graeco-Roman

affair (Scott 1952, Schmacke 1971). In this respect the history of meteorology mirrors the history of
mathematics. George Joseph (1991:a) identifies this narrative as '[t]he "classical" Eurocentric

trajectory:'

Europe and her
cultural
dependenciesE 

DarkA'es 

ffi 
Renaissance

Figure I

Joseph (1991:4) attributes its strongest influence to

European domination in the shape of political control of vast tracts of Africa and Asia.
Out of this domination arose the ideology of European superiority which permeated a
wide range of social and economic activities, with traces to be found in the history of
science that emphasized the unique role of Europe in providing the soil and spirit for
scientific discoverv.

Seldom acknowledged, the "Arabian" contribution awaits analysis. The omission is great: at the very

least Arabian scholars acted as guardians of wisdom. H. Howard Frisinger (1977:31) saw .[t]he

Moslem'smajorroleinthehistoryofscience...asthe'ocaretaker"ofancientcultures.18 Theytranslated

many Hindu and Greek works ... into Arabic, which were later retranslated into Latin by Western

scholars.' Similarly, J. F. Scott (1952:64) argued that Aristotl e's Meteorologicaonly 'became available

to western civilisation' through Arab translations. Christopher Hitchens (1994:296) advanced on this

thesis by noting that parts of the Muslim world were scientifically and technologically literate prior to

European Enlightenment, whileMichael Adas (1989: l2) wentfurtherwith assertionsthatMuslimsgifted

Europe the scientific, technological andmathematical knowledge necessary 'to the West's fansformation

from backyard outlyer to global hegemon.' ln the shongest thesis, men like al-Sabi al-Harrani Thabit

ibn Qurra, Abu Bakr Muhammad ibnZakanyya al-Razi, Abu Ali al-Hasan ibn al-Hasan ibn al-Haytham,

AbuRayhanMuhammadibnAhmad al-Biruni,AbuAli al-Husayn ibn Abdallahibn Sina, Ghiyathal-Din

Abu'l-fath Umar ibn Ibrahim al-Nisaburi al-Khayyami, and Ghiyath al-Din Jamshid Masud al-Kashi

observations over a wide extended area' (euoted in Fleming lggg:xii).

r8Though Frisinger (1977:31) also concedes that Ibn Al-Haitham's
considerable progress in the science of meteorology.'

' Opticae Thesaurus represented



'were largely responsible for laying the foundations of modem science' (Joseph l99l:307) between the

ninth and fifteenth centuries.

The meteorology of China has been overlooked in the same manner as the meteorology of Arabia. Wang

Poa-Kuan ( I 979:313) has chastised writers for ignoring the full extent of Chinese scholarship. A country

with four millennia of weather records can not have its accomplishments captured in a single sentence.

Yet insofaras Poa-Kuan was aware, A. Khrgian's (1970:3) fewwords were the onlymention ofChinese

meteorology in the English language. re Joseph Needham and Ling Wang's ( I 979 :462494)survey came

into print in the same year as Poa-Kuan's. It decisively demonstrated China's historical lead in
quantirying and recording weather data. By the time that Benedetto Castelli "invented" the rain gauge

in 1639, it had already seen four centuries' use in the Orient.zo

This is part of the blinkered intellectual heritage of our hemisphere - only Westemers make history,

Others imitate.2r Georg Hegel's Lectures on the Philosophy of World History Q822-8) speak to this very

point, providing a convergence ofEurocentrism and climate . Hegel locates fully conscious human agents

in specific geographic regions.2r Tundra and tropics preclude logical thought:

The frost which gnps the inhabitants of Lapland and the fiery heat ofAfrica are forces
of too powerful a nature for man to resist, or for the spirit to achieve free movement and
to reach that degree of richness which is the precondition and source of a fully
developed mastery of reality. In regions such as these, dire necessity can never bL
escaped or overcome; man is continually forced to direct his attention to nature. Man
uses nature for his own ends; but where nature is too powerful, it does not allow itself
to be used as a means. The torrid and frigid regions, as such, are not the theatre on
which world history is enacted (Quoted inEze 1997:ll2).

'eA few other works had emerged in English, such as the translations of Fr. E. Gherzi's (1951) boola.

zT'{eedham and Wang (1979:477-8) also question the origin of the weather vane, which is 'not as [trivial]
a matter as it might seerq since this simple instrument is perhaps the oldest of all pointer reading deviies, the
irnportance of which in the philosophy of the natural sciences requires no emphasis.' As thef/aai Nin Tzuspeaks
of ther4 Chinese weather vanes must have existed at much the same time as th" first European version, the Tower
of the Winds at Athens. Some writers argue that the rain gauge was an Indian device, invented in the fourth century
BC (Frisinger 1977 :89\.

,2rAs an example of this intellectual :urogance E.N. Andrade argued that Hooke 'invented all the
meteorological instruments' (Frisinger 1977:Sl),though Hellman (1908:232) was more inclined to confer on ltaly
'the glory of being the native country of meteorological insfuments.'

22Hegel was not alone in his reasoning: he shared the outlook of many Enlightenment philosophers. ln the
generation before, David Hume had written: 'there is some reason to think, that all the nationl which live beyond
the polar circles or between the tropics, are inferior to the rest of the species, and are incapable of all the higher
attainments of the human mind' (euoted in Eze 1997:32-3).



Immanuel Wallerstein's (1974) world-systems perspective may seekto dispense with Hegel's weather-

systems theory, though Hegel's spirit lingers. Gordon Manley's foreword to Emmanuel Le Roy

Ladurie's (1972:xiii) climatic history, Tbnes of Feast, Times of Famine reinforces the notion that

civilization springs from temperate climates. European domination of the globe is naturalized thus:

He who looks at a globe cannot but wonder that Europe, the fascinating assemblage of
diversified peninsulas and islands that he sees, in higher latitudes, occupying a small
corner of the Old World should have become the nunsery of the lively, restless and
varied civilization whose accomplishments have pervaded every continent.
Environment has played a part in the evolution of the attitudes of mind, the technology
and the culture of the many cofilmunities in the varied homelands that mountainous
peninsulas set in a temperate climate must provide.

A combination of linguistic barriers and prejudicial behaviour created this meteorological myopia. Even

when scholars could see as far as China, they observed flourishing arts and floundering science.

Civilisation became Europe's grfl to the world, and science its special endowment. Edward Gibbon's

statement, that 'the sum of science has risen in the West,' foturd widespread assent (Quoted in Said

1995:59).23 ItwasnotentirelydismisseduntilJosephNeedham (1,945,1954)beganpublishinghis

monumental excavation of Chinese science. As an insider who demolished a Eurocentric edifice, his

scholarship marks an important intervention in the history of science.2a This unwillingness to rely on

received wisdom makes him just as useful in the history of weather-modification science. Volume 5 of
Science and Civilisation in China (Needham, Ping-Yii, Gwei-Djen and Wang 1986:531) returns the

modern western invention of the hail cannon to thirteenth century china.z5

Having exposed the ideological bias underpinning meteorological histories we will now focus our

attentions on the technological bias which also undergirds them.

23similarly, Georges Pouchet believed that the '11srtrs1ing of science in the East' was attributable to a Greek
source (Quoted in Adas 1989:192), while Eric Hobsbawm (1977:303) said of the mid-nineteenth century that .all
scientists belonged to the western world.'

2aNeedham's ScienceandCivilisationinChinaseiesalsostands,alongwithJ.D.Bernal'swork'asperhaps
the monuments to the firndamental thesis that scientific knowledge depends, inescapably, upon the socialiontext
in which it is produced' (Aronowie 1996: I 83).

. 
2sParadoxically, though he does so much to undermine the West versus East, modem versus ancient, and

science versus pseudoscience distinctions of weather-modification historians Joseph Needharq Hoping-yii, Lu
Gwei-Djen and Ling Wang ( 1986:257) ultimately uphold this shaky enterpdse. tn thiir secrion on Ceremonial and
Meteorological Rockets they credit Vincent Schaefer with the 1946 'discovery of glaciogenesis' and .the tecbnique
of cloud-seeding.'
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Meteorology as Technology

What I found strange at the time was that I'd never realized before. That up until then
I had acoepted everything ... things completely detached from any sense of the world,
accepted them as if there were some necessity, some chain of cause and effect that
bound them together.
Italo Calvino, The Flash.

To do justice to any element of weather science we must work against strategies of containment. [t is

misleading to restrict history and meteorology to Dead White Males. But restrictions dig deeper; even

if on occasion excluded people are exhumed. Here the problem isnot Europe and the People Without

History (Wolf 1982), but Meteorologt and the History Without People,26 Science is reduced to

technology, and invention drives history. Progress is no longer the province of select men in the pan-

European community; now it is embodied in technology.

Artefacts are the customary markers for meteorological advance; these "'heroic devices" [signal]
particular scientific breakthroughs' (Goudaroulis 1993:162). Science writer Nigel Calder (1974:56-7'S

is not the worst offender; his categorisation is merely typical. Meteorology has consisted of four eras,

he argues - the era of the weather glass, telegraph, radiosonde and computer. Similarly, Frisinger's

(tg77)contentspageannounces'[t]heDawnofScientificHistory'thus: Chapter4: TheThermometer,

Chapter 5: The Barometer, Chapter 6: The Hygrometer and Other Meteorological Instruments, Chapter

7: Meteorological Observations. Suggestions that technology alone can transform an intellectual

discipline, and that meteorological changes should be traced along this route leads to an impoverished

view. Here we have 'a history of the material culture of science' which is 'the dead collection of
discarded instruments' (Galison quoted in Goudaroulis 1993:162). Specific social conditions create

technology; not the reverse. Technology is an effect, not a cause (Wallerstein lggT).

The tendency to manufacture "instrumental" histories ofmeteorology is compelling. It is hard to imagine

meteorology as a science without the computer and the satellite. 'Perhaps,' enquired W.E. Knowles

Middleton ( 1969:v), 'I may be pardoned for believing that the history of meteorological instruments is

an important part of the history of meteorology.' Certainly he can be pardoned.tT Meteorological

:6This contradiction is profound, given that 'groups of volunteer observers were indispensable for
meteorology'sprogress'[underlinginoriginal],(Flemingl988:18). AsSirJohnHerschel(1831:133)statedinl
Preliminary Discourse on The Study of Natural Philosoplry, meteorology is '[a subject] which can only be
effectually improved by the united observations of great numbers widely dispersed,' [italics in original].

stlndeed Middleton (1965:vii) wrote a meteorological history on theories of rain. The idea came about
wlrile he was writing his history of the barometer, having noticed that barometric changes were interpreted in
different ways. Two possible rcasons for the lack of histories of meteorology are that the tisk is both diffrcult and
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instruments do indeed play an important part: the problem comes when that part is confused for the

whole. Too often technology is absfracted from its social context, as writers focus on the former and

forget the latter.28 Technology is credited with omnipotence, ignoring the fact that technological

invention takes place within existing social formations and is produced with some ends in mind. Beyond

this, the act of creation does not transform society, the significance lies in the artefact's ongoing

production, application and control (R. Williams 1983:l2g\.2e

The earliest European technological triumph, which catalysed meteorology's emergence as a quasi-

scientific enterprise in the seventeenth century, serves as a good example. The emphasis here has alwayd

been on the invention and standardisation of scientific instruments, principally the barometer and

thermometer' In Middleton's (1969:v) words, '[m]eteorology as a science can hardly be said to have

existed before the invention of [them].' This was also the century in which the hygroscope, rain- and

wind-gauge were created or refined. But technical transformations were inextricably linked with
conceptual ones. The two can notbe separated; revolution came from their fusion. Forthe instruments

andptocedures ofscientists changed. Methodological, theoretical and observational modifications came

from intellectual advances in physics and mechanics. Yet changes in theory and practice are consistently

downplayed' This technological bias can be gauged from the standard annotated bibliography on

meteorology. Works on meteorological instruments outnumber combined publications on

meteorological networks and methods by a ratio ofprecisely two to one @rush, Landsberg and Collins

1 e8s).

daunting. Bowler ( I 993: I 0l ) certainly regards meteorology as 'problernatic,' although he offers no reasons wiy.
One reason could be that scientific breali;throughs central to meteorologicalprogress have often been made bypeople
workingoutsidethediscipline.'[A]fterl800...meteorology,perhapsmorethananyotherscientificdisciplini,drlw
extensively fromrelated areas ofthe physical sciences for its growth and development' Frisinger (1983:ix) explains.
Furthermore, meteorology is not a clearly defured subject area. Meteorology intersects with many other fields,
frequently being inseparable from mainstream physics. This makes any unified account of its history impossible.
Middleton ( 1965:vii) was in no doubt about its daunting nature, producing a 'history of the theories of hydrometeors
up to about 19l4'' He stopped there because 'fa]fter the fust world war the subject changed drastically ...' These
changes reflected a wider process. 'During the fust thirry years ofthis century, thlre occurred a scientific revolution
whose sigaificance we are only now beginning to understand, for its repercussions are not confined to science.
Space, time, matter, energy, light, all came to be thought of in entirely newways, and ultimately must affect the way
we see the world and our place within it' (McEwan l9g3:167).

2sBrigadier General William H. Best Jr, reminds us that '[y]ou can put your computers back-to-back, and
the maps, and the charts, and the airplanes ... but you've got to hav; people tlo, 

-or 
you've got nothing. people are

what it is all about' (Quoted in Bates and Fuller l9g6:239).

2eAs Yorgos Goudaroulis (1993:163) writes: 'A device is not in itself a scientific instrument. It can be
called an instrument object. Ifan instrument object is to achieve the status of a scientific instrument, it rrust provide
reliable knowledge about nature. It is the scientist who turns the instrument object into a scientific instrument by
forcing it to disclose information.'
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These chronicles have also failed to acknowledge important historical influences on the practice of

seventeenth century science. On England E.P. Thompson (1978a:270) wrote, '[t]he exact nature of the

relationship between the bourgeois and the scientific revolutions in England ... is undecided. But they

were clearly more than good friends.' Scientific activity responded to needs for new systems of

navigation created by the global reaches of the British navy, to the emergent manufacturing sector's need

for mined materials, and the development of more sophisticated weaponry and modes of transportation

(Aronowitz 1996:189-90). Indeed, of 300 topics studied by the Royal Society in its early years two

thirds were concemed with practical questions of mining and seafaring (Rose and Rose 1970:14).30

When the technological thread is pulled out of its social tapestry the result is reification. Social

relationships are replaced with relations between things. Technology has been regarded as 'the great

vehicle of reification,' (Marcuse 1991:168)." Meteorological histories offer a prime example of this

process. Technological determinism 'excludes general human interests and intentions in favour of a

selected and reified image of their causes and results.32 Further, it systematically postdates history and

excludes all other versions of cause' (R.Williams 1983:220). But by excluding human interests

reification may not only postdate history, as Raymond Williams states: it may preclude it. Can the move

from human subjects to inert objects still be called history?

LeRoyLadwie's (1972:18)reviewofGustavUtterstr6m's (1955) workon climate andhistoryhas some

relevance here. Since Utterstrcim's account of the crisis of the seventeenth century favoured physical

history over human history he exposed himself to Marc Bloch's condemnation. Bloch never found these

approaches congruent with the historian's craft, since:

Behind the tangible features of landscape, behind what are apparently the most frigid
of writings ... it is human beings that the historian is trying to discern. If he does not
succeed in that he will never be anything, at the best, but a learned hack. But the true

soHumphrey Jennings (1985) makes the linkages benveen scientists and the emergent dominant economic

classes even more explicit: 'when the "bourgeoisie" took over i''! 1600, they began the final subjugation and

exploitation of this island. They had amassed the necessary capital, "fixed" the church on the laws of usury, tamed

the power of the feudal monarchy. The tasks that lay before them were the taking of the land fromthe people by the

Enclosures Acts, the creation of the factory system and tle invenfion of machines and means of power to run them.

Before any of these things could be done it was necessary to make an analysis of the materials and forces existing
in nature and in these islands which would contribute to the scheme. Hence the financial backing of the Royal
Society.'

3tThough in Herbert Marcuse's account tecbnology and science are inevitably ideological as they'take on

the function of legitimating political power' (Habermas 1972:362).

32See the collection edited by Merritt Roe Smith and Leo Marx (1994).
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historian is like the ogre in the story: wherever he smells human flesh he recognises his
prey.

Le Roy Ladurie (1972:20) likes the prose and takes the point, but the ogre's perspective is still too

limited. In his classic historical study of climate since the year I 000 he proposes the combination of

physical and human history as geohistory.t' This approach is appropriate for the present study as it

avoids extremes of climatic determinism and antbropocenfism, and admits complex interactions

between "natural" and social. From this position Le Roy Ladurie (1972:12) castigates Utterstrd,m for

consistent methodological shortcomings: his discussion of Spain attributes the nation's decline to 'a fall

in humidity,' while'[a fall in] ... the social stnrcture, a totalitarian religion, the monetary fluctuations

of the Renaissance and Baroque periods, a system of values not adapted to capitalism, and geogtaphical

conditions inadequate to economic needs' find no place in his explanation.3a

Any work which focuses on the technical or the physical without reference to the sooial must remain

partial, as must remain those human studies conducted without reference to places and things. If we are

to understand the weather-modification story then we must refer to social and physical actors, for

droughts, clouds and people all play cenhal roles (see Chapters 4 and 5).

Synopsis

Weather study is not a unified field of inquiry. It contains elements from competing disciplines, working

at different levels of explanation, and its subject matter has changed considerably over time. It also

poses a peculiar problem in the history of science: for studies of meteorology may not count as history

while the subject may not qualify as science. Most surveys lack reflexivity. Critical interrogation of the

subject is rare. Scholars cling to a conceptual model imbricated by ethnocentrism and technological

determinism. Histories of meteorological theories exist from the snapshots of Remillard (1961),

Middleton (1965), Garber (1976), and Kutzbach (1979), but we await any significant application of

theory to meteorological histories.

Limited to specific persons, times and locations, meteorology is an area where "history" repeats itself

insistently. The continual duplication of information raises concern. In a word it invites criticism for

being formulaic. However a truly formulaic history of meteorology should chart the interacting

lThe same approach informs much of the work of the Annales School, see for instance the work of
Fernand Braudel (1972), particularly t a Mdditerrande et Ie Monde Mdditerranian d I'Epoque de Philippe II, fust
published in 1949.

3oFor a similarly flawed analysis, this time on thermometers and history, see Clarence A. Mills (1942).
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atmospheric processes understood through approaches derived from physics - radiation, fluid dynamics

and thermodynamics, and cloud micro processes. Through cloud physics we can describe droplet

growth, rain and ice processes. Through radiation studies we can confirm the laws of Stefan, Planck,

Beer and Wien, and we can understand radiative hansfer. In fluid dynamics we understand the

significance ofNewton's laws of motion, and the Coriolis effect. We know the first and second laws of

thermodynamics and the gas laws (of Avagadro, Boyle, Charles, and Dulong-Petit). But a final

appendage to the formulaic history isrequired, one discoveredby amember ofthe Panel onWeather and

Climate Modification (Malone 1966:v), Edward N. Lorenz. The formula is for chaotic motion:

dx/dt: -ax * ay

dyldt: -xz + bx - Y

dzldt= -xv - cz

Where x is proportional to the intensity of the convective motion, y is proportional to the horizontal

temperature variation, z is proportional to the vertical temperafure variation, and a, b, and c are constants.

This famous set of equations, integated on one of the earliest computers at Massachusetts Institute of

Technology in the late 1960s showed once and for all that meteorology was not a part of deterministic

physics. Tiny changes in the initial conditions lead to drastically dissimilar outcomes. Weather

forecasting in a single leap became a statistical problem. No one has yet been able to recast the

theoretical problem in statistical terms, as has already been achieved in quantum mechanics. Were this

problem to be solved, it might return meteorology to the fold of mainstream (Nobel Prize winning)

physics.

Chaotic motion undermines our ability to predict outcomes from atmospheric interactions. By foiling

certainty in this domain, it should also caution against uncritical acceptance of the known in other

domains. We might know isolated pieces of meteorological history: when they come together we get

chaos. The following discussion is an attempt to impose meaningful order on the "chaotic" world of

weather-modification.

II Weather-modification: The Literature Reviewed

This literature review of weather-modification will set the scene for our subsequent discussion. We will

question the wisdom of relying on a history which is written by its makers, we will question the writers'

assumption that weather-modification works, and we will take issue with their time frames. We will

criticise historians of planned weather-modification for overlooking the social consequences of cloud-
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seeding experiments, we will make a case for the continued need to study weather-modification, and we

will look at the factors that need to be addressed ifwe are to understand the rise of "scientific" weather-

modification.

What can we say about works on weather-modification? Crueller characters have suggested that '[t]he

writing [is] not only dull but equivocal. It mustbe that technical journals are conjured up by magicians

for presto-chango, they can transform a heart-thumping subject like war by environment into a sleeping

potion' (Green 1977:13). But more substantial issues lie beneath style's surface veneer. As with

meteorology, histories of weather-modification are restricted by scope, frequency, and a lack of

reflexivity.

The number of critical histories is paltry, given weather-modification's antiquity and ubiquity.

Excluding himself, Clark C. Spence (1980:140) identifies only six works pertaining to cloud-seeding's

prehistory. He misses a couple of references - like Martha Caldwell's (1938) article - but Spence's

accounting is broadly fair. A similar situation greets the intending student of weather-modification's

later "scientific" phase.

Most discussions about planned weather-modification disappoint: they are written in shorthand by

scientists, and tangential to the major themes of their works (Sutton 1960, Sutcliffe 1966, Miller and

Thompson 1970, Wilson 1971, Lutgens and Tarbuck 1979, Schaefer and Day l98l). Many authors

prefer to enthuse about new experiments rather than digging over historical antecedents, which usually

feature as single paragraph prefaces to their own discoveries (Petterssen 1957, Holroyd, Super and

Silverman 1978). Direct involvement in cloud-seeding operations makes some authors too enthusiastic

about past work (Perrie 1950, Krick 1955, Brown 1971, Howell and Grant 1973, Byers 1974, Donnan

1977, Henderson 1978, Battan 1979, Dennis 1980 and Schaefer 1981). ln the midst of this fervour it is

difficult to find authors applying any critical element to their enterprise.

Almost all the works surveyed for this thesis assume that meaningful weather-modification lies within

reach. Belief in this nostrum runs the whole spectrum from cautious optimism to outright chauvinism.

Titles like Haruesting The Clouds @attan 1969) and Stealing God's Thunder (Ponte 1977) arc not

uncommon. Mostworkscommunicateasenseofhopefulrealisation.LouisJ.Battan's(1979:ix-x)Cloud

Physics and Cloud Seeding enthuses that

[h]istory has shown that some of the great scientific discoveries have been made by
young men and women who have had the daring to think beyond the accepted
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boundaries of existing knowledge. The atmospheric sciences need this kind ofperson.
The challenge of controlling the weather is one we must meet and conquer.

We should remind ourselves that scientific histories are written by their makers. Works surveyed here

were written by cloud seeders (Knck and Fleming 1955) or their employees (Havens, Jiusto and

Vonnegut 1978), whether in private practice (Elliott 1974) or employed by state-funded institutions

(Dennis 1980). The surprise is not the low level of doubters; this must be expected. The real shock is

to find doubters'complete absence. A small core of cloud-seeding Cassandras exist (Sargent 1968,

Hardrick 1968:12-23 and Brooks 1973:84),but they are just as convinced about its effectiveness as are

the devotees. No one seems to object to weather-modification on the most obvious gtounds of all: that

it does not work. Time magazine wrote that'[t]he irony of the conflict is that, according to most

meteorologists, both sides are completely mistaken: the seeding does not make much difference either

to rainfall or hail formation' (Anon. 1962:12). Few picked up on this observation. ln one of the great

contradictions of weather-modification, widespread private scientific scepticism is suppressed,

generating wholesale public belief. This seems to be a classic role reversal: usually scientists struggle

to convince the public of their work's worth.

In theory, attempts to do weather-manipulation raise important philosophical questions; in practice they

raise serious social, economic, political and legal implications. The central questions concern its

appropriation: who can lay claim to the elements, and which groups benefit or suffer from its

commodification and control? These important issues have been sidestepped by most writers, - or, at

best, given terse attention by a select few (Sutcliffe 1966:170, Steinberg 1993:210, 214-5,217-220,228).

These issues will be major concerns in this thesis, since they inform the social panics which cloud-

seeding programmes often produce. We devote Chapters 6,7, and 8 to their discussion.

Periodisation raises problems. Toward the end of 1946 Vincent Schaefer seeded clouds above the

Hudson River. A light snow fell. On returning to land,Irving Langmuir greeted him with the words,

'[t]his is history' (Quoted in Steinberg 1993:209). Langmuir's audacious claim has never met systematic

challenge.35 Scientists and charlatans are still separated by the year 1946. This radical break signifies

the sudden emergence of a modern science from folkloric mists. Anything which happened before the

1946 American experiment is relegated to prehistory. It does not count. (In Chapter 4 we examine the

reasons why it does not count, we challenge Langmuir's claim, and we offer a critique of this all-

3sAlthoughhe accepts Langmuir's clairn, Theodore Steinberg(1993:209) admits thatitwas'culturalhistory
as much as any other kind' [italics in original].
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American story.) This perspective frames accounts of older attempts to change the weather. 'Cornfield

Barnums' (Schinto 1977,32) and cloud compellers colour "science's" cultural landscape, conscripted for

light relief in stories of scientific progress. We dispute this notion in Chapter 3, and we offer a

reinterpretation of America's nineteenth century rainmakers. Apart from the methodological concerns

of pushing present standards back into the past, we find contemporary experiments show similar faults

when viewed through the same optic.36 Nonetheless, the suggestion that earlier schemes were chimerical

and comical whereas later ones are stolidly scientific pervades the literature (Byers l974,Elliott 1974,

Farhar lgTTb,Dennis 1980, Spence 1980 and Steinberg1993).

Serious investigation shows a continuity of action and beliefs across the 1946 historical divide, and a

repetition of key themes. For instance, the prehistoric practices Spence (1980:5-6) associated with pre-

Second World War rainmakers continue long after that time. In both eras we see a zealous press

"informing" a credulous public, a proactive commercial industry, and an interested military. The

hostility of the meteorological profession surfaces both in prehistory and in history, as thorny issues of

political pafonage and practical efficacy are played out on the field of protracted drought. Problematic

interactions among theory, practice and consequence never go away.

These points get lost on weather-modification historians, since they are strangely reluctant to study the

subject from early forms to the present state-of-the-art. Authors adopt an either/or approach. William

B. Meyer's (1986:41)piece focuses on the "GildedAge" ofweather-modification from 1865 - 1915, and

Spence (1980) only deals with the "Age of Pluviculture," from 1890 to 1930.37 Charles Bach (1977)

looks at the modern science over thirty years, Ralph E. Huschke (1963) over seventeen, and Keith J.

Brown (197I) over sixteen years of experiments in western American regions. From compressed

chronologies we progress to ever narrower timescales. The works of Barbara C. Farhar and Colleen

Fitzpatrick (1989a, 1989b) are single-state histories, while Wallace E. Howell (1965), Sigmund Krane

(1977) and Theodore Steinberg (1993) offer closely limited case studies.

The borders between science and pseudoscience are continually crossed by two persistent weather

associations, connecting battles with rain, and hail with noise. Though it rains at the conclusion of the

battle in Stephen Crane's (1994:135) novel The Red Badge of Courage (1895), no causal relationship

is inferred. However, there were plenty of Civil War soldiers ready to attest to that linkage. Edward

r6See the discussion of scientific evaluations of weather-modification in Chapter 5, pages 164-72.

3T"Pluviculture" is David Starr Jordan's neologism. He coined the word in 1925 in reference to the

proliferation of rainmaking schemes. This 'never failing drought crop' was the domain of the 'quacktitioneer' who
operated in the 'shadow of wisdom' (Quoted in Spence 1980:2).
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Powers (1871) expressed this popular American belief in War and the Weather; or, The Artificial

ProductionofRain,listingtwohundredbattleswagedduringrainfall.ss Sinceraincouldbeblastedfrom

the heavens by cannon, why not cut out the middle men and fight clouds instead?

In 1908 attempts to cannonade rain from New Zealand clouds proved futile. Meteorologists predicted

that no rain would fall, and the negative results were published in the Monthly Weather Review to

'prevent other communities from making such foolish experiments' (Quoted in Arenberg, Bemis Jr,

Cushman, Thomas and Vetterlein 1954:7). Far from being dispelled, this notion was reinvigorated in

the next decade. The First World War gave this connection new life (Harding 1915, McAdie 1916,

Bruce 1916, Horner l916 and Hawke 19l7). In l9l8 Raphael's Almanac or the prophetic Messenger

and Weather Guide carried the following caveat: 'No reliance should be placed on weatherpredictions

during the war, as the terrific bombardments cause violent concussions in the atmosphere, producing

clouds and rain, particularly in the southeast and east of England' (Quoted in Hering 1922183).3e

By the 1960s it seemed that rain would not just be a byproduct of battle as the first state-sponsored

rainmakers like Powers believed, but a key weapon. Cloud-seeding technologies offered the military

new opportunities, seized by the Americans in South-east Asia. Beginning in 1967 the Pentagon funded

a five year campaign 'to make the Ho Chi Minh Trail slippery' (Anderson and Van Atta 1989:5). Only

four years ago Army News ( I 994: I ) claimed that artillery exercises inevitably bring downpours. Though

the causal mechanisms may change, the same connections have been made for over 1800 years.no

Sometime between AD 45 and 120, Plutarch (1893:71) made the

observation ... that extraordinary rains preffy generally fall after great battles; whether
it be that some divine power thus washes and cleanses the polluted earth with showers

from above, or that moist and heavy evaporations, steaming forth from the blood and

comrption, thicken the air, which naturally is subject to alteration from the smallest
causes.

3ESceptics could also be found. In l89l the New York Tribune met thesis with antithesis: if detonations

brought inundations, could string quartets in balloons stop them? (Spence 1980:37).

rt'In 1939, when war again came to Europe, the new generation of soldiers, European and ultimately
American, saw for themselves the coupling of gunfue and rainfall. As persistent as Bermuda Grass, the venerable

concussionist theory was slow to die; indeed, not until after World War II was it frnally displaced and then only
because scientific cloud seeders finallypresented a ... substitute' (Spence 1980:50).

ooW.J. Humphreys (1979:30) notes another popular belief; rain was the result of the condensation of
vapours from soldiers' blood and sweat. However, he calculated that even if l0 000 soldiers composed of nothing
but blood and sweat evaporated completely in battle and condensed back, 'the resulting rain would be 16"ghly h,alf

an inch over a one-fiftieth part of a square mile.'
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ln late 7914 anEnglish writer said of the battles-and-rain hypothesis, 'the myth is fixed - crystallised -

and probably imperishable' (Anon. quoted in Spence 1980:49).

Hailstones and sound have an even stronger connection across ancient and modern time frames. Reviled

by Spanish farmers as the 'lottery of hell' (Dessens 1992:662), Europeans often resorted to ringing

church bells to ward off hail. This practice was suppressed in Britain in the late eighteenth century,

followingtheelectrocutionofdistressinglyhighnumbersofbellringers(Battan1969:18).'Evenworse,

the hadition of storing explosives in vaults underneath churchesresulted in lightning-set detonations that

sometimes killed thousands' @onnan and Donn an 1977 :94). The custom ofblessing and inscribing bells

can be traced back to at least the sixteenth centun/, when Pope Urban VIII sanctioned a prayer for

dismissing storms, hail and forceful winds.nr These beliefs persist (MacKay l98l:363).4'?

In the world of hail prevention, the move from Hail Marys to hail cannons seems to symbolise the shift

from religious superstition to secular science. Yetprocedures on both sides of this divide are informed

by the same principle: noise can scare hail away. Scientific practice shares the idea with the imitative

ritual magic of the "primitives." Sometimes the explosions are said to evaporate hail. At other times it

is the force of the explosion which shatters hail into harmless mush (Vittori cited in Battan 1969:125).

Hail cannons were accepted as a scientific practice across Europe in the nineteenth century, China, the

former Soviet Union and North America from the 1950s to the 1970s, and they are again enjoying a

European renaissance. Similarly ABC NEWS introduced readers to a new technology on 10 August

1998: the hail cannon (Hutchinson 1998). Scientific hail cannons are by no means modern.as The

earliest recorded European usage is found in Benvenuto Cellini's autobiography at the close of the

sixteenth century (Needham and Wang 1979:473). Storrn clouds over Rome on 3 November 1538

threatened the wedding reception of Duchess Margaret of Austria to Duke Ottavio Farnese. Cellini fired

four salvoes into the heavens, concussing the clouds into capitulation. '[A]nd so,' he wrote, 'I was the

4r'The most famous, perhaps, of these inscriptions, "Vivos voco, morfuos plango, firlgura frango" (I call
the live, the dead I mourn, the flash I rive) dates from 1498, and was taken by Schiller as the text for his greatest

poern, "The Bell"' (Hurrpbreys 1979:25). Arago QSaa:A9) mentions both the practice of blessing bells to ward

offhazardous weather, and legislative decrees outlawing bellringing during thunderstorms in the eighteenth century

France.

o2lnThe Golden Bough,J.G.Flazer ( 1971:70) notes the relatedbelief thatFrenchpriests can also avert hail
storrns, while a character in Ignazio Silone's (1963:l l5) Italian novel Bresd and Wine complains, '[n]ow in the

valley they have insurance - an invention of the devil ... If I ask for something for Saint Francis for him to protect

the harvest from hail, they tell me the harvest is already insured.'

o3Nor are the occasionally boisterous public receptions of weather-modification practices that we explore

at length in Chapters 6,7, and8. Archduchess Maria Theresa of Austria outlawed firing at hail in 1750, following
fierce disputes between neighbours claiming that inaccurate shooting caused hail to fall on their properties instead

(Battan 1969:18).
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sole cause of the festival succeeding, to the joy of everyone' (Cellini quoted in Sieveking 1992:55). But

there is a much older tradition of gunpowder-based weather-modification in South-East Asia, possibly

dating as far back as the year 1200 (Needham, Ping-Yti, Gwei-Djen and Wang 1986:53 I ). Certainly by

the year 1400, the Chinese were using frearms to counter hailstorms, and the Thais launchedrockets to

control the weather.

Thai practices bring us back to the alleged association between showers andbaffles, since here rockets

were fired to release monsoon rains. In northem Thailand rainfall assumes great importance, as there

is no planned irrigation in this region. Where irrigation systems are to be found, rocket customs are not.

This implies a material rather than a spiritual foundation for local weather-control, even though

proceedings honour storm spirits and are conducted by Buddhist priests. Rainmaking ceremonies survive

into the present (Anon. 1995:1) and suggest, in the local context at least, that hail cannons were a secular

creation which became a religious celebration (Needham, Ping-Yii, Gwei-Djen and Wang 1986:531).

Only two scholars have noted how scientific aspects of weather-modification are found in what has

always been categorised a prescientific era. In 'History Repeated: The Forgotten Hail Cannons of

Europe' Stanley A. Changnon Jr. and J. Loreena lvens (1981:368) write that

[a] major weather modification effort at the tum of the century went unnoticed by the

"pioneers" of 1950-70. There are several amazing similarities between the two periods
that point to two key truths, the need for scientific resolution of weather modification
questions, and for awareness by all scientists that events of the past are often relevant
to new research considered to be ofpioneering nature.

As they show, attempts to suppress hail through cannon use in "prescientific" and scientific times share

operational, regulatory and organisational feafures, concepts, hypotheses and modes of assessment

(Changnon and Ivens 1981:370-1,374\. Modern hail cannons, too, were met with huge surges of

enthusiasm which petered out into disappointment. The assessment of early twentieth century hail

suppression efforts by Humphreys (1979:80) also is worth revisiting: 'Trying to avert or destroy the

hailstorm, ' he writes, 'whether by scare or prayer, by shooting or elecfrocuting, has been one of our most

fatuous follies from the earliest of times to the very present.'

Why Study Planned Weather-modification?

Histories of weather-modification generally went out ofproduction at the end of the nineteen seventies.

This raises an important question: if the practice of weather-modification has stopped, why research it?

Closer inspection shows that weather-modification prograrnmes continue: it is their privileged status
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as science that has terminated. To ignore the circumstances under which weather-modification was first

legitimised is foolish, since the recurrence of these conditions could reinstate its scientific position

despite little evidence of its viability. In 1996, for instance, the National Center for Atmospheric

Research disclosed the "secret" of rainmaking. They announced plans to increase rains over southern

Texas by fifteen per cent through seeding clouds with silver iodide flares (Anon. 1996c:18). To prove

their predictions scientists need four years. The material is familiar: the invention of a viable

rainmaking method, the ability to increase rainfall by the usual fifteen per cent, using an open "secret"

which is cornmonly used.

In times of crisis, and with such a small cost-to-benefit ratio should cloud-seeding worlg powerbrokers

may have few qualms about using bad science to support good causes. In the future, problems of water

politics are likely to be more pronounced. United Nations hydrologists predict that seventy per cent of

the world's population will not have enough water by the year 2050, and they are committing themselves

to a concerted campaign during the next decade to counter such shortages (McKie 1999:A7). Weather-

modification may well be enrolled as a tool of appeasement. Authorities must be seen to be doing

something. Take the spectacular belief tumaround of Califomia water distict manager Kenneth Hahn.

He sanctioned the use of silver iodide generators to help relieve a five year drought. 'I am willing to

look at any altemative to bring more water to the people,' said the man who had formerly referred to this

technology as 'voodoo machines' (Quoted in Simon 1991:B3).

From Pluviculture to Precipitation-Augmentation: Striking the Spark

Jeremiah ("Uncle Jerry") Rusk, the US Secretary of Agriculture between 1889 and 1893, observed the

first government-sponsored rainmaking programmes in Texas. From late surnmer in l89l the heavens

were relentlessly bombarded with blasting powdero 'rackarock'ao and oxyhydrogen balloons. Under the

direction of "General" Robert St. George Dyrenforth they 'provided spectacles that would not be

surpassed in the Southwest until the atom-bomb test at Alamogordo ... some fifty years later' (Meyer

1986l.42). The father of the concussion theory of clouds, Edward Powers, arrived on 9 August to observe

proceedings. Rain fell twelve hours after detonations. The Chicago Times heaped praise on the

Congressman who had done so much to secure funds for this onslaught, for having 'outdone Moses'

(Quoted in Spence 1980:34).

aaRackarock is a combination of potassium chlorate and either petroleum (Spence 1980:3 I ) or nito-benzol
(Kutzleb 1967:261).
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Whilethepresswereenthusiastic aboutrainmaking, the embryonic meteorological establishmentquickly

distanced itself from the activities of soi-dlscnt doctors, colonels and "perfessers." At this point the

meteorological discipline was undoubtedly more philately than physics, a collection of (often dubious)

weather data devoid of coherent theory. Cleveland Abbe had complained in 1890 that, 'fh]itherto, the

professional meteorologist has too frequently been only an observer, a statistician, an empiricist - rather

thanamechanician,mathematicianandphysicist'(Nebekerl989:40).Theclassicrouteto breakingthe

shackles of 'Baconianism' (Fleming 1988:15-18) would be forays into the experimental sphere.

Weather-modification rode to the rescue. But if meteorology was a science without a practice, then

rainmaking was a practice without a science. The 1891 state-funded project went ahead without their

sanction.

Subsequent experiments in various places were less successful. Further efforts in Texas disappointed,

vindicating meteorological scepticism. Explosive tests near Washington city brought only 'profanity in

seventeen different languages dnzzling down from chamber windows, accompanied by an electric

display, all the way from the Chinese legation to the Italian quarter' (Anon. quoted in Spence 1980:41).

Decisive testing for Power's theories took place in San Antonio, in November 1892. After two months'

experiments no rain fell. Dyrenforth's name was comrpted to "Dryhenceforth" and federal funds were

cut. The state, and Dyrenforth, withdrew from rainmaking. Upon leaving office in 1898, Rusk placed

Powers' theory of cloud concussion by cannon 'among the curiosities of so-called scientific

investigation, in company with its twin absurdity, the flying machine' (Quoted in Meyer 1986:43). But

soon the flying machine did take off. And, despite the best wishes of the Weather Bureau, so did

" scientifi c" weather-modifi cation.

Controversy clouds just when that happened. For Horace Byers, former chairman of the University of

Chicago's department of meteorology, as for so many other enthusiasts, the dry ice cloud-seeding flight

of General Electric 's Vincent Schaefer on I 6 Novemb er 1946 marks the time when snake oil salesmen

\Mere seen off by real scientists, men in shimmering white lab coats. What had been portrayed as the

exclusive preserve of shamans and shysters was now occupied by persons wearing the uniform of hard

science. Rainmaking would henceforth be called precipitation-augmentation, and its practitioners would

be known as cloud physicists, nol pluviculturalists. As Byers (1959:37\ puts it:

Without belaboring the point as to whether or not this snow might just have happened

to fall naturally at this particular time, and without giving credit to the rainmaking
quackery or pagan ritual practised by man since the stone age, we can set down

fSchaefer's experiment] as the beginning of scientific weather modification.
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ln other words, if we slight all who came before Schaefer, if we sidehack the question of causation and

if we suppress the scientific method, then this episode marks the start of scientific weather-control. Such

strange arguments only begin to make sense once we realise that pure and applied science did little to

bring weather-modifrcation to prominence. Legislation forced the meteorological mainstream to

reconcile itself to "rainmaking," and this legislation was itself hastened by a mixture of drought,

militarism, organisational expedience, private initiative and political pressure. Curiously, these pivotal

factors go unmentioned in those histories concerned to lay out the science of planned precipitation. Yet

these factors tell the real story about why this practice came to prominence, and why - for a time - it wore

the cloak of legitimate scientific inqury. These factors are fully discussed in Chapter 5.

Synopsis

Histories of weather science must be criticised for their formalism: they keep repeating themselves.

Historians of weather-modification have been criticised for failing to recognize that the scientific era of

weather-modification persistently duplicates "prehistoric" themes. Sometimes events are frighteningly

similar. In an eerie echo ofRusk's sentiments a half century earlier, the US Weather Bureau's chief from

1938-63 wamed that claims that 'general production of rain and widespread weather-control are likely

or even possible [are] no more justified than to say that man will soon journey to the moon and the

planets in a rocket and return to tell the tale' (Reichelderfer quoted in Schwartz 1969:46).

It is hard to sustain 1946 as the year when chicanery ended and science started, for this border was

crossed in theory and practice by ideas which refused to be bound to the calendar. Indeed, '[e]ver since

prehistoric antiquity one field of study after another has crossed the divide between what the historian

might call its prehistory as a science and its history proper' (Kuhn 1970:21). Like meteorology, weather-

modification's scientific standing remains problematic. Four decades after its scientific inception a

leading practitioner stated that, '[w]e still have little understanding aboutrainmaking. It's very far away

from being a science and still very much an art. What we're trying to do is make that shift from an art

to a science' (Czys quoted in Allen 1989:lD). This process has often met with opposition from

meteorologists. Just as meteorology may not be science, weather-modification may not be meteorology.

Thus far our discussions of histories of weather-modification and meteorology have taken the form of

two distinct traditions with no traffic between them. In Chapters 4 and 5 we discuss their convergence.
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Chapter Two

Science and Society in the Nineteenth Century (I):
Climatology and the Colonial Impulse

Introduction

Our first chapter offered a literature review of the histories of meteorology and weather-modification.

We found them to be piecemeal and inadequate. This chapter offers a history of climatology in the

absence of any literature to review. Such histories need to be generated if we are to understand the

relationships between humans and the weather, and if we are to understand weatier-modification's

ambivalent relationship to the atmospheric sciences. By doing these tasks we forge links between

weather and sociology, showing the ways in which weather moulds identity, ultimately paving the way

for an analysis of weather's role in the formation of the imagined national communiff.

We frame this chapter in response to the still-dominant tendencies afflicting weather science histories:

their "internalism,"a5 their technological determinism and their Eurocentrism. We trace climatology's

development from its origins in ancient Greece to its emergence as a modem science. It will be argued

that colonialism provided a powerful catalyst for this transition. lmpelled by economic and military

expansion, nineteenth-century climatology bore all the hallmarks of imperial science. It was oriented

to the agricultural exploitationof new lands, the extraction of raw materials, and the safety of white

settlers under a scorching tropical sun.

While scientific climatology assisted the colonial project materially, classical climatology assisted it

ideologically. Colonialism relied upon a combination of nationalism and racism for its intellectual

justification as a civilizing mission. Western intellectuals from Hippocrates to Hegel argued that climate

determined national and "racial" characters. Climate could help explain European superiority and non-

European inferiority. Since civilization only flourished in the temperate zones Western preeminence was

natural. However, the successful transportation of people and ideas underscored the colonial project.

o5'The processes of the intellect are not autonomous,' wrote Eric Hobsbawm (1987:251), '[w]hatever the

nature of the relations between science and the society in which it is embedded, and the peculiar historical
conjuncture in which it takes place, there is such a relation. The problenn which scientists recognize, the methods

they use, the tlpes of theories they regard as satisfactory in general or adequate in particular, the ideas and models

they use in solving therq are those of men and women whose life, even in the present, is only partly confined within
laboratory or study.'
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Publicising the dangers of non-European climates inhibited migtation. Australia, Canada and New

Zealand all required colonists and capital. Britain, in the tbroes of economic depression, was happy to

provide them. But Canada had to overcome its image as the Empire's Siberia, Ausfralia had to demolish

the belief that whites would wilt in the tropics, while New Zealand attempted to lure settlers by arguing

that its bracing weather would lead to racial betterment. Visions of paradise always promise good

weather, and it is at this historical juncture that we see a propagandistic climatology emerge to challenge

its classical precursor. This new literature was spawned by the intersecting interests of the British state,

colonial administrations, and settlement companies. In summation we survey the history of climatic

thinking in the West with special regard to climatology's location within the equation of British

imperialism.

While the study of climatology appears as a radical departure from the central topic of weather-

modification, it helps illuminate themes which are central to its subsequeirt development. Propagandistic

climatology was crucial to the settlement of the American West. Experts assured settlers that climatic

conditions would favour them, and they drew their authority from the classical literary climatology of

Europe. It was the bankruptcy of these ideas connecting civilization and increased rainfall which

precipitated the rainmakers' rise, for it signalled the profound shift in climatic thinking away from

climate making man towards man making the climate.

Science in the Nineteenth Centurv

We must understand the significant aerr"top*ents underpinning science in the nineteenth century if we

are to understand the specialty of climatology. This era marks the emergence of science as an exact,

specialised, and global enterprise. It is also the time in which modern meteorology and climatology take

form. Yet amongst historians of science, there is an inclination to see the nineteenth century as an era

of gentlemen scientists; of dedicated amatews.a6 This was the time of the polymath, it is said, when men

like Francis Galton crossed fields with the ease of lepidopterists in pursuit of fine specimens. Indeed,

'[m]eteorology was the perfect science for the dilettante. Meteorological observations could be taken

anywhere, and recorded and compiled voluminously' (L.P. Williams 1978:137).47 Galton named the

anticyclone and produced some of the finest weather maps of the day. As well as involving himself in

meteorology Galton wandered elsewhere: he spearheaded the eugenics movement, he penned a

eFor instance, J.D. Bernal (1953:4) saw scientific progress 'as the product of individual efforts of men

of genius,' labouring without organisational and professional support. To hinr, nineteenth century science had an

'uncoordinated and arnateur character.'

a?'The weather had been observed methodically by amateurs for a century before scientifrc observations
were established [in the 1880s] to keep really accurate records' (L.P. Williams 1978:27).
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bestselling travel book, he made important contributions to dermatoglyphics, he published a paper on

the size of "Hottentot" womens' bottoms, and he conducted a Britain-wide survey to locate the prettiest

and ugliest women (Nicholas 1984:16-20).

Figure 2

A contemporary illustration showing gentlemen scientists measuring atmospheric pressure

using a mercury barometer.
Source: L. Pearce Williams (1978) Album of Science. The Nineteenth Century, NewYork:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 136, taken fromAm6d6e Guilleman's ( 1872) The Forces ofNaare.

This romanticism about gentlemanly amateurism is misplaced. The nineteenth century was a time of

great transition: for meteorology specifically, for science generally,at and for wider society. As urban

industrialisation roared ahead, displacing dominant agrarian practices, the nineteenth cantury witnessed

'the emergence of modern science as a powerful national resource and world force, almost as we know

otAs Gilbert says to Emest in Part Two of Oscar Wilde's (1894:21I -2) essay 'The Critic as Artist:' 'The
nineteenth century is a turning point in history, simply on account of two men, Darwin and Renan, the one the critic
of the Book of Nature, the other the critic of the books of God. Not to recognise this is to miss 1foe rraning of one

of the most important eras in the progress of the world.'
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it today' (Cohen quoted in L.P. Williams 1978:ix). This emergent science was positive: "'Positive"

science, operating on objective and ascertained facts, connected by rigid links ofcause and effect, and

producing uniform, invariant general "laws" beyond query or wilful modification, was the master-key

to the universe,'wrote Hobsbawm (1977:314), 'and the nineteenth century possessed it.' The emergent

science was also professional:ot William Whewell identified the new professional corps as early as

1840.50 'We need very much a name to describe a cultivator of science in general,' he wrote, '[ should

incline to call him a scientist' (Quoted in R. Williams 1987:279). By the century's end this process had

consolidated: European and North American states - and to some extent their colonies5r - had established

networksofscientificassociations,institutionsandoutletsforpublication.'Educatedmenofthisperiod

were not merely proud of their sciences, but prepared to subordinate all other forms of intellectual

activity to them' (Hobsbawm 1977:294).

The most potent source of this scientific pride came from the great changes its practical application

brought. Science had formerly been an intellectual endeavour of minimal social impact. 'In 1834, when

Frangois Arago was asked in the French Chamber of Deputies why the government should support

science he could only offer the lightning rod as an example of how science had improved the life of the

ordinary citizen' (L.P. Williams 1978:360). Steam power, refrigerationn the power printing press, the

telegraph and scientific medicine changed all that.52 The changes were so great that by the 1890s

atAbdur Rahman(1992:373) argues that the second half of the nineteenth century saw the synthesis of three

formerly discrete scientific trends, namely the works of: tavellers, artisans and engineers, and academics.

50For Whewell's support of British meteorology, which in his opinion required 'multiplied and extensive

faggiog,' see Jack Monell and Arnold Thackray (1981:517-23). The absence of a consolidated theory hindered

meteorological advance. Given also the high numbers of observations, instrqnsalstion and coordination such
progress needed, John Herschel declared 'the world ... not yet civilized enough for meteorology' [eruphasis in
originall, (Quoted in Morell and Thackray l98l:519).

srAs Francis Zimmerman (1992:33) notes '[i]n countries like British India, the cuhivation of science was

promoted both by colonial state institutions and by the rising native elite.' On colonial science in British India, see

Satpal Sangwan (1 9 88 :227 -32).

5rThe British and French states had funded sone scientific research prior to the nineteenth century. King
Charles II founded Greenwich observatory in 1675 to improve the navigation of the British fleet. The question of
latitude could be solved by simple rigonometry but longitude required the precise time, which was hard to attain
on the high seas. Parliament offered aprve to anyone who could solve this dilemma. The solution came from
clockmaker John Harrison whose marine chronometer with double-balanced pendulums provided accurate times

at sea. For this, and other inventions, he was awarded what would have been a fortune at the time: t20 000
(Merson c.1990). Similarly, the French Academy of Science sponsored '[o]ne of the frst exanples of applied
scientific research' (Merson c.1990) when it set about copyng Chinese techniques of porcelain manufacture in
1723. Since Chinese ceramics and glazes excelled those produced in Europe, the French sought the composition
of porcelain and the details of its manufacture. In an early case of industrial espionage French Jesuits sent letters

home in l7l2 and 1724 outlining production methods, and including clay samples. Britain's coryetition with
Chinainceramics sawJosiahWedgewood admittedto the Royal Society in 1783 forhis calibratedpyrometerwhich
made the production of high qualrty Jasper wear possible (Merson c.1990).
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America's Chief Patent Officer was recommending that the office be disbanded because everything

which could be invented alreadv had been.

The nineteenth century, then, was a formative period in the history of science. During this partitioning

ofknowledge and increasing specialisation, meteorology made the difficult 'transition from folklore to

science' (Spence 1980:3).53 As science assumed a commanding influence meteorological

'[o]bservatories displaced castles as the most prominent buildings on the mountains of Europe' (L'P.

Williams 1978:26). But perspectives were widening. Meteorology, and science generally, spanned the

globe: 'it was an age that saw the whole surface of the earth exposed to scientific scrutiny,' observed

Bowler (1993:193), as 'the pattem of the weather itself was being organized on an international scale.'

But what changed scientific perspectives from national introspection to global orientation? By focussing

on climatology, it will be argued that science's global spread was intimately tied to the planetary

expansion of the great European powers.uo Climatology and capitalist world-economy can not be

separated.

This leads us into our second point: to understand science in the nineteenth cenhry we need to look at

colonialism. As Kavita Philip (1998:301) has noted,

The history of Western science, particularly as it developed in Britain after the Industrial
Revolution, is incomplete without an account of the ways in which "science" as an

intellectual and philosophical project, and later as an institutionalized and

professionalized field, was constituted in relation to the enterprise of colonialism. Thus
colonialism is a central moment in the history of nineteenth-century science, and one

that deserves a different kind ofattention than it has received from historians of science.

The date of publication of Philip's article is worthnoting - 1998. Thispresents us with aparadox.

Historians of science have only recently come to recognize the centrality of science to the colonial

enterprise, yet 'European colonizers were often brutally honest to friend and foe about the links between

science and power,' as Peter H. Hoffenberg (1998:299) points out.

t3Spence is indebted to Charles Kutzleb (1968:27) for the phrase. The shifts which Kutzleb highlighted
were not resticted to meteorology; writing on English medicine in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries Ruth

Richardson (1989:315) commented '[t]hroughout the medical literature I have read for this history, I have been

struckby an apparent conflict inprocess ... concerning whethermedicine hadthe status of a science, an art, or a craft,

or all three.'

sFor an analysis ofthe links between industrial technology and colonialisnl see Daniel R. Headrick(1981,

1988). In a different vein, John Law's (1986) paper on Portuguese instrumentation, navigation and exploration
provides a partial explanation for Western dominance from the sixteenth century. He argues that Portuguese

supremacy was a consequence of particular devices, documents and drilled people.
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They recognized that science provided the labor, instruments, institutions, and

knowledge to justiff and control empires and to generate potentially vast amounts of
wealth [punctuation in original].

When we look at the colonial project we see that the science of climatology emerges because of it. This

will be the central point of our chapter. Three discrete climatological traditions are identified which help

give substance to this claim: classical, propagandistic, and scientific. They each have histories and

geographies, and there is some overlap in time and place. They are used here as an integtating device,

to bring together othenvise disparate stories. The chapter is organised thematically as well as

chronologically. However the reader is cautioned that documentary evidence is sometimes sparse and

impressionistic, and on these occasions a climate of opinion is offered instead. We will commence with

a discussion of classical climatology.

Classical Climatology into the Enlightenment: Climate Makes the Man

Climatology's colonial lineage is long, starting much earlier than the nineteenth century. The first

Western interest in climate was recorded by the ancient Greeks two and a half millennia ago.55

Significantly, their curiosity was a direct consequence of territorial expansion (Rumney 1968:1).

Similarly, G. Hellman (1908:229) observed that '[t]he extensive colonial possessions of the Romans

were, of course, suitable for advancing the conceptions of climatological differences of the countries.'

Setting sail from the Aegean shoreline, the Greeks' northerly advances took them to the frigid terrain of

Scythia. Herodotus wrote that: 'The whole district ... has winters of exceeding rigour. During eight

months the frost is so intense, that water poured on the ground does not form mud ... The sea freezes, and

the Cimmerian Bosphorus is frozen over' (Quoted in Rawlinson 1880:24).s6

Southwards the Greeks encountered further contrast, in the daunting heat of Libya. After intolerable

years in the desert, guides escorted them to the spring of Apollo's fountain. They were told, that '[h]ere,

Grecians, is the place for you to settle; for here the sky leaks' (Herodotus quoted in Rawlinson

I 880: 129).5? Ideally settled between these extremes, Greece enjoyed the model climate, being 'neither

ssHaving castigated Western historians of meteorology for overlooking Chinese scholarship in Chapter l,
we should note that an awareness of clirnate was shown by Tzu Chhan (525 BC) and Kung Yti (44 BC), both of
whom alerted p€asants to the connections between deforestation and drought (Daniels 1996:65 1).

sul.ikewise, Hippocrates (1950:105-6) wrote that'northerly winds, chilled with snow and ice and charged

with great rains, blow continuously and neve leave the mountains which makes themmost inhospitable. During the

daytime mist often covers the plains where the people live and, in fact, winter is nearly continuous all the year

round.'

ttHerodotus lived from c.485-c.425 BC.
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too hot, nor too cold, neither too wet nor too dry, and was called temperate, a land thought to be ideal

for the habitations of nten,' [emphasis added].58

Figure 3
The World's clinr,atic zones (klima) in the scheme of Parmenides, 5th
century BC.
Source: Robert De Courcy Ward ( I 9 1 8) Climate. Especially Considered
in Relation to Man, New York and London: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 22,

Aristotelian thinking about meteorology, and Hippocratic associations of climate and culture, continued

to influence Western thinking, particularly during the Enlightenment.se In fact, as William Coleman

(1984:220) writes, they 'ultimately constituted orthodox climatic doctrine.' By the close of the

rsFrom ancie nt Greece to the Enlightenment, women seldom entered climatic dialogues, they were regarded
as inferior whatever the weather. By the nineteenth century, scholars like Gustave d'Eichtal, Count de Gobineau,

Gustave Le Bon and James Hunt had dispensed with climate, noting instead the modest intellectual similarities
European women shared with Africans, all of whom were incapable of thinking scientifically (Adas 1989:304-5).
In countries like India, young colonial oflicials were encouraged to take local concubines, and those who had wives
dispatched them to hill stations during the summer time (as the weaker sex they suffered the worst). Even when
issues related to women, as in the case of "actinic rays" (see page 49) it was a debate about women- their sexuality
and their fertilify - rather than a debate by women.

5eSeethecornmentsofHellmanandHeningeronAristotle'stwothousandyearreigninfoomote l5,Chapter
l,page7. ButforS.K.Heninger(1960)andafewreferencestoastro-meteorologyanditsattendantalmanacs,early
modern meteorology is an uncharted area. W.E.K. Middleton (1965:14) states that 'meteorology seerns to have
madelittleprogress,'butaddsthat(nurnyrnanuscriptsarestillinneedofstudy.'HurryhreyJennings(1985:10)does
however argue that Robert Hooke's (1662) 'A Method for Making a History of the Weather' deserves special
mention for its 'secularizing' of the sky, and for his 'making out of it the subject matter for the new science of
meteorology.' Hooke also invented rnany meteorological instruments, including recording barometers and

thermometers.
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eighteenth century two forms of enquiry could be identified among European intellectuals: historians

and men of letters in the Hippocratic mode, and natural philosophers and meteorologists who viewed

climates ahistorically, as zones fixed by longitude and latitude (Feldman 1993:27) - the Greek derivation

of climate came from rl,lveuv, meaning slope or lean (Hugget 1991:l). These traditions would not

converge until the nineteenth century. Although their system of climate classification came from

ancient Greece - the mathematical geography of Ptolemy of Alexandria, under the Roman Empire

(Feldman 1993:27), and Graeco-Roman classics framed debates on climate changeuo - it would be a

mistake to assume that scholarly concern was marked by retrospection. As Feldman (1998) has noted,

despite 'some continuity with earlier traditions' their 'quantitative approaches and the cameralist and

enlightened motivations [were] thoroughly modern.'6 I

When it comes to the Enlightenment, Norman Hampson (1968:31) serves 'warning against trying to

compress an age within an epigram.' A pointed saying can only point to so much. Recourse to a single

source risks misrepresenting an entire epoch, one whose impact upon humanity has been so profound.

The intellectual climate of the Enlightenment showed no clear cons€nsus about physical climate.62

60See Theodore Feldman (1993 :23 -40).

u'lnthe late 1600s andearly 1700s 'meteorology... [was] a rypicalmercantile science. Meteorologists were

concerned with world climate, and were trying to find the explanation of the weather over the oceans and in distant
lands. They necessarily thought about the question in terms of estimates, and tended to have a qualitative approach

to it' (Crowther 1962:4). Edmond Halley's (1686) 'An historical account of the Trade Winds and Monsoons,
observable in the seas between and near the Tropics, with an attempt to assign the Physical cause of the said Winds,'
publishedinthePhilosophicalTransactionswasoneattempttoexplainweatherovertheoceans (Gentillil967:81).

Qualitative approaches to weather's study remained the norm into the middle of the eighteenth century. J.L.

Heilbron (1990:9-10) writes that 'people who liked to measure the weather did so desultorily, with inperfect
instruments, and with linle regard for the ways and means used by others.... [T]he miscellaneous and mismatched

renrns allowed only qualitafive generalizations, such as "Pisa's prodigious rains make it the 'Piss-pot of ltaly'."'
As time progressed, and as the quantitative method began to dominate, classical ideas il natural philosophy and

medicine were overthrown. The quantitative approach became the new hallrnark of science by the nineteenth

century. WilliamThomson (later Baron Kelvin) expressed this outlook in 1883: 'When you can measure what you
are speaking about and express it in numbers you lnow something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when
you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind, it may be the beginning
of knowledge, but you have scarcely, in your thoughts, advanced to the stage of science, whatever the matter may
be' (Quoted in L.P. Williams 1978:v).

62lnterestingly, "climatology" could be applied to the intellectual as well as the physical world. ln a review
of Herder's ldeas on the Philosophy of the History of Mankind ( I 785) Kant wrote: 'The author acutely observes
that much preliminary work remains to be done before we can arrive at a physiological and pathological climatology,
let alone a climatology of all the intellectual and sensory powers of man' (Quoted nEze 1997:66). Although these

ideas may seem secondary to his philosophy, and despite being ignoredby a range ofscholars from Martin Heidigger
to Hanaah Arendt and Michel Foucault, 'Kant devoted the largest period of his career to research in, and teaching

of, anthropology and cultural geography' (Eze 1997:2).
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Though the thoughts and words of leading thinkers were often indistinguishable, there is still a risk of

crushing difference in Procrustes' bed.63

According to Clarence J. Glacken (1967:vii) throughout westem history people have asked three

questions concerning their relationships to the planet's habitable regions: Is the earth a deliberate

creation? How have humans altered it? And does the earth's geography and climate exert a cultural

influence? We now furn our attention to some of the Enlightenment thinkers' responses to this final

question.

Comte de Buffon the naturalist, Johann Herder the philosopher and Johann Blumenbach the physiologist,

all believed that climate necessarily conferred advantage on European peoples (Eze 1977:26,77,89).64

Immanuel Kant concurred. Though Kant never travelled farther than seventy kilometes from his

Kdnigsberg home (Hawkins and Allen 1991:778), his philosophy encompassed the world. In his

posthumously published lectures On Physical Geography ( 1900-66) he noted that '[i]n the hot countries

the human being matures in all aspects earlier, but does not, howeverreachthe perfection of those in the

temperate zones. Humanity is at its greatest perfection in the race of the whites' (Eze 1997:63).6s

Philosophical speculation drew upon 'a centuries-old European tradition' (Curtin 1965:224) of denial.

Learned men did not look to the tropics for empirical support: with the exception of the odd travelogue

or missionary report they validated theory through reference to ancient Greece. Philosophy showed itself

to be an old discipline with old ways, constantly turning to its birthplace. But did the emerging discipline

of sociology differ?

Though sociology was 'regarded as the social science of modernity par excellence, the child of

Enlightenment secularism and empiricism, the greatdebunker oftradition' (Baehr andO'Brien 1994:52),

in this domain it cemented customary thinking. Consider Montesquieu's De l'Espril des Lois, frcst

publishedinl748. Montesquieu'slgthBookdiscussessociety'sgeneralspirit,givingclimateprimacy.

63Although Hume, Buffon, Rousseau and Montesquieu appear to be in general agrcement, Michael Adas
(1989:lll)arguesthattheirideaswerenotrepresentativeofthetimes. Voltaire,forinstance,feltthat166Qhinese
were so superior that they should send "missionaries" to European kings to help improve tlreir rule.

nHerder, did uot however support any notion of European domination. In Outlines of a Philosophy ofthe
History of Man (1800) he wrote: 'For what does it disturb the whole world, and plunder every quarter of the globe?

... [W]hy do the poor suffer hunger and with bemrmbed senses drag on a wretched life of toil and labour? That the

rich and great rnay deaden their senses in a more delicate rnanner, without taste, and probably to the eternal

nourishment of their brutality' (Quoted in Grove 1995:369).

usFor a more thorough look at Kant's contribution to meteorology, see Fr. Dorsch (1924).
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'several things govern men: climate, religion, laws; the maxims of govemment, the example of things

past, mores, manners; from which there forms a spirit which is their product' (Montesquieu quoted in

Stark 1960:86).

Along with many later luminaries ofthe Enlightenment, Montesquieu argued that evaporation of courage

and general enervation were the lot of people in hot climates.66 Their mentality necessarily slumped at

the levei of slavery. 'One must not, ' he wrote,'be surprised that the cowardice of the people of the warm

olimates has almost always made them into slaves, and that the courage ofthe people of the cold climates

has preserved their freedom' (Montesquieu quoted in Stark 1960:109-10).67 Taken together, the musings

of these men open the Enlightenment project to interpretation as 'a conspiracy of dead white men in

periwigs to provide the intellectual foundation for western imperialism' (Hobsbawm quoted in Smith

1997:31).68 Indeed, the Enlightenment's 'great progenitor' (De Beer 1978:np) John Locke composed

the Two Treatises of Government n 
as a defence of England's colonial policy in the new world against the

sceptics in England and the counter-claims ofboth the aboriginal nations and other European powers in

America' (Arneil 1.996:2).6e He did so by arguing that agricultural cultivation provided the basis for

claims of private properfy rather than conquest (as the Spanish acquired it) or common ownership (as

the Amerindians held it).70 As Elizabeth Povinelli asserts, '[e]arly political-economic theory postulated

that laboring subjects createdproprietary interests in things and that the mode ofproduction determined

the level of those proprietary interests' (Quoted in Philip 1998:309).

6The idea of climatically-induced Asian timidity is expressed by Hippocrates (c.460-c.377 BC) in Chapter

16 af The Nature of Man, where he wrote: 'the fact that Asiatic men are less warlike and gentler in character than

Europeans is explained by the nature of the seasons' (Quoted in Galen 1997:165). The same idea also surfaces in
Airs, Ilaters. Places (Hippocrates I 950: I 02).

67Such ideas held force into the twentieth century, and were even used by indigenous despots. The Pakistani
military dictator Ayub Khan proclaimed'democracy ... unsuitable for hotclimates' (Quoted in Ahmad 1993:182).

6ssubsequent passages will lend support to this thesis, but as we have already noted, these ideas did not
monopolise European social life, and any such interpretation of the Enlightenment is necessarily partial. As
Hobsbawmreminds us, it 'is also the only foundation for all the aspirations to build societies fit for all h*Enfusings
to live in anywhere on this Earth, and for the assertion and defence of their human rights as psrsons' (Quoted in
Smith 1997:31).

6elocke was Secretary to the Lords Proprietors of Carolina ( 1668-75), Secretary to the Council of Trade
and Plantations (1672-6) and Commissioner for the Board of Trade and Plantations (1695-1700). His interest was

personal as well as political, having become involved in 1 63ding company in the Bahamas n 1672 and been given

4 000 estates [src] of land in the Carolina colony (Arneil 1996:19, 68-9).

Tolocke also noted the blessings that civilized Europeans would confer on the savages elsewhere. In his
Essay Concerning Human Understanding (1690) he had written, '[there are] whole Nations ... amongst whom ...

uncultivated Nature has been left to itself, without the help of Letters, and Discipline, and the Iuryrovements ofArts
andSciences'(QuotedinAmeil1996:115). WithEngland'sarrivaltheAmerindianswouldsoonbeimprovedby
virtue of their greater scientific, tecbnological and general knowledge.
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Locke, though a keen weather observer, never used climate to sanction European dominance - that was

left to Hegel. Hegel's (1821) Lectures on the Philosophy of Right 'considered the imperial and colonial

projects carried out by European nations outside ofEurope as necessary and logical consequences ofthe

capitalist modernization of European societies. As with slavery,' Eze (1997:749) notes, 'Hegel morally

justifies imperialism and colonialism on the grounds that while Europe is civilized, the nonEuropean

victims of colonialism are barbarians and ... "the civilized nation is conscious that the rights of the

barbarian are unequal to its own."' For Hegel (1975:155), European civilization was a function of

climate.

ItwasinHegel'seraofEuropeandominationthatclimatologycameofage.'Enlightenmentphilosophy

was instrumental in codifying and institutionalizingboth the scientific andpopular Europeanperceptions

of the human race. The numerous writings on race by Hume, Kant, and Hegel,' Eze argues (1997:5),

'played a strong role in articulating Europe's sense not only of its cultural but also racial superiority.

In their writings ... "reason" and "civilization" became almost synonymous with "white" people and

northern Europe' [italics in original].tt Their notion that civilization springs from ancient Greece, and

that Greeks had exclusively European citizenship were necessary requirements for nineteenth-century

colonialism. 'The French were explicit in justifuing theirrampages and excruciating exploitation as a

mission civilisatrice and in some ways the Portuguese theoretical encouragement of assimilados was a

use of the same fig leaf Martin Bernal (1994:126) wrote.

Because of their intense and systematic racialism after 1850 the English, Dutch,
Germans and Belgians were unable to maintain that they could bring racially inferior
peoples to this standard... However, even when they emphasized "pacification" and

"establishing law and order" rather than assimilation, the notion that the colonists
possessed a deep civilization going back to Plato and Aristotle was essential to both

their own sense of categorical superiority and the acceptance of this European cultural

dominance by local elites (Bernal1994:126).

TrAlthoughAdas (1989:291) cautions that'there is no necessarycorespondencebetweenthe development
of ideological racism and racism at the level of social interaction ...popular racism can arise with little or no
validation from the writines of social theorists and other intellectuals.'
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It was through this combination of nationalism and racismT2 that colonialism was provided with its

ideologicaljustification. Once more, climatic thinking was involved. Subsequent sections will look at

the ways in which atmospheric processes lent social assistance. Climate was employed as a conscriptive

and proscriptive force: it helped define national characters and maintain racial boundaries, signi$ing

"our" superiority while explaining "their" subordination. Prior to conquest and post-settlement we see

numerous ways in which, to borrow a phrase from Andrew Ross ( 1987:123), 'weather naturalizes the

social.'

What we are surveying, then, are the arguments of authority. With the onset of colonialism 'popular

local knowledge and skills suffered an eclipse. They were declared unscientific and denied

encouragement and support of any kind by imperialist rulers.... [T]he popularpractice[s] of agriculture,

animal husbandry and weather forecasting' (Alam 1978:239) were cast into darkness. Sometimes

scientific ventures failed because local knowledge had been eclipsed. Britain's introduction of cash

crops to India often overlooked soil quality. American cottonrefusedto flourishin Aligarh and Mysore,

and silk-worms refused to be reared in the Punjab. Scientists had also ignored the fact that Indian

farmers had little capital or inducement to grow such crops, and that production was oriented to local

tastes in the absence of adequate transportation. Colonial scientists would not accept any of the blame

for these failures. lnstead, 'the factors responsible for the failure of such experiments were the "indolent"

character of the Indians' (Sangwan 1988:226). Climate "explained" Indian indolence and Indian

scientific incompetence. In 1891 the Governor-General declared that 'original scientific research

demands mental and physical qualifications which are not apparently found in races bred in tropical

climate to the same extent that they exist in more vigorous races ofnorthern latitudes' (Quoted in Kumar

1982:74).73 Itwasaslateas lgl0thattheDepartmentofAgricultureandRevenueofficiallyrecognised

that meteorology and solar physics were

"Of course racism was not just a free-floating idea circulating in the ether. In the colonial period racist

ideas were fuelled by the 'arogance' generated by European global domination, by "native" uprisings, by the

BritishsubjugationofChina,andbyviolentCaribbeanslaverevolts(Adas 1989:318). EricHobsbawm(1977:313)
extends the material motivations for racism when he writes: 'Racismpervades the thought of our period to an extent

hard to appreciate today ... (Why, for instance, the widespread horror of miscegenation and the almost universal
belief among whites that "half-breeds" inherited precisely the worst features of their parents' races?) Apart from
its convenience as a legitimisation of the rule of white over coloured, rich over poor, it is perhaps best explained as

a mechanism by means of which a fundamentally inegalitarian society based upon a fundamentally egalitarian
ideology rationalised its inequalities, and attempted to justi$ and defend those privileges which the democracy

implicit in its institutions must inevitably challenge. Liberalism had no logical defence against inequality and

democracy, so the illogical barrier of race was erected: science itself, liberalism's trump card, could prove t}tat men

were not equal,' [italics in original].

T3However, inDeepakKumar's ( 1982:81) opinion, 'despitemany tall claims about the so-called superiority

of the non-tropical whites, none of the Europeanprofessors annually sent to India came up to the standard of [P.N.]
Bose or [P.C.] Ray.'
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pure science and are independent of local conditions, but local knowledge and

experience are essential in dealing with the problems of economic science, especially
in India where regard must be had not only to peculiar climatic conditions, but also to
the habits and prejudices of an ignorant and suspicious population, and to the limitations
of the subordinate staff with which our officers have to work (Quoted in Macleod
1975:370\.

Let us now examine the climatic origins of European national superiority and non-European "racial"

inferiority in greater detail.

Our WeatherAlationalism: The Civilized Temperate Climate

There are, among the numerous lovers of subtilties and paradoxes, some who derive the

civil institutions of every country from its climate, who impute freedom and slavery to
the temperature ofthe air, can fix the meridian of vice and virhre, and tell at what degree

of latitude we are to expect courage or timidity, knowledge or ignorance.
Samuel Johnson. The ldler.

Early modem science was profoundly influenced by the humoural theory of Hippocrates, Aristotle and

Galen, The fourbasic elements (hot, cold, wet, and dry) related to the basic matter of the universe (such

as fire and water) and the basic 'humours' contained within the humanbody (blood, phlegm, yellow bile,

and black bile). The theory accounted for the body's basic composition, differing body types, and the

varying states of particular persons brought on by the balances between elements (Singer quoted in Galen

1997:x). Humoural theory did not restrict itself to biology, it also incorporated notions of geography,

for humans were asserted to coexist harmoniously with their physical environment. Climate, air, diet

and exercise all affected the body's physical condition (Kupperman 1984:213), Different environments

created different peoples.Ta These notions were incorporated into moral philosophy as arguments for

racial supremacy (Curtin 1965:67,223-4,246-7). Westem preeminence became a natural, climatically

determined, fact.

Even challenges to climatically-based superiority upheld "racial" stereotypes. David Hume wrote in his

essay 'Of National Characters,' (1754) that '[i]f the characters of men depended on the air and climate,

the degrees of heat and cold should naturally be expected to have a mighty influence' (Eze 1997:32).

?oln Book ll of Mixtures Galen (AD 169-75) observe d, '[i]n extreme northern and southern regions, the

heat is driven deep within the body in the former case, being overcome by the cold of the atnrosphere outside, and

comes forward to the skin in the latter case, being drawn on by the surrouuding heat. [A]ll the peoples of Thrace

and Scythia have cold, wet skin, which is also soft, white and bare. Whatever internal heat they have has reEeated,

along with the blood ... [which] boils; and thus they become spirited, bold, and quick to change their minds,' In
contast, '[i]n Ethiopiaus, Arabs, and all other southern peoples the skin has been roasted by the ambient heat and

by the effect of the internal heat being drawn outwards, and so becomes hard" dry, and black' (Galen 1'997:257).
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Hume felt there could be some influence at the poles and in the tropics. The severity of the weather in

these places could deny the pursuit of lofty thoughts amongst men living there. In the temperate climes

Hume preferred a more critical stance. For him, national character was a moral rather than a climatic

formation. Still, Hume spoke of northern inhabitants dwelling in 'poverty and misery' and of 'the

indolence of the southern' (Eze 1997:33) inhabitants. In an infamous footnote he added that

I am apt to suspect the negroes and in general all other species ofmen (for there are four
or five different kinds) to be naturally inferior to the whites. There never was a civilized
nation of any other complexion than white, nor even any individual eminent either in
action or speculation. No ingenious manufactures amongst them, no arts, no sciences

(Quoted in Eze 1997:33).

William Falconer was of the generation following Hume. His Remarlcs on the Influence of Climate,

Situation, Nature of Country, Population, Nature of Food, and Way of Life, on the Disposition ofTemper,

Manners and Behaviour, Intellects, Laws and Customs, Form of Government, and Religion of Mankind

(1781) is 'of all the works produced on this subject during the eighteenth century, the most remarkable

in its scope and tone, and the most convincing evidence of the importance attached at that time to

climate, religion, customs, and ways of life' (Glacken 1967:601).75 ln his work the far north and the

south were similarly seen as disagreeable extremes. Through a series ofbinary opposites, northern and

southern characteristics were contrasted. In every instance northem virtues excelled southern vices.

Falconer found 'the best possible balance of human qualities ... near the northern edge of the temperate

zone - in short, in Britain' (Curtin 1965:66). He was not saying anything that English people did not

alreadv know.76

T5Glacken ( 1967:605) concluded: 'In Falconer's work we can see how broad interests had been intensified
over the century: the relation of environmental ideas to social institutions (climate and religion), to public health and

medicine, to diet (with corparisons of diets as materials gradually accumulated from the voyages and travels), to

moral causes (overcoming environmental disadvantages by social measures), and to technology and engineering

(purposeful planning to change environments unfavorable to man).'

75Kant had other ideas, he thought that 'the tallest and most beautiful people ... are on the parallel ... which

runs through Germany' (Quoted inBze 1997:58). Buffon, appeared less patriotic than Kant, for the Frenchman

'[t]be most temperate climate is from the fortieth degree to the fiftieth; it is also in that zone that the most handsome,

and best built men are found; it is in this climate that the idea of man's true color must be taken; it is from there that

the model or unity to which all other nuances of color and beauty must be compared' (Quoted in Roger 1997: l8l )'
Yet his numerical ordering masked national pride, such degrees encompassed France entirelywhile omitting Britain,
Holland, nearly all of Belgiurq most of Germany, Poland and Russia, half of Spairu a little more of Portugal, some

of ltaly, and the majority of Greece and Turkey.
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The Caroline diplomat Sir William Temple (1628-99) felt well-placed to comment on climate and

national constitution, long before Falconer ever thought of it.i? While writing on the subject of poetry,

Swift's patron broke away to pursue another line of thought.

Besides all this, there is another sort of Variety amongst us which arises from our

Climate, and the Dispositions it naturally produces . ... Besides, I think none will dispute

the native Courage of our Men, and Beauty of our Women .... For my own part, who

have conversed much with Men of other Nations, and such as have been both in great

Imployments and Esteem,I can say very impartially, that I have not observed among

any so much true Genius as among the English; no where more Sharpness of Wit, more

Pleasantness of Humour, more Range of Fancy, more Penetration of Thought or Depth

of Reflection among the better sort [italics and capitalisation in original], (1720:248).

The crucial question was: what would happen if one left this zone of comfort? To leave England was

to leave her weather, and perhaps also one's character. Were 'true Genius,' 'Sharpness of Wit,' and

'Pleasantness of Humour' exportable? Or were they anchored to this blessed plot? Potential West Indian

settlers and colonial promoters anguished over the matter. The tropic's harmful rays could cause

physical and psychological damage.78 Emigrants genuinely feared that English qualities might be fixed

geographically, and that they ran the risk of 'becoming more like the Spaniard, whom they perceived

as choleric and untrustworthy' (Kupperman 1984:215). The model climate had moved from ancient

Greece to England: 'The English saw themselves as moderate people living in a moderate climate, and

theyhadfirmopinionsabouttheoharactertypesproducedbytheextremes'(KuppermanI9S4:215). One

physician found confirmation in the field. Twelve years of West Indian weather convinced D'r.

BenjaminMosely(1787)thatheatcausedEwopeandegeneration. Calvinistprinciplescouldnotflourish

in such a climate. Asceticism and hard work gave way to hedonism and simple thoughts. 'Penetration

of Thought' and 'Depth of Reflection' had been denied: 'The brilliancy of the skies, and the levity of

the atmosphere, conspire to influence the nerves against philosophy and her frigid tenets, and forbids

their practice amongst children of the sun' (Quoted in Curtin 1965:65).7e

77G.N. Clark's introductionto Temple's Observations Upon the United Provinces ofthe Netherlands (1673)

reveals the high regard in which contemporaries held this book. Clark wrote: 'What holds this book together is a

method of interpreting history, a method which is summed up in the dictum: "Most national customs are the effect

of some unseerl or unobserved, natural causes and necessities." This idea and ideas relating to it were kindling much

of the best thought at that time, and Temple must have been iu contact with them fromhis youth' (Quoted in Glacken
1967:454).

78Dr Louis Sambon challenged this notion in a paper presented to the Royal Geographical Society in 1898.

Still, he noted that it was an 'almost universal opinion that the European cannot colonize the topics, but must

inevitably fall ... a victim to the inIluence of their deadly clinate' (Quoted in Kennedy 1990:120).

TeDoctor Samuel Johnson ( I 709-84) was even more scathing, saying of a recently deceased gentleman from
Jarnica, '[h]e will not, whither he is now gone, find much difference, I believe, either in the climate or the company'
(Quoted in Cohen and Cohen 1976:2ll).
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The idea of a character-building British climate shows remarkable persistence. Impressions of great

men were filtered through the schooling system and passed off as common sense, George Orwell was

one recipient of such ideology. Orwell was bom into the lower-upper-middle class of settler

administrators: schooled at Eton, he served in Burma with the Indian Imperial Police. As such, his

credentials for comment on climates of colonialism were impeccable. Orwell is used here for his notes

on nationalism. ln The Road to Wigan Pier (1937} he traced the origins of English nationalism to

climatic origins:

When nationalism first became a religion, the English looked at the map, and, noticing
that their island lay very high in the Northern Hemisphere, evolved the pleasing theory

that the further north you live the more virfuous you become. The histories I was given

when I was a little boy generally started off by explaining in the naTvest way that a cold

climate made people energetic, while a hot one made them lazy, and hence the defeat

of the Spanish Armada. "Better it is for us", writes a Quarterly Reviewer of 1827, "to
be condemned to labour for our country's good than to luxwiate amid olives, vines, and

vices." "Olives, vines, and vices" sums up the normal English attitude toward the Latin
races. In the mythology of Carlyle, Creasey, etc., the Northerner ("Teutonic," later

"Nordic") is pictured as a heffy, vigorous chap with blond moustaches and pure morals,

while the Southemer is sly, cowardly, and licentious (Orwell 1962:100).80

The only problem with this latitudinal line ofreasoning, as Orwell pointed out, is that the Scots become

superior to the English, and the lnuit assume the mantle of master race. This partly reflects the logical

inconsistency of nationalist ideology, but it also speaks to a subconscious concern. In a letter to Anthony

Powell, Orwell (19701:252)had shared a tip on how to annoy Scotsmen.sr Though passionately opposed

to injustice, he was not without prejudice, Orwell was indelibly marked as a man of his time, often less

than sympathetic in his treatment of Northerners, natives, women, vegetarians, Catholics, and - despite

being one - socialists. Reading Hegel would have solved his ironical dilemma, the frigid zone would

never have the historical initiative. Civilization springs forth neither when too cold nor too hot, Hegel

(1975:155)concluded,butonlywhereitisjustright: 'Allinall,itisthereforethetemperatezonewhich

must furnish the theatre of world historv.'

soCharles Hursthouse (1861:62-3) had noted'[w]here there is perpetual sunshine and serenity man

degenerates into an emasculated idler. The Hindoo is a woman, the Neapolitan's "summurn bonum" i5 !65king in
the sun and swallowing macaroni; in Tahiti and the Paphian coral isles of the South, the soft islanders are scarce

equal to greater labours than plucking fruit and eating it; - there "The bread-fruit ripens while they lie beneath Its

shadow in luxurious indolence."'

t"It is so rare nowadays to find anyone hining back at the Scotch cult,' Orwell (1970I:252) told Powell, 'I
am glad to see that you make a point of calling them "scotchmen", not "scotsmen" as they like being called. I find
this a good and easy way of annoying thern,'he wrote.
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The resilience of the syllogism that "poor weather produces great people" is demonstrated in Norman

Douglas' novel South Wind. Witten in the year when Orwell commenced studies at Eton (1917), it

begins as a challenge to the superiority of northern climate and peoples,

But as for other Northern men, the enlightened ones - I cannot help thinking that they
will come to their senses one of these days. Oh yes! They will recover their sanity.

They will perceive under what artificial and cramping conditions, under what false

standards, they have been living; they will realize the advantages of a climate where

nature meets you half-way. I know little of England, but the United States are pretty
familiar to me; the two climates, I imagine, cannot be very dissimilar. That a man

should wear himself to the bone in the acquisition of material gain is not pretty. But
what else can he do in lands adapted only for wolves and bears? (Douglas 1976:68-9).

Read another way, the text hints at a degeneration thesis. In hot weather Northem Europeans are

bleached of their identity and civility; they become indistinguishable from the Other. Subsequent

chapters in South Wind fortify this notion. On the Isle of Nepenthe the hotestant ethic evaporates, like

sweat from the skin. Freed from labour, one is condemned to luxuriate among those 'olives, vines and

vices,' of which the Quarterly had wamed. Bourgeois decadence prevails with the sirocco, and all

vestiges of Anglo-Saxon morality are blown away.tt In this atmosphere even murder is admissible. 'Oh,

to be in England/, Now that April's there'(Browning 1995:603); E3 or, as Westfield says to Flory on one

of those BurmeseDays (Orwell 1967:19):Ea

"Bloody awful morning, what?"
"We must expect it at this time of year, I suppose," Flory said....

"Yes, dammit. Couple of months of this coming. Last year we didn't have a spot of
rain till June. Look at that bloody sky, not a cloud in it. Like one of those damned great

blue enamel saucepans. God! What'd you give to be in Piccadilly now, eh?"

But the ideological force of the weather could not be contained in the Old World, any more than it could

be restricted to Englishmen. In the maturation from colony to independent country, quantification ofthe

weather could be used to forge a sense ofnational identity. For modern Canada, JodyBerland (1994:99)

privileges weather over other contributing factors:

t2As the great climatic determinist of our century once said, '[i]n the world as a whole the tendency toward
a lack of self-contol in politics, in sex relations, and in many other respects rises markedly in hot weather and in hot

countries' (Huntington quoted in Dohrs, Sommers and Petterson 1965:155). Huntington located the ideal clirute
in New Haven, Connecticut. This should not come as a great surprise as 'he was a professor at Yale' (Bates

1966:402).

t'Originally published in 1845.

taFirst published in 1934.
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It is true that the culture of weather is significant for Canadians in particular ways. This
is in part a result of our collective formation in the midst of its most alarming extremes,

rendering a specific type of enlightened ambivalence the only sure token (if it is not
geographically, ethnically, or seasonally consistent, at least it is not confioversial) o/
collective identity. Everyday conversation does not typically draw this connection

between weather and national identity, but the world of public representation and myth
confirms it [emphasis added].Ej

A year earlier she had noted, '[i]n some weird way, we are our weather. If we have nothing else in

co[lmon, our reciprocal recognition as citizens "North of the 49th" is naturalized annually by our shared

encounter with the weather' [italics in original], (Berland 1993:208). South of the forty ninth parallel,

Ross ( 1987:129) discovered weather's use as 'one of our most efficient ways of explaining an otherwise

apparently contingent world of events.'8u For instance, the nineteenth century efforts of Espy and

associates

at the early Smithsonian to nationalize US weather by making use of the new telegraph

technology look forward to the progressively monolithic organization of our everyday
life through advances in telecommunications systems. They also see the emergence of
an imagined national community, united, state by state, by a discourse that links

"America" with the rhythms, crises and patterns of "nature" - in other words, a natural
community, with a natural, even providential destiny (Ross 1987: I l9).87

However, Espy's vision is not as novel as Ross suggests. In fact it drew on an established American

tradition, The "natural community" had already been defined. The conflation ofthe physical, the social

and the natural was a central tenet of Jeffersonian political thought.ss Nature and political order existed

harmoniously when physical health and social wellbeing were maximised. Only virtuous social

institutions guaranteed good health, and the social laws which ensured compatibility with the laws of

ssBerland's position might be challenged on the grounds that Vancouver enjoys a significantly warmer
winter than Quebec, but her basic contention finds a precursor in the work of Zeller ( 1987: I I 6) who argues that
geomagnetism and meteorology 'encourage[d] Canadians to re-evaluate their position and even their character as

a northern people.' A.A. den Otter (1997:1) provides a more recent coutribution to a stongly conpeting debate

about the basis for Canadian national identity, arguing instead that the Canadian Pacific Railway forms 'the backbone

of the Canadian nation,' while south of the border Ulrich B. Phillips wrote '[]et us begin with the weather, for that
has been the chief agency in making the South distinctive' (Stewart 1997:240).

86See also his comments on 'national weather cultures' (Ross l99l:224-8,234'7).

87In a similar vein, Ryerson's efforts to nationalise Canadian weather through the use of province-wide
networks of observers 'helped pave the way towards the sense of Canadian and even of a British North Anerican
comrnunity that he felt was lacking. In a land where cultural diversity on the level of language and religion was the

norrn, he hoped science might be used to bridge these gaps'(Zeller 1987:153). We should also add that Robert
Fiuroy (c.1850) initiated the systematic use of telegraphs to report weather and to distribute storm warnings
(Mellersch I 968 :265-6).

88A categorisation which includes such thjr:kers as Joel Barlow, Thomas Paine, David Rittenhouse,
Benjamin Rush and, for a time, Thomas Cooper (Rosen 1952.'32).
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nature stipulated a republican govemment tied to an agricultural economic base @osen 1952:35). Espy 's

use of science to unite polity frnds predecessors in this period; the founding fathers - Thomas Jefferson,

Benjamin Franklin, John Adams and James Madison - were all scientifically literate and employed that

knowledge to shape political discussion, even including scientific reasoning in the Constitution (Cohen

1995).8e For a fitting meteorological example we can cite Adams' appropriation of Franklin's electrical

theory in the late eighteenth century.eo

Adams argued that Franklin's scientific theory of lightning discharges lent natural justification to a

bicameral legislature. Franklin discoveredthat lightning discharges take place when charged clouds are

near enough to the ground for such an event to take place. Franklin

had at first thought that such a discharge consists of a motion of a cloud's excess electric
fluid to earth and had concluded that a pointed, properly grounded, metal lightring rod
would act to neutralize the cloudby quietly drawing off some of the electric charge and

safely conducting it into the earth so as to prevent a stroke from occurring (Cohen

1995:231).

However, fitted lightning rods even protected buildings when lightning struck them. Franklin felt that

positive clouds have too much electrical fluid. These clouds emit surplus electrical fluid through

discharges, returning fluid levels back to normal. In Adams' account all clouds contain "unbalanced"

powers leading them to gain charges. Lightning rods are then used to restore a proper balance to the

cloud and prevent lightring issuing forth, thus assuring a proper balance between (assemblies or) clouds

(Cohen 1995:231).e'

8eWashington, Jefferson and Franklin were all keen weather observers. Jefferson 'even stopped to pay for
a new thermometer on his way to the proclamation of independence!' (Ross l99l:196).

swhich, accordingto AndrewDicksonWtrite (c. 1841), dealt'the "death-blo#'to theological meteorology'
(Quoted in Fleming 1988:32).

'rWhen in fact they simply conduct the stroke into the earth.
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Their Weather/Racism: The Uncivilized Tropical Climate

The annual helter skelter of April, when irritability and lust spread like a canker, is one

of her comments on the orderly hopes of humanity... M]en try to be harmonious all the

year round, and the results are occasionally disastrous. The triumphant machine of
civilization may suddenly hitch and be immobilized into a car of stone, and at such

moments the destiny of the English seems to resemble their predecessors', who also

entered the country with the intent to refashion it, but were in the end worked into its
pattern and covered with its dust.
E.M. Forster, A Passage to India.ez

"Behold the degeneracy of the East,"e3 said the doctor, pointing to Mattu, who was

doubling himself up like a caterpillar and uttering grateful whines. "Look at the

wretchedness ofhiss limbs. The calves of hiss legs are not so thick ass an Englishman's

wrists. Look at hiss abjectness and servility. Look at hiss ignorance - such ignorance

ass iss not known in Europe outside a home for mental defectives. Once I asked Mattu
to tell me hiss age. 'Sahib', he said, 'I believe that I am ten years old'. How can you

pretend, Mr Flory, that you are not the natural superior of such creatures?"

George Orwell, Burmese Days.

The successful transportation ofpeople and ideas underscored the colonial project. Critics argued that

once the familiarity of the insider's weather was left behind, then the civilizing mission would encounter

climatic limitations. Not everything would flourish in outsiders' alien atmospheres. Given the

pronouncements of European intellectuals, would anyone even want to leave temperate climes?

Montesquieu never wrote within the context of colonialism, yet he foresaw the limitations to the spread

of civilization. His wamings combined climatology with theology. Even in Europe he noted that the

competing Christian denominations of Protestant and Catholic were climatically defined. Prevailing

weather pattems infused Christianity with particular spirits. The challenging northern weather inclined

people to notions of individual liberfy and hard work.eo Their labours were not the consequence of

salvational anxiety but physical geography. 'The north, less favoured by nature, demands of men hard

and unintemrpted labour; hence Protestantism is a religion with few feasts; Catholicism, at home in the

warm and fertile south, a religion with many holidays' (Montesquieu quoted in Stark 1960:104)'

e2First published in I 924. Robert DeCourcy Ward ( 19 I 3:232) also commented on the climatic limitations

of colonialism: 'The future of tropical possessions and "spheres of inJluence" offers many problems of gteat

complexity, the solution of which is largely controlled by the factor of climate''

e3Here "degeneration" is usedpace Blumenbach (1776) tn On the Natural Varieties of Mankind, as a

decline from the ideal European standard (Eze 1997:79).

*'[B]ecause a religion which has no visible head is more in keeping with the independence of the climate

than the one which has such a head' Montesquieu explained (Quoted in Stark 1960: lM).
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Protestantism found its spiritual home in the cool of northem Europe, while in the warmth of the

Mediterranean Catholicism dominated. In the heat of the Middle East Mohammedanism was supreme.

As climatically ordained faiths, these were immutable. The ability to Christianise (read: civilise) hotter

regions seemed impossible. lndeed,

should Christianity everpenetrate into the hot countries which Mohammedanism holds
at the moment, this would be ... a miracle in fact. Not unnaturally, the Theological
Faculty of the Sorbonne, the appointed defender of orthodoxy, took exception to this
paragraph, and Montesquieu, "pour finir tout", decided to omit it in later editions (Stark

1960:105).'5

Montesquieu was silenced, but others took up his argument. As well as seeing 'savage superstition' in

Egyptian peasant practices and 'ape-like peculiarity' in the palms of Tamils' hands, Ralph Abercromby

(1888:35, 267,42-3) reported on the relationship between rainfall and 'Mahomedan countries.' He

illustrates his point that, 'the area now covered by the creed of lslam is with only one important

exception confined to dry climates'by way of the following diagrams:e6

Figure 4
Global Incidence of Islam
Source: Ralph Abercromby ( I 888) The Seas and Skies in Many Latitudes
or Wanderings in Search of Vf/eather, London: Edward Stanford,42.

e5Robert DeCourcy Ward ( I 91 8:258) writes '[t]hat [the notion that]deserts have had a signifrcant relation
to religious ideas has been suggested by several writers. Emest Renan points out that the desert is monotheistic, its
uniformity suggesting a belief in the unity of God. The desert is conducive to a solitary, meditative life; even to a
morbid and fanatical state of mind'.

ryIhough he only finds one important exception in Mongolia, his map ignores Indonesia.
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Figure 5
Dry Climates of the World
Source: Ralph Abercromby ( 1888) The Seas and Skies in Many Latiades
or lI/anderings in Search of lAeather, London: Edward Stanford, 43.

Barriers to the rt issio n civilisatrice were not always seen to be so formidable as this suggested. African

backwardness could be transformed into economic opportunity. Since hot climates lowered mental and

physical capacities, Africans must obviously be inferior specimens of humanity.eT Tropical abundance

reinforced their lethargy. With no hope of salvation the best option for this lazy species was slavery.eE

ln the West Indies the untamable 'could be put to work there under coercion, which alone makes possible

a productive tropical society. The idea occurs again and again in the defense of the slave trade and later

of slavery: they were illicit in temperate regions, but necessary in the tropics' (Curtin 1965:68).ee What

ntSome eighteenth ceutury thinkers drew on an idea fust poshrlated by Paracelsus, that blacks and whites

were separate species. Edward Long observed poorly developed arts and sciences in Africa, and consequently
placed Africans mid-way between whites and apes, while Claude Le Cat classified species throueh reference to a
black/white, uopicaVtemperate schena (Adas 1989:ll9). Other thinkers accentuated African indolence.

Christopher Meiners' 1790 essay 'On the Nature of the African Negro'was one of the century's more inlluential
tacts. Meiners' believed that Africans could withstand diseases which would kill Europeans. Africans were also

less vulnerable to tropical heat, insensate in every respect while paradoxically in possession of a more advanced

nervous system. As a consequence, Africans were lazy, uncivilized and incapable of progress, 'Scoffing at "tales"
of Negroes who had shown the ability to rnaster Western learning, Meiners pointed out that African peoples had

improved little, despite centuries of [Western] contact ... Their "natural stupidity," he argued, "renderedthemunfit
for anything, but menial labor"' (Quoted in Adas 1989:122).

'tThough for some thinkers, slavery would bring salvation - Africans could be Christianised under
constant supewision (Cohen 1980:19). See also Samuel Butler's (1872:23942) satirical conclusion to Erewhon
which makes similar comments in relation to Queensland's sugar plantations.

esee also Abb6 Gr6goire's (trans. l8l0) comments from An Enquiry Concerning the Intellectual and

MoralFacultiesandLiteratureofNegroes(CitedinCohenlg80:134). Onarelatedpoint,'[p]oliticiansinthelS50s
debating the extension of slavery in the United States drew on the newly fashionable vocabulary of climatology to
argue whether "isothermal laws" would prevent the northward spread ofplantation agriculture, thought to be suiable
only for warm regions' (Ludlum 1986:32). Mart A. Stewart (1997) discusses the connections between climate,
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gave these arguments their force was the new Western attitude towards work. Since Biblical times work

had been seen as a curse. This attitude had been parfially undermined by Calvinist theology, but it was

the rise of classical economics in the eighteenth century, with its central tenet of the labour theory of

value, which instilled work with new virtues. Labour came to be seen 'as the mother of civilization and

of all progress' (Curtin 1965:62).

Arguments favouring weather-induced inferiority sometimes assumed a scientific gloss.too Joseph

Priestley's experiments had made an impression on Alexander Wilson.r0r Wilson's 1790 publication,

Some Observations Relative to the Influence of Clinate on Vegetable and Animal Bodies noted that

respiration and combustion shared chemical affinities. Animal respiration released phlogiston (a

substance assumed to be present in all combustible materials). Vegetation required phlogistonated air

for its Existence. In using phlogiston, plants acted as airpurifiers. All organic decay gave offphlogiston,

while water reclaimed it. In the fropics the speed of decomposition led to heavily phlogistonated air.

This caused problems as saturated air can not absorb the phlogiston from human respiration (Curtin

1965:67). Europeans were unable to release sufficient amounts of phlogiston, whereas prolific sweating

enabled people of colour to expel it,

But they paid a price for their physical adjustment. According to Wilson, this price was

a weaker power of mind plus an extreme tendency to indolence. Therefore, no high
civilization had ever occurred, nor was one possible, in any part of the tropical world,
though the agricultural riches ofthe tropics were themselves a result of the same highly
phlogistonated air that made aopical civilization impossible (Currin 1965:67).

EdwardPhillips'(1847) article for,Simmonds's Colonial Magazinenecessarily locatedAfrican savagery

in the forest zone through rainfall patterns rather than phlogiston. Forced to follow fickle rains, hunter-

gatherer societies in central Africa led transient lives in which raids, conquests and slave-taking were

essential survival strategies. His forest nomad thesis would have been more forceful had it not been

'completely imaginary' (Curtin 1965:404-5). and had the same argumarts not been applied by people

like W. D. Cooley to desert regions. Nonetheless, by the mid- nineteenth century, 'the deadliness of the

African climate to white men, while Africans were apparently healthy there, had been enshrined at the

very heart of pseudo-scientific racism' (Curtin 1961:104).

"race," culfure and slavery in the American South.

rmThis debate was not limited to Africa, since Jean-Sylvian Bailly, Pierre Sonnerat and Charles Grantmade
the same pronouncements about India in the previous century (Adas 1989:100-1,276).

'o'Today, Priestley's most famous conhibution to science is the isolafion of oxygen. He would not

recognise the word. What he thought he had isolated was "dephlogisticated air."
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Once in the tropics, Europeans found further things to sweat about.roz As Rudyard Kipling (1946:al7)

put it in his poem 'The Young British Soldier' (1892):

But the worst o' your foes is the sun over 'ed:
You must wear your'elmet for all that is said:

If 'e frnds you uncovered 'e'11 knock you down dead,

An'you'll die like a fool of a soldier.
Fool, fool, fool of a soldier

In his classic 1920s song 'Mad Dogs and Englishmen' Ndel Coward (1965:122)had warned:

In tropical climes there are certain times of the day

When all the citizens retire
To tear their clothes off and perspire.

It's one of those rules that the greatest of fools obey,

Because the sun is much too sultry
And one must avoid its ultry-violet ray

Or as Francis said to Flory and Elizabeth, 'may I advise you, wearing only Terai hat is not judicious in

April, sir. For the natives all well, their skulls are adamant. But for us sunstroke ever menaces. Very

deadly is the sun upon European skull' (Orwell 1967: I l5).to' Here the similarityto an exchange between

Aziz, Miss Quested and Mrs Moore in Forster's (1989:150) I Passage to India is apparent: "'Good

morning, good morning, put on your topis," shouted Azizfromfunher down the train. "Put on your topis

at once, the early sun is highly dangerous for heads. I speak as a doctor." "Good morning, good

morning, put on your own." "Not for my thick head," he laughed, banging it and holding up pads of

hair.' These literary passages vent important colonial concems. Indeed, a cadet in 1930s Nigeria who

refused to wear his topi 'got a lefier from the government saying that if he became ill from not wearing

a hat he'd have to go back and that would be the end of his career' (Alexander cited in Kennedy

1990:127).

ro'On a visit to India in 1895, Mark Twain (1996:523) wrote: 'I believe that in India "cold weather" is

merely a conventional phrase and has come into use through the necessity ofhaving some way to distinguish between

weather which will melt a brass door-knob and weather that will only make it mushy.'

r03Orwell could write such fiction as he had experienced it as fact. He would later write about the

sunstroke superstition in his Tribune column a decade after Burmese Days' publication. Orwell argued that it came

about '[b]ecause an endless emphasis on the difference between "the natives" and yourself is one of the necessary

props of imperialism. You can only rule over a subject race, especially when you are in a small minority, if you

honestly believe yourselfto be racially superior, and it helps towards this ifyou can believe that the subject race

is biologically different. [T]his nonsense about Europeans being subject to sunstoke and Orientals not, was the

most cherished superstifion of all. The thin skull was the mark of racial superiority, and the pith topi was a sort of
emblemofimperialism,'[italicsinoriginal],(OrwelllgT0III:301). ElspethHuxleymadethesamepointinrelation
to Kenya (Cited in Kennedy 1990:l3l). Orwell (l97OIlI:424) mentioned the passing of this pseudo-scientific

theory in Notes on Nationalism.
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Pith helmets, spine pads and appropriately coloured underpants were used in the battle against an even

deadlier ethnic threat - the actinic ray.tou Though harmless to the native, these rays zoomed in on

colonists with apparent ease, making them infertile. How these rays achieved racial awareness was left

to the imagination, as was their ultimate effect. 'In its final report, the Land Settlement Commission

U 9 1 9] warned: "Only time can prove whether the virility of our race can be maintained without change

to a temperate climate"' (Quoted in Kennedy 1987:l l5).tot

The recommended precautions against actinic exposure reveal the finer points of colonial policy. In East

Africa settlers were advised to dress in protective clothing and reside in protected dwellings. They

should avoid manual work, and return to temperate climes every two to four years.to6 Children should

be sent back to the mother country upon reaching the age of five. This medical information had a target

more focused than the actinic rays themselves, clearly being aimed at a specific c/ass of settler. Beyond

that, it spoke to the deepest concem: was Kenya fit for white people (Kennedy 1987:116)?

r@Actinic rays were 'a form of photochemical radiation' (Kennedy 1987: I l0).

ro5These fabricated tbreats continued to seize the colonial imagination, although the greatest threat to
tropical life had been contained. Application of the Peruvian discovery of quinine prophylaxis saved Europeans
from the mortal danger of malaria (Headrick l98l:10). In 1898 Chamberlain declared that '[t]he ruan who shall
successfully grapple with this foe of humanity and find the cure for rnlaria, for the fevers desolating our colonies
and dependencies in many tropical countries, and shall rnake the tropics liveable for white men ... will do more for
the world, more forthe British Empire, than the man who adds a new province to the wide Dominions ofthe Queen'
(Quoted in Macleod 1987:240). Of course, as Henry Hobhouse (1992:xiii) points out, quinine use enabled the
great powers to add new dominions to their empires. With quinine the Europeans could settle in Burma, Indochina
and Siam. Similarly, the colonial viability of the Belgian Congo, the Dutch East Indies, French Equatorial Africa
and Gerrnan East and West Africa rested on this wonder drug (Hobhouse 1992:32). Quinine also made possible
the relatively safe transfer of labourers to places where they would otherwise have been inperilled. Without
quinine, many of the Tamils who left for Sri Lanka, and the East Indians who left for Africa, Fiji and the Caribbean
would have met certain death. In sunl '[a] substantial part of the impetus for the development of bacteriology and

immunology was a function of inperialism' (Hobsbawm I 987:25 I ).

r06European settlers in India often took to hill stations to escape the Hot Weather. Most of Delhi's
bureaucracy transferred to Simla (now Shirnla), while at the provincial level the Governor of Madras and his
secretariat relocated to Ootacamund (now Uthakamandalam). This colonial concern is captured by Forster's
(1989:68)fictioninthefollowingconversation: "'Probablyshe'sheardtalesoftheheat,butofcourselshouldpack
her offto the hills every April - I'm not one to keep a wife grilling in the plains." "Oh, it wouldn't be the weather."
"There 's nothing in India but the weather, my dear mother; it's the alpha and omega of the whole affair."' For
factual accounts of hill stations and hot weather see Nora Mitchell (1972) and Charles Allen (1984:141-60). This
retreat to ternperate climates was even experienced as a reteat back to Blighty itself. Lord Lytton, the Viceroy of
India from 1876-80 wrote to his spouse from the Government House at Ootacamund 'in the Nilgiri hills of the

Western Ghats, describing the summer capital of Madras Presidency thus: "I affrrm it to be a paradise. The
afternoon was rainy and the road muddy but such beautiirl Englkh rain, such delicious English mud' [italics in
original], (Quoted in Philip 1998:304). For Lytton Ooty was an admixture of Herfordshire, Wesunoreland and
Devonshire, with Scottish trout strearns thrown in for good measure.
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The Surest Protector of Health
& Comfort in Tropical Countries

Vherever the Britisher pioneers or scrrles, Burberry Kir
provides the most comforrablc and protective cquipment-
dress thar pro.ves a stand-by for yeais against rolgh usage,
hard wear and extreme climares.

/\,

a,---?l

Figure 6
l93l Advertisement for Colonial Clothing.
Source: Charles Allen and Helen Fry (1979) Tales from the Dark
Continent. London: Andre Deutscb- 9.

Some white settlers regarded the Kenyan highlands' climate as benign, having worked the fields without

ill effect. These "small men" of limited means favoured policies which would attract large numbers of

seftlers. A populous society would provide the best defence against a raft of indigenous and bureaucratic

threats. The case against extensive white Kenyan settlement was based on climatic severity, and

emanated from further up the social scale. Financially privileged settlers preferred top-brass settlers

recruited from the officer class, rather than the massed ranks of foot soldiers.roT ln this view, such

practices would eradicate miscreants, elevate property values, and ensure that power remained in select

white, hairy and well-manicured hands (Kennedy 1987:l l7).'ot As Kennedy (1987:l 17) concluded:

It is evident that medical concern about climatic perils aided this wealthy and influential
party in obtaining a restricted settlement scheme.... Although the fears propagated by
doctors and others about the destructive effects ofsolar rays clearly served the social

ro'As the saying went: "East Africa for offrcers, Canada for NCOs, Australia for other ranks."

rotl.ittle had changed by l94l when Jan O. M. Broek (1965:79) wrote: 'The majority of whites who at
present live in the Tropics, either temporarily or permanently, belong to the social-economic upper strata, relying
upon other races for physical labor.'
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and economic interests of a particular portion of the white community ... it would be a

mistake to assume that climatic theories were deliberately manufactured to serve

conscious political interests.

One figure that 'played a notable role in the revitalisation of concern about the fropical climate'

(Kennedy 1990:121)wasMajorCharlesE.Woodruff. Heapproachedtheweatherproblemthrougha

combination of climatic determinism and social Darwinism. In his book, Expansion of Races (1909),

Woodruff stated that cold climates create vigorous human specimens which are impelled to dominate

sedentarydarkerraces.Europeancolonisationwastheexpressionofanaturalbiologicaldrive. However,

once in the tropics, Europeans were placed at a disadvantage. The tropical climate weakened whites,

threatening their very racial integrity.'oe Unable to populate the tropics, whites were cast in a

superintendary role: cultivating the darker people while extracting resources for the sake of civilization

(Kennedy 1990:124).t to

The ability of Europeans to live safely in tropical countries continued to be a major concern well into

this century. The 15th International Geographical Congress of 1938 questioned the permanence of

tropical colonies. In the colonial geography section 42 speakers from 14 countries or dependencies

warned of the dangers of the midday sun (Kish 1979:145).t " Afterprolonged exposure, initial insolence

gave way to lewd and lascivious behaviour of the worstkind.r" The spectre of degeneration was raised

once more: 'In effect, th[is] process ... was the ... dissolving [of] the boundaries that set coloniser apart

from the colonised - both the social boundaries that distinguished "civilised" from "barbarous" behaviour

roe This is 'due to the excess of light which there prevails ... [T]he white man, especially the blond, gradually
becomes disinclined to work on this account, grows neurasthenic, and finally breaks down' (Ward 1918:242-3).

I roFor Hobsbawm ( I 987:79) the 'nove lty of the nineteenth century was [the belief] that non-Ewope ans and
their societies were increasingly, and generally, treated as inferior, undesirable, feeble and backward, even infantile.
They were fit subjects for conquest, or at least for conversion to the values of the only real civilization, that
representedbytraders,missionariesandbodiesofarmedmenfulloffireamsandfire-water.'FollowingWoodruf|s
death in 1915, the obituary in the New York Times lauded 'his originality as a thinker,' for he possessed 'something
... of Darwin's power to give order aud great significance to great masses of facts' (Quoted in Kennedy 1990:124).

I'rlncluding the United Kingdom's Daniel Hall who discussed 'The Possibilities of Colonisation in Aaica
by White Races,' and Germany's Otto Fischer who asked 'Kann der Mensch weisser Rasse in tropischen Liindern
Leben?' (Kish 1979: 145).

rrr'In tropical countries weakness of will is unfortunately displayed not only by the natives,' Huntington
(1924:68) explained, 'but by a large proportion of northern sojoumers. It manifests irelf in numy ways. Four of
these, namely, lack of industry, an irascible temper, drunkeness, and sexual indulgence are particularly prominent,
and may be taken as typical.'
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and the physical boundaries that distinguished "white" from "coloured" race' (Kennedy 1990:131).rt3

Australia mounted the strongest challenge to the then-prevalent belief that whites would wilt in the

tropics. Throughout the 1920s Queensland was promoted as a place where Europeans thrived, and where

plantations prospered without recourse to coloured labour. What was usually omitted was the fact that

the region had been bleached by government policy rather than by the sun. At the time the Ausfralian

state was pursuing a Europeans-only immigration policy. In this White Ausfralia mind-set, government

officials actively advertised the absence ofcoloureds as the reason for the physical, reproductive and

economic health of monotone Queensland.rrn Whites were better offwithout the darker races, since they

spent more energy incubating terrible diseases than they ever did on working (Kennedy 1990:135).

II The European Body in the Colonies: The Emergence of Propagandistic
Climatology

"You are a most exhaordinary race," said Aziz, tuming away as if he were going to
sleep, and immediately turning back again. "Is it your climate, or what?"
E.M. Forster, A Passage to India.

The British, it would seem, had long since consolidated their monopoly on the concept

of imperial weather - where "the sun never sets" (i.e., a timeless, boundless and

changeless [pol itical] condition).
Andrew Ross, 'The Work of Nature in the Age of Electronic Emission.'

In an abridgement of his classic ethnological study, The Golden Bough (1922), J.G. Frazer (1971:62)

made a candid admission: '[i]ntellectual progress, which reveals itself in the growth of art and science

and the spread of more liberal views, cannot be dissociated from industrial or economic progress, and

that in its turn receives an immense impulse from conquest and empire.' Had he stopped at this point

his statement would have assumed great significance in the social history of science. Written lul.1922

at the latest, this acknowledgement ofextemal factors shaping scientific work precedes similar assertions

byBorisHessen(1931),J.D.Bernal(1939)andJosephNeedham(1945). HoweverFrazer'sargument

'rrTo ensure that boundaries were maintained in Burma, British settlers observed 'the five chief beatitudes

of the pukka sahib, namelyl Keeping up our prestige, The firm hand (without the velvet glove), We white men must

hang together, Give them an inch and they'll take an ell, and Esprit de Corps' (Orwell 1967:l8l).

rplhough he found the white Australia policy 'understandable' Broek (1965:81) made nro useful points
regarding the region's economic miracle: coloured labor which had previously been hunted and caught by the
"blackbirders" was forced by the Government out of Queensland, and the sugar cane plantations were protected by
high Commonwealth tariffs on imported sugar.
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collapses into a defence of the civilizing mission.rrs 'It is no mere accident, that the most vehement

outbursts of activity of the human mind have followed close on the heels ofvictory,' he continues, ' and

that the great conquering races of the world have commonly done most to advance and spread

civilisation, thus healing in peace the wounds they inflicted in war' (Frazer 197l:62).

Climatology certainly was the creation of "the conquering races" - it came into being because of this

conquest - but the extent to which it helped the "uncivilized" is questionable. lnformation was collected

for the benefit of administrations in London and Brussels, ratler than "natives" in Bombay and

Leopoldville.rt6 The emergent discipline was mission-oriented, geared toward the agricultural

exploitation of new lands,the removal of their raw materials, the wellbeing of white settlers in the

tropics,rrT and the forced or bribed emigration of dangerous classes from metropole to paradise.

When it came to this climate of conquest, there seldom was clear consensus. Karen Kupperman

(L954:217) uncovered a profound ambivalence in seventeenth century British climatic thinking. In

capitalism's mercantile era practices centred on plundering precious materials. Climatic thinking held

that the torrid zone was littered with riches; yet by travelling there Europeans risked their lives. 'Early

modern science taught that there was a direct trade off between heat and abundance. The sun had a

complex relationship with the earth, not only providing warmth but also drawing substances up out of

the earth and water' (Kupperman 1984,.217). Precious gems and metals existed in tempting quantities.

The trade-off was health against wealth, and the stakes were high. Among the extensive lists of tropical

ailments came reports that 'people were said to have been rendered gravely ill by their body's fat melting

within them' (Kupperman 1984:223).

rriCuriously,'fh]istorianshaverarelyfteatedthecivilizingmissionasaseriousideology. Fewbookshave

been devoted to the ideas associated with the civilizing mission, even though they were pervasive in late ninefesath-

century European writings on imperialist expansion in Africa and Asia' (Adas 1989:199). Adas (1989:199-270)

helps rectiff this in a corrective chapter.

rruThis is particularly true of the earlyphases of contact and settlement; using British India as an exarple
it can be shown that the argument is less applicable over time. An empire based on naval power needs a good

storm-warning system. But it was the devastating cyclone of October 1864 which killed 80 000 people in Calcutta

that brought the question of accurate weather forecasts into sharp focus. In 1865 sanitary commission scientists

investigated links between climate and disease, instituting a new system of weather reporting which would
ultimately tansform (1875) into a nationwide meteorological service (Kumar 1992:276). By 1878 weather

forecasting was being used to alleviate famine (Macleod 1975:350). All of these initiatives advantaged locals.

In 1920 Alfred Hopkinson said of the work of the Meteorology, Foresty and Geology departrnents, '[flew people

in this country lBritain] realise what benefits have been conferred on the people of lndia by the action taken under

the direction of the Government both to advance scientific knowledge and to utilise it' (Quoted in Macleod
1975:378).

trtThe mid-century French studies in acclimatization attempted to solve settlers' dilemmas in the colonies,

as well as the domestic agrarian problems in Lonaine and the Dauphin6 (Osborne 1994:176).
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In the eighteenth and nineteenth cenfuries a new ambivalence emerged. The moral status of Britain's

weather began shifting in response to social threats. Though the virtues of cold and changeable British

weather were still noted, its negative aspects came to be stressed. Even Templ e (1720:248) had admitted

that the national weather 'makes us unequal in our Humours, inconstant in our Passions, uncertain in our

Ends, and in ... our Desires.' Why not leave 'lands adapted only for wolves and bears' (Douglas

1976:68-9)? To stay might court danger. From across the Channel, Montesquieu had remarked that

England's climate propagated a peculiar disease. A mixture of annoyance and ennui led 'afflicted

individuals to blow their brains out. The Romans, when they committed suicide, did so because of

certain moral conceptions and philosophical convictions; the English take their lives because they are

ill ... due to their abominable climate' (Stark 1960:l l3).

As tlarvey Day (1956:39) has observed, '[r]ice pudding and inclement weather have contributed much

to the average Englishman's stoicism and to Britain's success as a great power. There is little doubt that

manyofherEmpirebuildersfledtheseshoresforbalmierlands.'OfcourseDay'sCurriesoflndiamay

not be the most palatable source for authoritative information on matters of migration, but it expresses

popular sentiment. ln Oscar Wilde's (1993:195) tale The Cantewille Ghost (1887), kish writer and

American character conspire around the same theme. Hiram B. Otis has our attention: "'What a

monstrous climate!" said the American minister calmly as he lit a long cheroot. "I guess the old country

is so overpopulated that they have not enough decent weather for everybody. I have always been of

opinion that emigration is the only thing for England."'

In the middle of the nineteenth century, emigration did seem the only thing for the English. Between

1830 and 1850 Britain was in the throes of an economic crisis which threatened the very social order.

At the top of the social scale there was conflict between two distinct classes: the entrenched rural

aristocracy and the emergent industrial bourgeoisie. With "aristocratic" impediments to capitalist

agriculture's development, manufacturing stagnated. Dependent upon raw materials and foodsfuffs,

industry suffered from high costs and low profits. With an excess of labour and capital, reduced profits

and high import prices, threats from lower down the social order also emerged. Echoing Edward Gibbon

Wakefield, the Otago Scheme's promoter George Rennie saw emigration as a way 'to save the

institutions of England from being swept away in an uncomfortable rebellion of the stomach' (Sinclair

1980:92)."8 Ruling patrician authorities and calculating indusfial capitalists joined in agreeing that

systematic colonisation solved a range of problems. They had places to which to export people and

tr$rhich was a touch ironic, since the Otago Scheme was promoted by the Free Church of Scotland.
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capital. These would form new sources for raw materials, and new colonial markets to which to export

finished products.

Propagandistic climatology should be viewed, then, as a direct reaction to classical climatology and its

Enlightenment interpretations. Classical climatology laid a basis for European racial and cultural

superiority. Europeans were better because their climate was better. To some extent these arguments

could justifr colonialism, but they had a paradoxical quality. If the climate in other parts of the world

was that bad it would surely discourage European settlement in those regions.

Figure 7
Intemational Migrations 1820-1 9 10.

Source: Adapted from The Times Atlas of ltrorld History, cited in E.J.
Hobsbawm (1987) The Age of Empire, 1875-1914, Londou: Guild
Publishing,354.

New Zealand and North America

New Zealand's early climatological literature eschewed mere facts in favour of attracting migrants from

Britain.rre A number of scholars can be blamed; here Arthur Thomson serves as the representative

villain. Thomson fostered what James Belich (1997:13-14) terms, 'a cult of climatic determinism.' ln

comparison to the tropics, New Zealand's bracing weather would lead to racial improvement.

From the late 1830s to the early 1880s, propaganda designed to attract streams ofBritish
migrants and money portrayed New Zealand as a latent paradise, peculiarly destined to
be brought to fruition by select British stock. As in other colonies, it was asserted that

'reCompetition was stiff. The United States, Canada and Australia were also in the market for British
stock, and they were bigger, nearer and more established colonies (Belich 1996:278).



New Zealand was uniquely well-placed to deliver "progress without the price, paradise

without the serpent, and Britain without the lrish", and prophecies of a great future
abounded (Belich 1997 :13).

An early example of trans-Tasman rivalry was expressed in the observation that: 'Two generations in

Australia change the children of the broad-shouldered emigrants into a lithe race more nervous and

muscular. "Sydney corn-stalks," as the youth of the city are denominated, are no match in intellect

against men brought up in colder countries' (Thomson 1859 II:230). The preferred alternative was New

Zealand. In the first volume of his national(ist) history, Thomson wrote (1859:37): '[t is the opinion of

persons who have sojourned in different parts of the world, that the Anglo-Saxon race can work and

expose themselves to the climate of New Zealandwithout injury, during more days in the year, and for

more hours in the day, than in any other country.'r20

Requiring capital and colonistsn and in competition with other colonies for them, Canaan was relocated.

The Labourer's (Jnion Chronicle published pamphlets in collusion with immigration agents in the I 870s

which made New Zealand the promised 'land of oil, olives and honey' (Fairbum 1989:22\, inverting the

values of the Quarterly's anathema. Emigration leaflets produced by Shaw, Savill and Co. in the same

decade informed intending British migrants that New Zealand had little if any snow (Fairburn

1989:2 I ).'2r But Utopia, as its etymological origins imply, is nowhere (Hawkins and Allen 1991 : I 594).

A decade later a disgruntled settler noted, '[n]othing is more offensive to Colonial views than to have

the dark side of things in the country fairly set forth,' however, 'should anyone write very favourably

of climate, productions, commerce, institutions and the wonderful future ofNewZealand, well thenhis

futwe is made, he is a god out here' (Quoted in Fairburn 1989'23). The myth required maintenance, the

viability ofa rickety settler society rested on it.r22

r20Between 1885 and l90l the combination of economic depression and Australian federation seriously

underminedNewZealand's settler society, decirnating population levels andtransforming Pakeha collective identity
intheprocess. NewZealand'slinkswithBritainstrengthenedtosuchanextentthatBelichtalksof"recolonization."
It was in this period that 'the notion that the first settlers were the cream of the Britrsh population' and that the

climate cultivated further racial improvement found their shongest expression (Belich 1997:13-4).

t2rMore impressively still, 'Messrs. Chambers, in one of their popular publications state[d] that "The
banana and other fruits of an oriental character form immense orchards in New Zealant"litalics in original],
(QuotedinHursthouse186l:211). ThiscausedHursthouse(1861:213)some concern; hefelttheirpliedtropical
climate might intibit immigratiou.

'2zBelich 1l 99 6:279) argues that such myths not only maintained the settler colony, they shaped it in crucial
ways. These myths 'began as bait for migrants,' but they 'became the prospectus New Zealand was considered

obligated to fulfil, a history written in advance.'
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New Zealand directly competed with Canada for immigrants. While Canada had the great advantage

of closer proximity to the mother country it suffered from the prevalent belief that it was little more than

an icy wasteland. The Statistical Sketches of Upper Canada, for the Use of Emigrants ( I 832) had hoped

to disabuse intending settlers of this notion, informing them that '[t]he climate is infinitely more healthy

than most of England. Indeed, it may be pronounced the most healthy country rmder the sun, considering

that whiskey can be procured for about one shilling sterling per gallon' (Colombo 1974:169). But

Canadians were still trying to shake off the Arctic hangover in the following century. In 1902 a

Fortnightly Reviewer registered his consternation that

[]ust as the English people were awakening to its real character and were beginning to
take an interest in its future, Mr. Rudyard Kipling checked the movement with a phrase.

Canada is "My Lady of the Snows" in the imagination of Englishmen ... ln the minds
ofnine out of ten persons in the OId Country Canada stands for the Siberia of the British
Empire (Hurd quoted in Thomas 1973:183).

Perhaps it was as a corective to Kipling's opinion that the first cross-country film was produced to

advertise Canadian beauty. Travelling by rail, the filmmakers were under strict instruction not to show

snow shots. Thanks to the executives of the Canadian Pacific Railway, Canada was converted into a

winterless wonderland (Morris cited in Berland 1993'219). British cinema-goers did not see a single

snowflake.r2' During the 1910s Canaan migrated once more, this time to Montana. Mild winters and

wet springs seemed to confirm railroad propaganda,t2o

[i]t was clear that the arrival of the railroad, the plough, and the market towns had
worked wonders on the climate, bringing not only much more rain but warmer winters.
Religious people quoted Exodus, 3: God was doing for Montana what He had lately
done for Canaan, turning a famous desert into a land of milk and honey. At the Dry
farming Congress, James J. Hill and his son Louis vigorously lobbied to have the word
'Dry' removed from the title, since the climate of the northern plains was dry no longer
(Raban 1996:186).

r23Meteorologists also assisted withinternal migrationbydisabusing Cxnsdians ofthe notion that the British
North American north-west was unfit for human habitation. '[S]cientific speculations ... transforrn[ed] Canadians'
attitudes ... from seeing the region as an unknown waste land, they came to accept it as a necessary extension of their
ownterritory, withoutwhich theybelievedCanada couldnotreachits fullpotential'(Zeller 1987:271). H.Y. Hind's
report especially promoted the idea 'that beyond Lake Superior's foreboding shores lay a "fertile belt" inviting the
relentless north-westward march of peoples' (Tnller 1987:271).

ttoAs Gilbert C. Fite (1966:29) points out, there was a good deal of collusion between territorial
governments and the railroad corrpanies to attract settlers. 'In I 871 when Hans Mattson agteed to go to Europe for
the Northem Pacific in search of immigrants, he said that as ar agent "for a great railroad company," he could be

of more service in the economic development of Minnesota than he could as Secretary of State, a position from
which he resigned.'
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But paradise was becoming passd as early as 1934 - East Africa was a place truly worth dying for.

Kenya's climate surpassed Montana's, and indeed all others, or so brochures told prospective settlers.

TheironyofthiscontrivedclimatologyisnotlostonKennedy(1987:118-9). Wherefictionalclimatic

threats were once amplified to assist a socially narrow settlement policy, genuine climatic threats (Kenya

proved to enjoy ideal conditions for diphtheria, typhoid and undulant fever) were suppressed to assist

a new policy stressing mass migration.

These changes in climatological thinking can only be understood within the context of such simultaneous

events. The first generation of Kenyan immigrants (c.1900) were promised good weather. As numbers

began to increase with the second generation of immigrants (c.l910) dangers of tropical neurasthenia

were circulated. With the third generation of settlers (c.1920) the fear of polluting white stock with an

influx of immigrants from the lower orders manifested itself in publicity warning ofclimatically-induced

infertility and European degenration (Kennedy 1987:l1l-2). But just as a combination of "scientific",

social and economic factors gave actinic rays their deadly force, so another combination of these factors

neutralised them. An extended period of settlement empirically demonstrated that whites were safe in

Kenya, just as the Great Depression closed off the means of periodic escape to temperate climes. In

addition, the Depression hastened the need to attract new settlers and capital (Kennedy I 987: I l8-9).

Clearly, then, climatic claims were made in different registers as responses to different material

conditions and sectional interests. If we now turn to two phases of American history: the migration of

people there prior to independence and the great Westward Movement post-Civil War, we can see some

of those claims at work. Govemment complicity in the concoction of fraudulent climatology was not

first invented in Kenya - it had already taken place in the United States of America.

Theodore Roosevelt's (1901-8) regime saw three clear benefits to westward migration. First, by

promoting homesteading they could release pressure from the teeming cities. Second, this would reduce

urban poverfy and increase agricultural production. Timing was crucial, for homesteading was boosted

in a period when national self-sufficiency seemed under threat. Finally, the pioneers would increase a

new hans-American rail network's profits. As far as the Roosevelt administration was concemed

everyone won: 'The homesteaders got their land, the corporations got their railroads, the cities lost their

slums, and America had more food on the table' (Raban 1996:t6l).t25

r2sThe first immigration commissioner of the Dakota Territory, James S. Foster, had expressed a similar
point of view when he said, '[i]mmigration is the life of business in a new country. It gives patronage to the
railroads; it encourages manufacturers ... It builds up cities and towns, and makes a market for the products of the
farmer. All classes and every branch of business feel its favorable effects' (Quoted in Fite L966:25).
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Before Washington became involved, state administrations fabricated their own climatological

information and issued shonky figures through their own immigration bureaux. Here the needs were

reversed, people needed to be attracted rather than sent away. According to publicity produced in 1880s

Kansas, the country's best climate could be found - astonishingly - in 1880s Kansas. Embittered settlers

who had experience to the contrary offered their own stories of the "drouthy" state; one tale concerned

a mule in a field of com. The sun's heat was so intense that the corn popped, the mule confused this for

ablizzard,and promptly ftozeto death (Reisner 1986:42). Still, migrants kept coming, and they brought

great hopes with them. As Truman Capote (1967:10-1) commented in his nonfiction novel In Cold

Blood,'[f]ifty years ago, according to native memory, it would have taken a lumberjack ten minutes to

axe all the trees in western Kansas. Even today, only coftonwoods and Chinese elms - perennials with

a cactus-like indifference to thirst - are commonly planted,' yet as Herb Clutter would say, o'oan inch

more of rain and this country would be paradise - Eden on earth."'

EvenbeforeAmerican state administrations fabricated climates, fantastic climatologyhadbeenconjured

by pamphleteers in the pay of colonial trading companies. Baek in 1622 one had written that, America

'seemeth to hold the golden mean ... the clime is found to be so temperate, so delicate, so healthful, both

by reason and experience' (Quoted in Ludlum 1986:24). One of the more enduring climatic illusions

ofthenewterritoriesconcemedthe"OhioCountryMyth." BetweenlT95andlT96Chasseboeuf,Comte

de Volney "discovered" that annual temperatures west of the Allegheny Mountain range were wanner

than areas of corresponding latitude bordering the Atlantic. Volney's findings were published in Paris

and London in 1804, 'and settlers seeking cheap land in a mild climate flocked westward to this new

paradise' (Ludlum 1986:29). Settlers were notput off Ohio until "The fatherof American Climatology,"

Lorin Blodget, publishedhis Climatologt of the United States and of the Temperate Latitudes of the

North American Cantinent in 1857. Despite this service to science, Blodget's own credentials are

debatable. Blodget only had the time to produce this detailed work because he was sacked by his

Princeton employer - Professor Joseph Henry - for publishing personal maps drawn from Smithsonian

data. David Ludlum (1986:32) urges that Blodget's isothermal maps were hugely influential despite

technical faults and poor information. Simple errors had their impacts magnified: 'for example [the

implication] that lands on the Canadian prairie might be warmer and more hospitable than people had

thought made Blodget, one historian has argued, "one of the actual openers of the Northwest to

settlement"' (Ludlum 1986:32).'26 In Blodget's words, 'it is impossible to doubt the existence of

favorable climates over vast areas now unoccupied ... and but for the pernicious views entailed by the

r2uThe phrase belongs to Professor W.L. Morton who said, Blodget obecame the darling of the publicists
of Toronto and St. Paul, and one of the openers of the Northwest to settlement' (Quoted in Dunbar 1973:97). It
should be noted that the excitement was caused by the work's final chapter rather than its entirety.
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fur traffic as to the necessity of preserving it as wilderness, it would long since have been opened to

colonization' (Quoted in Dunbar 1973:94).

We will now explore the ways in which scientists helped open up new lands to colonisation in greater

detail.

III Scientific Climatology and the Colonies

In one of the characteristic features of imperialist expansion, scientists and technicians

travel from a metropolitan center to colonial outposts. Most come for practical reasons.

Anthropologists come to identiff the local power structure; geographers and geologists

chart the new land and seek mineral wealth; meteorologists and agronomists establish

where cash crops can best be planted.

Lewis Pyenson, Cultural Imperialism and Exact Sciences.

In Charles Louis de secondat, Baron de la Brdde et de Montesquieu's bold phrase, '[t]he empire of the

climate is the first of all empires' (Quoted in Stark I 960 : 1 45 ). His commitment to the term was tenuous.

When censured by the Theological Faculty of the Sorbonne, timidity got the better of him' He explained

this sentence away as 'no more than a metaphorical expression' (Stark 1960:146); climate applied to

empire in an imaginative sense. Yet the study of climate was a creation of empire in a much more literal

sense. 'After Columbus, the growth of a western interest in climatic theories as European expansion took

place arose as a natural consequence of increasingly frequent contact with peoples previously unknown

to Europeans,' as Richard Grove (1995:154) informs us.

Such contact demanded questions as to the origins and migrations of peoples over the

earth, and about the origins of species in general. Climatic explanations were easily

seized upon to explain cultural behavior and differentiation. Ideas about environmental

influence, and about the influence of climate on culture in particular, increased in

effectiveness as European expansion proceeded to all parts of the world. This became

an even more potent influence as Europeans began to be able to see themselves,

objectively and self-consciously, as modifiers or destroyers of apparently primeval (and

mainly tropical) landscapes, and even as destroyers of the cultures they encountered-

Nineteenth-century climatology drew on this hadition, but it contrasted with its classical precursor in

both its empirical and comparative thrusts. Increased scale and duration of data collection, and the

orientation towards new lands, offered great potential. Although Khrgian ( I 970:3 1 3) realizes that there

was a 'more serious' reason for interest in the exotic. The march of intellect never proceeded in

isolation. Scientific mastery of new regions was coeval with their economic and political domination.
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Meteorological journals in the late nineteenth century were filled with studies of African, Asian and

South American climates as the reflection of Westem imperialism (Khrgi an 1970:3I4).t27

Scientists often had a direct interest in the processes of colonialism. For instance 'Paris had the first

Geographical Society in Europe (founded in 1821), which played a leading role in later decades

encouragingthecreationofaNorthAfricanempire'(Bowlerl993:198). Similarly,Headrick(1988:212)

has pointed out 'the part that botany played in tropical plantation agriculture: Kew for the British

Empire; Buitenzorg for the Dutch East lndies; and the Musdum national d'histoire naturelle and the

Jardin d'essai colonial for France.' For James E. McClellan III (1991:44) the 'intercontinental system

of French botannical gardens [in isle de France, ile Bourbon, Guiana, Cayenne, Martinique and

Guadeloupe] ... exemplifies the high level ofFrench government commitment to exploiting the men and

institutions of French science in the interests of colonial development.' And for at least one scientist,

colonisation was a scientific experiment. In Importance de I'Algdrie comme station d'acclimatation

(1860) Auguste Hardy wrote, 'that the whole of colonization is a vast deed of acclimatization' (Quoted

in Osbome 1994:vi).

Generally, the linkages between climate study and colony are not made explicit in scholarly discussion.

A Eurocentric legacy limited the vision of meteorological history, and to some episodes, blinded it

entirely. As with histories of weather-modification, it is the internalist narratives of individual scientists,

institutions, organisations and publications which prevail. Detached from external pressures and

dismissive of historical context, these provide catalogues of ideas without accounting for the matrix of

social relations from which they emerged. The oversight is notable; for in modern climatology the

logics of science and capitalism coalesce. This process is circular and reinforcing: economic, social and

political factors underscored climate study, while climatology produced knowledge that could be used

by colonisers. This is not to imply a coherent intellectual project in which scientists simply acted as

agents of state coercion (in many respects their interests were different, the former were interested in

control of the heavens, the latter in control of the humans); nonetheless, climatologists were unable to

preventtheincorporationoftheirknowledgeintothecolonisers'rhetoric.r2E Simplyput,scientificwork

r2tln the 1850s, William Stanley Jevons, who later founded the Manchester School of economists, was

assayerattheSydneyMint. InlS5gheproducedalengthypaper,'someDataConcerningtheClimatesofAusnalia
and New Zealand,' which was regarded as 'the most valuable conhibution to the meteorology of Australia that had

been made up to the time of its publication' (Quoted by Black and Ktinekamp in Jevons 1972:24).

r2sScience assisted colonialism as both a social practice and an ideology. James E. McClellan III ( 199 I :40)

writes that French practitioners of science and medicine provided knowledge 'that was useful for the development

andmaintenanceofcolonies.'WhilstattheideologicallevelAdas(1989:34)observesthat'[i]ntheindustrialera,
scientific and technological measures of human worth and potential dominated Ewopean thinking on issues ranglng

from racism to colonial education. They also provided key components of the civilizing-mission ideology that both
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helped make remote control of colonies possible. In this sense "remote control" refers to the symbolic

substitution of direct action on the environment by models, formulae, maps and measurements of it,

allowing in the process for the centralised administration and control of human activity.

By incorporating significant features of the environment into representational forms, by

appropriating environmental powers through models, data and instruments, and turning

them back on their sources, remote control ensures independence from external forces,

freedom of mental and physical motion and, ultimately, secures a position from which

it is able to dominate the world and not be dominated by it (Cooper 1992:260).

Deepak Kumar (1992:269) concurs: '[n]ext to guns and ships, survey operations were the most potent

tools in the hands of a colonizing power. Through them it could afford to know unknown people, chart

untrodden paths, and estimate local resources,' he wrote. 'Topographical surveys had military origins

and this relationship was maintained throughout. Similarly, meteorological observations and data were

important for a sea-faring colonizer and an agro-based economy' (Kumar 1992:269\. Scientific practice

thus played a part in the domination ofnew parts of the world and of their indigenous populations. And

as Dane Kennedy (1990:137) reminds us, scientific debate 'set the Westem imperial experience in the

context of a world unalterably bound by the imperatives of race, evolution, and climate.'

We have already refened to the global nature of nineteenth-century science, and we have made some

bold statements about it. But we have not refened to '[t]he man who almost single-handedly made this

planetary view of the earth both popular and scientifically respeotable' (L.P. Williams 1978:13l) -

Alexander von Humboldt. Humboldt saw the seas, earth, skies and living creatures as the interacting

parts of an overall whole. He argued that

The vast ocean of the atmosphere must be explored and the meteorological events in it
classified and analyzed. Temperatures and barometric pressures all over the world must

be measured and correlated for from these correlations Humboldt was convinced would

comeknowledgeofthefactorsthatmaketheworld'sweather(L.P.Williams 1978:l3l).

Humboldt and Aim6 Bonpland set sail for South America in June 1799. They remained there until April

1804. During this time the pair 'recorded, sketched, described, measured, and compared what they

observed' (Gillispie 1972:550-\. and Humboldtprepared maps full ofclimatological data. Indeed, this

expedition laid the groundwork for the modern forms of physical geography and climatology (Gillespie

justified Europe's global hegemony and vitally influenced the ways in which European power was exercised.' For

instance. Gustav Le Bon and Arthur de Gobineau 'both viewed peoples of European stock as racially superior to all

others and cited the white or Aryan race 's achievements in science and, to a lesser extent, tecbnology as clear proof

of the high level of civilization it had attained' (Adas 1989:151).
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1972:551). Three years later Humboldt was in Paris working on the chemical composition of the

atmosphere with Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac. In 1829 Humboldt set out for Siberia' During the course

of his 9 000 mile journey he suggested the establishment of meteorological observatories. Data

collection here enabled his comparative climatology of Central Asia. It was also Humboldt who initiated

the use of the isotherm within climatology, and he conducted pioneering work on the origins of tropical

storms.

Humboldt personified the break with the 'literary tradition' of the classical period (Feldman 1993:34).

His studies produced the sort ofknowledge which made them hard to ignore. Along with other scientists,

his calls for a climatological network of observatories found favour because of the potential benefits to

agriculture, land use, and human health (Landsberg and Jacobs 1951:976).t2e Climatology could be

useful economically; so could geography. Humboldt's Political Essay on the Kingdom of New Spain

was written with the express intention of alerting

the European capitalists to the immense mineral resources of Mexico, especially their

silver mines, which in his view could yield enorrnous profits if properly exploited. The

book was immediately translated into English and was directly responsible for the

Mexican mining indusfiy coming under English control in the years after Mexican

independence (Botting 197 3 :210).

Aleksandr Voeikov, Humboldt's contemporary, provides another example of scientific research having

useful commercial and colonial applications. This leading Russian scholar's attention was capturedby

the climates ofTranscaucasia and Central Asia. Voeikov envisaged economic expansion into the northo

tea and cotton cultivation, and closer settlement in Asian Russia. That the actions of Voeikov and

Humboldt were similar should alert us to the wider movement of which they formed two tiny parts. As

Khrgian (1970:326) tells us, '[t]he interests of meteorologists everywhere were closely bound up with

the economic and political expansion of the capitalistic states.'

This political and economic expansion saw scientific activity in the colonial periphery dictated by the

imperial centre. Colonial science 'was, looked at from the metropolis, "low science," identified with fact

gathenng. The work of theoretical synthesis would take place elsewhere,' Roy Macleod (1987:221)

r2elnterest in networks ofmeteorological data collection was fust shown in the early 1700s, and 'after about

1770 aninterest in meteorology and meteorological networks quite abruptly rose again. This time the motivation

behind them was more directly connected with a widespread shift in Eurpe towards the systematic collection of data

as a part ofwider state policy, and it was more medically oriented. ln essence, medical and agricultural clirnatology

became institutionalised as European states increasingly intervened in matters ofpublic and health welfare' (Grove

1995:401).
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wrote. 'This division of labour fitted epistemologically well with the requirements ofnatural history and

astronomy and conceptually well with a philosophical climate predicated upon inductive discovery.'

Scientists who went to the colonies found out just how "low" the sciences there could be. They

complained about the lack of access to quality equipment and personnel. The meteorological

observations at Madras, Bombay, Calcutta, Trivandrum, Simla, Ootacamurd andKarachi were less than

accurate. Their instrumentation was poor and their staff were badly trained. N'R. Podgson, the

Government Astronomer and Superintendent of Meteorology in Madras (1861-91) felt that

Few men in England are placed in so difficult and trying a position as I have been... I
left England in January 1861, aged thirty, with a strong sound constitution, delighted

with my appointrnent, devoted to my science and with extensive plans of work, which

I then hoped in vain and intended to carry into prompt execution. Upon arriving at

Madras I found the observatory in a most miserable state, not an instrument fit for use,

fifteen years arrear of hourly magnetical observations, about twelve years of
meteorological ditto. The staff consisted of nine natives, only one of whom (a strict

Brahman) possessed either knowledge or intellect... For eight years, from 1862-70, I
struggled and agitated for an English assistant, and only gained my point last June

(Quoted in Kumar 1992:276).

Meanwhile, Indians complained about the lack

"natives" was selective and restrictive (Kumar

mathematical bias:

of access to scientific training. Scientific training of

1982). In British lndia native education had a heavy

This, one suspects, might have been done with a view to create a class of junior

surveyors or calculators for assistance in the gigantic topographical and cadasfral

operations. Mathematics thus fitted well into the arithmetic of imperialism but not the

other exact or applied sciences (Kumar 7982:72).tr0

Climatology also fitted into the imperial equation. France's Socidtd Zoologique d'Acclimatation was

formed in the 1860s. Tltte Socidtd played an important part'in the construction of the new French

Empire' (Osborne 1992:299),by helping to develop Algeria. Their climatological work produced useful

knowledge for the colony, where loftier French institutions had failed them. The Honorary President of

their experimental zoo, Prince J6r6me Napol6on, boasted that the Socihtdwas formed to 'exit the domain

of theory and to enter that ofpractice' [italics in original], (Quoted in Osborne 1992:301). For example,

the Minister ofWar's requests to thel caddmie des Sciencestoproduce an inexpensive Algerian weather

r'oDespite all the barriers, native science still took place. Native scientists corrprised one of the tbree

scientific strands in nineteenth-cennrry India, along with the mere fact-gatherers within the colonial administation

and the visiting professional scientists from England (Ifuishna 1992:58-9). For ways in which native Indian

scientists, to paraphrase J.C Bose, revived Indian science see V.V. Krishna (1992:60-70),
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service met with little response. After three years the Minister received a report from the Acaddmie

which was a 'd,ead letter filled with theoretical meteorologt and devoid of the requested instructions'

[italics in original], (Quoted in Osbome 1992:303).

The scientific study of acclimatization was given a sense of urgency by France's acquisition of Algeria

in 1830. Could French people live safely there?r3t The medical consensus was that they could not.

However, the Socidtd's triumph was to "scientifically" prove that they could. According to the limited

variation of species theory, French people would adjust to the new conditions without ill effect. From

Jean Baptiste de Lamarck and Etienne Geoffroy Saint-Hillaire, the Socidtd took the notion that species

r€act to climate, and they married this to the arguments of Buffon. Buffon had argued that it was only

ancillarycharacteristicswhichvariedwithclimate.'" Primarycharacteristicsremainintactwhateverthe

weather. From such theorv" the success of the colonies became a matter of scientific fact (Osborne

1992:300).

Synopsis

Theodore K. Rabb (1983:67-8) called for a long-overdue historical study of climate to be undertaken.

Given its profound impact on'agriculture; settlement; demography; changes in institutions, economies

and social relations; and mentalitieso' such investigation was imperative. Here, a history of climate's

study, and the colonial conditions which drove it, has been used to illuminate the same areas. In the

colonial period climatologists were primarily interested in producing practical lnowledge to assist

agricultural exploitation. r33

In terms of settlement and demography, colonists congregated where the climate was neither too hot nor

too cold: North America, Australasia and Southern Africa were just right (Hobsbawm 1987:63).t34 The

lightest inhabitants of darkest Africa were attracted to the temperate poles, while West Africa was

avoided as 'a white man's grave' (Kennedy 1987:5). In the early nineteenth centtrry, between one

t3rMichael A. Osbome ( 1992:301) observed the unusual circumstances of 'events on the periphery rather

than at the center provok[ing] the intellectual construction of a scientific research progtarn' However, a recent

study by Grove ( 1997 : 12446) suggests that these circumstances may not have been so unusual.

r32He wrote: 'Everything goes to prove that the human type is not corryosed of species with essential

differences between thenq but that, on the contrary, there was originally only one species of rtan, which having

multiplied and spread out over the whole surface of the earth, underwent different changes by 6e inlluence of
climate, by the difference of nourishment, by the rranner of living, by epidemic diseases, and also by the infinitely
varying mixture of individuals resembling one another more or less' (Quoted in Grove 1995:163).

r33See Headrick (1988:209-258) for related comments.

r3aHowever we should remember ttrat they were also less densely populated places.
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quarter and three quarters of all European arrivals in West Africa died within ayear (Curtin 1965:71).'35

Sometimestheirsettlementdecisionswereaidedbythewordsofexperts."u G.S.Dunbar(1973:97)said

that the writings of Lorin Blodget, American climatology's founder, 'had the sweep and style of the

empire-builder.'

New institutions were needed to administer the colonial creations of state-nations, and to foster continued

scientific growth. These two developments were anything but discrete: in the colonial era science was

pressed into commercial and military service.r" Part of the process of domination involved the

destruction of indigenous economies and their reconfigurement to serve the needs of core countries.'"

By providing labour-power and raw materials for the mother county, colonies were articulated into the

global economy.r" Manufactured goods were then returned to colonial markets. In this age of scientific

and economic imperialism class relations took on an external character, becoming black and white.

' Imperialism, ' argued Edward Said, 'consolidated the mixture of cultures and identities on a global scale.

But its worst and most paradoxical gift was to allow people to believe that they were only, mainly,

exclusively, white, or Black, or Western, or Oriental' (Quoted in Coronil 1995:xl).

The biggest climatic debate of the nineteenth century involved these black and white relations in the

tropics.rao Whites feared that tropical heat caused physical effects of fatigue, sterility and ultimately

death; and the social threats of degeneration and collapsing racial boundaries leading to miscegenation.

This discussion

preoccupied all the major colonial powers and the debate it engendered was truly pan-

Western in scope. tt provided commentary on the political choices and constraints of

r3sMid-nineteenth century statistics of military mortality across twenty years 'show a loss of 483 per

thousand mean strength among European troops in West Africa" against only 78.5 per thousand in the West Indies'

(Curtin 1965171). Claude George (1968:443-52) also discusses European mortality rates in West Africa.

r36As intheso ci6td Zoologique d'Acclimatatrbn whichundertook'[p]rojects ofmeteorology as theyrelated

to hurnan settlement' (Osborne 1992:303).

r3TMargaret Jacob (1997:152) mentions the association between meteorology and industry in the Dutch

Republic, where meteorologists helped consolidate the interests of commercial capitalisminthe nineteenthcentury.

rr8'Where the capitalist has at his back the power of the mother-country, he tries to clear out of his lvay by

force, the modes of production and appropriation, based on the independent labour of the producer' (Marx 1966

I:716).

t"Ihis orientation toward the world market is what separated nineteenth century colonies from colonies

in the classical period (Marx 1966 III:671).

raoAs late as the 1882 the Sociiltd d'anthropologie de Paris had not determined whether African offspring

came into the world black or became black through climatic inJluence (Cohen 1980:232).
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Western imperialism itself. It had this larger resonance because it spoke at one level to

the deep-felt anxieties of colonists concerning their physical health and security, their

cultural values, and the racial character of their economic and social privileges, and at

a second level to the broader concerns of imperial policy-makers about the very shape

and future of European colonialism in the tropical world (Kennedy 1990:118-9)'

It was a debate in which scientific claim and social function were frequently inseparable. Scientific

thinking was permeated by popular concepts, principally Darwinism and European racial superiority.

As a consequence, atmospheric properties held social value - heavily phlogistonated air, actinic rays,

dubious rainfall patterns and isothermal laws helped take natural selection to new heights (or, it could

be argued, depths). These specific climatic debates were part of a wider process in which 'science was

seen as an indispensable tool for world domination' @owler 1993:31l).'a'

torln some respects little has changed. Andrew Ross (1991:237) notes how'[m]odem "civilization"

belongs in the norttrern hemisphere; nature has determined that it cannot flourish elsewhere. A clirnatological map

is used to explain - and increaiingly, in the age of global warming, to enforce - unequal developmenl where a map

of colonial exploitation, influence, and dependency would give us a much more accurate pictue of the histories

behind these inequalities.'
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Chapter Three

Science and Society in the Nineteenth Century flI):
Weather-Modification

I know histtry isn't thrue, Hinnessy, because it ain't like what t see ivry day in Halsted

Sthreet. If any wan comes along with a histhry iv Greece or Rome that'll show me

th'people fightin', gettin' dhrunk, makin' love, gettin' married, owin' th' grocery man

an' bein' without hard-coal, I'll believe they was a Greece or Rome, but not befure ...

histhry is a post-mortem examination. It tells ye what a counthry died iv' But I'd like

to know what it lived iv.
Finley Peter Dunne, Observations by Mr. Dooley'

Introduction: Man Makes the Climate

SOKRATES: And you actually mean to say that it's never occurred to you that the

Clouds ofheaven were goddesses?

STREPSIADES: By Zeus, it's news to me. I always used to think they were just fog

and drizzle and mist.
SOKRATES: Clearly then you must also be ignorant of the fact that the Clouds are also

patrons of avaried group of gentlemen, comprising: chiropractors, prophets,longhairs,

quacks, fops, charlatans, fairies, dithyrambic poets, sciantists, dandies, astrologers, and

other men of leisure. And because all alike, without exception, walk with their heads

among the clouds and base their inspiration on the murky Muse, the Clouds support

them and feed them.
Aristophane s, The Clouds.taz

This chapter discusses American weather-modification in the nineteenth century. It offers a

reinterpretation of both the rainmakers and the settlers who sought their services. We preface this

discussion with a critique of the distinctions between Western and Eastem, civilized and uncivilized,

modern and primitive, Christian and pagan, and scientific and folkloric attitudes towards the weather.

Although discussions of weather-modification dwell on short periods of time, the subject's prehistory

crosses the boundary between antiquity and modernify. This epoch emerges with early folk practices

and finishes 14 000 feet above Massachusetts, with the flight of a Fairchild aeroplane on l3 November

ra2Aristophanes lived c.450-c.3 85 BC.
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1946 (Havens, Jiusto and Vonnegut 1981:24).ta3 This temporal span has been matched in space.

Attempts to control weather's vagaries cross five continents. Tried by most societies at most times,

weather-modification approaches the status of a cultural universal, 'woven into the fabric of every form

of civilisation' (Shaw 1932:244). Yet learned works seldom reflect weather-modification's ubiquity.

The cultural codes which constrain meteorological history operate here too. Knowledge radiates from

Greece:

The isles of Greece, the isles of Greece!

Where burning Sappho loved and sung,

Where grew the arts of war and Peace,
Where Delos rose, and Phoebus sprung!

Eternal summer gilds them all,
But all, except their sun, is set

(Byron quoted in Steffan 1957:320).taa

G. Hellmann's(1908:222) warningthat'[i]twould... be wrongto imagine that the rich storeofweather-

lore found in the Bible [and] in the poems of Homer and Hesiod ... originated ... in Palestine or Greece'

goes unheeded. For to whatever far-flung ports scholars set sail, academic currents return them to

Mediterranean shores(Humphreys 1944:358-9, Heninger 1960:8, Halacy 1968:61-2, Spence 1980:2).1a5

And as we shall see, the New World turns to the Old to verif, its theories of climate change: North

Americans make exactly the same pilgrimage. ln the words of the man who gave the Gilded Age its

name, Mark Twain, '[a]s a rule we develop a borrowed European idea forward, and ... Europe develops

a borrowed American idea backwards' (Quoted in Andrews 1993:291).

By following this intellectual flow we will see that the ancient Greeks appealed to the deity that directed

the weather.ra6 Weather-modification was the province of the supreme god, Zeus. Hesiod's (1959: l9)

ra3The reference is to Vincent Schaefer's flight, which is detailed in the following chapter. '?rehistory"

here means the period prior to Schaefer's brealthrough.

r*This is an extact from Byron's poem, Don Juan.

'a5As Milan Kundera (1984:100) observed thougb geographically divided, Europe shares a common

cultural heritage 'anchored in ancient Greece and Judeo-Christian thought.' We should not overlook the role of
religion here, particularly since the fust reference to rainmaking allegedly is found in the Scriptures. In recalling

Hebraic history from the death of Daniel to the Babylonian destruction of Judab, the Books of the Kings make

mention of weather-modification; for the ability to make rain is the rnark of the tme God. The First Book notes that

people look to both Yahweh andBaal for rains and dew to descend upon the lands. Elijah, as Yahweh's prophet,

unnouoces a drought before doing contest with rival prophets to see which god will end it. Wben Yahweh consumes

the bull offered him it is proven that He is the sole God and that the rains in lKings 18, 44-5 are indeed His doing.

Many scholars maintain that the rise of western science came from the conllation of Greek notions of natural law

with Judaic beliefs about divine control (Hall 1986:133),

touFrazer ( I 971 :2 l0) writes: 'Zeus was the god to whom the Greeks regularly prayed for rain. lrlsthing

could be more natural; for often .., he had his seat on the mountains where the clouds gather and the oaks gow.'
When prayers failed, the Greeks and Romans would resort to bringing rain by rnagic, 'ffJor example, in Arcadia,



Works and Days introduces Zeus as 'he ... of the towering thunders, whose house is highest,'rai while

early in Homer's OdysseyZeus is established as 'the gatherer of clouds' (Quoted in Dawe 1993:50).ta8

The son of fthea and Cronos required constant appeasement.t*e Misdeeds brought punishments through

famine and plague (Hesiod 1920.21). ln Book XVI of The lliad, Homer (1988:281) writes:

As all the dark earth is burdened under a storm on an autumn day, when Zeus pours

down the most violent rain, in anger at men who have raised his fury by forcing comrpt
judgements in the assembly and driving out justice, with no regard for punishments

from the gods: then the flow of all their rivers is swollen in spate, and many slopes are

cut away by torrents rushing with a loud roar headlong from the mountains into the

heaving sea, and the work of men's cultivation is ruined.

Though on the whole Greekprayers were answered; Zeus was beneficent, gifting them good weather:r50

'And as when from the high crest of a gteat mountain Zeus, that gathereth the lightrings, moveth a dense

cloud away, and forth to view appear all mountain peaks, and high headlands, and glades, and from

heaven breakethopen the infinite air' (Homer 1934:187).tt' We have alreadynoted Grecian complacency

with their temperate climate in the midst of terrible extremes, and their belief that this propagated

cultural greagress.t52 In fact this argument went further; physical climate conferred physiological and

psychological benefits. Climate even came to be seen as the cause of poetic genius in men like Homer

and llesiod.

when the corn and trees were parched with drought, the priest Zeus dipped an oak branch into a certain spring on

Mount Lycaeus. Thus troubled, the water sent up a misty cloud, from which rain soon fell upon the land' (Frazer

l97l:l0l).

raTProduced c.800 BC.

trrgorlt The lliad antd Odyssey were produced c.700 BC.

rae'p]orwhen 
[the Egyptians] learned that all Greece is wateredbyrain and not, as Egypt is, bythe flooding

of rivers, they remarked that the day would come when the Greeks would be sadly disappointed and starve - in other

words, if God sees fit to send no rain but afflicts us with a drought, we shall all die from famine because we have

no source of water other than the rain which God chooses to grant us' (Herodotus 1972:134).

rsoThe Zeus of the Greeks was known as Jupiter to the Romans. But as J. Lempriere (1840:381) notes,

their cosmology was more widely shared, 'The worship of Jupiter was universal; he was the Ammon of the

Africans, the Belus of Babylon, the Osiris of Egypt, & c.' (Lempriere 1840:381). The Romans also incorporated

other aspects of Greek culture. For instance, Virgil's influential weather lore drew from Hesiod and the

meteorological insights of Aratus (Owgan and Mongan quoted in Virgil nd: I l). Both cultures could also turn to

seers to interpret weather signs: the Greeks to oracles, the Romans to augurs.

't'Similarly Hesiod ( 1996:93) wrote: 'Just when the might ofthe sweat-causing heat ofthe keen sun ceases,

and Zeus the Strong has sent the auhrmn rains, then does a man's skin change to be much more comfortable.'

'52See Glacken (1967:80, 89).
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While Hegel argued that climate created the stage for world history, he denied that it played a role in

individual acts of brilliance. '[A] great deal is often said about the mild Ionic sky which supposedly

produced Homer,' wrote Hegel, 'and it did undoubtedly contribute much to the charm of the Homeric

poems. But the coast of Asia Minor has always been the same, and is still the same today; nevertheless,

only one Homer has arisen among the lonic people' (Quoted in Eze l997:ll l). Hesiod had already

denied environmental reasons for his own greatness, recalling a personal bygone age that was less than

golden. His birthplace in Baotia he remembered without nostalgia, described himself as a native of

Ascra at the base of Mount Helicon 'which is miserable in winter, sulfy in summer, and good at no

season' (Hesiod 1920:567) - hardly the stuff of poetry.r53

A focus on Greece and Rome always marks analyses of weather-modification's prehistory, but surveys

of its practice also fixate on two sources. James G. Frazer's The Golden Bough,'so remains the standard

work on weather-modification's "primitive age" (Humphreys 1920s work reissued in 1979, and through

him Kutzleb 1968:24, and Spence 1980:2), while Clark C. Spence's (1980) The Rainmafrers is the

authoritative text for its "pluvicultural age" (Ross I 987: I I 6-7 and 1992:223; plus Halacy 1969:57 -63 ,

65-71 who draws on Frazer as well).r55 Whereas Spence's work is of primary concern here, Frazer's

material is not without relevance. as the critical reactions to it bear directly on our discussion.

Frazerregarded humanity's progress as a journey from the "savage and barbarous" to civilized society.

This destination was reached once science vanquished magic and religion. Primitive societies were

underthespellofmagic,where'everymanismoreorlesshisownmagician'(Frazer197l:80) seeking

to manipulate the environment in one of two ways.ttu Frazer called the first principle of sympathetic

lr3The Abb6 D trbos' Rdflexions Critiques sur la PoEsie et sur la Peinture, was one eighteenth century work

which sought to link 'the illustrious centuries' in which men of genius flourished, to favourable climates (Feldman

1993:28). Despite Hegel's dismissals, the association of climate and intellectual attainment was not destroyed'

In the following centuryHegel's countryman, Friedrich NieEsche, invoked bright climates rnhis Ecce Homo essay

'Why I am So Clever.' Nietzsche (1989:241) readily admitted to spending all but the last decade in 'places that

were nothing short of/orbi clclen to me' but proceeded to 'list the places where men wilh esprit are living or have

Iived ... Paris, Provence, Jerusalem, Athens - these names prove something,' he concluded, 'genius depends on dry

air, on clear skies' [italics in original], CNietzsche 1989:240). In our own century the task went to Ellsworth

Huntington (1965:147), who observed that '[t]he Dark Ages and the Revival of Learning occurred at opposite

phases of a long climatic cycle.'

'so'1T1hat exhaustive and invaluable study ofprimitive practices and beliefs' (Humphreys 1979:5) was first

published in England in 1890.

's5Spence (1980:2) places the pluvicultural age between 1890 and 1930.

rs6Frazer had 'some confusion as to his own meaning' (Fraser 1990:119) on the quesfion of magic. He

attempted to clariff the matter before the publicationof The Golden Bough 's second edition. The subtitle changed

from 7 Sncly in Comparative Religion to A Study in Magic and Religion The distinction between rnagic and

religion remained: tbC magical refened to things which man thought he could control, the supernatural to things
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magic the Law of Similarity, which found colloquial expression in the saying "like produces like'" The

second principle he identified as the Law of Contact, which held that materials formerly connected may

still act upon each other at a distance. From these two principles came two forms of magic,

homeopathic, in which the magician had a desired effect by imitating it; and contagious, in which the

magician's actions upon an object formerly in contact with a person are still felt by that individual when

they are apart (Frazer l97l:14).ts7

Rainmakers used homeopathic magic to access the water of the heavens. These 'more or less conscious

deceivers' (Frazer quoted in Carson 1985:20) employed a range of procedures. On an island west of

New Guinea awizardwould create rain simply by dipping a branch of a special tree in water, and then

allowing the resulting droplets to fall onto the parched ground. In New Britain a rainmaker wrapped

foliage in banana leaves and buried them before mimicking the sound of falling rain with his mouth,

while some Omaha Indians brought rain by dancing round a vessel of water four times as one of their

members spat water in the air in imitation of real rainfall (Frazer 1971:83).

Chinese methods of weather-control were more drastic. Gods that did not bring rain were subjected to

punishments, such as demotions from deities to mortals. Similarly, the Siamese struck gods that did not

deliver appropriate weather. During times of drought gods were stood in the scorching sun, and during

downpours temple roofs were removed, exposing divinities to the same deluges that humans had to

suffer. 'The reader may smile at the meteorology of the Far East,' cautioned Frazer (1971:97), 'but

precisely similar methods of procuring rain have been resorted to in Cbristian Europe within our life-

time.' One such incident occurred during April 1893, six months into a Sicilian drought. Saints

throughout the region were excommunicated.rss 'At Palermo they dumped St. Joseph in a garden to see

which he could not. 'ln rragic man depends on his own sbength to meet the diffrculties and dangers that beset him

on every side. He believes L a ."ttuitr established order of nature on which he can surely count, and which he can

manipulate for his own ends' (Frazer 197 I :93 I ). Thus, '[t]heoretical magic was a kind of rudimentary pure science,

hooking up connections tfuough a loose variety of induction, a sort of pragmatic guessing-game. Practical magic

was a kind of improvised technology based on these guesses' (Fraser 1990:122).

r57T'his schema was not established until the publication of the Third Edition in l9ll. Frazer's

condemnation of rnagical practices was more consistent: '[T]he same principles which the rnagician apphes in the

practice of his art x1e lmflicitly believed by him to regulate the operations sf inanimate nature; in other words, he

iacitly assumes that the Laws of Similarity and Contact are of universal application and are not limited to human

actions. In short, magic is a spurious system of natural law as well as a fallacious guide of conducr; it is a false

science as well as an abortive art' [emphasis added], (Frazer l97l:14-5)'

rssApracticewhichcontinueduntilatleastthelg50s. Similarly,'[e]xorcisrr\rirualfires,antihailbrooms,
"aerostats" hoisted to "discharge the cloud's electicity," church-bell ringing and the g5s efgannsns ... are known

to have been widely spread for the purpose of hail suppression since remote times until quite recently' (Gori, Musso

and Papee quoted in Byers 1974:5).
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the state of things for himself ... . Others again, stripped of their beaufiful robes, were exiled far from their

parishes, threatened, grossly insulted, ducked in horse-ponds' (Frazer l97l:98). Frazer (1971:82)

thoughtthatepisodes suchasthese shouldgo somewaytowards eliminatingthe lingeringHegelian spirit

of the civilizing clime, since these

attempts are by no means confined, as the cultivated reader might imagine, to the naked

inhabitants of those sultry lands like Cenhal Australia and some parts of Eastern and

Southern Africa, where often for months together the pitiless sun beats down out of a
blue and cloudless sky on the parched and gaping earth. They are, or used to be,

conrmon enough among outwardly civilised folk in the moister climate of Europe.

Nonetheless, excepting Greeks and Romans who occupy a privileged place as 'pagan nations of the

highest civilization' (Hering 1922178), writers tend to view non-Christian people as backward and

benighted. Despite Frazer signposting some remarkable similarities, binary oppositions between

civilised and barbarian, and Christian and pagan clank into operation. Thus Walter Prescott Webb

(1931:375) distinguishes between crude primitive and refined Christian attempts to modiff the weather.

'This primitive and elemental desire forrain,' he writes, 'has given rise to numerous vagaries which men

thought might produce rain. Since all these efforts to bring rain are placed under the head of vagaries,

prayer must not be included among them.' Interestingly, for dehactors such as Mary Douglas (1970:73)

it is Frazer himself who fosters Eurocentrism. ln The Golden Bough the magical and the spiritual serve

as proxies for the primitive and the modern, a methodology which Douglas finds elitist and erroneous.

As she observes, it is grounded in the belief that access to 'true spiritual religion' can only be achieved

on European soil, while Others expect their primitive rituals to yield immediate results. Fittingly,

Douglas develops her critique through a weather-related episode:

Once when a band of /Kung Bushmen had performed their rain rituals, a small cloud

appeared on the horizon, grew and darkened. Then rain fell. But the anthropologists
who asked if the Bushmen reckoned the rite had produced the rain, were laughed out of
court .... How naive can we get about the beliefs of others? (Douglas 1970:73).

While the episode has undergone embellishment in Douglas' retelling, her embroidery does not alter this

story's fabric. Loma Marshall (1957:238) recalls that the Nyae Nyae rain dance

was being beautifully danced with a fine precision and vigour of clapping, singing, and

stamping, ... we were watching it so intently that we had not noticed the sky. The first
storm of the season crept up behind us and suddenly burst over us like a bomb. We
asked Gao if he believed the dance had brought the rain. He said that the rain was due

to come. The dance had not brought it.
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Nigel Barley encountered a similar situation in Dowayoland, West Africa. On one occasion a well-timed

downpour ended a public rebuke which locals were receiving from the visiting government schoolmaster.

When the schoolmaster hastily retreated to shelter, Barley questioned a man who appeared to be rather

pleased with himself, the village rainmaker. 'I asked the Old Man whether he had made it rain. He

turned on me a look like a cherubic tortoise. "But only God makes it rain"' (Barley 1983:156)'t5e

Douglas, Marshall and Barley remind us to be cautious when imputing primitive mentalities andpopular

error.ruo Neither the /Kung nor the Dowayo thought that they could create rain at will, yet it is doubtful

that they would have accepted Frazer's assessment that they indulged in acts based on "a spurious system

of natural law as well as a fallacious guide of conduct." Anthropologists of the field (Marshall, Barley)

and armchair (Frazer) all took ceremonies at face value, ignoring the possibility that they might have

latent functions. Robert K. Merton's (1957:64-5) comments on Hopi raindances bear repetition here.

Though the dances 'may be labelled a superstitious practice of primitive folk' as Frazet would have

maintained, '[i]t should be noted that this in no sense accounts for the group behavior. It is simply a case

of name-calling; it substitutes the epithet "superstition" for an analysis of the actual role of this behavior

in the life of the group.' Far from being irrational, raindances promote group cohesion during stressful

times (Merton 1957:65).

Just as the barriers between primitive and modern may be more penneable than we once thought, so the

rigid distinctions between common and scientific knowledge may not always be as clear cut- This theme

is developed below. When Western weather lore was placed in the dock in 1949, a scientific jury failed

to convict over half of the proverbs on false pretences. Many European proverbs held water even when

they had migrated across the Atlantic, and more than half 'were found to be true in terms of scientific

principles' @owen I 971 :45). r6t

t5eBut for a linguistic mistake Barley might have brought forth frtrther revelations. After repeatedly begging

the Chief to be introduced to the rainmaker, the Chief finally relented. The visiting anthropologist was duly

introduced to him. 'I think he was much impressed by my respectful demeanour. We agreed that I would visit him.

I was anxious to leave as I had acquired some meat for the fust time in a month and left it in my assistant's care.

I rose and shook hands politely, "Excuse me," I said, "I am cooking some meat." At least that was what I had

intended to say; owing to a tonal enor I declared to an astonished audience, "Excuse me. I am copulating with the

blacksrnith' (Barley I 983:57).

'uoSee also Bruno Latour's (1987:179-213) discussion on the tribunals of reason" which begins with a

discussion of popular and scientific views about the weather.

r6rThiswasrecognisedbyVilhelmBjerknes:'UsingcloudsassignifiersofatrnosphericProcessesoccurred

to Bjerknes during the setting up of the Bergen forecasting service. While tavelling up and down the coast in 1918

... he acquired new insights into weather prediction. From farrrers, lighthouse keepers, fishermen and sailors who

were to be observers for the forecasting service, he learned a rich folklore of weather prognostics- Interwoven with

ancient and superstitious beliefs were useful predictive signs' (Friedman 1989:164). Bjerlnes himself said, '[w]e
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Climatology and the Colonial Impulse (II )

Popular anxiety about climate change was, and still is, an ever-present component ofthe

US weather culture, in a country whose geographical make-up (a large land-mass that

lacks any mountain ranges running horizontally across the country) produces a diversity

of climates and a range of temperature extremes unmatched in any other nation-state.

Andrew Ross, 'The Drought This Time.'

This chapter challenges the conventional history of weather modification by examining its birth. The

usual argument asserts that rainmakers flourished in nineteenth century America through human folly.

Even when it is not explicit in the text's words, it survives in their tone. To varying degrees, these

historians all inscribed "stupid" on the body of the settler. Once marked, they were easily dispansed

with. Social explanations yield to psychological ones; the rise of the rainmaker is explained as the

consequence of settler eccentricity (Webb 1931:377-82), shortsighted naivety (Schinto 1977,,29,30) or

gullibility (Byers 1974.5, Carson 1985:26).

These explanations are relatively charitable; historians with harder hearts afflict pioneers with

pathological disorders. Diseased and mentally debilitated, settlers suffer weather hallucinations (Anon.

quoted in Spence 1980:49), fever (Spence 1980:16), outbursts ofirrationality (Hundley Jr. 1992:106) and

even psychosis (Kollmorgen quoted in Schinto 1977:30). Instead of situating the rise of rainmakers

within the context of shifting relations in science, technology and society, their success is attributed to

people's inanity.162 Charles Kutzleb (1968:385) cautions that 'those who ... sincerely believed in the

efficacy of rainmaking ... should not be condemned' since '[g]ovemment sponsorship of experiments,

reports of success, and the belief that the capabilities of modern science were unlimited helped further

the contention that rainmaking attempts could succeed.' This lonely, resonable voice has struggled to

be heard.

By defining this subject matter so narrowly the issue 's essence escapes us. These historians reinforce

Tocqueville's observation that 'society has no existence' in the American West (Quoted in Walton

can learn much from fsea]pilots and lighthouse keepers that cannot be gotten at a desk' (Quoted in Friedman

1989:164-5).

r62Ths tendency is by no means restricted to histories of weather-modification, it permeates many nooks

in academia. In a sustained polemic against Althusserian Manisrq E.P. Thompson (1978b:148) pointed out an

assumption Althusserians shared with followers of Parsonian firnctionalism: 'All these exalted thinkers, "bourgeois"

or "Marxist", proceed from the same "latent anthropology", the same ulterior assrmption about "Man ' - that all men

and women (except themselves) are bloody si//y' [italics in original].
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1992.288).t63 To read their histories is to miss that this was a transformational period in American

history: the century of industrialization, urbanization and immigration. Of course, 'much ofnineteenth

century American history has been too thoroughly enveloped in nauseating fumes of official optimism

tobe tolerable to a human being' (Manuel quoted in Guftnan 1987:408). Frank Manuel's criticismreacts

to the received absence of structured conflict in America's construction. Westem society certainly

existed, and in some complexity.'uo Building new cornmunities produced a culture marked by con{licting

forces: 'state sponsorship and risk-taking pioneers, indigenous society and a diverse settler population,

austere material conditions and dreams ofprosperity, civil society and an ethic of individualism, uneven

development and the idea of progress' (Walton 1992:309).165

lnstead of recognizing varied social conditions west of the Mississippi, colourful characters parade

against a grey and faceless rural populace's backdrop. The story focuses on famous individual

rainmakers, rather than the farmers who made their fortunes:tuu "Storm King" James Pollard Espy,

"General" Robert St. George Dyrenforth, "Professor" Frank "Rain Wizard" Melbourne (and sidekick

"Rainwater" Jones), Clayton B. Jewell, "Colonel" William Hopewell, and "Professor" Jacob Mitchell.

Any relation between actor and audience is ignored, as is any acknowledgement that these relationships

were brief and borne of desperation. Rainmakers were settler's last hope, once "authoritative" notions

of climatic improvement had been invalidated by painful experience.r6t

Though 'especially true of the Gilded Age' (Gutman 1987:70), the "common folk's" absence from

history is an old story

r6sProminent historians of the American West have also given the inpression that nothing much has

happened there (Webb 1957).

tilWhile weather-modification historians ignore this fact, interpretations of frontier society dominate

American historiography. As John Walton (1992:56) writes, '[n]o therne is more central to the interpretation of
American history than the influence of the frontier on national character and institutions.'

I65Worster(1992: l3) notes thatthe first wave ofWesternhistorians propagated the agrarian mythofaplace

of individual actors engaged in pioneering heroics. That landscape was totally free of conflict. One myth is

dispelled but we must dismiss another. The notion of a unitary American West, geographic or cultual, is irnaginary:

the region is a combination of histories and ethnicities.

'6uYet 'lilndividual greatress is always a social function' (Trotsky quoted in Silone 1963:.217).

'67As Marc Reisner (1986:ll0) has written, 'weather was the ultimate arbiter in the AmericanWest.

Unless there was some way to control it, or at least minimize its effects, a good third of the nation might remain

uninhabitable forever.'
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[s]ince workers only mimicked - or, at best, reflected - the ideals of the larger society,

they played a subordinate role in American history. The acts of farseeing presidents and

legislators determined the course of American nationality, and the decisions of shrewd

entrepreneurs shaped the American economy. Politicians and businessmen - with rare

exception, men ofNorthem European extraction - naturally and rightfully dominated the

history books. After all, they had made American history' (Berlin 1987:4).

Theindividualizationofhistoryisaproductofnineteenthcenturyhistoriography. Hegel'sideaof"world

historical individuals" was hugely influential. This descent from history to psychology was made

fashionable amongst English speakers by Thomas Carlyle, who took 'the "History of the World" [to be]

synonymous with the "Biography of Great Men" and called history the "essence of innumerable

biographies," while theprevalence ofautobiographies was another'reflection ofthe age'spsychologism'

(Ritter 1986:19). These trends were even more apparent in North America than in Europe' The only

disputes concerned whether America's Great Men were heroic nation-builders or rapacious robber

barons. This debate was not resolved conclusively, but it looked in the right direction: towards the

socially elevated. As Charles Kingsley said in his inaugural Cambridge lecture (1861)

the new science of little men can be no science at all; because the average man is not
the normal man, and never yet has been; because the great man is rather the normal

man, as approaching more nearly than his fellows to the true "norma" and standard of
a complete human character ... to turn to the mob for your theory of humanity is (I
think) about as wise as to ignore the Apollo and the Theseus, and to determine the

proportions of the human figure from a crowd of dwarfs and cripples (Quoted in Jones

1972:98).

The refusal ofrainmaking scholars to acknowledge the "little man" marks their dependence on nineteenth

century approaches to history. ln their case this is all the more ironic, because "bottom up" histories

were pioneered by frontier studies in the 1920s, when mainstream American history found itself utterly

mired in psychology (Ware 1940:73, 7). Eventually even heroic rainmakers get relegated to 'a

picturesque and slightly raffish footnote to American social and cultural history' (Carson 1985:28), and

the notion that rain can be manufactured provides an equally interesting 'footnote to American

intellectual history' (Smith 1947 :192-3).r6t Meanwhile, the migrants who made the rainmakers' fortunes

and who suffered severe social and economic consequences are blotted out of existence. They earn no

r68Brooke Hindle (1981:662) writes that rainmaking 'is the static that good reductionist historians have

eliminated in order to bring out stories of progressive improvement in nran's ability to track and understand the

weather. Yet,' he cautions, 'these attenpts and controversies were also a part of the fabric of history. Rainmaking

may look like a pseudoscience that failed, without producing useful offshoots as alchemy, for exarryle, did. It is not,

however, an alien scene. The attinrdes and methods of its practitioners were congenial with going empirical

technologies of their time.'
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place in print.r6e Twain's (1996:699) comment that '[t]he very ink in which history is written is merely

fluid prejudice' still rings true.r?0

The Civil Climates of North America

Why may we not suppose that the genial influences of civilization - that extensive

cultivation ofthe earth - might contribute to the multiplication of showers, as it certainly

does of fountains?
Josiah Gregg, Commerce on the Prairies.

Before we discuss rainmaking proper, we must understand the context in which it arose' Rainmaking

only came to be regarded as a material necessity in the arid West of America once notions of climate

change showed their bankruptcy. With no stock of social experience to draw on, settlers fell prey to the

influence of "experts." All too often these "experts" had compelling economic reasons for distorting

climatic data. In 1870 '[flirsthand information about rainfall on the Plains was scarce'(Kutzleb

1968:36).'TtAsmigrantsmoved'ontothesubhumidplainsinthemid-lSTOs,scientificmeteorologyand

precise knowledge of cloud physics still lay in the distant future' (Carson 1985:22).t72

Like the last chapter, the present one is composed around the central theme of climate and civilization.

But whereas Old World scholars insisted on climate as the cause of civilization, a reversal of this

EnlightenmentthinkingemergedintheNew. AsPudd'nheadWilson'sNewCalendar(1879)putit,'[i]t

is your human environment that makes climate' (Twain 1996:109). Temperate climates became the

consequence of clearance, settlement and cultivation. This phenomena found its clearest expression in

the phrase: 'Rain follows the plough' (Meyer 1986:42), attributed to Omaha's late nineteenth century

promoter Charles Dana Wilber. But while climatic debates on both continents were subject to different

'utuntil very recently, American social history was written from the perspective of the dominant culture'

It dealt with elites rather than common people, with institutions rather than social processes, with attitudes rather

than experiences, large segments of the population were ignored or frequently subjected to stereotyping' (Hareven

l97l:vii).

'ToAflowing the discounted the opportunity to express the ir experie nces is a difftcult task" given separations

in time and place. Their records are few, and hard to access. However, we can at least challenge the conventional

view that these people fell victim to history as a consequence of their inferiority. That is why the terptation to view

rainmakers as another expression of the American confidence man has been resisted, despite their amenability to

such a reading. Hucksters or not, such an approach ignores the fact that declarations of the superiority of science

over superstition are retrospective actions; people of all walks of life believed in rainmaking, and settlers sought

the services of rainmakers for mundanely "rational" reasons.

rTrCanadians were in the same position when it came to the Western lands of their country.

rT2GeraldCarson(1985:22) adds that'[t]here was a general indifference to theoretical science intheUnited

States during much of the nineteenth century.'
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historical pressures, and while they were articulated differently on each side of the Atlantic, the implied

ocean of difference is misleading. Many ideas that found currency in North America were first minted

in Western Europe.

The concept of "westing" provides one example of this intellectual migtation.rT3 According to Georg

Foster's theory, climates become more agreeable with westward movement across large continental

landmasses. His observations had been made during James Cook's second global expedition (L772'5\'

lnitially migrants who settled in the east of Canada accepted this wisdom without question. And

addresses such as Robert Baldwin Sullivan's 'Emigration and Colonization'helped reassure them. 'Just

take the map of Canada - but that will not do - take the map of North America' he implored

and look to the westward of that glorious inland sea, Lake Superior. I will say nothing

ofthe mineral treasures of its southern shores, or those of our own Lake Huron, but I ask

you to go with me on to the head of Lake Superior, to the boundary line: you will
expect a cold joumey, but I tell you the climate still improves as you go westward. At
the head of Lake Superior, we ascend to the height of land, and then descend into the

real garden of the British possessions, of which so few know anything (Quoted inZ'eller
1987:171).

When the theory was not always confirmed in practice, and it became obvious that Canadian climates

of the same latitude were not comparable to European ones, settlers looked to habitation and cultivation

to explain disparities.

Buffon had argued that '[c]leansing, clearing and populating a country gives it heat for several thousand

years' (Quoted in Roger 1997:420). His proof came from Canada: 'Paris and Quebec are at about the

same latirude: Paris would therefore be as cold as Quebec if France and all the regions surrounding it

were as lacking in men, as covered with woods, and as bathed by waters as are the neighboring lands of

Canada' (Quoted in Roger t997:420\. Hume's (1912:433) essay 'Of the Populousness of Ancient

Nations'r?a confirmed Buffon's position, while creating cause for optimism amongst Canadian settlers.

Historical sources suggested that France itself had once endured significantly lower temperatures.

Petronius used the phrase "Colder than a Gallic winter," and Aristotle argued that even asses could not

endure its climate. Polybius regarded Gaul as a land of perpetual winter, while Ovid's impressions were

such that '[a]ll the complaints of the same poet seem to mark a rigour of the seasons, which is scarcely

r?3lt also provides a particularly good example of the conllation of science and politics since it 'len[t]
scientific authority to expansionist ideologies' (Zeller 1987:171) by encouraging English settlers to push across

Canada.

ItaProduced c.l75o.
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experienced at present in PETERSBURGH or STOCKHOLM' [punctuation in original], (Hume

19l2:434).

Hume and other writers of Buffon's centuqr, such as Gibbon, Abb6 du Bos, Simon Pelloutier,

VoltairerT5 and Pierre Frangois Xavier de Charlevoix concluded from investigations of ancient sources

that Europe's climate had become more temperate over time. Not only had France been much colder in

the past, the Rhine and Danube had frozen so thoroughly that hordes of invading barbarians had been

able to march across them, while reindeer had frequented forests in Germany and Poland' Du Bos

derived one example of climatic change from Tacitul' The Annals of hnperial Rotne, citing the 'report

[ofl a violently cold winter 480 years after the foundation of the city that froze the Tiber and kept snow

on the ground for forty days' (Feldman 1993:29). Hume (1912:433)used another of Du Bos' examples:

'When JUVENAL describes a superstitious woman, he represents her as breaking the ice ofthe TYBER,

that she might perform her ablutions: Hybernumfracta glacie descendet in amnem, Ter matutino Tyberi

mergetur' [punctuation in original], (Hume 1912:433). From these scraps of literary "evidence" Du Bos

was left in no doubt that Roman winters had been much harsher. lndeed, it seemed indisputable to all

that the removal of swamps and woodlands exposed the earth to the sun's rays.rTo 'As the soil was

cultivated, the earth became more temperate,' and '[i]t did not take long to draw what seemed an obvious

analogy with the climate of Canada' (Zeller 1987 l7l).t77

Even more influentially, a work which found a home on the bookshelves of learned persons in Europe

and the New World drew the same conclusion. Edward Gibbon's The History of the Decline and Fall

of the Roman Empire (1776), took note of the "'intense frost, and eternal winter" of early northem

Europe, which was subsequently modified by "modern improvements." The latter consisted of clearing

the woods, "which intercepted from the earth the rays of the sun," and of cultivating the soil'

rTtvoltaire (1768) wonfewCanadianfriends whenhe wrote ofFrenchbattles withthe Englishinthe Picis
de Louis XV: 'We have lost in one day ... fifteen hundred leagues of ground. These fifteen hundred leagues being

frozen deserts, are perhaps not really a loss' (Quoted in Colombo 1974:616). Voltaire uses "league" loosely to

denote some measrue of area tu16s1 han an exact length.

'Tuclimate change came 'plainly, by no other method, than by supposing that the land is atpresent much

better cultivated, and that the woods are cleared, which formerly threw a shade upon the eaflt, and kept the rays

of the sun frompenetrating it' (Hume l9l2:434).

rttln 1852 scientist Sir John Henry Lefroy, while President of the Canadian Institute, wrote '[t]wo or three

centuries ago the Rhine used to be frozen, and the animals, the natives of the northern regions, were abundant on

its banks - how different is the case now? It will be so in British North America, with this difference, that the

inproving climate will keep pace with the vastly accelerated movements, and more rapidly increasing numbers of
the New World settlers' (Quoted rnZeller 1987:156). His proposal to validate this scientifically'for thefirst time

linked meteorological theory expticitly with the idea of territorial expansion ' argued Suzanne Zeller [errphasis
addedl, (1987;155).
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(Kollmorgen 1969:218). Turning to Canada Gibbon wrote, 'Canada, at this day, is an exact picture of

ancient Germany. Although situated in the same parallel with the finest provinces of France and

England, that country experiences the most rigorous cold' (Zeller 1987 172). Zeller (1987:122) points

to the appeal and persistence that the idea of climatic improvement had in Canada:

the myth that its climate would be moderated by clearing and cultivating the virgin
forest died hard. It parallelled other aspects of early Victorian optimism and served
propagandistic purposes unique to Canada. Legislators and physicians saw a need to
overcome "the prejudice, founded in ignorance" that Brifish North America's climate
was too extreme for agriculture and unhealthy for potential immigrants.

In fact, the propagandistic purposes were equally apparent further south. In the concept's genealogy, its

strongest American expression would not emerge until a generation later, and again coincident with

westward expansion.rTs Like Canadians, Americans also had the need to encourage internal migration,

and to overcome European prejudices, But this aspect had begun the century before, with many climatic

pronouncements formed as specific responses to Buffon's disparaging comments.

As his biographer noted, when Buffon attacked 'this miserly sky ... in this empty land,' and the American

men who, 'in small numbers,' did not know how 'to master his territory as his domain,' he attacked the

veryfoundationsofthatnation'smanhood(Roger1997:264). Americanlndiansweretosuffertheworst.

Convinced that American animals were smaller than their European counterparts, Buffon saw a similar

inferiority when he looked from the civilized people of the Old World to the savages of the new. Here

the reference was not to size but action (Roger 1997:263). Cornelius de Paw's (1768) Recherches sur

Ies Amdricains, and the Abb6 Raynal's (1770) Histaire philosophique et politique des deux Indes

amplified the motif of Indian "degeneration," suggesting that the harsh environment might affect

European immigrants. The best known response from the American colonies came from Thomas

Jefferson. Jefferson sprang to the defence of colonists and Indians alike, arguing that differences with

Homo sapiens Europeus were due to lifestyle rather than biological inadequacy (Roger 1997:264).

f TsDuring this era of national expansion, meteorology experienced international expansion. C.F. Gauss,

AlexandervonHumboldt and Edward Sabine convincedthe majorpowers to extendtheirnumber ofmeteorological
observatories. When the Americans joined the British Empire's network of meteorological observatories in 1839
this enterprise was lauded as 'the greatest scientific undertaking which the world had ever seen' (Sabine quoted in
Zeller 7987 :l l9). By 1850 meteorological benefits were theoretical and tecbnological, as we well as organizational:
'Expanding telegraph networks inaugurated the use of synoptic charts in the study of continental weather systems.

Thermodynamics clarifiedthe relationshipbetweenheat andmotionand found importantapplications in explaining
adiabatic processes which produce precipitation and storms. These developments increased public interest in
weather forecasting' (Zeller 1987 : | 62).
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Buffon saw a definite developmental barrier in the American climate. All North American species

degenerated from their ideal European type: 'the formation of the seeds for large size; those very ones

that, through the gentle influence of another climate, acquired their full fonn and entire size, shrink and

grow smaller under this spare sky on this empty earth' (Buffon quoted in Roger 1997:305-6). But as

Jefferson argued, once the land was filled the sky would be less "miserly," In his Noles on the State of

Virginia (1785) he wrote:

The eastern and south-eastern breezes come on generally in the afternoon. They have

advanced into the country very sensibly within the memory ofpeople now living, They
formerly did not penetrate far above Williamsburg. They are now frequent at

Richmond, and every now and then reach the mountains. They deposit most of their
moisture, however, before they get that far. As the lands become more cleared, it is
probable they will extend still further westward (Jefferson 1964:75).t1e

His argument was based on both the experiences of settlersr8o and the pronouncements of European

savants

It is a common opinion that the climates of several States, of ourUnion, have undergone
a sensible change since the dates of their first settlements; that the degrees both of cold
and heat are moderated. The same opinion prevails as to Europe; and facts gleaned

from history give reason to believe that, since the time of Augustus Caesar, the climate
of ltaly, for example, has changed regularly, at the rate of I degree Fahrenheit's
temperature for every century (Jefferson quoted in Ross 199I:196-7).

Again, solace could be found in the words of Hume. He was one of the flrst Europeans to argue that

temperate climates could be cultivated in the New World. 'Ournorthern colonies in AMERICAbecome

more temperate, in proportion as the woods are felled,' he wrote, 'but in general, every one may remark

that cold is still much more severely felt, both in North and South AMERICA, than in places under the

same latitude in EIJROPE' [capitalisation in original], (Hume l9l2:434).

Clearly, the necessary task was to rebuild Europe in its own image. Some North American scholars were

happy to oblige. Populating the Great Plains made for a great narrative of progress; the greatest story

ofthem all, Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis, transparently 'recapitulated the ascending stages

of European civilization to produce a uniquely democratic and egalitarian conununity. Turner saw the

rTeJefferson did not only refer to the patterns of wind and rain, since '[b]oth heats and colds are become
much more moderate within the memory even of the middle-aged' (Quoted in Ludlum 1986:40).

rsBy 1873 the Reverend Mr. C,S. Harrison could write that '[t]here is some foundation for the belief that
rain follows the white rnan. Providence seems to encourage the adventure of men as they push westward. The
mythical desert will doubtless be covered with beautiful groves and fruitful orchards even to the base of the Rocky
Mountains' (Quoted in Schinto 1977:29).
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transformation of the American landscape from wilderness to ftading post to farm to boomtown as the

central saga of the nation' (Cronon 1992:1352).18r As Canadian Charles R. Tuttle had written in 1885,

Here on this continent the trend of all material progtess is north-westerly, and the Great

Creator, as if to make way for the advance, has pushed back as it were, the cold of the

Arctic nearer to the Pole, and spread out the vast fertile belt of the North Temperate
Zone from the Great Lakes to the Mackenzie River; so that may not this England of the

New World yet become to the Western Hemisphere all that the England of the Old
World is to the Eastern (Quoted in Zeller 1987:179).

Modern Improvements: Rainmaking as Technology

Destiny and Cultivation: Agriculture is Pluviculture

'In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. And the earth was without form, and void; and

darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the spirit of God movedupon the face of the waters' (Gen.

l,l-2). The first two verses of Genesis make for a good beginning, particularly when invoked as divine

sanction for a certain form of social organization. This was precisely what happened in the hands of

Professor Samuel Augheyrs2 and Charles Dana Wilber. The association between cultivation and

precipitation, once confirmed by the Great Men of Europe, was now guaranteed by no less a figure than

God Himself; an assertion warranted in their polemical publication Agriculture Beyond the l00th

Meridian or a Review of the U.S. Public Land Commission (1880). Aughey 'gave scientific credibility

and academic respectability to the claims of various boomers' (Kutzleb 1968: I l5).tt' He argued that the

'highest scientific authority' demonstrated a steady increase in Western rainfall (Quoted in Kutzleb

1968:113), but he still defened to an even higher authority.

r8'William Cronon (1992:1352) adds, '[i]f ever there was a narrative that achieved its end by erasing its
true subject, Turner's frontier thesis was it: the heroic encounter between pioneers and "free land" could only
become plausible by obscuring the conquest that traded one people's freedom for another's.'

ls2Aughey's (1880) Sketches of the Physical Geography and Geologt of Nebraska was the bible for
climatic improvement on the Plains.

r8rAt the same time University of Kansas Professor of Natural History and Meteorology, Frank H. Snow,

lent his support to the idea that rain increased with cultivation (Kollmorgen 1969:225), whjle other respectable

scientists conhibuted to the suggestion of climatic improvement. Under B.E. Fernow, the Washington-based
Division of Forestry argued that tree plantation would attract rainfall. 'Its annual reports from 1886-89 are detailed
and militant in defending the ... concept and in attacking reports which questioned alleged changes in climate'
(Kollmorgen 1969:227). Geologist Ferdinand Vandeneer Hayden also gave 'pseudo-scientific status to what had
originally been but a vague poetic expression of the massive optimism of Westward Movement' by clainring the
authority of European meteorology, Hayden wrote that 'the influence of trees on climate and humidity has been

investigated by some of the ablest scientific men in this country and Europe ' (Quoted in Smith 1947:178).
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ThesamethemesadornWilber's(1881) TheGreatValleysandPlainsofNebraskaandtheNorthwest,

and it was there that they crystallize into the famous catch-phrase "Rain follows the plow" (Kutzleb

1968:124).'8a Scientificallyspeaking,itappearedthatastheplowbroketheearthitincreasedmoisture

retention, leading to greater evaporation, humidity, and ultimately, precipitation. But for Wilber, the

relationship between agriculture and rain had already been outlined Biblically. The second chapter of

Genesis. verses 4-5 reads:

These are the generations of the heavens and of the earth whan they were created, in the

day that the LORD God made the earth and the heavens, And every plant of the field
before it was in the earth, and every herb of the field before it grew: for the LORD God

had not caused it to rain upon the earth, and there was not a man to till the ground

ln Wilber's exegesis the final correlation becomes causal: 'For the Lord God had not caused it to rain

upon the earth, (because) ... there was not a man to till the gtound' (Quoted in Kutzleb 1968:124).

Wilber took Genesis to be Scriptural evidence that the primary state of nature had been desert: 'And God

said, Let the waters under the heaven be gathered unto one place, and let the dry land appearl and it was

so' (Genesis l, 9). It was the plow, in marking the furrow between savagery and civilization, that

brought rains to parched land. '[T]he plow was the avant courier - the unerring prophet - the procuring

cause' (Wilber quoted in Smith 1947:189). 'Not by any magic or enchanfinent, not by incantations or

offerings,' Wilber wrote,

but, instead, in the sweat of his face, toiling with his hands, man can persuade the

heavens to yield their treasures of dew and rain upon the land he has chosen for a

dwelling place. It is indeed a grand consent, or, rather, concert of forces - the human

energy or toil, the vital seed, and the polished rain-drop that never fails to fall in answer

to the imploring power or prayer of labor' (Quoted in Smith 1947:189).tEs

'The density of this passage, its rich marshalling of symbols from the core of folk experience (the Bible,

the doctrine of labor, the idea of harmony with Nature, and the poetic exaltation of the plow),' Smith

(1947:189) found

suggests that something analogous to a myth-making process lies back of Wilber's
eloquence. He is functioning as spokesman for his people. He speaks for them in the

name of their most widely shared experience, the Westward Movement, and their most

rstAgain, the association of plows with rain is not native to America. Frazer (197l:92-3) records such

belefs in Eastern Europe and India.

r85The passage continues, '[t]o those who possess the divine faculty of hope - the optimists of our times'
it will always be a source of pleasure to understand that the Creator never imposed a perpetual desert upon the earth,

but, on the contrary, has so endowed it that man, by the plow, can transform it, and any country, into farm areas'

(Wilber quoted in Kutzleb 1968:124).
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cherished theory of the nature and ends of their society - the conception of Manifest
Destiny.

Wilber was certainly speaking in the name of the new settler, but equally significantly, against the old.

He favoured the small arable farmstead over'the aristocratic tastes of the lords of the herds' (Quoted in

Smith 1947:l87),namely ranchers' control over massive expanses of land. Along with Aughey, Wilber

'dedicated [himselfJ to the cause of extinguishing the term "the Great American Desert,"' (Kollmorgen

1969:226) which carried the association of a place fit only for pastoral production.rsu Wilber wanted to

ensure that the Westem regions remained open to homesteading. To do this he had to disprove the

opinions of men like General John Pope (1866) and Professor John Wesley Powell (1878). Both had

defrned the regions west of the l00th meridian as sub-humid arid lands 'beyond the reach of agriculture

... always [to] remain an uninhabited desert' (Pope quoted in Fite 1966:7).

The Great Valleys and Plains of Nebraska and the Northwest was Wilber's response tothe Report of the

Public Land Commissior ( I 88 I ), which had suggested a revision of allocation procedures in the public

land system away from quarter sections and towards large tracts. Wilber was left in no doubt about the

source of the Commission's ideas

It has become evident to the people of the Northwestern States that there is a powerful
influence working againstthe present system ofdisfibuting and occupyingpublic lands,
and we, who know the antipathy that exists on thefrontier between the ranchmen and

farmers, have no trouble in detecting the main spring of the movement. The owners of
the great herds of cattle are constantly obliged to retreat from the immense army of
emigration from the Canadas, the Eastern and Middle States, and especially from
Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa and Minnesota. Coming with their families and their farming
outfit, generally without previous inspection, they become squatters upon any land not
taken at the land office. As the land laws are impartial, who comes first is frst served,
and the herd-owner, though a millionaire, as some are, is, much to his disgust, forced
further out on the plains. The reactions that follow are obvious. The ranchmen or
herders insist that the country will never raise grain, is only fit for cattle and sheep, is
desert, without water for irrigation, and insufficient rain. It is by nature the herdsman's
country, and the national law must be made to coincide [emphasis added], (Wilber
quoted in Smith 1947:187).

r8u'These flimsy barriers have been interposed by wise-acres, kid-gloved experts and closet-philosophers,
but the farmer with his plow tears them asunder, leaving us to remember the experts only as charlatans or quacks'
(Wilber quoted in Kollmorgen 1969:226). The Annual Report of the Commissioner of Agriculture (1871) had
already dedicated itself to the same task. lnpart it read, '[i]t remains to be seen whether the Congress of the United
States will place alongside her magnificent work of uniting the Atlantic and Pacifrc with an irou band the equally
magnificent work of wiping out from the map of the world the bar-sinister upon her escutcheon - the "Great
American Desert"' (Anon. quoted in Kollmorgen 1969:230). As we shall see in the following section, for a time
it was believed that the "iron band" could really eradicate the "bar-sinister," thus openiog the West up to widescale
settlement and agriculture.
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Amidst claim and counter-claim, both sides were accused of systematically distorting climatic data to

suit economic agenda. Could traditional methods of farming be transposed to the West, or would they

fail? If agriculture had no home in the West, then the land laws needed to change. But if weather would

change with Westward Movement then current homestead and pre-emption laws would suffice. 'Here

was a significant relation between meteorological theory and major political issues' (Smith 1947:I82).

Wilber had one major advantage over his opponents; the belief that the plow was the "avant courier" of

civilization found widespread public acceptance. 'The western cattleman was an illegitimate intruder

whose professional ancestors were spawned in the gtasslands of northem Spain, and as such he was not

a welcome progeny in the cultural hearth of Anglo-America' (Kollmorgen 1969:2I5).ttt To Anglo-

Americans, cultivating a small family-farm was the ideal life. 'Political oratory had convinced [them]

that civilization begins where nomadism ends' (Kollmorgen 1969:217); the wandering cattlemen seemed

little better than the lndians. What prospects did they have of forming meaningful settlements? The

egrarious Horace "Go west, young man" Greeley voiced his concerns following a visit to California in

1859: 'I fear this cattle-ranching, with long intervals between the ranches, is destined to hallbarbarize

many thousands of the next generation, whom schools can scarcely reach, and to whom the sound of the

church-going bell will be a stranger' (Quoted in Kollmorgen 1969:217).

Wilber may have thought that he had Scriptural backing for the plowman's march against the desert, but

he lacked divine assistance in his battle against the cattleman. Had Wilber read forward two mor€

chapters in Genesis, he would have found Biblical comment on pastoral and arable production, in the

story of Adam and Eve's sons: 'And Abel was a keeper of sheep, but Cain was a tiller of the ground'

(Genesis 4, 2). God might have only watered the earth once there were m€n to till it, but he left readers

in no doubt who was the good guy. 'And Abel, he also brought of the firstling of his flock and of the fat

thereof. And the Lord had respect unto Abel and to his offering: But unto Cain and to his offering he

had not respect. And Cain was very wroth, and his countenance fell' (Genesis 4, 4-5).

Conflicts between crop growers and cattle farmers will keep reswfacing throughout this thesis. The

Westem pastoralists' golden agerEE was destroyed by a mixture ofbad winters, overgrazing, unfavourable

tt?This suggestion of a direct and unsullied line of descent is misleading. The American ranch 'belongs

completely to the post-Civil War era of the nation. Though it adopted terms, tools, and anirnal lore going back into
the dimpast of Iberian and Celtic antecedents, the ranch was unmistakably a modern capitalist institution' (Worster

1992:40).

ttt'If any section of the United States ever enjoyed a true golden age, it must have been the cattle regions

of the west in the early 1880s. fN]one of these earlier periods of exhuberance surpassed the euphoria that settled

over the west in the dazzling eighties. In those years winters were mild and cattle proliferated; invesfrrcnts in land
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legislation'8e and an influx of settlers; but Abel fell to more direct methods. 'And Cain talked with Abel

his brother: and it came to pass, when they were in the field, that Cain rose up against Abel his brother,

and slew him' (Genesis 4, 8).

Destination Civilization: Calling in at Kansas, Nebraska, the Dakotas and Montana

Having explored the relationship between science and empire throughout the previous chapter, we turn

our attention here to issues about technologt and empire. It is no accident that leading scholars in the

field adom the covers of their works with locomotives.re0 Adas (1989) uses a lithograph of the East

Indian Railway (1853), Headrick (19S8) a contemporary photograph of a steam engine at the Taj Mahal.

Railways were never merely a mode oftransportation, they were also 'a vast machinery forthe building

up of empires' as Washington Territory's Govemor stated in 1867 (Moore quoted in Fite 1966:138).'e'

The ideal imperial technology: trains took more people more rapidly to more places than ever before.

For Charles Francis Adams Jr. ( 1868) steam locomotives housed the very motor of history. These were

'the most hemendous and far-reaching engine of social change that has ever either blessed or cursed

mankind' (Adams quoted in Boorstin 1973:ix),'e2

produced enonnous dividends; and citizens of all tlpes saw before thema constantly expanding horizon. Like the

men in earlier decades who had basked in the sun of fishing, or cotton, or manufacturing, the ranchers of the west

truly believed that their golden age would last forever, for if gold dazzles, it also blinds' (Michener 1974:557). As
California Joe declared, '[t]here's gold from the grass roots down, but there's more gold from the grass roots up'
(Quoted in Boorstin 1973:5).

rsel.and alienation laws encouraging homesteading family farmers included the Preenption Act (1841),
Homestead Act (1862), Timber Culture Act (1873), Desert Land Act (1877), Kinkaid Act (1904), Enlarged
Homestead Act (1909) and the Stock-Raising Act (1916), see Kollmorgen (1969:217-8).

reoSee Headrick (1981:180-91, 1988:49-96) for discussions of railways and erryire. For further

explorationsoftherelationshipbetweentecbnologyandernpire,see: CarloM.Cipolla(1965),WilliamH.McNeil
(1986), Law (1986) and Adas (1996).

'n'Hobsbawm (1987:62-3) had signalled the railway's irnportance n The Age of Empire,'as the world's
railway network expanded from a little over 200, 000 kilometres ( I 870) to over I million kilometres just before the

First World War. This tightening of the web of transport drew even the backward [src] and previously rnarginal
into the world economy, and created a new interest among the old centres of wealth and development in these

remote areas. Iudeed, now that they were accessible many of these regions seemed at fust sight to be simply
potential extensions of the developed world, which were already being settled and developed by men and women
of European stock, extirpating or pushing back the native inhabitants, generating cities and doubtless, in due course,

industial civilization: the USA west of the Mississippi, Canada, AusEalia, New Zealand, South Africa, Algeria,
thesoutherncone ofSouthAmerica.'AyearlaterHeadrick(1988:49)wrotethat'EuropeansandAmericans...saw
in railroads an unprecedented instrument of progress and profit, or as Cecil Rhodes put it, "philanthropy plus five
per cent."'

re2As president of the Union Pacific Railroad he was in a good position to make such a comment.
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Empire's economic drive was accompanied by its intellectual justification, domination in the name of

civilization. Increasingly, railways became seen as the way to get to that ultimate destination. 'There

is no civilizer like the railway' proclaimed H.H. Johnston, a prominent British colonial official (Adas

1989:224). Americans often assented, 'These colored brothers, all jealous to keep their ancient ways

of thought untouched by the ideas of Europe, yield their persons eagerly to the white man's vehicle.

Thereisnopeoplesobackwardthatitdoesnotwantto"go",'arguedMarkJefferson(1965:615).'This

is a beginning of acceptance of the white man's civilization, an acceptance of the idea of white

superiority, not as a slave who accepts power that is too painful to deny, but as a learner who recognizes

that his teacher can do things that he cannot and does not yet know how to' (Jefferson I 965 :6 I 5). The

same arguments were applied to internal colonisation. Fargo, Grand Forks and Moorhead would 'soon

be a hive of industry, thanks to the great civilizer - railroads,' predicted St. Paul's Daily Press in 1872

(Quoted in Fite 1966:32), while a year later the Farmers Union was moved to write that, '[t]here is

nothing which so rapidly pushes forward the car of progress and civilization as the railroad locomotive'

(Fite 1966:33). In equally prophetic tones, a senior missionary of the Dakota Territory - Bishop William

Robert Hare - pointed to the crucial part which railways would play in its settlement in the 1880s:re3

you may stand ankle deep in the short burn grass of an uninhabited wilderness - next
month a mixed train will glide over the waste and stop at some point where the railroad
has decided to locate a town. Men, women and children will jump out of the cars, and

their chattel will be tumbled out after them. From that moment the building begins.

The courage and faith ofthese pioneers are something extraordinary. Their spirit seems

to rise above all obstacles (Cronon 1992:L353).

By now trains had steamedpast plows as the pre-eminent symbols of civilization. To the extent that they

refined backward society they were revered as a blessing, even if that blessing was limited. In India G.O.

Trevelyan saw that 'all signs of civilization disappeared beyond one hundred yards on either side of the

railway Fack'(Quoted in Adas 1989:228). Where some had observed a narrow strip of cultivated

territory either side of Indian tracks, others noticed that in America it was markedly moister;reo a

perception that was by no means limited to those holding stocks in the railroad companies or offices in

local newspapers and state administrations. As the transcontinental route approached completion Adams

spoke of 'an incalculable force ... let loose suddenly upon mankind; exercising all sorts of influences,

rt3lndeed, thousands of migrants swarmed into Kansas, Nebraska, the Dakotas and Montana in belated
fulfilment of Jefferson's vision, prompting Riegel to state that '[t]he influence of the railroads in encouraging
senlement in the new West can hardly be overestimated' (Quoted in Kutzleb 1968:42).

'tnMarc Reisner (1986:38) writes: 'Merchants in St. Louis and other railhead cities, who dreamed of
markets expandrng in three directions at once, became cheerleaders of this New Meteorology. So did land
speculators, who figured that even if it was nonsense, they could buy out the burned-out homesteaders for a pittance
and convert their farms to rangeland. But nothing did away with the Great American Desert quite as effectively as

the railroads.'
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social, moral, and political; precipitating upon us novel problems which demand immediate solution'

(Boorstin 1973:ix). He could not possibly have forseen that one of the things which the trains would

precipitate would be precipitation itself.tet Where Wilber's disciples maintained that rain follows the

plow, others placed their faith in newer technology: the rain on the Plains was brought mainly by the

trains.le6

Precisely ftow trains caused rain remained elusive, though the railroad companies were happy to relegate

questions of cause to the Caboose, so long as the effect could be maintained. Stung by criticism from

General William Babcock Hazen that it was selling useless land, supporters of the Northern Pacific

sprang to its defence. General George Custer proclaimed a new "banana belt" of which he wrote in the

Minneapolis Tribune. But Hazen's (1875) Our Barren Lands pointed out that Custer had only visited

the Black Hills once, on the occasion of its greatest recorded rainfall. His laudatory comments were

published in 'the professed organ of the Northern Pacific, just before the bill for relief of the road was

introduced in Congress' (Kutzleb 1968:75).

Richard Smith Elliott (1870) had come no nearer to naming the cause of all this rainfall. He merely

repeated observations made by civil engineers during the construction of railway lines across the Plains.

The engineers were sure that rainfall had increased with the twin arrival of the trains and the other great

technology of modernity, the telegraph.reT

If this is the case, it may be that the mysterious electrical influence in which they seem

to have faith, but do not profess to explain, has exercised a beneficial influence. What
effect, if any, the digging and grading, the iron rails, the tension of steam in

re5Similarly, WilliamPrescott Smith, a businessman fromthe east, confinuallyquestioned the whereabouts
of the Great American Desert as he crossed the Plains in his Pullman carriage. 'Here is a vast and beautiful
expanse, teeming with milk and honey, and literally blooming with flowers. Here are pleasant grazes and fertile
plains'(Quoted in Fite 1966:10). The link had yet to be made that the desert had been made verdant because

Pullman carriages were traversing the West. However, by 1887 Adams was more than happy to argue that rainfall
was increasing thanks to cultivation (Kutzleb 1968:179-81).

'Flrains had built the nation, they had made national expansion possible, and now wherever settlers went
they took their weather with them. However, this was not the first instance of rains being attributed to nains. Back
in the 1860s the Union Pacific had been credited with bringing rain by detonating explosives during the building of
its railroad (Spence 1979:63).

reTJust as they shared the ability to bring rain, telegraphs also transmitted civilization. Adas (1989:229)
states that telegraphs 'were deemed essential to the moral and material uplift of the peoples of southern Africa.'
One figure who regarded telegraphs as beacons of civilization was Winston Churchill. In conespondance dated
2 September, 1898 he wrote: 'There is one other sign of life, and it is a sign of that busy life that belongs to a

civilised age. Along the bank of the river runs the telegraph wire. Looking at the slender poles and white insulators
... it is impossible not to experience a glow of confidence in the power of science which can thus link the most
desolate regions of the earth with its greatest city and keep the modern pioneer svsl \,vlrhin hail of home ' (Quoted
in Woods 1972:78).
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locomotives, the friction of metallic surfaces, the poles and wires, the actions of
batteries, etc., couldpossibly orprobablyhave onthe electrical conditions, as connected

with the phenomena ofprecipitation, I do not of course undertake to say (Elliott quoted

in Kutzleb 1968:47-8).

Elliott's comments, made with a sense of detachment, appear innocent enough. Yet his statement masks

an economic interest. As an "industrial agent" (land seller) for the Kansas Pacific, he drew his income

from the same source as all those convinced engineers. Determined to establish climatic improvement's

existence, Elliott's greatest coup came with the establishment of experimental farms stationed along

railroad land across Kansas and Colorado. The success of these farms was loudly hailed, and gentlemen

of the press were invited to inspect them on all-expenses-paid excursions (usually during June and July).

General Hazen had condemned the farms' failure as early as 1875, and it would be easy to write the

publicity agent's views off 'as merely an authorized flight of the advertising man's fantasy,' (Smith

1947:180): yet as Smith notes, one of Elliott's letters made the pages of the Smithsonian Institution's

Annual Reporl, and his reports regularly surfaced in the United States Geological Survey. The American

Association for the Advancement of Science also gave Elliott's opinions tacit support by advocating

research into Westem climate change through human intervention.res

The Kansas Pacific could also count on the services of Stephen Smart. His guide 'assured the immense

tide of immigration pushing into Kansas that a little increase in rainfall in the western part of the state

would produce a land of milk and honey' (Kutzleb 1968:91). Railroad enhepreneurs, local politicians

and responsible scientists guaranteed that increase. Even the great Jay Gould felt the need to write to

the Secretary of the Smithsonian lnstitution in 1883. He asked Spencer Fullerton Baird to veriS an

increase in yearly rainfall in the far West, and to confirm that the rain belt was migtating westward by

about twenty miles per annum since completion of the transcontinental railroads and telegraph lines

(Kutzleb 1968:160).

In 1880 Scientific American thought it understood the new associations between rain, steam and speed.

A hundred engines in regular operation across the Plains would produce 2 I 0 000 000 cubic feet of steam

perday,givingrisetoallthatrain(Kutzleb 1968:150). Eightyearslater,astheMexicanCentralRailway

was built from Mexico Cify to El Paso, Texas, 'fs]everal commented [again] on a supposed increase of

rainfall that occurred along a narrow strip of land on each side of the railway line' (Kutzleb 1968:195).

But geologist Grove Karl Gilbert (1878), one of the most open scientific sceptics of the day, already

tn8And in what must surely count as one of the more novel proposals for a railway, Cyms Thomas (1869)

suggested the constructiou of a north-south railway line running along the €astern side of the Rockies to test the

train-rain theory (Kutzleb 1968:57).
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denied a railroad influence. Railroads could not be responsible for the watering of the West, he argued.

Only one had been built when he wrote, and it penetrated but a small portion of the county (Webb

1931:378). Even die-hard supporters of the increased rainfall thesis, like Aughey, rebuffed railway

arguments. After all, increased rainfall had never been noticed in the Eastern states, and they all had

more miles of railway than places like Nebraska (Smith 1 947: I 85).ret Still, evidence was not decisive;

as late as 1894 the American Meteorological Journal printed material claiming that Californian rainfall

had been increased by railroads, cultivation, and tree planting (Kutzleb 1968:331).

With increasing numbers of settlers came significant amounts of people in a position to challenge

boomer literature. Railroad companies' assessments of Western climate sobered during the 1890s. This

reluctant honesty also reflected the return of drought to the Plains in 1892. Notions of plows, Pullman

carriages, or telegraph poles bringing precipitation had reached their terminus. Some lines advocated

irrigating arid lands, denying rainfall increases outright. The Chicago, Burlington and Quincy's A New

Empire (c.1896) argued that skill was the key. Successful farmers falsified scientific theory; agriculture

had always been viable in the West. Having asserted a generation before that crops would never be

raised west of the 100th meridian, scientists now had to invent a face-saving theory. The result was the

idea that a rainbelt followed the advancement of civilization. 'And that is the whole secret of those

wonderful climatic changes about which learned men wrote so many lengthy essays and engaged in such

fierce discussion' (Anon. quoted in Kutzleb 1968:347-8).

Some railroad companies were not prepared to leave precipitation to chance. Both the Central Pacific

and Rock Island railways enlisted the services of professional rainmakers, hoping to capitalise on the

increased freight which bumper crops would bring. In September l89l the "Ausffalian Rain Doctor"

Frank Melbourne, 'godfather of a series of would-be rainmakers in the nineties' (Spence 1980:62),

found railroad work. Employed by the Cenffal Pacific's E.P. Tarpy and the Union Pacific's C.E.

Wentworth, Melbourne's task was to water the Central Pacific station at Kelton, Utah. If he provided

half an inch of rain by midnight 17 September then the Central Pacific would provide him with five

hundred dollars - and perhaps a perrnanent position. Work began with trade-mark secrecy on 14

rn'In a strong denial John Wesley Powell (1878) reported that '[m]any have athibuted the change [in
climate] to the laying of railway tracks and construction of telegraph lines; others to the cultivation of the soil, and
not a few to the interposition of Divine Providence in behalf of the Latter Day Sains. If each cause was indeed a

y@ eM, their inability to produce the results is quite manifest. A single railroad line has been built across the
Arid Region from east to west, and a short north and south line has been constructed .., But an exceedingly small
portion ofthe countrywhere increase of water supply has beennoticed has beenreached by the railroads .... In what
manner rainfall could be affected through the cultivation of the hnd, luflding of railroads, telegraph lines, etc., has

not been shown. Of course such hypotheses obtain credence because of a lack of information relating to the laws
which govern aqueous precipitation' [underlining in original, emphasis added], (Quoted in Kutzleb 1968:85).
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September; when 0.43 inches fell Melbourne collected his money (Spence 1980:59). He did not collect

a job on the railways. Clayton B. Jewell did, however. To be more accurate, Jewell already worked for

the Rock Island as its chief dispatcher. Having decided to turn his hand to rainmaking, he was humoured

by company management. The company even converted carriages to accomodate his rainmaking

equipment, as he practiced his black art from Topeka to Colorado Springs.

One of the few surviving descriptions of Jewell's carriages comes from the Reverend Charles M'

Sheldon, the social gospel movement's guiding spirit. Sheldon's request to spend time with the

rainmaker during 1 894 was granted by Rock Island's regional superintendent. Upon inspection, Sheldon

found that the main car was split into two, one section for rest and refuelling, the other for rainmaking.

The latter contained materials that appeared 'as if they had been the stock in tade of a necromancer'

(Sheldon quoted in Spence 1980:74). A tank on the roof held eight hundred gallons of water. Secret

gases were forced through this tank before their release into the atmosphere; on average fifteen hundred

feet of gas was emitted each hour, climbing as high as eight thousand feet.200 His equipment was more

impressive than the operator, who responded to Sheldon's questions with curt replies. While the

rainmaking machine did its work, Jewell rested. He would eat 'a hearfy supper ... [produced by] a

colored servant who cooked and did all the work' (Sheldon quoted in Spence 1980:75).

The rainmaker might not have provided adventure and excitement, but Sheldon did not find these

elements lacking. His trip took place during one of the many tumultuous railway strikes of the time.

During an evening of heated disputes

strikers bumed smelters and turned over the rainmaking car, smashing bottles, rupturing
tanks, and drenching those inside with water. Sheldon was pulled out "bruised and

bleeding"; the rainmaker had his face "cut with broken glass and one ann broken", and

the cook escaped with bruises but "was nearly killed by fright." Later that night, as

Sheldon related it, "a tremendous thunder-storm burst over the two, and drenched the

country for miles around" (Spence 1980:75)

The rare Jewell claimed that this was his work, much to the Congregational minister's consternation.

Despite Sheldon's apostasy, senior railroad officials remained willing believers. A letter dated 1894

reports thafol

200with his chemical cocktail containing water, zinc and sulphuric acid, 'the "secret" gas released obviously

was hydrogen' (Spence 1979:65).

2orProbably from the pen of the Associate General Manager, W.I. Allen (Kueleb 1968:286).
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These parties claim to be able to cause rainfall by artificial means, and we have

furnished them with materials, together with transportation facilities, more or less all the

time since the early part of May, they having experimented in some eighteen or twenty

different locations, and in each case we have had more or less rainfall. In nearly every

instance we can but feel there is something in their claim (Quoted in Webb 1 93 t : 3 82) '

Another railroad employee, enjoying a lower status but a gteater sense of humour, wrote to Weather

Bureau Chief Mark Harrington that Jewell and company remained concealed in their car; and that 'when

he caught glimpses of the rain-makers they seemed to be cooking something over a red-hot coal stove'

(Quoted in Webb 1931:382).

That year rainmaking operations were expanded on the Rock Island Line. Three cars overseen by Jewell,

Harry Hutchinson and W.W. LaRue were equipped for experiments, costing around $400 per week

(Kutzleb 1968:287).202 In an interview with the Roctqt Mountain News Jewell divulged some of the

chemicals used, including sodium, ammonia, black oxide of manganese, caustic potash, aluminium, and

a hitherto unheard of alloy called murium (costing a reasonable fifteen cents a pound). Jewell claimed

success with these chemicals on 33 occasions in 1893, and on 19 occasions in the following year's first

seven months (Kutzleb 1968:287). But the failures were mounting. So was public opposition.

People blamed rainmakers for cold weather, winds and drought that destroyed crops. Jewell 'related that

in Iowa a sect of Hollanders turned their water barrels upside down and cut the pipes leading to their

cisterns, saying that they would not use the devil's rain,' and '[i]n Spink County, South Dakota,

following a prayer meeting, a number of people decided to destroy the machinery of the devil, but were

frightened away from the railroad car' (Kutzleb 1968:288). Continued resistance resulted in the

rainmaking cars being abandoned on the sidings at Holton. Jewell went west, and proved equally

unsuccessful at making rain. He returned to his original vocation 'dispatching trains for the Missouri

Pacific at Coffeyville, Kansas' (Carson 1985:25).

By the mid-1890s the railways-and-rain boom was over, although echoes lingered at the tum of the

century. Terry Pindell (1990:356) details the machinations of the Northern Pacific attempting to lure

settlers to the Dakotas and the high plains of Montana, where

[p]ropagandists argued that the electricity of the telegraph lines, the sounds of the

locomotives, and the seeding of clouds with smoke conhibuted to ever-increasing

rainfall. The railroad lobby even forced government scientists working on the

to2Spence (1980:71) placed it as high as $500 per week.
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Geological Survey to strike out all references to areas of semiaridity and instead use the

term "semihumiditv."2o3

Artificial Rainmaking

While Jordan's "pluviculture" was set against this background of unfolding science, it
was also cast against the "Golden Age of Quack"ry," as Stewart Holbrook calls it. The
nineteenth century was the heyday of patent medicines - for man or for beast .... AII
Americans, both urban and rural, were prey to quacks such as these, and a host of
specialized others, but farmers were especially susceptible. While the anti-
intellectualism that characterizedmuch ofthe nineteenthcenturywas gradually eroding,
folklore and superstition persisted.
Clark C. Spence, The Rainmakers: American Pluviculture to World War IL

In Chapter 2 we noted Hampson's warning about compressing an age within an epigram. Now we must

avoid confusing an epithet with an explanation; for the history of late nineteenth cenhrry America is

often written off as "The Golden Age of Quackery." Profound changes in intellectual, demographic and

atmospheric conditions are dismissed in this single phrase. '[I]n all too many cases,' writes Spence

( 1980:4) 'the lines were blurred between self-delusion, ignorance, and charlatanism.' The 'meretricious

characters of the sort who did actually prosper in the golden "age of quackery"' (Ross 1987:123)

hoodwinked Western hicks with impunity. How could they get away with it? In l9l2 Scientific

American gave its reason for the rainmakers' success. Public belief in rainmaking's efficacy was a

'hallucination ... one of the incurable forms of mental disease' (Quoted in Spence 1980:49). Charlatans

harvested gold only from the intellectually crippled. This diagnosis was profoundly wrong. As we shall

see, there were compelling reasons for settlers to tum to rainmakers; reasons divorced from mental

disorder. Nor was the "disease" incurable. After all, Scientific American suffered bouts of it itself

throughout the late l800s.2oa

203General William B. Hazen (1875), the man who would later assume the position of Chief Signal Officer
and with it administrative control of the Weather Bureau, responded to one of the Northern Pacific Railroad's earlier
advertisements thus, 'it would be difficult to invent so rnany falsehoods in so few words' (Kutzleb 1968:74). The
scale of railway advertising was immense. In 1884 the Northern Pacific placed 600 advertisements designed to
encourage settlement in North American newspapers, and employed 831 agents in Briain and a further 124 on the
Continent (Lavender 1969:425). Overseas readers 'innocent of the reality of America, brought to the text both a

willing credulity and a readiness to fill in the spaces between the words with their own local, European experience.
They had no more real idea of Montana than they had of the dark side of the moon. But they were devout believers

and imaginers. The authors of the railroad pamphlets were able to reach out to an audience of ideal readers of the
kind that novelists dream about, usually in vain' (Raban 1996:25).

2oaFor instance, in I 870 .Sci entific American supported Powers' rainmaking experiment, and gave editorial
endorsement to a similar experiment. In 1882 it published N.S. Shaler's article on increasing rainfall through
cultivation (Kutzleb 1968:63, 129). Scientific American was by no means the only scientific journal to suffer
"hallucinations." ln 1883 Science also acknowledged Shaler's arguments, to the pleasure of the Knnsas Academy;
and in 1885 Orange Judd, 'perhaps the most well-known and respected agricultural writer in the US,' reinforced
the notion that rainfall would coffinue to increase as cultivarion rose (Kutzleb 1968:130, 145).
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We have already noted one historiographical flaw in accounts of rainmaking; the exclusive focus on

individuals. Here we introduce a second, related, flaw: the Whig fallacy ofhistory. This means reading

the past from the present, as if all events progressed inevitably to this singular point, generating historical

condescension to deadpeople.tot By standards ruling today's science, rainmaking schemes ofyesteryear

are laughable, but so is some part of the science of yesteryear. The antiquation of science is its defining

feature - '[t]hat is the fate to which science is subjected; it is the very meaning of scientific work ...

Every scientific "fulhlment" raises new questions; it asfrs'to be "surpassed" and outdated' [italics in

originall, (Weber 1982: I 38).

Spence (1980:4) insists that 'farmers were especially susceptible' to quackery, but were they the

rainmakers' principal victims? For Webb ( I 93 1 :3 82) it was ' [t]he trans-Plains railroads, ' rather than the

settlers, that 'have probably been most easily duped by the rain-makers. They were able to finance the

undertaking and were in a position to profit enormously from any success.' If we extrapolate Jewell's

weekly operating costs, we will see that he took the Rock Island for a ride to the tune of $24 000 in 1893.

Spence reinforces the notion that knowledge emanates from the Eastern imperium (the metropolikn

centres of Philadelphia, Boston and New York), and not the folk frontiers of the West. But belief in

successful rainmaking did not just run through the folkways and mores of rural western society. If it was

a delusion of the common folk then it was one shared by a significantly wider audience, for it found

confirmation amongst men of state, science and commerce.tou Rainmaking was not restricted to shysters,

self-appointed colonels and would-be "prefessers;" it also 'occupied some of the best minds and most

earnest hearts of that era' (Schinto 1977:28-9).20?

205tty71tit:r histories are not the preserve of any particular political persuasion. In Herbert Gutman's letter
to E.P. and Dorothy Thompson on the reception of his paper at a Socialist Scholars Conference he said, '[t]he
responses were wild, not mild, and some were very angry because I had obfuscated the criminal character of our
entire history by talking about work habits, culture, etc. There is a very real need for such persons to believe that
this has always been a culture dominated by the industrial-military complex. The American past is the unredeeming
saga of a mixture of corporate exploitation, all-pervasive racisnq and a conrpliant and comrpted working-class and
radical movement. It is almost as if Mayor Daley and the Chicago police landed at Plymouth Rock and as if agents

for General Motors dumped the tea in Boston Harbor' (Thorryson 1994:318-9).

206Just 
as belief in climatic improvemeut 'pewaded both the agricultural West and the metropolitan centers

of economic aud political power in the East during the fifteen years following the Civil War' (Smith 1947:-192).

2ot Undermining his own argument aboutrainmakers' charlatanry, Spence ( 1980:132) writes of prominent
rainmakers in the age of pluviculture: 'James Espy was a pioneer in meteorology and breathed the spirit of science
in his day. Edward Powers was a civil engineer; Louis Gathmann, an inventive genius. The well-educated Robert
Dyrenforth blended some science with military efficiency - so it seemed; and Charles Post, though not technically
trained, was an eminent businessman and a firm believer in progress tbrough technology.'
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Having noticed relationships between rainmaker and settler, we now must note relationships between

rainmaker and weather. Diary entries ofthe Rooks County, Kansas resident Elam Bartholomew for July

1880 reported that the earth was 'wetter than ever before known' (Kutzleb 1968:152). As the decade

drew to a close this golden age was a memory. By July 1886, personal joy had turned into public

anguish: 'Water! Water! There is a cry for water everywhere' exclaimed the Rocly Mountain News

(Kutzleb 1968:166). Worsewastofollow. ThenextyearsawdroughtspreadingthroughoutthePlains.

1891 was the driest year of all. For settlers lured on the promise of good weather this was grim news.

'By the end of the year 1890, all their hopes for obtaining more rain had been dashed except for the

possibility of artificial rainfall' (Kutzleb 1968:251). William B. Meyer (1986:42) concurs: settlers

turned to rainmaking once drought disproved 'Wilber's glib assertions.'208

Settlement of the Plains had taken place during a particularly wet decade, and this meteorological fact

nourished a meteorological fiction: that rain followed the plow (Webb 1957:27, Fite 1966:96, Kutzleb

1968:14, 99, Spence 1980:7). When rain stopped following the white man, '[t]he exodus from the

parched regions sent half a million settlers across the Missouri River and back to their homes in the East'

(Clements quoted in Schinto 1977:30).20e Westward Movement was the simple response to a physical

stimulus: 'the line of social advance rose and fell with rain and drought, like a mighty tide beating

against the wall of the Rockies. And every such wave left behind it a mass of human wreckage in the

shape of broken fortunes, deserted farms, and ruined homes' (Simons quoted in Webb 1957:28).

While it is true that it was wet out West in the 1860s, and again in the early 1880s, wet phases were not

unknown back East. But the more civilized East never swallowed the notion of climatic improvement

to such a degree. Webb, Fite, Kutzleb and Spence offerno social explanation forthis abnegation. Smith

finds the answer in an historical conjuncture between physical, economic and political factors:2ro

:orgmith (1947l.l9l) had already m'de this point. 'Soon after 1890 the sudden interest in rain-making
experiments using explosives, gases, or mysterious "chemicals" prepared by picturesque inventors, which appeared
in Plains states from Texas to Wyoming, suggests that many Westerners had begun to despair of plowing the land
or planting trees as devices to increase rainfall, and were eager for more promising and quicker methods.'
Kollmorgen (1969:215) also argues that rainmaking, irrigation and dry farming became necessary only because of
' geographic misconceptions.'

2o'Only 400 000 families of homesteaders from the original 1 000 000 remained on the Plains (Reisner
1986:l I l).

t'oAs Le Roy Ladurie (1972 ll) has written: 'One economic historian spoke for most of his colleagues
when he said, "I don't trust climatic explanations." His mistrust was justified: for each "explanation" of this kind
it is easy to adduce a purely human and immediate considerafion which is both adequate and intelligible.'
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The belief in an increase of rainfall on the Plains gained its greatest currency outisde the

West at the precise moment when the energies of the nation were most completely
focused upon westward expansion, and when the farming frontier was advancing into
the eastern margtn of the area that had formerly been regarded as the Great American
Desert. In this situation, the pressures making for high estimates of economic
potentialities of the Plains \ryere strong and varied - ranging from a generous confidence
in the nation's destiny to the most obvious self-interest on the part of men who stood to
profit from the flow of population into the West and the consequent increase in land
values (Smith 1947 :17 4-5).

While many did, in Clements words, "go back to their homes in the East," many were unable so to do.

Many people continued to regard regions west of the 98th meridian as home. This, for Webb, was

America's institutional fault-line.

At this fault the way of life and living changed. Practically every institution that was

carried across it was either broken and remade or else greatly altered. The ways of
travel, the weapons, the methods of tilling the soil, the plows and other agricultural
implements, and even the laws themselves were modified. When people first crossed

this line they did not immediately realize the imperceptible change that had taken place

in their environment, nor, more is the tragedy, did they forsee the full consequences

which that change was to bring in their modes of life (Webb quoted in Kutzleb
1968: l3).

Western settlers had the greatest need to believe in rainmaking. They hired the services of rainmakers

as an adaptive response to new conditions confronting them.2rr But theses about rural idiocy are

misplaced: 'Opponents of rainmaking always far outnumbered its defenders. Following some initial

debate, nearly every mention of artificial rainfall was unfavorable' (Kutzleb 1968:328).

In the Company of Newton and Cuvier: James Pollard Espy (his Competitors)
and Rainmaking

Although a precursor to the age of pluviculture proper, the life and times of James Pollard Espy (1785-

1860) frequently enter discussions of weather-modification. The usual arguments dwell on his fame:

Espy was one of the best-known rainmakers in the nineteenth century. There are four other reasons for

including him here. First, Espy was no quack.t't Arago proclaimed before the Acaddmie Frangaise in

2r'Mindful of this fact Webb (1931:375) wrote, '[m]en in the Great Plains ... have wanted rain more than
anything else.'

tr2Byers (1974:4)writes: 'Probablythefustrain-inducementproposnlfiavingareasonablescientificbasis
was that made by James P. Espy.'
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l84l that 'France has its Cuvier, England its Newton, and America its Espy' @oss 1987:116).213 In

similar vein, a letter to tbe Boston Evening Mercantile Journal c.1840 identified Espy as a man who

'may hereafter stand as high upon the list as Galileo, Harvey, Franklin and those other names precious

to science and humanity' (Fleming 1988:112)."u Only the suggestion that Espy penned this letter

himself detracted from its force.rrs

Second, Espy's ideas were contemporaneous with some early American assertions that rainfall followed

civilization (such as Josiah Gregg). As "Father of the US Weather Bureau," he was also one of the

earliest people to consciously strive to establish a national weather culture.

Espy's was, after all, an age of national expansionism, guided by Jefferson's agrarianist
vision, and the common, or popular, perception that "rain follows the plow." In other
words, as the frontier pushed westward, it "created" the weather at one and the same

time, modiffing the climate and producing precipitation for the plains, newly under
cultivation. The "national weather" was, in effect, exactly coterminous with the ever
expanding boundary of the nation's body. In this respect, we can speak of a "national"
weather culture, however imaginary, which corresponds to the first phase of national
expansion' @oss 1987: 123).216

Third, his argument that fires could produce rains was still being entertained in the age of pluviculhre.

As editor of the American Meteorological Journal,Robert Decourcy Ward (1892-9) concluded thatboth

2rsAccording to Spence (1930:10) the quotation was: 'England had ils Newton, France its Cuvier, and
America its Espy.' 'Espy's calculations were surprisingly accurate, and he was far ahead of his time in deducing
the role of latent heat in cloud formation and rainfall - one of the frrndamental principles in cloud thermodynamics'
(Spence 1980:10). In 1836 he won the American Philosophical Society's Magellanic Prize, and he produced an

expansion cloud chamber since regarded as 'one of the frst pieces of laboratory eguipment used in the history of
cloud physics' (McDonald quoted in Spence 1980: l0). This last point is in dispute. C.T.R Wilson's cloud chamber
was invented c.1904 initially to study cloud formation, itwas later applied to nuclear physics. Manyregard Wilson's
cloud chamber as the fust genuine one.

tr*Ihis adulation was far fssrn uniyslsal. Former president John Quincy Adams regarded the "Storm
Breeder" with contenpt 'The rnn is methodically monornaniac, and the dimensions of his organ of self esteem

have been swollen to the size of a goitre by a report from a committee of the National Institute of France, endorsing
all his crack brained discoveries in meteorology' (Spence 1980:16). For one of Adams' equally "crack brained"
interpretations of meteorological theory see Chapter 2,page 43.

2r5The lener was written in the midst of a debate befween Espy and Denison Olmstead over the viability
of rainmaking. The Yale professor regarded Espy's theory as substantially correc! but the forces of nature tbrew
"'the practicality of producing rain by artificial means"' into doubt; 'an argument that would be used by scientists
down to the present' (Spence I 980: I 2).

''uOther examples of people bringing their weather with them include British emigrants to Christchurch
last century who built public buildings facing South for the sun. Scots emigrants to New Zealand aboard the Agnes

Muir who 'arrived at Port Chalmers at the end of July or early in August, 1869 .., The hills, on our arrival, were
covered with snow, which frightened the emigrants, who thought they could never live in a country having snow
in June or July' (Quoted in Fulton 1922:250).
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explosions and fires could increase precipitation (Kutzleb 1968:314). Finally, the rhetorical strategies

Espy employed when seeking state funding are routinely used to this day.

If any man was capable of speaking for himself it was Espy (1850).t't Applying his fire theory, he

proposed that

if masses of timber, to the amount of forry acres for every twenty miles, should be

prepared and fired simultaneously every seven days in the summer, on the west of the
United Stateso in a line of six or seven hundred miles long from north to south, then it
appears highly probable from the theory, though not certain until the experiments are

made, that a rain of great length, north and south, will commence on or near the line of
fres; that rain will favel towards the east sideforemost; that it will not break up until
it reaches far into the Atlantic Ocean; that it will rain over the whole country east of the
place of beginning; that it will rain only a few hours at any one place ... that it will rain
enough and not too much atany one place (Middleton 1965:160).

He had claimed much the same throughout the 1830s, layrng theoretical groundwork in his book

Philosophy of Storms ( 1 841). There he argued that hot air rises, expanding as it ascends. With this

expansion comes a drop in temperature, leading to the condensation of rising air vapour. Heat released

by condensation pushes the central air column yet higher, leading to yet more expansion and

condensation of vapour within a cloud. Eventually it falls as rain (Spence 1980:10). In effect, clouds

could be created by rising air columns. Large fires would be one simple way to provide necessary

convective updrafts- Niles' National Register met Espy's proposals with an optimistic forecast: 'We

are ready to credit much to the studies of so scientific a man as professor Erpy,' a journalist wrote,

'[i]ndeed he will be deserving of the Homeric epithet of the cloud-compelling Jupiter. But if professor

Espy can do what he thinks can be done, make a storm, at once, man is almost master of the world'

[italicsinoriginal],(Anon.1839a:268). TheGeneseeFarmerandGardener'sJournal,inanarticletitled

'Magnificent Humbug,' thundered that

[i]n this age of wild projects and impractible theories, we know of nothing which to us
appears to exceed in absurdity the assumptions of Mr. Espy. We, however, who have
witnessed the clearing of the whole coun!ry, as it were, from Utica to Buffalo, have
seen, as must every one who has long lived in a new country, these columns of smoke
rising in every direction for days and weeks of the summer months, while the heavens
above remained like brass, and the earth was dust under feet (Anon. 1839b:99).

t't'[H]" became a regular lecturer on the popular lyceum circuit where he was known and heralded in
newspapers as "Th€ Storm King." To be a success in this capacity was no mean achievement, on the popular lyceum
stage of which Thoreau said: "Men are never tired of hearing how far the wind carried men and women, but are
bored if you give them a scientific account of it." And yet this is precisely what the celebrated Espy did' (Ross
1987:1 16).
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This extract illushates two points. First, while the "Golden Age of Quackery" might have been coined

by Stuart Holbrook, this assessment was offered by many people at the time.t't Second, the exfract

provides us with a clue to future rainmakers' success; very few people would then have "long lived in

a new country." 'From the start, Americans seldom stayed anywhere long' (Bryson 1995:149).

Population mobility, facilitated immensely by railways, reached unprecedented proportions in the

nineteenth century. The movement from country to city and east to west was greater than ever before.

Towns were founded, and flourished, fotrndered or relocated with surprising speed.

In the 1880s a 'thhd or less of settlers in westem Kansas remained in the region for ten years' (Kutzleb

1968:246). One Kansan (c.1890) 'spoke of two or three crops of immigrants ... settlers would come for

two or three years and then be forced to leave. That process had repeated itself three or four times'

(Kutzleb 1968:246). New arrivals might fall victim to the rainmaker, but atThe Genesee Farmer they

were not so naive: 'For our part we think the stationing of Davy Crockett on the Allegany peaks [sic],

with orders to seize and wring off the comet's tail, as feasible and possible an exploit, as for Mr. Espy

to stand in the same place, and deluge thevallies of the Ohio and Susquehannah [sic] withwater' (Anon.

1839b:99).

One reason why rainmakers' offers looked so atfactive was that they only demanded payment when

successful. This looked a great offer: but, like so many such, it was deceptive. Chance favoured the

rainmaker, since conffacts to create rain usually came after rain had failed to fall for a considerable

period of time. Statistical series ensured that their experiments were likely to coincide with a downpour.

It was still a bet, 'but a one-sided jug-handled bet,' as one observer put it; with the rainmaker risking

his 'gall against several hundred dollars that a dry spell that has already lasted a long time will not last

ten days longer. It is a great scheme' (Anon. quoted in Spence 1980:70).

Espy's sales pitch was unusually seductive. Where most rainmakers offered their expertise to farmers

or railroad companies, the Storm King offered them to the entire nation. He noted that the national

benefits to industry and agriculture of his man-made rain could be bought for a 'sum not amounting to

half a cent a year to each individual in the United States' (Espy quoted in Spence 1980:12). Ross

(1991:224) reads this proposal

as an early example of the theory of the popular distribution of social costs, borne for
resources like water that can no longer be provided free to industry and agriculture. In

2teNiles' Nationsl Register (Anon. 1839a:268) also railed against 'the quackery which obtains
universally now-a-days.'
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addition, Espy's appeal links a national economy of value with what could be called a
natural economy of value. In doing so, we could say that his appeal exposes the
underpinnings and workings of ideology itself, insamuch as ideology can be defined as

that kind of discourse which conflates these two economies, presenting the social as if
it were natural.2te

Fire and rain gave way to uFiret" and rain, when Edward Powers (1871) resuscitated the associations

between gunfire and rains in War and the Weather; or, The Artificial Production of Rain His attempt

to blast rain from clouds with 300 Signal Service cannons came to naught. He failed to enlist the support

of Chief Albert Myer, and his ally, Representative Charles B. Farwell, failed to enlist the support of

Congress (1,874), (Whitnah 1965:40, Spence 1980:25). Adhering to the Huttonian theory of rainfall,

Powers believed that precipitation comes from combining saturated air of different temperatures. In

1833 Luke Howard condemned James Hutton's (1726-97) impressionistic theories for being 'without

the least pretension to experimental proof or natural obsentation of any kind' litalics in original], and

Middleton ( I 965 : 1 I 0) argues that this one 'ought to have died a death,' but it clearly lingered on in the

minds of the concussionists. The less scientifically inclined noted that large amounts of gunpowder had

been 'burnt in missing Indians' without noticeably increasing rainfall (Spence 1980:26).

This ridicule did not last. The reissued edition of War and Weather (1890) enjoyed an entirely different

reception. A decade of intermittent drought had made it'more and more apparent to western farmers

that the plains were not the salubrious, luxurious Garden of Eden so graphically represented by the

promoters of the land and railway companies;' 'more than one sodbuster looked anxiously elsewhere

for relief. Desperation, plus reports of foreign inventions designed to produce rain by concussion,

prompted growing interest' (Spence 1980:27). Driven to the brink of ruin by drought, farmers found

hope in rainmaking.

Thanks to Charles Farwell's renewed efforts, necessary appropriations allowed Powers' theories to be

tested. Now a Senator, Farwell conyinced the "Billion Dollar Congress" to provide funds. Initially, $2

000 were forwarded to the Department of Agriculture's Division of Forestry (1890). lts head, Bernhard

E. Fernow was not enthusiastic about this windfall. As he wrote, 'the War Department commands

2r"South Africa's Water Research Commission (1986:2) came up with a similar sfiategy to justify its
weather-modification experiments. Not only would costs pale in comparison with those involved in water provision
from desalinisation plants, large pipelines, or the towing of icebergs from the Antarctic. At a projected cost of trvo

American cents per cubic metre, the price fell well below current rateS. More impressively, Schaefer offered to furn
a nickel into a million dollars (Bova 1969: I 60). In his estimation, see ding clouds with five cents worth of silver
iodide would yield as much as 100 acre-feet of water from a snowstorm. But as W.F HitscMeld reminds us: 'The
idea that "seeding is cheap" and hence that a little success, measurable or not, pays for it, and in any cnse "keeps
the farmer happy" is poor politics and even worse medicine. A placebo may enhance a patient's powers of
recuperation, but the clouds overhead respond neither to optimism nor pessimism' (Quoted in Breuer 1980:59).
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cannon, explosives, and men trained and accustomedto handle them' (Quoted in Kollmorgenl969:227).

Fernow soon delegated project administration to Edwin Willets, who dispatched it to special agent

Robert St. George Dyrenforth.22o

Minor testing took place on the outskirts of Washington city. Dyrenforth believed that explosions caused

"airquakes" which released rain. But detonating an oxyhydrogen balloon drew ire from the chief clerk

of the Smithsonian Institution: William J. RJrees said that the explosion shook his house to its

foundations, terrified his family and looked set to cause abortions in his Jersey cattle (Spence

1980:32).22' Major testing would take place elsewhere.

Texas seemed a suitable location for several reasons. Nelson Morris' XIT ranch at Midland could be

reached free of charge from Fort Worth, thanks to the Texas and Pacific Railroad's generosity.ztt Once

there, Morris would pick up the tab for food, accomodation, labour and incidental expenses. Why?

Given droughts in the past decade, many farmers were happy to offer their facilities as test sites; and

west Texas 'was especially hard hit' (Kutzleb 1968:170). Ross (1991:233) writes that'fhlistorical

weather events, no matter how singular or prolonged, are remembered as material instances of radical

abnormality long after contemporaneous political or social events and upheavals have faded from the

popularmemory.'TheTexasdroughtof 1885-Twasonesuchhistoricalweatherevent. lndeed,it'was

such a significant moment in the history of white "conquest" of the state that Texans' everyday reference

to historical events was qualified by the markers "before the drought" and "after the drought" far into the

next century' @oss l99I:233). For those who did not return east, 'it became a moment of pioneer

heroism, monumentalized in the state's history of the conquest of nature and territory' (Ross 199l:267).

InMarch l89l Congressappropriatedadditional funds forrainmaking. The grandtotalnowamounted

to $9 000. The expedition began to organize in July. Edward Powers went along, and George E. Curtis

was employed as official meteorologist. By early August the expedition had made camp. General

Dyrenforth looked ready to do battle, if not science, placing his cannons and mortars at strategic

intervals. 'The general and his lieutenant even wore cavalry boots' (Anon. quoted in Spence 1980:33).

2201ryr1o Fernow caustically called 'a patent lawyer from Washington, who lnows more about explosives
and the manner of exploding them than any other man .... I strongly advise everybody to have his ark ready for the
deluge' (Quoted in Spence 1980:30-l).

22r$imifu1ly, the noise of Colorado hail cannons drew complaints from a racehorse breeder. The noise
scared his thoroughbreds (Hutchinson 1998).

222Most of the necessary chemicals were purchased in St. Louis, and the railroads offered free transportation
west of there. A Texan mine owner also provided them with kegs of blasting powder (Spence 1980:33).
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Some rain fell the day following pilot tests. Journalists immediately attributed this to the "cloud

compellers," heaping accolades on the rainmakers.22r Ensuing experiments were equally ambiguous;

the few "successes" coincided with Weather Bureau forecasts of rain. Furthermore, they had

conveniently made camp during the rainy season. As operations moved to El Paso, the press continued

to humour them. Battle resumed in mid-september, but with little success. When rain fell in a twenty

five mile radius of the city, leaving the test area dry, Puckwas moved to poebry

These are very funny fellers,
Uncle Jerry' s cloud-compellers.
They mount the air to heights stupendous,
Burst bombs with force and noise tremendous;
And while they watch for drops of water,
It falls just where it hadn't orter,
By tons, in every other quarter
(Quoted in Spence 1980:36).

The exodus from El Paso to Corpus Christi saw journalists lose faith in Dyrenforth's experiments. The

"rain squeezers" were no longer highly regarded.

Yet when the official report on these experiments was published in 1892, Congress passed another

appropriations bill providing more funds for rainmaking. Despite the opposition of the Head of the

Forestry Division, and despite an expert meteorologist's assessment that'these experiments have not

afforded any scientific standing to the theory that rain-storrns can be produced by concussions' (Curtis

quoted in Hering 1922:181), new money followed old. University of Texas professor Alexander

McFarlane was scathing. The trials had 'resulted not only in demonstrating what every person who has

any sound knowledge of physics knows that it is impossible to produce rain by making a great noise,'

he claimed, 'but also that even the explosion of a twelve-foot balloon inside a black rain cloud does not

bring down a shower' (Quoted in Hering 1922:l8l-Z).

The public were largely unaware that Dyrenforth's earlier experiments had not been subjected to

scientific scrutiny, nor that Congress had railroaded the Department of Agriculture into overseeing

rainmaking operations when the Weather Bureau offered stern resistance. Some citizens interpreted

Federal backing as evidence that rainmaking worked (Kutzleb 1968:302). Inaccurate reports gave a

boost to rainmakers's public reputation throughout the West.

?z'spence (1980:39) writes that the Chicago Farm Implement News was '[o]ne of the most telling critics

[and also] ... one of the few papers that had a reporter at Midland to cover the experiments. [Their] Stories ... were
at such variance with the "specials" released by the expedition that it was soon obvious to discriminsliag 163ders that
the public was being misled.'
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Dyrenforth's assembly of men moved from Fort Meyer to San Antonio, and then to obscurity. The rains

would not fall on demand, and the press declined to support them. Congressional funds were frozen.

But charlatans and sharpers were not dispatched immediately. Frank Melbourne, a 'kind of cornfield

Bamum' (Schinto 1977:32),was one of the Gilded Age's most successful chemical rainmakers, making

untold thousands of dollars profit for himself. He claimed credit for floods in Australia and New

Zealand, and offered to anange a downpour in Death Valley for the unbelievers. The West entertained

him for two years. As the Cheyenne Srzn (1891) said:224

Hang the ocean on a clothes line to dry, lasso an avalanche, pin a napkin on the crater
of a volcano, skim the milky way with a tea spoon, throw salt on the tail of the noble
eagle, paste "for rent" on the stars and stripes; do all these but don't, pray don't,
question the originality of Melboume (Anon. quoted in Spence 1980:58-9).

Eventually even Melboume's luck ran out. Paid-for rains did not fall when wanted, leading his

reputation to decline from rain wizard to "rain fakir." But at least one of his claims was true - a crank

operated his mystery rainmaking machine. A crank who had a hand on lrl R. Hick's Almanac and an eye

onabarometer(Lockhartl988:196). Likeothernineteenthcenturyrainmakershisclaimswerecontested

at the time. McFarlane (1892) attacked Melbourne noting: 'the proceedings of this impostor were

gravely discussed by intelligent people,' he thundered, 'so great is the ignorance of physical nature'

(Quoted in Kutzleb 1968:316). Though scientists' advice to settlers was not always much better. How

many Great Plains farmers would have understood Cleveland Abbe's (c. 1890) comments on man-made

climate change: 'The discovery of a genuine change ... can be established only by showing that the

normal rainfall at two distant epochs differs by an amount greater than the square root of the sum ofthe

squares of the trvo indices of precision at these epochs' (Kutzleb 1968:237).

Besides, as Professor Simon Newcomb said after Dyrenforth's experiments, 'recent scientific

achievements had caused the old word "impossible" to disappear from the vocabulary' (Kutzleb

1968:299). Similarly, Friedrich Nietzsche said of two technologies we have already discussed; 'the

railway, the telegraph are premises whose thousand-year conclusion no-one has yet dared to draw'

(Quoted in Andrews 1993:898). Why should rainmaking devices not work?22t 'After all, a settler might

reason, other unbelievable devices were constantly being invented: the electric lamp, the telephone, the

2?aHowever, '[u]nhappy were ... a number of ranchmen whose haying had been disrupted by rain' (Spence
I 980:57). For more unhappy ranchers see Chapters 6, 7 and 8.

rn[I]t must be remernbered that most nineteenth-century Americans were firmly committed to the idea of
progress. They saw it on all sides - in hansportation, in farm machinery, and in the marvels of manufachring - and
might be pardoned for believing that the practical application of science to control weather was only another step
or two away' (Spence 1980:136).
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phonograph' (Schinto 1977:30). Popular science-fiction primed the public with stories of successful

rainmaking. EdwardBellamy's(1888)utopianclassicLookingBaclcward,2000-lSST,AlvaradoFuller's

(1890) lD 2000,JolnJacob Astor's (1894),4 Journqt in Other Worlds,William Dean Howells' (1894)

A Travellerfrom Alturia: all mentioned weather-modification (Meyer 1986:47). 'Quick to adoptnew

inventions such as the Colt revolver, barbed wiren the windmill, steel plows, and other machinery, for

years westerners did not accept the fact of aridity' (Kutzleb 1968:86),226 That 'rain was one of the few

commodities that no amount of hope, hard work, or money could secure' (Schinto 1977:29) was a hard

lesson to learn. 'I take my pen in hand to let you }now that we are starving to death,' wrote a housewife

in Mendota, Kansas to Governor Lewelling on 29 June I 894 (Kutzleb I 968: 129).t2? How could the state

not listen?

In the yearbefore this housewife's plea, J.L. Bristow had petitioned Secretary of Agriculture Morton for

relief. Bristow demanded government funds to compensate settlers who had been fooled into thinking

that dry Kansas lands were agriculturally viable. Morton's response is worth quoting at length, as it

highlights widespread collusion amongst civic leaders, academics, scientists and state politicians in

fostering this climatic myth:

I differ from you very much and place the responsibility upon the public men and

scientists of your State: For from the time of the first exploration of the Kansas plains

to the present, those plains lying west of the ninety-eighth meridian have been classed

as desert lands ... But when your people began to thrive ... there arose a "boomer" spirit
among them. In spite of the drawbacks experienced ... they began to sing the praises of
the verdure-covered plains of western Kansas. Then your scientific men and the

newspapers, and your public leaders together with your Agricultural Departrnent,

announced that the building of railroads, erection of lines of telegraph wires, and the

improvement of the country through tilling it, had changed the conditions and the forces

of nature so much in Kansas, that the rainfall was rapidly increasing... This was so

persistently put before the public, and being backed by your State University, it became

a gospel truth. Then ... the field surveyors ... and your U.S. Surveyor General, all
citizens ofyour state, classified these lands as agricultural, and people moved upon them

to make their homes ... How misleading and how untruthful have been the theories and

statements of your scientists, newspapers and public men is shown by the statements

:2uAnother explanation for the proliferation of rainmaking schemes could rest with tecbnology itself.
Arguments have been made to the effect that American culture is imbued with a "can-do" attitude, that their
organising principle is based around technology rather than around science, as is the case with Europeans. Thus

American's ask how can it be made to work rather than how or will it work (Nye 1994).

227111" lesson is now learned, the bubble has burst ... A very frail straw floated on the current of withered

expectation in the shape of "rainmaking" ... By a singular irony of fate, however, the very home of the rain-makers

has been the driest spot of all Kansas the past year or two' (Williston quoted in Kutzleb 1968:375). As Goodland

became Bad Land, and the Goodland Artificial Rain Corryany, the Swisher Rain Corrpany and the Inter State

Anificial Rain Company could provide no respite '[t]he cry [became] ... "Irrigation or emigration"' (Williston quoted

in Kuuleb 1968:375).
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you nowmake regarding the condition, disappoinfinents, and losses of the settlers upon

your semi-arid lands. The fault ... lies at your own doors and can not be laid to the

government (Quoted in Kutzleb 1968:365).

Synopsis

"This," said a newcomer to the Great Plains, "would be a fine country if we just had

water." "Yes," answered a discouraged sodbuster, heading back east with a crowbait
team and a rickety wagon, "so would hell."
Gerald Carson. 'The Rainmakers.'

The opening chapter cautioned against a technological determinism that reduces the study of weather

science to "the dead collection of discarded instruments," propelling meteorological history without any

human presence. Addressing economic and political imperatives that shape scientific activity, the second

chapter countered this tendency by avoiding "heroic devices" entirely. This chapter shows that subjects

also matter. We have explored conceptions of climate and civilization on North American territory

during western colonisation. The context for arguments proposing climatic improvement, those

arguments' emptiness and the consequent rise of the rainmaker have all been assessed by examining the

experiences of a crucial, if usually missing, element of meteorological history: the people who make it.

By looking at claims for climatic improvement, whether from scientists, land sellers, settlers or

rainmakers, we have offered a fresh interpretation which challenges orthodox meteorological history.

Hitherto, homesteading settlers and the land sellers who drew themwestwards have received historical

censure, but scientists have largely escaped condemnation. Scientists may have been more eautious than

land promoters in discussing climatic improvement, but

the dffirence between the two groups was not great. Many accepted in general the
various popular theories concerning climate change. Few scientists (Powell, Gilbert,
and Hazen were notable exceptions), categorically denied that rainfall was increasing,
or explained why their favorite theories should be accepted and others rejected

[emphasis added], (Kutzleb I 968: I 10).ttt

When we also note the absence ofreliable rainfall data, 'the lack of disciplinary norms in meteorology'

(Fleming 1988:88),22e and the fact that as Kansan J.W. Gregory (c.1892) said: 'Not one in a hundred

2z8Although Hazen (1892) did become 'an advocate of the concussionist theory of rainrnaking' (Spence

1980:41).

22eEven amongst respectable meteorologists '[t]heoretical disputes were the norm' (Fleming 1988:88).

Scientists found it equally difficult explaining why their favourite rainmaking theories should be accepted. As late

as 1922 D.W. Hering observed that '[t]he process of passing from aqueous vapor through clouds to rain is not yet
well determined and the rainmaker, who must perforce be scientific, is obliged to proceed in a manner that he can
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understood the new conditions under which he found himself (Quoted in Kutzleb 1968:364), farmers

cometobeseeninalesspatronizinglight. WemustdenyNorrisHundleyJr.'s(1992:105-6)assessment

that '[w]illing to grasp at almost any scheme promising relief, many gave way to an irrational return to

ancient superstitions: they invested their hopes and sometimes their money in the promises of

personages called "rainmakers."' As he himself notes, further west in California, rainmakers festered

because of a 'near monopolistic control of water enjoyed by California's land barons. Community

irrigation advances remained piecemeal at best, and outside of southem California, even those limited

undertakings stagnated'(Hundley 1992:105).230 To continue to call settlers "irrational" distorts the

reality oftheir situation. Torfured by drought and advised by squabbling scientists, where else could they

turn?

The words of two scholars - E.P. Thompson and T.S. Kuhn - illuminate my argument: one for his

insistence on the place of humanity in history, and the other for his insistence on the place of history in

science. To adapt Thompson's (1991:12) words to a new setting, settlers deserve rescuing 'from the

enonnous condescension of posterity. Their aspirations were valid in terms of their own experience;

and, if they were casualties of history, they remain, condemned in their own lives, as casualties.'23r It

is only when we look at the past with eyes focussed on the present that their experiences can be so easily

dismissed.

The credulous dirt farmer, fertile gtound for any 'Quacktitioneer' (Starr Jordan quoted in Spence 1980:2)

and the all-knowing scientist, rainmaking's avowed enemyn are distinctions born from historical revision.

Kutzleb (1968:27) reminds us that

the new science of meteorology was essentially nonacademic, open to amateurs with
little formal training. Throughout the nineteenth century, long after various other
sciences became highly complex and specialized, open only to experts, it was possible

show conforrns to "theory." Unforhrnately there is a superabundance of theories - at least five, and all have good

scientific support, while not one is conclusively established to the exclusion of the others' (Hering 1922:183).

'Meteorology and a knowledge of cloud physics progressed independently and slowly: only in the mid-twentieth
century would they reach a point where theory and technique would come together to provide artificial rainmaking
that under the best of circumstances could be considered useful' (Spence 1980; 138).

ro'Carey McWilliarns believes that Hatfield, California's "outstanding water magician"" remaincd active
only until Colorado River water was diverted into the Golden State, with no contracts after the passage of the

Boulder Dam act in 1928' (Spence 1980:137).

arPerhaps we should add the words of Hobsbawm for his 'instinct always told him that rescue from
condescension was not enough. The point was notjust to dernonstrate that anonymous people also had a past ('their
lives are as i:rteresting as yorus ormine, even ifnobodyhas written about them.") itwas ... to show that "collectively
... such men and women are major historical actors"'(Ascherson 1998:16).
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for the interested layman to study the weather and promulgate his own meteorological
doctrine.t32

Kuhn (1970:2) amplifies the point by pouring scorn on the Whig approach.

Historians confront growing difficulties in distinguishing the "scientific" component of
past observation and belieffrom what their predecessors had readily labelled "error" and

"superstition." The more carefully they study ... the more certain they feel that those

once current views of nature were, as a whole, neither less scientific nor more the

product ofhuman idiosyncrasy than those current today. If these out-of-date beliefs are

to be called myths, then myths can be produced by the same sorts of methods and held
for the same sorts of reasons that now lead to scientific knowledge. If, on the other
hand, they are to be called science, then science has included bodies of belief quite

incompatible with the ones we hold today.233

While historians of the modem era have always looked down on this era of smell makers and cloud

compellers with some mirth, recent scientific attempts to manipulate weather patterns lie closer to their

cultural antecedents than it is comfortable to admit.

Thompson and Kuhn are both useful for our purpose, but we should give the last word to a man of the

time. Before Powers and after Espy, Henry David Thoreau wrote this inhis Journal: 'A man is wise

with the wisdom ofhis time only, and ignorant with its ignorance. Observe how the gteatest minds yield

in some degree to the superstitions of their age' (Quoted in Gross 1983:319).

SOKRATES: Zeus? What Zeus? Nonsense. There is no Zeus.
STREPSIADES: No Zeus? Tlten who makes it rain? Answer me that.

232The dispute between Espy and William Redfield illustrates the lack of disciplinary norrns, and the

unfamiliar scientific and geographic terrain meteorology was drifting into - 'both entered into conjecture about the

nature of the weather "in the far west," beyond the Alleghenies, and thus the borders of the known world' (Ross

1987:116). Redfieldrnaintainedthatwindsweresolelyaneffectofgravity,whileEspygaveheatprimacy. Drawing
on both Dalton and Gay-Lussac, Espy argued that storms were caused in part by thermally-stimulated processes of
convection(Fleming I988:80-l). The"openness"ofmeteorologywasuncharacteristic. 'Bothinm,athernaticsand
ashonomy, research reports had ceased already in antiquity to be intelligible to a generally educated audience. In
dlmamics, research became similarly esoteric in the later Middle Ages, and it recaptured general intelligibility only
briefly during the early seventeenth century when a new paradigm replaced the one that had guided medieval
research. Electrical research began to require translation for the layman before the end of the eighteenth century,

and most other fields of physical science ceased to be generally accessible in the nineteenrft'-[emphasis added],
(Kuhn 1970:20).

233He continues: 'historians ofscience have begun to ask new sorts ofquestions and to trace different, and

often less than cumulative, developmental lines for the sciences. Rather than seeking the permanent contributions
of an older science to our present vantage, they attempt to display the historical integrity of that science in its own
time. They ask ... not about the relation of Galileo's views to those of modern science, but rather about the
relationship between his views and those of his group .... Furthermore, they insist upon studying the opinions ofthat
group and other similar ones from the viewpoint - usually very different from that of modern science - that gives
those opinions the maximum intemal coherence and the closest possible fit to nature' (Kuhn 1970:3).
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SOKRATES: Why, the Clouds, of course. What's more, theproof is inconfrovertible.
For instance, have you ever yet seen rain when you didn't see a cloud? But if your
hypothesis were correct, Zeus could drizzle from an empty sky while the clouds were

on vacation.
STREPSIADES: By Apollo, you're right. A pretty proof. And to think I always used

to believe the rain was just Zeus pissing through a sieve. All right, wfto makes it
thunder? Brrr. I get goosebumps just saying it.
SOKRATES: The Clouds again, of course. A simple process of Convection.
STREPSIADES: I admire you but I don't follow you.
SOKRATES: Listen. The Clouds are saturate water-solution. Tumescence in motion,

of necessityn produces precipitation. When these distended masses collide - booml

Fulmination.
STREPSIADES: But who makes them move before they collide? Isn't that Zeus?

SOKRATES: Not Zeus idiot. The Convection-principle!
STREPSIADES: Convection? That's a new one. Just think. So Zeus is out and

convection-principle's in.
Aristophanes, The Clouds (19623a-35).
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Chapter Four

Science and Weather-Modification in the Twentieth Century (I):
Whig History and Critique

The notion that science is in some way pure, set aside from daily and profane activities,
is deeply enfrenched in Western culture.
Michel Callon, John Law and Arie Rip, 'How to Study the Force of Science.'

Because scientists think that the growth of scientific knowledge is a rational process,

they are tempted to see history as a record of cumulative discoveries. They are thus
liable to construct interpretations ofthe past that are distorted by the need to concentrate

solely on those steps that seem to get us closer to our present state of knowledge.
Historians of science often dismiss these accounts as forms of "Whig history" ... used

to denote any account ofthe past designed to highlight only those events that seem to
lead in a desired direction.
Peter J. Bowler, The Norton History of the Environmental Sciences.

Introduction

This chapter discusses weather-modification in the twentieth century. We chart weather-modification's

transition from folklore to science. Far from being a smooth and logical progression brought about by

the improved theories of improvedpractitioners, this process was both protracted and highly contested.

We will see how the selective search for scientific founders imposed a sense of order on an otherwise

messy reality. But we will also see how the textbook history of weather-modification is so much more

than a matter of cognitive conveniencen and more than a handy signpost directing us along the route of

rational ioqutry. Here we will see history perverted to produce a national myth: an all-American story.

The Pluviculturalists' Last Post

When the U.S. Weather Bureau's head wrongly forecast clear and cold weather for President William

Howard Taft's inauguration in 1909 many found comfort in folk techniques like Mr. Dooley's

employment of Clancy's bad leg as his weather-forecasting instrument. Chief Willis L. Moore was Ieft

with egg on his face and snow on the ground. His debactors reminded him of this mistake for years to

come. In 1919 Georgia Congressman William S. Howard suggested replacing the Bureau's prediction

system with his friend's services: a trusty sourwood stick was superior to those new-fangled synoptic

charts (Halacy 1968:43). Petitions called for the Weather Bureau's closure. Michigan residents were

informed that '[t]he Weather Bureau is a humbug and grafting outfit. To hell with it. If you are honest
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and work for a living, you don't want to pay for what man don't have anything to do with. The weather

is God's business only' (Anon. quoted in Halacy 1968:43).

Not everyone agreed that the weather was God's business alone. The federal government's Weather

Bureau continued to talk about it, and those intent on doing something about it - using chemical

concoctions or concussions - refused to be left behind in the nineteenth century. Indeed, the nineteenth

century 'scientific revolution in America .,. tore technological knowledge loose from its traditional craft

moorings and anchored it firmly to science - a science which,' Spence (1980:3) asserts, 'gradually

became more specialized, professionalized, and institutionalized.' As American science matured, so it

left meteorology behind. The greatest changes that the new century brought to weather-modification

were geographic: the locus of rainmaking activity moved from northwest Kansas to coastal California.

Not for some time yet would meteorology move from art to science. Cloud physics advanced little until

the 1920s, and the dominion of meteorology over cultural memory was only completed after the Second

World War. From their embattled position the Bureau attempted to undermine rainmakers' scientific

credibility, while fighting a rearguard action against the public's assaults on their own expertise. The

Weather Bureau were still repelling the apostles of Dyrenforth and Post at mid-century, and even then

requests for rainmakers only dried up because scientists offered plausible alternatives (Spence

1980:50).234

The most famous rainmaker of the new century was Charles Mallory Hatfield, more widely Lcrown as

"the Miracle Man." Arguably 'the most successful rain maker ofmodern times' (Anon. quoted in Spence

1980:80) this San Diegan worked wonders from the Yukon to Guatemala. Hatfield would have watered

the Sahara had French officials let him; although reports that he brought rains to the Vatican as an

offering to Pope Pius were geatly exaggerated. Los Angeles' official forecaster, George E. Franklin,

criticisedHatfield'sworkinRubioCanyon,Altadenainlatelg04. Franklinmaintainedthatrainswould

fall to the north of Los Angeles, Ieaving the cify dry. Following a week of continual work, Hatfield took

delight in seeing a third of an inch of rain fall on Altadena. The press greeted this result with its

customary excess: the Zos Angeles Daily Herald exclaimed that 'Hatheld is drunk on rainwater. When

he becomes sober he will bring his chemicals to the city and ask for Mr. Franklin's place' (Spence

1980:82).235 Public enthusiasm for rainmaking matched the press's. In the public's eyes, "Professor"

23+Ihe question which we will later pose is: have scientific attempts to alter the weather been any more

successful?

u sspence ( I 980:83) continued, 'fw]eatherman Franklin scoffed [at subsequent experiments], reiterated the
irnpossibitity of creating artificial rain, and pointed out that no scientific society had endorsed Hatfield or his work

[Chief Willis Moore prefened to ignore him]. But other publicity was more positive. The public was convinced
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HatfieldwaselevatedtoachairatULCA(UniversityoflifeatCalifornia).'scientificallysoundornot,

Hatfield's experiments were ... sometimes ... too successful' (Schinto 1977.33). Spring 1912 saw

Hatfield offered money by ranchers and merchants in Hemet, California, 'to make rain; and he

"induced" the worst flood in local history. Almost twelve inches ofprecipitation fell during aperiod of

several days' (Schinto 1977:33).

"Colonel" John Stingo was another distinguished rainmaker. An offrtcer in his own private army, Stingo

began life with the dreary name of J.S.A. MacDonald. One of his infamous "successes" relieved San

Diego of drought in January 1916. His contract stated that Stingo would receive a thousand dollars for

every inch of rain produced. Unforhrnately, in removing the drought "Stingo's" twenty inches of rain

also removed a dam, and seventeen inhabitants in the ensuing deluge. Stingo received no pay for this

unnatural disaster, but he did escape with his life. He was later immortalised by N. Richard Nash in his

lg54productionlheRainmaker,andintheBroadwaymusical ll0DegreeslnTheShade(Donnanand

Donnan 1977:75).

Aswesee,Hatfield'sexperiencesmirroredStingo's. Hislgl6experimentswerealsoblamedforanother

disaster: the collapse of the Lower Otay Dam, southeast of San Diego. Hatfield claimed he could fill

themunicipalreservoiratMorenofor$10000. Hebeganworkon I January; by27 January amonth's

worth of record rainfall had breached the dam. The flood caused serious loss of life and property. Fifty

people were killed. Hatfield claimed his money. The city eventually agreed to pay, upon condition that

Hatfield assumed responsibility for all the damages - some $3.5 million worth (Spence 1980:91-2).

Posterity favoured him more than Stingo. Hatfield was posthumously pardoned in 1973 by the Native

Sons of the Golden West. They placed a red granite column at the lakeside in his honour (Spence

1980:98).

Charles William Post would also leave a deep impression. Post's biographer referred to his West Texas

rainmaking experiments as, 'the last and greatest experiment of his life and the most famous of its kind

in history' (Eaves quoted in Spence 1980:47). Today, however, he is better known for changing 'the

breakfast habits of tens of millions of Americans, persuading them to foresake their traditional coffee

and porridge for "Postum," "Post Toasties," and "Grape Nuts"' (McGinty 1986:52). Post arrived in

GarzaCounty in 1906. He bought thousands of acres of land and set about establishing the community

of Post City. As one of the richest men in America he did not want for money, but his city wanted for

that meteorologists used mainly guesswork anyway, and that the slirn, young "chemical affrnity expert" might well
be on the right track' (Spence 1980:83).
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rain. From 1910 until his suicide in 1914 Post battled the skies for it. Post dispatched orders from his

headquarters in Battle Creek. The Staked Plains shook to the sounds of detonating dynamite. Sent aloft

on kites, these explosions were designed to shake water from the clouds, emulating Dyrenforth's

attempts. In 1 910, rains fell before the explosions started. The next year 342 pounds of explosives failed

to coax a single drop from the clouds. These results failed to impress; experiments ended with Post's

life on 9 Mav 1914.

But 24,000 pounds of dynamite still remained in an underground cache near Post City.
The Post estate tried to sell it, without success. When the United States declared war
on Germany in 1917, residents of the town, afraid that enemy sympathizers might use

the explosives for sabotage, asked the estate for permission to destroy them. The

permission was granted, and on April 17, 1917, a long fuse was attached to the cacheo

and it was blown to smithereens. It was the last - and the largest - of all the explosions
that shook Post City, but it was not followed by even a trace of rain (McGinty 1986:53).

The Hatfields, Stingos and Posts captured public attention. 'ln the twenties and thirties, especially,

knowledge of convective clouds and of the mechanisms of rain formation was proceeding apart from the

would-be rainmakers who caught the headlines' (Spence 1980:123). The division between

pluviculturalists and scientists is important. As cloud physics began to eclipse folk techniques, and as

rainmaking reports transferred from newspapers to textbooks, so another important movement occured:

the separation of science from culture. Withdrawn from social processes and placed in a black box,t3u

science now stood upon a pedestal of Truth. How truth was discovered - how scientists and their

products operated - remained mysterious:

The America to which the textbooks welcomed the children of Whitney Creek was

secular, progressive, rational, scientific and can-do practical - a world full of the glory
of man and his achievements .... Much the most powerful of the godlike moderns were
the scientists, Franklin and his kite, Morse and the telegraph, Bell and the telephone,

Edison and the electric light, Marconi and the wireless. The textbooks' standard word
for their discoveries and inventions is "miracle" - and justly so, since the textbook
version of the life of Bell or Marconi leaves one little better informed about how the

telephone or the radio actually works than one is about exactly how Jesus fed the five
thousand or raises Lazarus from the tomb .... From Zeus's thunderbolt. to Franklin's
catching of electricity from the lightning storm in the sky, to Bell's making the iron talk,
was an easy,logicalprogress of heroes (Raban 1996:150, l5l,152).237

t'uHere "black box" refers to the inputs and outputs from processss sf lsshnique and technology. 'That is,

no metterhow conhoversial their history, how complex their inner workings, how large the commercial or academic

networks that hold them in place, only their input and output count' (Latour 1987:3).

237'[F]or the sciences, like other professional enterprises, do need their heroes and do preserve their names.

Fortunately, instead of forgetting these heroes, scientists have been able to forget or revise their works' (Kuhn
I 970: I 39).
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Weather: Words and Deeds

ln the well-known words of Charles Dudley Warner (Cohen 1962:72), or of Samuel Langhorne Clemens

(Halacy 1968: l), or of Clemens' alter ego Mark Twain, or of Will Rogers (Sieveking 1992:55), or of

persons not acknowledged (Steinberg I 993 :2 I 0): "Everybody talks about the weather but nobody does

anything about it." Wamer is usually credited with this aphorism. It is said to have appeared first in a

Hartford Courant editorial, although Irving P. Krick and Roscoe Fleming (1955:164) could not locate

it there. Dudley Bailey (1978:308) had it 'on shaky authority' that the editorial was unsigned. Even at

the time the aphorism was atfibuted to numerous authors. 'I guess it's no use,' said Charles Hopkins

of the Courant,'they still believe Mark Twain said it, despite all my assurances that it was Warner'

(Quoted in Stevenson 1967 :2L28). The confusion over who said what about the weather neatly parallels

the confusion over who did what about it. Wilmot N. Hess (197 4: I ) wams that the 'weather modification

student will find that not all people agree in detail on weather modification history.'238

D.S. Halacy (1968:79) finds '[i]t ... difficult to pinpoint a time that distinctly marks the change from

witch-doctor rainmaking to scientific weather modification but I 930 may well be a pivotal year. '23e This

date is endorsed by John and Marcia Donnan (1977:114) and by Albert Miller and Jack C. Thompson

(1970:326); Sverre Petterssen (1957:l) prefers 1938. Stanley Changnon (1973 6a$ opts for 1945.

Vincent Schaefer (1981:224) credits the scientific breakthrough to himselt 'by a serendipitous

discovery' in 1946. Bruce Atkinson (1968:147) dates itto 1947, Joe R. Eagleman (1983:284) to 1948,

Glenn T. Trewartha and Lyle H. Horn (1980:69) from 'the late 1940s.' This scholarly imprecision

reflects the imprecise results which weather-modification experiments have yielded.2ao Sociologist

Barbara Farhar (1975:3) postdates all others:

t3tWe might be asking too much of weather-modification scholars. How can we expect them to g€t the details

right when they can not even spell their names? Barbara Farhar (1975:2) writes about 'Findeison' instead of
Findeisen, and Frederick K. Lutgens and Edward J. Tarbuck (1979: I 14) and O.G. Sutton (1962:68) write about
'schaeffer' instead of Schaefer, while W.R. Derrick Sewell (19737) discusses the contibutions of 'Walter'
Langmuir.

23eThis makes E. Leon Chaffee, of Harvard, innovator in electronics and vacuum-tube physics, and the

future president ofboth the American Chemical and Electrochemical Societies, and Wilder D. Bancroft of Cornell,
into "witchdoctors" (Spence 1980:132). This condemnation comes despite Professor Chaffee's claim that,

following a 1924 experiment, '[t]he outsgnding fact remained... an artifrcial fall of water was produced for the frst
time in history and science. With that milestone safely passed, it now becomes necessary to apply the principle on
a wide scale' (Quoted in Anon. 1924:.27).

2aslhisimprecisionunderminesWhighistories. T.S.Kuhn(1970:7)writes:'auewtheory,howeverspecial
its range of applications, is seldom or never just an increment to what is alre ady known. Its assimilation requires

the reconstruction ofprior theory and the re-evaluation ofprior fact, an intrinsically revolutionary process that is

seldom conpleted by a single man and never overnight. No wonder historians have had difficulty in dating precisely

this extended process that their vocabulary irryels them to view as an isolated event.'
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a sociological perspective is more conservative. Certification of weather modification
as a credible science depended on a legitimizing act by an authoritative body. Weather

modification was so legitimized by the National Academy of Sciences in I 966, twenty
years after Schaefer's initial discovery.

ln fairness, atributing credit means less in the sciences than in the arts. This springs from the author of

Meteorologica. Aristotle insisted that the truth awaits discovery; by whom is of secondary significance.

Besides, scientists commonly contribute collectively. The scramble for scientific primacy gives no clue

about significance. As Robert Marc Friedman (1989:xiii) notes: 'History of science should not be an

arena for awarding points for discovery and innovativeness; at its best it offers insight into the nature

of science, its epistemological claims and its complex interactions with society and culture.'2or But with

weather-modification, a discussion of who did what, when, where and how, shows how science works,

how claims come to be made, and how science connects with the wider society within which scientists

live and work.

From all this it might seem that I arn advocating a'Nhighistory. I am not. But if we take Whig history

to its conclusion, and 'construct interpretations of the past that are distorted by the need to concentrate

solely on those steps that seem to get us closer to our present state of knowledge' (Bowler 1993:22) we

are no longer above American soil.2o2 The common argument is that weather-modification is

unambiguously American. But the notion that it originated in a Schenectady laboratory before taking

to skies above seventy countries (Armstrong 1993:84) can no longerbe sustained. Heroes of discovery

also resided in Western Europe and the Soviet Union. Take their efforts seriously, and the scientific

joumey ofweather-modification from West to East is reversed. Curiously, in the standard Whig histories

of weather-modification, cumulative discoveries (excepting the theories of Wegener, Bergeron and

Findeisen, and occasionally the practice of hail-suppression) are contained within a national border.

Here, writers can properly be accused of Whiggism, since Whigs supported the American War of

lndependence. This chapter challenges these claims. Some Soviet writers would have concurred. ln

1948 Voprosy Filosofii trumpeted that

[t]he slightest inattention to questions of priorities in science, the slightest neglect of
them, must ... be condemned, for it plays into the hands of our enemies, who cover their
ideological aggtession with cosmopolitan talk about the supposed non-existence of

24rAnd as H. Butterheld (1931) says of history generally, 'fh]istory is not the study of origins; rather it is

the analysis of all the mediations by which the past was turned into our present.'

za2Early twentieth century attempts at weather-modification have not rece ived much attention. For isolated

comnents and experiments, see: Anon. ( l92l ), D.W. Hering ( 1922), Anon. ( 1923a and b), Anon. (1924) and Oliver
Lodge(1925). Forasumnaryofattemptstocontroltheweatherinthisperiod,includingthoseusingelectrification
and aviation, see Clark C. Spence (1980:79-138).
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questions of priority in science, i.e. the questions regarding which peoples made what

contribution to the general store of world culture (Quoted in Merton 1972:73).

Discussing Mother Goose with Professor Einstein: Weather-Modification's All-
American Story

[The image of science] that has previously been drawn, even by scientists themselves,

mainly from the study of finished scientific achievements as these are recorded in the

classics and, more recently, in the textbooks from which each new scientific generation

learns to practice its trade. Inevitably, however, the aim of such books is persuasive and

pedagogic; a concept of science drawn from them is no more likely to fit the anterprise

that produced them than an image of national culture drawn from a tourist brochure or
a language text.
Thomas S. Kuhn, The Structttre of Scientific Revolutions.

Small wars continue over the fine print of weather-modification history, but most authors agree on the

general plot. The literature is largely American; and adds a decade-and-a-halfto Halacy's "pivotal year,"

1930. This places the scientific revolution in the state of New York rather than Holland, the Soviet

Union or Nazi Germany. General Electric provided the laboratory, Irving Langmuir the supervision and

Vincent Schaefer the inspiration. This version is enshrined in textbook tradition:243

Weathermodification had its roots in the most American ofpreoccupations: the success

story. Without advanced educational degrees, without even a highschool diploma,

Vincent Schaefer, who worked his way up at G.E. from his start as a machinist, had

discovered a new technology with the potential to change the world forever (Steinberg

1993:209-210).

2o3C. Donald Ahrens (1985:208), Anon. (1948:106-7), Anon. (1953:144), Anon. (1972:4), Bruce Atkinson
(1968: 14l ), Louis J. Battan ( 1962:ix) and (1974:125),BenBova (1969:149), David Bowen 1971:49), Georg Breuer

(1980:29), Horace R. Byers (1974:9),MasonT. CharakandMaryT. Digiulian (1974:755), WillianR. Cottonand
RogerA.Pielke(1992:3), JoeR.Eagleman(1985:7),GeorgeM.Eberhart(1978:55),RobertD.Elliott(1974:45),
BarbaraC. Farhar(1975:2),(1977:10) and (1979: l0), R.G. Fleagle (1963:108),N.H. Fletcher(1962:299),Hemtan
Fohn (1969:220), FiUhugh Green (t977:23), Mark Grossi (1994:4), B.S. Havens, James E. Jiusto and Bemard

Vonnegut (1981:15), Thomas J. Henderson (1987:50), Wilrnot N. Hess (1974:v), E.W. Holroyd, Arlin B. Super

and Bemard Silverman (1978:49), Wallace E. Howell and Lewis O. Grant (1973:551), Oscar Kerrpthorne

(1980:89), Richard A. Kerr (1982:519), Peter H. King (1987:l), Irving P. Krick and Roscoe Fleming (1955:185),

W. HenryLambright(1972:2), E. LinacreandJ. Hobbs (1977:85), Wayne L. Larson(1973:3), EmilieTavelLivezey
(1982: B16), Gary Lockhart (1988:199), Frederick K. Lutgens and Edward J. Tarbuck (1979:114), Fremont J.

Lyden and George A. Shipman (1966:289), Gordon F. MacDonald (1969:45), Thornas F. Malone (1966:26), Ralph

McGehee (1963:137), A. Austin Miller and M. Parry(1975:259), James R. Mitler and Michael J. Fuhs (1987:45),

Robert O'Harrow Jr (1991:Bl), John E. Oliver (1973:46), Franki V. Ransom (1990:5), Pierre Saint Amand
(1980:14), Jeanne Schinto (1977:33), W.R. Derrick Sewell (1969:95), Paul Simons (1993:13), Clark C' Spence

(1980:l), Herbert J. Spiegel and Arnold Gruber (1983:5), Alan Stang (1977:7), Theodore Steinberg (1993:209),

Reginald Cockcroft Sutcliffe ( 1966:169), O.G. Sutton (1962:68), Howard J. Taubenfeld and Rita Falk Taubenfeld
(1976:8), Glenn T. Trewartha and Lyle H. Hom (1980:69), Heinz Wachter (1973:99), John M. Wallace and Peter

V. Hobbs (1977:265), Leo W. Weisbecker ( 1974:66),Joseph S. Weisberg ( 1976:64), H.R Whitaker (1972:70) and

Louise B. Yorrng (1977:3 l) all adhere to this story of American discovery.
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What could be more fitting than this Thomas Edison-style tale of discovery, made in the company which

claimed him as their founder (Anon. 1953:104)?2{

In contrast to textbook fradition,zns historical surveys of weather-modification do recognise some

roughness. Picking the people who most shaped a discipline is not easy: 'the historian must carefully

select, on as objective a basis as possible, those developments that appear to constitute the main thread

ofthe narrative,' writes Byers (1974:3), 'leaving out the majority ofhappenings which, althoughperhaps

significant, have contributed in a minor way to the general march of events.' Nonetheless, this search

for founders is necessary, for processes of legitimation. Picking founders is always a precarious

business, but it 'is particularly risky in writing about science, since a contribution that may today seem

obscure might emerge later as a development of gfeat importance in a heretofore unrecognized aspect

of the science' (Byers 1974:3\. Scientific histories can mislead.

'In the case of textbooks, at least, there are good reasons why, in these matters, they should be

systematically misleading' [emphasis added], (Kuhn 197 0 :137).

From the beginning of the scientific enterprise, a textbook presentation implies,

scientists have striven for the particular objectives that are embodied in today's
paradigms. One by one, in a process often compared to the addition of bricks to a
building, scientists have added another fact, concept, law or theory to the body of
information supplied in the contemporary science text (Kuhn 1970:140).

Byers has room for honesty in his account because he attempted an historical analysis. He writes,

'[s]cientific weather modification had its beginnings in 1946. To most meteorologists the discoveries

came out of a clear sky because they were made by persons new to the field of meteorology' @yers

1974:4). This version was soon amended by Arnett S. Dennis (1980:1): 'Schaefer's cloud seeding

mission was not an isolated event. It was the culmination of half a century of research by brilliant

scientists into the physics ofclouds and precipitation.' His Weather Modification by Cloud Seedingtakes

the classic text book trajectory, as '[t]he conventional stories told about the "heroes of discovery" are

myths created to enhance the view that science is a cumulative process, and to conceal the fact that new

2*Langmuir had a different comparison in mind. He 'began to see in Schaefer the same kind ofpromise
that Sir Humphrey Davy had seen in his umchooled laboratory assistant, yolng Faraday' (Rosenfeld 1966:261).

24-n[T]he deprecation of historical fact is deeply, and probably functionally, ingrained in the ideology of
the scientifc profession, the same profession that places the highest ofall values upon factual details ofother sorts'

(Kuhn 1970:138). For one exanrple of the indebtedness of meteorological theory to history - in this instance 'The
historicalspecificityoftheBergencyclonemodel'-seeFriedman(1989:169-78). H.Butterfield(1931:30-l)wrote
of whig history more generally, that it 'is the result of the practice of abstacting things from their historical context

- estimating them and organising the historical story by a system of direct reference to the present.'
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theories are often accepted only after intense controversy within the scientifi.c community' [emphasis

addedl, @owler 1993:23).

The first controversy which weather-modification texts suppress is not about who made the

breakthrough, but where. To elevate Schaefer to his privileged position, people like August W. Veraart

had to be excised from the records. Veraart's Cloud Research Institute received backing from the

Netherlands government to seed cumuli above Scheveningen before Langmuir employed Schaefer

(1930). Van Everdingen of the Royal Dutch Meteorological Society was unimpressed with Veraart's

resultsfromdryiceseeding; otherssawthemaspartiallysuccessful(Halacyl968:79),or'so-so'(Green

1977:38\.2a6 Was Veraart the true father of cloud seeding? "No," say most scholars, although they have

trouble agreeing on the grounds for exclusion. Uncharitably, Horace R. Byers (1974:5) insists that it'is

probably only a coincidence that [Veraart] used COz ... just as in the more modern science of weather

modification.' B.J. Mason (1975:125) begs to differ. He proposed that Veraart be excised from the

historical record for exaggerating the effects of his experiments.zaT Clark C. Spence (1980:123) also

claimed that Veraart overstated his case, adding that his comprehension of cloud physics was poor. If

Veraart did not understand cloud physics, then cloud physicists did not understand him - no one could

see ftow his experiments worked (Donnan and Donnan 1977:5). For A.M. Borovikov (1963:281) it was

Veraart's absence of theory which invalidated his method.zas kving P. Krick and Roscoe Fleming

(1955:188) regarded Veraart's failure as financial rather than theoretical; Veraart ran out of money

before he could prove anything decisively. This led to R.G. Fleagle's (1969:7) assessment that Veraart

was simply overlooked. O.G. Sutton (1962:68) concedes that 'Veraart's work came too early for its

potentialities to be appreciated.' Perhaps this was Veraart's real problem: he was ahead of his time.

Exploring his exaggerated claims seems to confirm this. Veraart's predictions that future scientists

rn6Schaefer ( I 951:229) would later argue that Louis Gathmann fust 'proposed the use of dry ice to provide

clouds and rain' in I 891 .

'otAs Halacy (1968:79) puts it: '[Veraart was] the first cloud seeder who really made it rain. [But t]he

Dutchman.,. seems to have made such sweeping claims thathe was relegated to the corrpany of those who muttered

voodoo incantations and imitatively flung buckets of water skyward.' Mason (1975:125) continued, 'Veraart ...

dropped dry ice, among other things, into supercooled clouds and must have produced nuclei, but he was not aware

of this,' even though 'he had some vague ideas about changing the thermal structure of cloud air, modifying
temperature inversions, and creating electrical effects' @yers 1974:6).

2asThisargumentisspecious. Manyserendipitousdiscoverieshavebeenmadewithoutsupportingtheories;
what Francis Bacon refened to as "empirical" inventions. Brownian motion is a good example. Richard C.

Lewontin ( 1992:4) says that 'it is remarkable how much important practical science has been quite independent of
theory.' Still, Borovikov's logic struck a chord with other writers (Sutton 1962:68, and Donnan and Donnan

1977'3). For other ins{snsss of seredipity in science see: Alexander Kohn (1989), Royston M. Roberts (1989),

Aharon Kantorovich (1993) and Michael Friedlander (1995).
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would try to suppress hail and lightning, disperse fog and augment snowpack have all been proven

(Arenberg, Bemis Jr, Cushman, Neisser, Thomas and Vetterlein 1954:8).

Western European experiments were not the only ones overlooked. Students of weather-modification

have also been reluctant to peer over the "Iron Curtain." The Soviet Union only begins to rate a mention

in the 1960s, for its scientists' work on hail-supression (Battan i 965). In this view everything began with

B.K. Sulakvelidze of the High Mountain Geophysical Institute of the Hydrometeorological Service.

Prior to his release of results from the 1964-65 Caucazus Anti-Hail Expedition, nothing had happened

(Byers 1974:31). But look beyond the Cold War complexities which confused judgement at the time,

and we see that the Soviet Union hadbeenconducting experiments for a considerable amount of time.

Rainmaking research began at the Central Geophysical Observatory in Leningrad in 1919, and the

question of rainmaking had been posed at the Moscow Research Institute of Land Reclamation in 1921.

Rainmaking experiments were begun that year by V.I. Vitkevich at the Hydrometeorological Service

(Borovikov 1963:280). From the early 1930s weather-modification work proceeded under V.N'

Obelinskiy at the Institute of Artificial Rain in Moscow (Federov 1974), and later at the Leningrad

Institute of Experimental Meteorology - where

[t]hey seeded a supercooled cloud with crushed ice in order to stimulate crystallization
ofdrops. They also employedhygroscopic substances and electrically chargedparticles,

exposed a cloud to ionized radiation, and in 1937-9 reported the first successful

instances of cloud modification under freld conditions (Fedorov 1974:390).74e

If weather modification was anyone's invention it was surely theirs. Though politically distasteful

implications of this get lost in the American revisionist histories of meteorology.2to The oversight may

not be entirely malicious.2s' Before 1970 this knowledge was not widely disseminated. Significant

2aePrivate correspondance withDrB.P. Koloskov(1995) oftheCenhalAerological Observatory,Moscow,

reveals the following pre-Schaefer papers of irrportance: l) O6onencxufi B.H. Ycrosnr ycroftrmocru o6raxos

r.r ryMaHoB H ycnoBnr BbrnaAeHr{r r{3HtD( oca.[Koa. - MereopoJl. BecrHuK, 1931, No. 24, c 17'28. 2) Kauener

C.H. foa pa6oru HHcHryra ucKyccrBeHHro Aox.n. - Becrnux E|MC, 1933, No. 8, c. 14- l 8. 3) O6oleHcufi B.H.

flpo6neun 3KcnepnMenra-nrHofi Mereoponornn. - Becu*n<rc E|MC, 1934, No. 1, c. l3-17. 4) Knptoxun E. B.

3rcnepnrenralbHuur MerepoJronrr. - florua, 1940, No. 10, c. 7. 5) Earnnenny 8.B., Knprcxrur 8.B., Toxuayea

C.M., O6o.nencxuE B.H. I'opnue 3xcnernqlrs JIll3M 1934-1936 r.r. r pafiou r. farpu. - Tpyror Hny I-yT'IvfC,

1941, Cep. l, surn. l, c. 5-75. The fust paper discusses cloud physics, the second summarises a year's work at the

Institute of Artificial Rain, the third and fourth papers discuss issues relating to experimental meteorology and the

fifth paper details an expedition to the Gagra Mountains.

250We should, of course, caution against any tendency to see the Russians as sirrply innocent and mute

victims. They were responsible for similar acts of revisionism and exclusion.

zsr"Entirely" is the appropriate word to use here as American scientists often played roulette with the

Russians to secure state funding. The tbreat of successfirl Soviet weather-modification was periodically raised as

a stimulus for domestic research.
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amounts of scientific information were cloaked under the veil of state secrecy. ln many cases

descriptions of Soviet work only entered the West via the Israel Program for Scientific Translations.

Even one Soviet source - 'a faithful translation ofthe SovietNational Encyclopedia' (Prokhorov 1973:v,

475) - argues that their weather-modification operations did not begin until the 1950s.

Literature

Charles Fort (197 4:l 90) once wrote that '[t]he size of some hailstones has worried many meteorologists -

but not text-book meteorologists. I know of no more serene occupation than that of writing text-books -

though writing for the War Cry, of the Salvation Army, may be equally unadventurous.' For the moment

we too will be unadventurous, filtering out controversy and following 'the drowsy tranquility of a

textbook' (Fort 1974:190), to discuss the theoretical claims underpinningthe modem science ofweather-

modification.2s2

Modern rainmaking is distinguished from traditional practice by its insistence that plausible non-

theological precipitation mechanisms exist, and that these physical mechanisms can be demonstrated,

modelled or replicated scientifically. Rainmaking experiments assume that (Mason 1975197-8,I24):

i) ice crystals need to be present in supercooled clouds if they are to precipitate snow or rain; or large

droplets ofwater are needed to start the collision-coalescence process creating "warm rains" in layer

clouds wholly composed of liquids

it when these precipitation embryos are naturally lacking clouds fail to precipitate, or do so

ineffrcientlfs3

iii) this inefficiency can be eliminated by seeding clouds with artificial nuclei (such as silver iodide in

cold clouds, or indeed any other glaciogenic material whose crystal structure resembles ice

particles) to create ice crystals. 'Water vapour molecules will readily be deposited on the siver-

iodide particles, coat them with ice and keep growing as if the entire particle were an ice particle'

(Jensen 1995:21). In the case of warm clouds, ineffrciency can be eliminated by introducing large

hygroscopic nuclei such as salt (NaCl particles act as raindrop embryos, allowing particles to grow

252Fort did not admire late nineteenth century meteorological opinion. He wrote: 'Mr. Symons [of
Symons's Monthly Meteorological Magazine fame] was a man who probably did more for the science of
meteorology than did any other man of this time: therefore he probably did more to hold back the science of
meteorology than did any other man of his time' (1974:192).

253As Langmuir said before the National Academy of Sciences n 1947 : 'if there are any snow crystals in
the cloud , they will be growing and falling. ln the winter-time, if you see any status clouds from which no snow

is falling, even though the temperahues in the clouds is well 6slsvs frsszing, there just simply are no crystals there

in any reasonable number' (Byers 1974:10). 'Precipitation efficiency (PE) is defined as the fraction of average

moisture which falls as precipitation over an average day. PE is computed from average rainfall amounts and

average precipitable water values, where PE values are expressed in percentages. For the globe as a whole, roughly

l2%io of the moisture overhead falls as rain' (Tahoub and Kafawin 1995:41). See also R. Wexler (1960).
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by condensation),2sa or water droplets to form warm rain or water droplets (Mason 1975:124),

'which readily form cloud drops bigger than 20prm radius. They will immediately begin to collid_e

and collect smaller cloud drops, thus leading to the formation of warm rain' (Jensen 1995:21).255

The notion that ice crystals need to be present in supercooled clouds if they are to precipitate snow or

rain is referred to as the Wegener-Bergeronttu process (Mason I 975 :89), the Bergeron-Findeisen proce ss

or the Wegener-Bergeron-Findeisen process (Schaefer 1981 :76).?57 This notion arose from observations

that water droplets often existed within clouds at temperatures significantly below freezing point @yers

I974:4).InThermodynamikderAtmosphtire(l9l l), A. Wegenel5t noted liquid droplets attemperatures

as low as -20 and -30"C.2tt 'ln the years before 1940 very little was known about the microphysics of

nucleation of ice crystals in clouds, but it was obvious that something (lack of suitable nuclei?) was

holding back the process' (Byers 1974:7). Decent rains seemed to descend once the upper regions of

clouds had glaciated. Wegener was the first to suggest that tiny atmospheric particles (sublimation

nuclei) initiated the formation of ice crystals. This occurred when the temperature fell below 0"C and

humidity levels saturated the air.

Tor Bergeron (1935) was a member of Vilhelm Bjerknes' Bergen school of meteorologists. Bergeron

expanded Wegener's ideas, and these were modified in turn by Walter Findeisen. Bergeron identified

25aFor details of experiments involving salt seeding see: E.M. Fournier d'Albe, A.M.A. Lateef, S.I- Rassool

and I.H. Zaidi (1955), and K.R. Biswas and A.S. Dennis (1972). Signifrcantly, historians of weather-modification

tend to condemn pre-schaefer practices yet praise them when they emerge in the modern era. For instance, Spence

( I 980: 120) regards attempts to seed clouds with salt in the 1920s as flawed in theory, let alone practice' lndeed,

any notion of seeding with hygroscopic nuclei is laughed off, while seeding with dust is whimsically referred to as

'powdering the face of the sky.'

2t5'A typical l-mm raindrop is the result of lOs - l0o droplet captues. The development of rain in warm

clouds requires the nahual appearance of about ... 1000 [droplets] per cubic meter, with a radius of at least 20ttg
which is a size large enough to grow by collisions and coalescence' (Rogers and Yau 1989:241).

256'[T]hough the production ofprecipitation is also inlluenced by cloud geometry, liquid water content and

droplet spectnun' (Fletcher 1966:294).

?s?This process 'is sometimes called the cold cloud process but it cannot occur in very cold clouds

consisting entirely of ice crystals' (Dennis 1980:55).

:sNowadays, Wegener is more famous for his theories about continental drift. These theories were

savagely denounced by geologists at the time because Wegener was a meteorologist. R.T. Chamberlin ( 1926) asked

at a symposium on plate tectonics: 'Can we call Geology a science when there exists such difference of opinion as

to make it possible for such a theory as this to run wild? .... We must either modify radically most of the present

rules of the geological game or else pass the hypothesis by. If we are to believe Wegener's hlpothesis we must

forget everything which has been learned in the last 70 years and start all over again' (Quoted in Milsted 1995:164).

25nDennis ( 1980:55) amends this by noting that '[c]loud droplets often remain supercooled at terryeratures

down to almost -40 'C due to the scarcity of natural flss2ing nuclei. ' Natural freezing nuclei emanate from hurnan

and physical processes: smoke stack emissions, forest fres, dust, pollen and chemical reactions within clouds

(Dennis 1980:21),
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one way in which rain falls naturally. Generally, water droplets are too small to fall from clouds' Most

have diameters of around 20 microns, but water droplets need to be several hundred microns wide if they

are to be heavy enough to fall as rain. As more water condenses on them, the drops grow; but this

process is slow. When ice crystals form in clouds they undergo rapid growth, seizing moisture which

wouldaccumulateontheliquidwaterdroplets(Halacy1968:80). WhatFindeisen(1938)'foresaw[was]

the possibility of initiating the mechanism by inhoducing suitable nuclei' (Byers 1974:9). He wrote:

[i]t can be boldly stated that, at comparatively slight expense, it will, in time, be possible

to bring about rain artificially, obviate the danger of icing, and prevent the formation of
hailstorms. As a result of the accompanying energy transformations, it should also be

possible to influence, within limits, other weather phenomena (e.g., temperature, wind)

which can probably never be appreciably changed by direct technical means (Quoted

in Halacy 1968:80).

According to Fletcher ( 1966:299) '[t]his suggestion was not taken up practically until Vonnegut(1947)

discovered the great efficiency of silver iodide (AgI) as an ice-crystal nucleus.'260 In private

communication withByers (1974: l3), Vonnegut's 'finding that a smoke of silver iodide is indeed a good

nucleus effective at temperatures only a few degrees below freezing was made on November l4th, the

dayafterVince'shistoricflight.'26rHowever,FindeisenwasrumouredtohaveseededcloudsoverNazi-

occupied Czechoslovakia in 1942. T\eseeding agent was sand (the quartz crystals were chosen for their

hexagonal, ice-like form). But sand proved to be an ineffective ice nucleant. Schaefer (1946)

"discovered" a more effective method.262 Ice crystals could be produced in clouds of supercooled water

droplets by adding dry ice (COz).

The introduction of dry ice (-78'C) into clouds facilitates ice crystal formation by lowering the

temperature to that required for homogenous nucleation on available nuclei, or by allowing theprocess

zffiThis despite, as brother Kurt (1976:120) wrote, 'having a horrendously messy laboratory' There was a

safety officer in the laboratory who called on him regularly, begging him to clean up the death haps all around the

room. One day my brother said to hing "If you think this is a mess, you should see what it's like up here." And my

brother pointed to his own head. I loved him for that. We love each other very much, even though I am a humanist

and he is a physicist.'

26rThe revision of the original Early History of Cloud Seeding sponsored by General Electric resulted in
Vonnegut relinquishing this claim. Bloch now was attributed with the brealtbrough in 1936 (Havens, Jiusto and

Vonnegut l98l:23).

262The year before, British scientist Bohdan Cwilong 'discovered how to cause the spontaneous forrnation

of ice crystals in humid air .... by chilling wet air to minus 3 5 degrees Centigrade at which point ice crystals suddenly

formed. [I]f one simply cooled the air suffrciently the crystals were bound to forr\ nuclei or not. Here was a

laboratory demonstration to bear out the claims of Veraart some fifteen years earlier, but apparently no one put these

separate occurrences together to come up with a workable rainmaking scheme. That would come shortly as a result

of independent research in America' (Halacy I 968:8 I ).
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to occur without any nuclei. In contrast, silver iodide provides a more efficient nucleus around which

raindrops can form. Dry ice has the benefit of producing ice crystals below freezing point, but it has to

be introduced directly into the clouds which are to be modified, and once released it sublimates.263 Silver

iodide crystals can be released from ground gsnerators, as they are light enough to move with the air's

motions. This means that they remain in the atmosphere for a long time, and are available to modifu

suitable clouds (unless sunlight has affected their potency) (Battan 7962:96)-2&

In the 1930s and 1940s it was generally believed that the ice-crystal process caused nearly all rain which

reached the ground. Henry G. Houghton (1938) demonstrated that precipitation took place irrespective

of the ice phase. 'Growth to rain-drop size was considered possible by collision of a few drops large

enough to have an appreciable fall velocity with respect to the numerous small cloud droplets,' wrote

Byers Q97 :\. Houghton 'noted that these larger drops could be formed by condensation on "giant"

hygroscopic nuclei which are present in the atmosphere in relatively small but nonetheless significant

numbers'(Byers 1974:9). G.C.Simpson(1941)alsodeniedthattheice-crystalprocesswastheonlyway

in which rain was made. During the Second World War, aircraft flew over clouds in the tropics whose

temperatures were well above freezing-point. These warm clouds still produced rain. The realisation

that convective clouds precipitate without ice crystals led to the coalescence theory of rainfall @attan

1962:64),265 in which large droplets of water are needed to start the collision-coalescence process which

creates "warm rains" (Houghton 1938).266 
2ut

tu'Ondryiceseeding,see: VincentJ.Schaefer(1946),kvingLangmuir(1947),E.B.KrausandP.Squires
(1947), E.G. Bowen (1952), L.G. Davis and C.L. Hosler (1967) and E.W. Holroyd III, A.B. Super and B.A.

Silverman (1978).

2eThe literature also makes a distinction between static and dynamic seeding. 'Dynamic seeding is a kind

of overseeding, whereby a hundred times more seeding material is used than during ordinary operations. Its main

objective is not the production of precipitation, but the inducement of cloud gtowth: this is achieved by the

liberation of large amounts of latent heat energy when supercooled droplets change to ice crystals. The dynamic

development of the cloud is thus increased and the cloud rray grow to heights where it is sufficiently cold for ice

crystals to form naturally' (Breuer 1980:63).

265Battan (1962:70) continued by saying 'it has been definitely established that in tropical cumuli, rain is

produced by the coalescence process' litalics in original]. Fletcher ( 1966:308) wrote that 'tecbniques '.. aPplylng

to warm clouds are the least deve loped and it is not yet clear whether in fact they are sufficiently efficient to justify

any large-scale experiments. Indeed, relying as they must upon coalescence for drop growth it seerns that there rnay

be only a small range of cloud microstructure for which any useful result may be achieved.'

26'Instead of changing the entire cloud droplet spectrum to speed the coalescence process, one sinply
bypasses the initial phases by innoducing particles big enough to function as raindrop embryos right away (BraharrU

Battan and Byers 1957)' (Dennis 1980:69).

2ut'Another method of modiffing the cloud droplet spectum which has attracted some interest involves

electrical effects. [S]mall droplets do not make collisions but move around each other with very small separations

benveen their surfaces. Under these circumstances strong electric fields or charges on the droplets rray sufficiently
disturb the surfaces or the motion to cause collision and coalescence. Thus the presence of such fields or ofopposite
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Other Forms of Weather-Modification: Fog Dispersion, Hail Reduction and
Lightning Suppression

While most efforts focussed on changing rainfall pattems, other meteorological phenomena also atffacted

scientists' attention.

Fogs are particularly hazardous around airports. Techniques to dissipate them resemble the methods

used in rainmaking. Large particles or ice nuclei are introduced into the atmosphere to flush out cloud

droplets, thus clearing the area for a time. Silver iodide and dry ice have been used to clear supercooled

fogs, but warm fogs have proven more diffrcult to remove. Following H.G. Houghton and W.H. Radford

(1938)scientistshaveusedsaltandspraystolittleeffect.'[T]herearenooperationalsystemsemploying

this approach. Ice fog, a winter phenomenon in some northern localities, also remains an unsolved

problem' (Rogers and Yau 1989:243). Since the English Fog Improvement Dispersal System (FDO)

of World War Two, warm fogs have been evaporated by warming the ambient air (Dennis 1980:169),

though this practice is seldom economically viable.268

Techniques ofhail-suppression rest on two hypotheses: the cloud glaciation concept, and the competing

embryo concept. Hailstone formation largely depends upon supercooled water droplets in clouds which

have sufficient updrafts to sustain hailstone growth. Glaciogenic seeding could freeze all supercooled

water droplets at a certain temperature, thus ending the accretional process by which hailstones grow

(Dennis 1980:75).

According to the concept of competing embryos, the quantity of hail which falls from a storm is fixed.

The volume of hail is 'determined perhaps by the vapor flux through the base of the convective cloud,

the updraft speeds, the temperature at whichnatural glaciation occurs, and the fraction ofthe cloud water

which can be collected by growing hail embryos before natural glaciation occurs' (Dennis 1980:75-6).

The addition of further hail embryos into the hail formation zone will therefore reduce the size of

electrical charges on colliding droplets may greatly enhance the collision rate within the cloud, $silding larger

droplets and perhaps causi'g instability to develop' (Fletcher 1966:298).

!68See Bernard A. Silverrran and Alan I. Weinstein (1974:355-83).
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hailstones (Dennis 1980:76).26' Smaller hailstones will do less damage when they fall to earth, or they

will evaporate before reaching it.270

The first American attempts to suppress lightning were made by Vincent Schaefer and H'T. Gisborne

in 1949. Codenamed Project Skyfire, this U.S. Forest Service experiments continued into the 1960s.

Skyfire was designed to test the theory that glaciogenic seeding in clouds reduced lightring strikes on

the ground by interfering with the mechanisms which charge thunderclouds.tt' Randomized trials from

1960-1and1965-Tfailedtoproduceconclusiveresults(Dennis1980:219). Theworthofchaffseeding

has been equally unclear. In theory fine pieces ofmetal foil should create corona discharge, 'thereby

ionizing the air and increasing its conductivity sufficiently to discharge clouds without lightning flashes'

(Dennis 1980:220). Applied operations declined after Project Skyfue. The more recent Thunderstorm

Research lnternational Programme (TRIP) devoted itself to modelling rather than modifuing

thunderstorms.2T2

Laboratory, Military, Mainstream Meteorology and Society

As noted earlier, Byers (1974:4)believed that scienfific weather-modification descended from "a clear

s$" in 1946. Dennis (1980:1) disagreed. Forhim 'schaefer's cloud seeding mission was not an isolated

event,' but 'the culmination of half a century of research by brilliant scientists into the physics of clouds

and precipitation.' Had Dennis been correct then Schaefer would merely have been working within an

established meteorological paradigm, adding to its stock of knowledge. In fact, Schaefer was largely

ignorant of meteorological doctrine. His breakthrough was serendipitous, and his subsequent work

?6e'Soviet scientists assume that this is the region in the upper part of the cloud where maxirna in radar

reflectiviry are occasionally observed. They seed the region withAgl-charged artillery shells and report spectacular

success in eliminating hail' (Rogers and Yau 1989:2434).

2?0See G.K. Sulakvelidze, B.L Kiziriya and V.V. Tsykunov (1974:410-31).

27rIt is thought 'that the extra ice crystals produced by the seedrng will serve as additional points for small

electrical discharges ... which will increase the leakage curent between the two main charge centers in the

thunderstorm' (Wallace and Hobbs 1977:272).

273See George Dawson, Donald M. Fuquay and Heinz W. Kasemir (1974:596-629). For inforrnation on

hurricane-modification see R. Cecil Gentry (197 4:497 -521).
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threatened to overthrow existing beliefs.2t3 The harmonious marriage of European theory with American

technology was a match made in the science texts.27a

Schaefer's scientific breakthrough - the discovery of a suitable cloud-seeding agent - resulted from

research done under military contract.275 General Elecric employees had worked for the U.S. Chemical

Warfare Service on smoke particles and gas mask filtration, for the Secretary of War on precipitation

static,276 and for the Army Air Force on aircraft icing, leading to Schaefer's interest in cloud composition

and particle growth (Havens, Jiusto and Vonnegut l98l:20-1). This generated what Irving Langmuir

called 'some beautiful experiments' (Quoted in Havens, Jiusto and Vonnegut l98l:20).

Schaefer hypothesised that snow crystals within supercooled clouds grow rapidly, and then fall out.

Snow does not fall from supercooled stratus clouds in wintertime because appropriate snow nuclei are

absent. Laboratory experiments were undertaken to determine which atmospheric conditions and

properties changed water to ice. He decided to use a domestic freezer to study the behaviour of droplets

on cold surfaces. Having lined his freezer with black velvet and inhoduced a light source, Schaefer

dusted a variety of substances that might assist ice crystals to form. On 13 July 1946 he made his

breakthrough. After inadvertently leaving the freezer door open, Schaefer placed a large piece of dry

ice in it to lower the temperature. The air immediately filled w'ith ice crystals.2?7

Exactly four months later Schaefer's experiment moved out of the laboratory and took to the skies.

Richard A. Kerr (1982:519) calls these field tests 'the most audacious scaling up of a laboratory

tttThis does not mean that Byers is completely correct. The breakthrough year is still 1946, because

Langmuir and Schaefer 'did something about it . That is what set them apart from the rest of us and brought them
fame' [italics in original], (Byers 1974 ll). This claim is made despite his own admission that Peppler tested

Findeisen's theories, Chaffee of Harvard seeded clouds with charged sand particles in the mid 1920s, and Henry
G. Houghton of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology successfully employed methods to disperse fog in the

1930s.

27oSee Kuhn (197A)3643) for comments on the invisibility of scientific revolutions.

2t5Compared with Steinberg's (1993:210) assessment that it was an autonomous discovery which soon

accrued military interest. For Langmuir's dealings with the military, see Albert Rosenfeld (1966:260-79).

276The loss ofradio contact as planes passed through snowstorrns caused serious concern, not leastbecause
it was anticipated that a Japanese attack would come from the north, througb the Aleutians and across Alaska
(Havens, Jiusto and Vonnegut 1981:20).

277'Schaefer quickly realized that the extremely low temperature near the surface of the dry ice pellet (-

78'C) had caused the droplets along its path to freeze. We cannot say whether or not he also realized at that
momentthatthetemendous temporary supersaturationproducedbythe cooling had activatedmany aerosolparticles
as condensation nuclei, and that the droplets around them had also frozen. [n any case, Schaefer was quick to see

that he had accidentally discovered a way to glaciate supercooled clouds' (Dennis 1980:2).
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experiment ever attempted.' Schaefer seeded a cloud with 3 pounds of dry ice, after which snow began

falling fiom its base.

A few handfuls of dry ice dropped from an airplane into the appropriate clouds quickly

caused the infected parts of the cloud to disappear while snow crystals slowly drifted

towards the ground. These experiments were the foundation upon which cloud

physicists have built what is sometimes called "the scientific basis of weather

modification" (Battan 1 962:9 1).

Subsequent flights caught the eye of the army, navy and air force, leading to a joint programme on

weather-modification: Project Cimrs (Havens, Jiusto and Vonnegut 1981:25).

Like the theoreticai work which gave rise to it, Project Cimrs was a result of World War Two. War

conditions created 'the large-scale government-sponsored research programme aimed at a specific result'

(Nebeker 1989:2 I 0). Moreover, it took place in a period in which 'most basic research as well as applied

science was funded through the Department of Defense' (Aronowitz 1996:180).27t The military's

experimental meteorology budget exceeded the Weather Bureau's more than fivefold (Schwartz

1969:47). Though theWeather Bureauwere hostile to weather-modification experiments they couldnot

prevent them - they were simply no match for uniformed opposition. Intemal Weather Bureau

correspondence in the 1920s noted how 'talking to a meteorologist about rain-making is about on par

with discussing Mother Goose with Professor Einstein. It is not ordinarily done' (Spence 1980:5)' That

mindset had prevailed since the late nineteenth centur5r.2tn

The General Electric experiments elevated cloud physics to new heights. A significant meteorological

shift was also promised, from a fundamentally descriptive discipline to an experimental one (Arenberg,

Bemis Jr, Cushman, Neisser, Thomas and Vetterlein 1954:7). ln the decade following Schaefer's

breakthrougho 'support of cloud physics research jumped by ... a factor of trvo or three orders of

magnitude, and total numbers of workers in the field ... increased by a factor of something like two

orders of magnitude' (McDonald quoted in Havens, Jiusto and Vonnegut 1981:72). Thomas F. Malone

z7s'Scientific and technological development, once seated in the economy, has increasingly become part

of the military order, which is now the largest single supporter and director of scientific research in fact, as large,

dollar-wise, as all orher American research put together. Since World War II, the general direction ofpure scientific

research has been set by military considorations, its major finances are from military funds, and very few of those

engaged in basic scientific research are not working under military direction' (Mills 1957:216).

2?eBova (1969:150) refers to the Weather Bureau as 'the biggest skeptics in the whole history of weather

modification.'
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(1966:l) noted how 'precipitation physics became vitally important.'28o Looking back, Schaefer

(l 963:523) would write:

ln the sixteen years which have passed since the writer dropped six pounds of dry ice

into a supercooled altocumulus cloud over Greylock Mountain in Massachusetts, the

field of experimental meteorology has developed into a major scientific activity

engaging atmospheric scientists throughout the world.

While World War Two served the interests of the weather-modifiers, it also provided the meteorological

establishment with support. The war assisted meteorology technologically and professionally. New

inventions such as radar, jet aircraft, rocketry and computers had important meteorological applications

(Khrgian 1970:347 and Bowler 1993:397), which the expanding meteorological institutions put to use.

The British Meteorological Office grew in size tenfold, while 2 000 new meteorologists were trained

each year across the Atlantic. American academic meteorology departments doubled within a decade

of the war's end, while an additional 82 departments began teaching undergraduate courses. These

developments led Nebeker (1989:l9l) to conclude that 'World War Two quite suddenly made

meteorology a prominent science'.28r

Most participants in this "prominent science" were not enthusiastic about prospects for atmospheric

alteration. The few who praised the new weather-changing technology left the enclaves of Caltech and

Harvard,andproceededtomilkcloudsandclientsalike. A1958 ScienceNewsletterstxveyrevealedthat

less than half the meteorologists sampled believed that rain would be increased, lightring prevented and

hail suppressed in the ensuing decade (Bova 1969:147). Only one third thought that macro-

meteorological processes would be mastered by the dawn of the new millennium. Bova had previously

pilloried this conservatism in his science fiction saga The Weathermakers (1966:68-9):

"The idea of weather control gives me the chills," Uncle Lowell said. "No offense to

present company, butl don't like to think ofsomebrightyoung engineers tinkeringwith
my weather. Too much could go wrong."
"That's the kind of spirit that kept Columbus in port twenty years," Ted flashed. uTalk

like that nearly kept this country off the moon ...."

28oSchaefer, Langmuir and Vonnegut 'rejuvinated cloud physics. It is fair to say that much of tbe interest

in the physics of clouds over the past few decades has been motivated, directly or indirectly, by the hope that

improved understanding would lead to methods for predictable and reliable weather modification through cloud

seeding' (Rogers and Yau 1989:240).

28rThecloseassociationbefweenthemilitaryandmeteorologyhascontinued. AsCharlesC.BatesandJohn
F. Fuller (1986:xv) wrote: 'since 1940 twenty-five of the successive thirty-four presidents of the American

Meteorological Society have served in the military sometime during their professional careers"
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"But that's a lot different from trying to conhol the weather altogether," Uncle Lowell
protested. "You can't have scientists running around the country doing anything that

pops into their heads .... That could be dangerous."

"Be a lotmore dangerous," Ted countered, "Ifyou didn't have people trying to do what

they think's possible."

However, meteorologists still held sanguine hopes, anticipating improved techniques of numerical

weather prediction. Orville epitomised their zeal in a 1954 popular magazine article:

I think it entirely probable that in ten years your weather forecast will read something

like this: "Freezing rain, starting at 10:46 A.M., ending at 2:32 P.M.' or, "Heavy

snowfall, seven inches, starting at l:43 A.M., continuing throughout day until 7:37

P.M.' And the weather will adhere to that time schedule. Jokes about the weatherman's

predictions will be obsolete, because his forecasts, based on an elaborate electronic

system of reporting and analyzing data will admit of no error (Halacy 1968:30).

Magazines andnewspapers were excited aboutthe prospectofpredicting weatherpatterns with accuracy,

but the potential to do something about them was even more exhilarating. For H.R. Whitaker (1972:71\

this was 'a moment of [media] hyperbole not seen or heard since the birth of wireless communication.'

Byers (1974:22) offered a similar assessment: 'Public interest in the following weeks and months

rivalled that engendered by the announcement of the discovery of nuclear fission 15 months earlier'

(Byers 1974:22).282 Excitement was tangible. Humanity seemed about to enter a new era. 'There was

an idea that human society would free itself from the weather's turmoil and become its master instead

of its victim,' James Gleick (1991:18) recalled, '[g]eodesic domes would cover cornfields. Airplanes

would seed the clouds. Scientists would learn how to make rain and how to stop it.' 'Now that General

Electric scientists have learned how to make it rain or snow, what are we going to do about it?' asked

Fortune (Anon. 1948:1) magazine.

If scientists were making or stopping rain using only dry ice and aircraft, how hard could it be to copy

them? 'What Schaefer had done looked so simple, it seemed anyone could do it,' Steinberg (1993:210)

remarked. 'Weather modification had stunning cultural resonance. It was a technology that everyone

could support.' With unceremonius celerity, people from parched areas took to the skies to emulate

Schaefer's simple experiment. This renewed enthusiasm easily equalled that for the Corn Belt Rain

Kings of Rusk's era. Dry ice was dropped above most states in the union, and great successes made

headlinenewsinthemedia. Timemagazine's I September(Anon. 1947:11)issuearurouncedthat'[w]ith

the help of science, the dream has at last become a reality':

2ttDennis (1980:1) argued that '[i]n the long run 13 November 1946 may prove almost as fateful a day as

16 July 1945, when the first nuclear explosion was set off in New Mexico.'
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,tlA Chicago Tribune airplane brought a 40-minute rain to suburban St. Charles, Ill., by

"seeding" a 20,000-ft. Cumulus cloud with 150 lbs. of dry ice.

t[n Fort Worth, the Ed Ritchey Flying Service, supplied by the Parker-Browne Co., a

big dry-ice producer, took up rain making as a business, brought one shower in its first

two tries.

1[n Kansas City, big, hard-driving Kenneth Spencer ... tumed to rain making as a

possible stimulant for his dry-ice sales. Spencer hired a crop-service plane, succeeded

in bringing showers to Mission, Kans., Excelsior Springs, Mo. This week five farmers

from Burlington, Iowa hired the same plane to make rain over their arid 1,500 acres; it
made rain all right - over a golf course, leaving their farms still dry [punctuation in

originall.

Silver iodide seeding was hardly more complex. No doubt the simplicity of this technology convinced

people of its viability. '[]n an age in which everything seems to require the use of a cyclotron and a

Congressional appropriation' (Blish 1969:54) a small aircraft and some silver iodide did seem

comfortingly rudimentary.

The long boom of economic prosperity in postwar America also contributed to the climate of scientific

and technological optimism which made Promethean weather-modiffing efforts seem possible.z83 'The

mood of technical people in World War Two can be expressed in slogans such as "Can do!" and "The

difficult we do right away; the impossible takes a little longer!"' (K. Vonnegut Jr. 1976:127).284 As

time progressed ever-more remarkable things appeared ever-more possible. After all, reasoned Glenn

W. Brier (1955:318) '[m]an is gradually learning to control such things as the atom and cancer, and there

is no good reason to think that weather is beyond his reach.'285

2s3'In the 1950s life in the United Siates was about as good as it gets. World War II had not only ended

the depression and de cked America with honour, but had laid the groundwork for an economic boom almost beyond

conceivable proportions.' (Bryson 1995:399) 'With just 6 per cent of the earth's population and 7 per cent of its

land area, the United States by the mid-1950s was producing and consuming 40 per cent of total global ouput -

nearly as much as the rest of the world put together. In short, life in postwar America was bounteous, secure and

infinitely promising. The economy was running at full tbrottle, jobs and wages were plentiful, and stores bulged

with consumer goods of a richness and diversity that other nations could sirnply gape at' (Bryson 1995 :400).

z84The quotation continued, 'I used to mock my fraternity brothers at Cornell who were wasting their

energies on insubstantial subjects such as sociology and government and history. And literature. I told them that

all power in the future would rest in the hands of chemists and physicists and engineers. The fraternity brothers lnew
more about the future and about the uses of power than I did. They are rich and they are powerfi'rl now. They all

became lawyers' (K. Vonnegut Ir.1976:12l-2). Like his brother Bernard, Kurt Vonnegut was also employed by

General Electric, but in their public relations department. The inspiration for Cat's Cradle came from Irving

Langmuir, who thought up the story of a lpe of ice which is stable at room terperature to entertain H.G. Wells on

hislaboratoryvisit. Similarly,G.E'scomputer-operatedmillingmachineandthepredictionsofitsdesipersinspired
Player Piano (K. Vonnegut Jr. 197 6:124-5, 289).

2ssKurr Vonnegut Jr. (L916:l2l)captured this mood when he said: 'I used to believe that scientists would

corner God and photogaph him in Technicolor by 1951.'
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Having detailed the practices of weather-modifiers and the main bases of their support (the military and

the general public) we now devote the remainder of the chapter to people that offered resistance: the

meteorological community. This will be a prelude to themes explored in fuller detail in Chapter 5'

'Langmuir the Indomitable' Versus 6One of the Greatest Meteorologists of Our
Timet286

When we approach the places where facts and machines are made, we get into the midst

of confioversies. The closer we are, the more controversial they become. When we go

from "daily life" to scientific activity, from the man in the street to the men in the

laboratory, from politics to expert opinion, we do not go from noise to quiet, from
passion to reason, from heat to cold. We go from confioversies to fiercer controversies.

Bruno Latour. Science in Action.

Thus far, we have seen debates concerning weather-modification as conflicts about great men, geography

and history - who did what, where and when?2*t We now must examine weather-modification debates

as conflicts in epistemology and methodology - how does it work, how vrill it be achieved, and by

whom? Theory was all very well, but would it work out in practice? When Schaefer serendipitously

discovered that dry ice was an appropriate seeding mechanism in his legendary ice-box episode, all was

fine and dandy. But a two hundred dollar home freezer is no surrogate for the air above us. Bowen

(1955:291) writes that the 'net result[s have] ... produce[d] more controversy than they have rainfall,

despite the fact that in the laboratory, silver iodide is unquestionably a highly efficient freezing nucleus'

(Bowen 1955:291). Shaw (1930:341) had already warned of the

tendency to take advantage of a principle dating back to Aristotle, that what is proved

to be possible (in the laboratory or elsewhere) should be accepted as a law for the

atmosphere in conditions that appear to be more or less similar. The history of
meteorology furnishes us with many examples. Hutton's theory of rain is one, and the

unlimited convexion of dry air is another.

Predictability in a cold chamber is one thing but it is quite another in the Earth's atmosphere, as there

is a huge discrepancy between what one thing does and what millions or billions may do. This, in

essence, is the fallibility of particle physics - the prevailing scientific paradigm of the time, and the

fallibility of using linear dynamical systems as a model for the atmosphere. Particle physics, 'always

an impressive source ofmeaninglessness' (Simmonsl992:62)soughtto explore nature's buildingblocks

at their most minute level, and from this develop theories to explain the fundamental forces of nature.

286The phrases belong to Byers (1974:15, 16).

2E Where the invention of weather-modification should be situated is an issue of increasing irrportance in

the following chapter, as Cold War rivalry gave an ideological impetus to tecbnological advance.
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Understanding nature in such a confrolled, contrived and ultimately abstract manner brings forth

questions of its applicability to all but the simplest of systems, when the weather is inordinately complex.

Arguably, adherence to this pre-chaos canon led to unreasonable expectations and a dogged

determination to believe in its value long past the empirical evidence to support such a standpoint. It also

lent itself to metaphorical malapropisms grounded in this mechanistic outlook: the 'weather factory'

(Donnan and Donnan 1977:55),the 'weather machine' (Gaskell and Morris 1979:.t3l), '[e]ngines of the

air' (Krick and Fleming 1955:57) and 'dynamos in the sky' (Bomar 1983:99) being among them'288

James E. McDonald (1969:40) condensed the problem into a single phrase: 'The Bugaboo of

Evaluation.' Atmospheric variability is such that the climate is actually 'a conglomeration of

meteorological anomalies' (MacCraken quoted in Gre en7977 :I23), while all clouds vary in their spectal

and nuclei characteristics, as they do in the distribution of drop size, the amount of liquid water and ice

present, their composition, internal circulation and electrical parameters (Malone 1966:6,123)'

Influential magazines were not going to be bogged down by these mere details. The press hailed

Langmuir as the 'high priest of scientific rainmaking' (Anon. 1950a:93), meteorologists offered a vsry

different response.2tn Before 1946, '[p]rofessional meteorologists usually were firm in their opposition

[to rainmaking], which in itself may have discouraged research by other scientists' (Spence 1980:135).

Few meteorologists were willing to change their position, but they

watched the activities of this intruderwith growing unease. Being sensitive to frequent

ridicule by a critical public, they feared that Langmuir's promises, which to them

appeared premature and poorly founded, would damage the reputation of their discipline

for a long time to come. They expressed their feelings in bitter words to which

Langmuir replied in the same manner. Among meteorologists all this contributed to an

almost instinctive and strong resistance to anything connected with weather

modification (Breuer I 980:29).2e0

28sA classic exarryle of this thinking comes from Sir Napier Shaw, the former head of the British

Meteorological Office, whonotes that '[t]he atrnosphere is regarded as a huge engine with boiler, condenser and fly
wheel, this last to control and maintain uniformity' (McAdie 1978:17). Some people may have noticed that weather

patterns are not as regular as clockwork.

?8T-angmuir's 'involvement with this matter was characterised by tremendous emotion and much

publicity'(Breuer 1980:34). 'It should perhaps be mentioned here , too,' added Langmuir's biographer, 'that rrany

of the critics of Langmuir were meteorologists who would have been less than human not to resent this two-fisted

invasion of their field. If Langmuir were right, it obviously meant that urany things they had believed all their lives

were wrong' (Rosenfeld 1966:308).

2etlhese concenx fust arose when the Dyrenforth experiments took place. Spence ( 1980:45) wrote of the

1890s tests that '[k]nowledgeable men scoffed; and meteorologists in retrospect saw the affair as "a most

humiliating experience," "a national disgrace," and "a monument to the credulity of arm-chair scientists" which for

a time did much to discredit American science in European eyes"
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These sentiments were not new; Langmuir's bold claims sounded odiously familiar. Declaring

successful weather-modification smacked of a relapse to the rain doctoring days ofHatfield the "Miracle

Man." But regrettably for the Weather Bureau, the ease with which they dispatched "Dr." George

Ambrosius Immanuel Morrison Sykes could not be replicated in Langmuir's case' '[T]he most blatant

and audacious of all the practicing "pluviculturalists" to flash across the American scene' (Spence

1980:128), Sykes was the sort of opponent the Bureau liked. A flat earth adherent and a Zoroastrian

minister, Sykes operated his rival Weather Control Bureau throughout the 1920s and 1930s. To this end

he used notions every bit as impressive as his own name: weather control was "meteorolurgy," which

included "thermurgy" (temperature control) through "ballisturgy" (explosions).ttt Detractors'pointed

out that one of the rainmaker's associates was a former prizefighter and another an ex-lawyer "not so

long out of penitentiary"' (Spence 1980:131). Even the press failed to humour him. On one occasion

a reporter replaced the special rainwater which fed Sykes's machine's bafiery with Harry M' Stevens's

Rhode Island clam chowder - to no discemable detriment (MacBeth quoted in Sassaman 1986:45).

But with Langmuir the Weather Bureau faced a Nobel prize winner in chemistry, a man walking in

Ernest Rutherford's and Marie Curie's company. A graduate of Columbia with a grounding in

mathematical physics, Langmuir held a Ph.D from the University of Gdttingen and was the recipient of

fourteen academic medals (including the Nichols medal in l9l5 and 1920, and the Hughes medal ofthe

Royal Society in l9l8). He had a further fifteen honorary degrees to fall back on. Langmuir was a

fellow of the Royal Society of London (1935), a former president of the American Chemists Society

(lgzg)andoftheAmericanAssociationfortheAdvancementofScience(1941),(Debus 1968;997): all

this when meteorologists were not particularly well-qualified scientists.?e2 Langmuir's scientific stature

secured the support of many scientists, as well as lay members of the public and press (Byers 1974:13).

He headed 'one of the leading research institutes in the USA,' he 'had appropriate connections and [he]

knew where to find the money' (Breuer 1980:33).2e3 ln 1947 he even had an Alaskan mountain named

after him (Rosenfeld 1966:315). Here was a serious threat to the Weather Bureau's authority.

ze'lnterestingly, his repertoire of rainmaking chemicals included 'iodine-silver spray' (Spence 1980:129).

tttUnder the headline 'Problem: A Dearth of Talent,' Francis Bello (1958:173) noted that a National

Academy of Science committee 'was appalled' to find that only 8olo of meteorologists had PhDs and that 24%b^d'

no degrees whatsoever.

2e3Consequently .[c]loud seeding quickly became high fashion' (Breuer 1980:34),
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ln disputes between experts, questions of credibility inevitably arise (Collins and Pinch 1993:74).2ea

Arguments quickly leave the laboratory. Qualified meteorologists felt that Langmuir was unqualified

to make the predictions he did. Bova (1966:47) expressed their opinion in The Weathermakers, where

Ted and Dr. Barneveldt substitute for Schaefer and Langmuir:

"There's another side to it, Dad. Some of the people at Climatology think weather

control can be done. But not right away."
I told him about Ted's hopes.

"How serious is this fellow?" Father demanded. "Is he a pipe dreamer or can we

depend on him?"
,'I think he's dependable. This Dr. Barneveldt - he won the Nobel Prize, you know - he

seems to be working with Ted pretty closely. So it can't be completely haywire'"

"Scientists can be wrong, Jeremy. Even Nobel Prize winners."

Langmuir was a chemist working out of his jurisdiction; this was a classic boundary dispute.?es Others

responded that a chemist had originally classified the clouds [Luke Howard], (Brown 1920:625) now

another one was conquering them. From this perspective meteorologists were just sore losers, upset at

taking second place, and perhaps unnerved atthe possibility ofwitnessing Langmuirwin anotherNobel

prize.2s6 As Lambright put it (1972:7): 'There is more than a hint of a "not-invented-here" bias in

Weather Bureau and meteorological behavior generally in the first years of weather modification.'

Indeed, the Bureau was never able to exercise absolute sovereignty in this debate, 'since the atmosphere,

with its largess and its vagaries ... [is] the concern of every citizen of the world' @yers 1974: l4).2e7 This

bringstomindthepassageinDouglasAdams'(1985:161)novelSo LongAndThanl<sForAllTheFish,

where a stern Met Office are fighting off suggestions from excited pressmen that Rob McKenna,

2eoB. Latour and S. Woolgar argue that tlre quest for credibility is the motivating force for scientific work:
.it would be wrong to regard the receipt of reward as the ultimate objective of scientific activiry' In fact, the receipt

of reward is just one small portion of a large cycle of credibility investnent. The essential feature of this cycle is

the gain of cledibility which enables reinvestnent and the further gain of credibility. Consequently, there is no

ultimate objective to scientific investment other than the continual redeployment of accumulated resources. It is in

this sense that we liken scientists' credibility cycle to a cycle of capital investment' (Quoted in Bartels and Johnston

1984:39).

2esWeather-modificationwas notthe onlyarea ofmeteorological enquiryto be initiallypursuedbyoutsiders.

The early growth of aerology was similarly stimulated by people outside the discipline. 'Although some taditional

*"t"oroiogi.ts took * u.tiur interest, most of the leaders came from outside meteorology proper' (Friedman

1989:49).

le6ln Rosenfeld's (1966:309) opinion, Langmuir had given 'an intellectual hotfoot to what had been a

relativelydozingscience.'Bello(1958:145)wasalsoinclinedtoarguedthat'itischieflybecauseoftheseoutsiders

[Langmuir and Schaefer] that meteorology seerx finally ready to take its place with the modern experimental

sciences.' See also Anon. (1948:106-7).

2n7lt should come as no surprise that 'perhaps the earliest teatise on science written in a popular form'

(Helknan 1908:230) was about the weather (cornposed by Bede in the 8th century).
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formerly known for his all-weather haulage business and his weather-induced misery, may in fact be a

Rain God:

It was a press conference.

"I'm afraid I can't comment on the name Rain God at this present time, and we are

calling him an example of a Spontaneous Para-Causal Meteorological Phenomenon."

"Can you tell us what that means?"

"I'm not altogether sure. Let's be straight here. If we find something we can't

understand we like to call it something you can't understand, or indeed pronounce. I
mean if we just let you go around calling him a Rain God, then that suggests that you

Know something we don't, and I'm afraid we couldn't have that'

"No, first we have to call it something which says it's ours, not yours, then we set about

finding some way of proving it's not what you said it is, but something we say it is."

Like Bancroft?tt before him, it seemed that Langmuir's 'sin [wa]s in telling specialists and professionals

something new in their domain' (Anon. quoted in Spence 1980:108). But what Langmuir told them was

not always new. Meteorologists took umbrage when he "discovered" several widely known

meteorologicalfacts. HeseemedunawareofBergeron's(1933)groundbreakingwork,andofmanyother

advancesmadeinthelastquarterofacentury(Byers 1974:11). Heupsetmeteorologistsfurtherin 1947,

when he announced the uniqueness ofthe hurricane rain band

"[t]he squall line is not a formal feature of a hurricane," he said. "When it started, when

it ended, what happened to it, nobody knows. The Weather Bureau has no record

whatever." Apparently Langmuir was unaware that spiral rain bands or squall lines, as

he called them, were known as identiffing features of hurricanes @yers 1974:14'5).

From December 1946 until his death in 1957, Langmuir was preoccupied with weather control.

Sounding more like Charles Hatfield than a Nobel Laureate, he talked of converting the arid southwest

into fertile farmland (Farhar 1975:3). tle claimed snowfalls which the Weather Bureau predicted,

doubted the Bureau's ability to forecast accurately, and castigated them for their closed institutional

mind. In a 1948 edition of the Journal of Meteorologt Langmuir wrote that 'it becomes apparent that

important changes in the whole weather map can be brought about by events which are not at present

being considered by meteorologists' (Byers 1974:13).

Mindful of public esteem, the Weather Bureau was further incensed by Langmuir's claim that seeding

creates significantly different weather patterns via a "triggering" effect (the proverbial spark that caused

a forest fire). Reluctantly, the Weather Bureau undertook its own seeding experiments. When their

2nt Another cloud-tampering chemist.
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Clouds Physics Project failed to confirm Langmuir's encouraging results, he again challenged their

credentials. He accused them of overseeding clouds.2tt In 1950 Langmuir wrote in Science:

The control of a system of cumulus clouds requires knowledge, skill, and experience.

Failure to consider the importance of the type of seeding, the place, and the time, and

also the failure to select the best available clouds, explain why the Cloud Physics Project

of the U.S. Weather Bureau was not able to obtain "rainfall of economic importance"

(Quoted in Byers 1974:18).

Research scientists following meteorological convention felt that ' [flrom that time on he seemed to stand

alone withhis statistics' @yers 1974:34).300 To meteorologists, Langmuir cut a forlom figr:re inhis final

years. His iddefixe would follow him to the grave: 'Throughout the last ten years of his life, the great

scientist devoted his energy almost exclusively to the problems of weather modification' (Breuer

1980:34). Langmuir's pursuit of weather control brought him dangerously close to that pathological

science against which he had warned (Rosenfeld 1966:314).30'

Byers (1974:16) was upset that Langmuir snubbed a man who was in a position to correct him'302 Carl

Gustav Rossby was'one of the greatest and most articulate meteorologists'of the time when he met

Langmuir at the Astor Hotel in New York around 1950. Yet Langmuir hardly took heed of his

distinguished interlocutor.

zryOverseeded clouds are glaciated, that is, totally converted into ice crystals. Such crystals are tlpically

very small, and in the absence of supercooled water droplets, 'the air cannot be supersaturated with respect to ice

.... fR]ather than the crystals growing (as they would in a mixed cloud at water saturation) they tend to evaporate'

(Wallace and Hobbs 1977:260). See Anon. (1950a:93).

smlangmuirwasnotalone. Fromthevantagepointofthe lg7Os,HarveyBrooks(1973:88)lookedback
to 'the euphoric 1950s,' when many grand schemes were announced. Doctor V.K. Zworykin at the Radio

Corporation of America's laboratories and Doctor John von Neumann of the Institute for Advanced Studies,

Princeton, shared Langmuir's vision. They also saw the potential 'to dissipate or divert hurricanes, turn rain on aud

off,andcontroltheweatherovergreatareas'(Kaempffertlg53:63). VonNeumann'sfustconputerwasbuiltwith
the intention of conholling the weather - he saw its control and prediction as the main justification for computers.

He envisioned scientists formulating equations of fluid motion for a period of several days' A panel of
meteorologists would then dispatch aeroplanes to seed the clouds or lay smoke tails, making the weather conform

to the desired pattern (Gleick l99l : l9).

sorlangmuir presented his talk in December 1953. He found it 'extremely interesting that meq perfectly

honest, enthusiastic over their work, can so completely fool themselves' (Langmuir 1989:41).

ro2Byers' own loyalties may cloud the issues, and his relationship to protagonists should be noted. Byers

was an academic meteorologist in a university departnent (Chicago) which owed its existence to Rossby. He had

also written Rossby's biography (Byers 1960:255) which included the following admission: 'Those who studied

underhimpracticallyworshippedhim.' However, being the brother-in-law ofcommercialcloud seederlrvingKrick

may have given him some balance.
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Rossby gave a lucid discussion of how the atmosphere works, emphasizing the scales

of atmospheric phenomena. Langmuir expressed interest ... but when it came to

discussing the atmosphere generally, I had the impression that Langmuir was hardly

listening. The discussion did not change his views one iota, as later comments showed

(Byers 1974:16).

WhatByers reduced to a clash ofpersonalities was also a clash ofepistemologies. This conversation was

stilted because they were talking past eachother. It was a clash of individuals, but those individuals

were drawing on different intellectual traditions. They worked in different institutional settings, and they

haddifferentusesforknowledge.to'Halacy's(1968:51)interpretationwasmoreaccurate: hecalledthis

clash 'The Great Debate.'30a Langmuir and Rossby adhered to different meteorological paradigms, they

had markedly different opinions about the nature ofphysical reality. Rossby was ofthe old deterministic

school of numerical weather prediction. He argued that sufficient data would lead to accurate weather

forecasts.3os In Rossby's mind the weather was a fluid which honours immutable hydrodynamic

equations of motion. It was merely a matter of time, and increased data collection before the weather

equation was solved definitively. Accurate long term forecasts were just around the corner. There they

remained, just as long as the mechanistic Newtonian paradigm prevailed in meteorological science.

The Weather Bureau's Chief, Francis Reichelderfer, endorsed Rossby's stance. In 1 947 he, too, declared

weather-modification physically futile. Humans would never have enough energy to change

meteorological phenomena. 'The slide-rule boys figure,' J. Long (1955:93) tells us 'that in one second

a typical hurricane releases more energ"y than 2 or 3 atom bombs.' The average thunderstorm tower

contains the energy equivalent of over l0 000 tonnes of Trinitrotoluene (TNT) explosives. How could

mankind hope to match, much less overpower, such forces? Langmuir did not want to out-muscle

meteorological events; like von Neumann he wanted to coax them along while they were in a metastable

condition. In meteorological circles a true storm was brewing'

Langnuir saw determinism as archaic; meteorologists would never have enough information to forecast

the weather precisely. There were too many variables, too many unknowns - weather is probabilistic.

Weather patterns could stem from tiny pieces of data which avoided detection. These "trigger" effects,

3o3Here one tension lay between public knowledge and private profit. Langmuir was 'the only Nobel Prize

winner in private industry' (K. Vonnegut lr.1976:124-5).

3@'science and technology are dramatic "storiesn' in which the identity of the actors is one of the issues at

hand. The observer who disregards these uncertainties rislcs writing a slanted story which ignores the fact that the

identities of actors are problematic' (Callon 1986:199).

305He gave his name to the Rossby nunrber, the ratio of inertial to Coriolis forces.
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'divergent phenomena where large important events glow from small beginnings,' existed in the weather

just as they did'in atomic physics, as well as human affairs' (Langmuir quoted in Anon. 1953:145).

lnstead of undertaking the impossible task ofpredicting the weather, why not spend your energies simply

changing it? Weather patterns constantly sit on thresholds of instability. Cloud-seeding could be used

to nudge atmospheric uncertainties in desirable directions.

Heat is released when water vapour condenses and freezes. This heat release is sufficient to affect

atmospheric motion. Outcome uncertainties result from the fact that the water within clouds frequently

fails to freeze at 0"C. Seeding clouds with dry ice or silver iodide can initiate the freezing process'

eliminating these vagaries (Anon. 1953:145). 'If Langmuir is right,' said Rossby, 'we are wrong, and

ourattemptstoforecasttheweatherwillfail'(QuotedinAnon. 1953:145). OrastheWeatherBureau's

Rossman says to Ted in The lI/eathermakers:

"You haven't convinced me or any otherreputable meteorologist that your scheme will
work."
"You don't wdnt to be convinced!" @ova 1966:139).

Synopsis

"You know, Your highness, my wife Lily subscribes to the Scientific American, and so

I am in on the rain problem. The technique of seeding the clouds with dry ice hasn't

worked out well."
Saul Bellow, Henderson the Rain King.

This chapter began with rainmaking as a pseudo-science, in the hands of Hatfield, Stingo and Post.

Serious scientists showed no interest. Rainmaking became a revolutionary science (in Kuhn's term),

once men of Langmuir and Schaefer's calibre identified plausible mechanisms for increasing

precipitation. The conflicts were considerable; even in t 964 the National Academy of Sciences likened

rainmaking to astrology, it was in the realm of metaphysics. Two years later it endorsed weather-

modification as a science, and rainmaking entered the realm of atmospheric physics. The transition from

revolutionary science to normal science seemed complete. Weather-modification now had specialised
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journals,3o6 associations and educational courses devoted to it.307 However, as control of the heavens

continued to be elusive, this science began to appear pathological.30s

Where were the results? Mounting methodological and statistical assaults made even the most promising

results seem flawed. While challenges sfrengthened, justifications for weather-modification's scientific

standingweakened. Bova(1969:148)wrotethat'[t]heUnitedStatesDeparfinentofCommercehaseven

dignifiedrainmakingto the extent ofincludingthe industry in its weighty volumes of Standard Industrial

Classifications,' but he had to concede that it 'is tossed into the tail-end of the Classifications, grouped

into a miscellaneous category together with ghost writing and stained glass artists,' He continued '[b]ut

the Government - at least, the Department of Commerce - recognised rainmaking as an industry' @ova

1969:148). His desperation was tangible. To say something is an industry is not to say it is a science,

the separation has been fundamental since the nineteenth century. Weather-modification's scientific

days indeed seemed numbered.

This systematic uncertainty is captured by changes in terminology, from the pejorative 'pluviculture'

(Spence 1980:2) of the twenties to the favourable sixties 'precipitation augmentation': and, since the

late seventies, to the guardedly ambiguous 'weather resource management' (Anon' 1978a:818)'

Semantic changes have been accompanied by changes in scale, from macro to meso and micro. We have

moved away from the high optimism of climate control and weather-to-order towards more modest

claims about modiSing clouds' microphysical properties. Over recent decades state funding has

1MT\e Journal of Weather Modification was mmoured to have come into existence because the Journal

of Applied Meteorologt stopped accepting works on weather-modification for publication.

3o7The Weather Control Research Association was founded in 1950. It changed its name to the Weather

Modification Assciation n 1967 . The Journal of llleather Modifcation began publishing in 1969.

3osWeather-modificationcertainly showed symptoms ofpathological science. First, '[t]he maximumeffect

that is observed is produced by a causative agent of barely detectable intensity, and the magnitude of the effect is

substantially indepindent of the intensity of the cause' (Hall quoted in Langmuir 1989:44). Langmuir believed that

a pea-sized piece ofdry ice could produce 100 000 tons ofsnow (Halacy 1968:87). Second,'[t]he effect is ofa
magnitude that remains close to the limit of detectability or, many measurements are necessary because of the very

loristatistical signif,rcance of the results' (Hall quoted in Langmuir 1989.44). Experiments almost never claimed

results that exceeded the bounds ofnatural variability for rainfall. Third, '[t]here are claims ofgreat accuracy' (Hall

quoted in Langmuir 1989:44). By burning a kilogram of silver iodide each day in 1950 Langmuir claimed to have

created rainfai pattems with a seven day periodicity 2 000 miles downwind (Elliott 1974:7l). Fourth, '[c]riticisrn
are met by acl ioc excuses' (Hall quoted in Langmuir 1989:44): many thought that Langmuir's wamings against

overseeding were precisely that. Finally, '[t]he ratio of supporters to critics rises up to somewhere ne.u 50% and

thenfallsgraduallytooblivion'(HallquotedinLangmuirlg8g:44). Langmuir(1989:44)adds'[t]hecriticscouldn't
reproduce the efficts. Only the supporters could do that.' This might provide an altemative explanation for the

Weather Bureau's Cloud Physics Project's failure to match Langmuir's encouraging results. Having said all that,

we should remember that 'every supposedly timeless formula for describing "pathological science" applies equally

to a great deal of admirable science. This is the case even for the famous set of criteria invented by Irving

Langmuir, which is still trotted out whenever pundits want to give their brains a rest' (Collins 1994:41).
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declined, and weather-modifiers have wandered elsewhere. Some have seen their involvement in

rainmaking schemes as blots on their scientific records. Sir Basil Mason personifies this scientific

exodus. In his 1962 book, Clouds, Rain and Rainmaking, he forecast a bright future for weather-

modification. Yetby 1977hewas'[t]hemostoutspokencriticofweathermodifiers'(Calder1977:84)'

Unable to cash in on early promise, the rainmaker's business reputation declined, until it lay somewhere

between colour consultants and Christian Science lecturers. Weather-modification came to look like just

another one of those 'meteorological mumpsimuses' of which Humphreys (1926:vii) spoke'3oe Had trvo

decades' efforts made any advance on those 'dowsers of the clouds,' (Hering 1922:183) who seeded

clouds in the 1920s?

Thus far we have primarily discussed weather'modification theory, and we have kept it within

laboratories, textbooks and the wider scientific community. In the next chapter we turn our attention to

its application, noting the ways in which ideologies, social relations, politics and economics combined

to make weather-modification credible. We also discuss the reasons behind weather-modification's fall

from grace. But we will not seek instruction from scientists or their texts, for they are unable to provide

an answer.

The lineage ofour present scientific culhre cannot be traced back endlessly through

group after group of disinterested natural philosophers. It is possible to write pure

history of ideas, but that history does not entirely explain itself. We might say that more

than this is needed if history is to aspire to be "more than narration and chronicle"

(Barnes 1974:120).

For a fuller understanding, links between biography and history must be forged; the social space needs

fleshing out with actor networks which exist outsideas well as inside the laboratory. Scientific weather-

modification could not flourish without significant intervention from legislation, without govemment

monies and bureaucratic patronage. Institutional changes were driven by a volatile mix: professional

interests ofcommercial weather modifiers, farmers' concerns, political representatives' concern fortheir

constituents' welfare, and military imperatives. We must move from a scientific history of weather-

modification to a historv of scientific weather-modification'

r0TIe used this terrn to refer to silly weather errors stubbornly adhered to.
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Chapter Five

Science and Weather-Modification in the Twentieth Century (II):
An Actor-Network History

Let us startwith a statementofthe obvious: science and technology arepowerfi'rl forces

in modern industrialised society and are accordingly of vital direct and indirect

importance to many. Of course they are of central interest to scientists and science

policy-makers, but they also concern parties as diverse as big industry, the military,
governmenrs, lobbies, groups of concerned citizens and the general public which may

be both excited by and feel powerless in the face of scientific advance.

Michel Callon, John Law and Arie Rip, 'How to Study the Force of Science.'

Introduction: (Sub-Aquatic) Actor-Networks

tn Chapter 2 we asked the question: how did the science of climatology emerge? Our answer relied on

"external" social, political and economic factors. Society shaped science; scientific practice was

reducible to sets of social interests. In chapter four we asked the question: how did the science of

weather-modification emerge? Here, our answer relied on "internal" factors. Science shaped society;

science was an autonomous practice capable of imposing its models on the social world. But, neither

position provides an adequate account of scientifio activity.3r0

Both views err by isolating, and in a sense black-boxing, one side of the equation. The

notion of a society that can shape science without itself being influenced is as false as

the converse image of a science and technology that find themselves able from their own

resources to impose a structure unilaterally on their social environment .... Science and

technology have to be seen as loci of strategic action in which existing scientific cum

social relations are worked upon in order to produce, in one and the same movement,

both new knowledge and novel social relations (Callon, Law and Rip 1986:8).

To make the 'essential continuity between science and society' (Callon, Law and Rip 1986:15)

distinctions between science and politics are denied. Truth and power converge: 'science is politics

rroBrunoLatour(1983:142, 168)writesof 'theage-oldpolemicbetween"internalist"and"externalist"in
the study of science and technology. While the debates of earlier times opposed "social influences" to "purely

internal development" in accounting for the movement of scientific disciplines, people are now opposing 'lublic
policy", "large-scale economic push and pull" to "micronegotiations", "opportunism" and "laboratory fotklels".
The terms have changed, the belief in the "scientifici!y'' of science has disappeared, but the same respect for the

boundaries of scientific activity is manifested by both schools of thought .... the macroanalysts and the microanalysts

share one prejudice: that science stops or begins at the laborstory walls' [italics in original].
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pursued by other means' (Latour 1983:168).r" Michel Callon denies other distinctions. Callon's

( 1986b:196) principle of "free association" conflates the natural and social worlds. People, institutions

and things all are actors withparts to play. Nature, society or technology combine to determine scientific

outcomes.

Actor-network theory provides a useful framework for analyzing scientific controversy. During

controversies scientists recruit social and physical allies to their model. The interests of other actors are

"translated" to correspond with those of the scientists.3r2 'He who is able to translate others' interests

into his own language carries the day' (Latour 1983:144). The action of translation and displacement

undermines the insider/outsider dichotomy (Latour 1983:153). General issues are gradually converged

into a specific question through a 'funnel of interests' (Law 1986:77). In our case, the key question is

Will seeded clouds precipitate more? Successful science rests on the ability of scientists to enrol other

actors and to on their ability to make themselves 'indispensable to others by creating a geography of

obligatory passage points' (Callon, Law and Rip 1986:xviD. If some of the relevant actors - clouds,

farmers, the military - do not negotiate obligatory passage points, then the scientific venture fails'

Actor-network theory is best illustrated by reference to Callon's (1986b) paper 'Some Elements of a

Sociology of Translation.' His study concerned the exploitation of scallops in St Brieuc Bay by

commercial fishers. In Callon's (1986b) inquiry no one really knew how scallops reproduce. In our

study no one really knows how clouds operate. Scallop numbers had declined at all major harvest sites

(Normandy, Brest and St Brieuc Bay) since the 1970s. Scientists began looking for ways to reverse this

hend. Three researchers discovered a successful method of scallop cultivation in Japan. Larvae are

fixed to undersea units which protect them from predators. When the scallops are big enough they are

"seeded" along the sea bed, then left to grow for a further two to three years. The initial problem in

transferring this method to France was the lack of scientific understanding about scallop biology.

Fishermen were just as ignorant about their reproductive cycle. But prior commercial fishing had

threatened the continuation of the scallop industry. The fishermen of St Brieuc Bay feared that their

livelihood would collapse, as had happened in Brest. In the early 1980s a group of scientific researchers

and fishermen'srepresentatives organizedto study (and increase) scallop numbers (Callon 1986b:201-3).

il l'If politics is about power then, for science, power struggles concern not only negotiations for extemal

resources and internal battles for social and intellectual domination. They have also to do with exerting forces to

assemble, or disassemble, apparatus, materials and texts. In other words, they have to do with the actual production

of scientific facts. Perhaps it is this that constitutes the defining characteristic of science and which offers an

explanation of its power in effecting social tansformations' (Callon, Law and Rip 1986:222).

r'2'To translate, then, is to consent to detour' (Callon 1986a:26).
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Researchers visited the Far East. They saw Japanese methods of scallop cultivation. But would the

French scallop species (Pecten maximus) succesfully anchor to collectors? This question was framed

with a network of relationships in mind: the successful resolution of this problem would involve

themselves as an obligatory passage point. The researchers' questions involved three other actors:

fishermen, the scientists, and scallops.3r3 Fishermen have an interest in maintaining scallop stocks.

Scientific colleagues are largely ignorant about scallops, yet they have an interest in advancing

knowledge. Scallops have only been seen in their adult form whan dredged from the sea' They have an

interest in reproducing. However, it is not known whether the scallops will attach to artificial shelters

in commercially signifi cant amounts (Callon I 986b:204-5).

Scientific
colleagues

Obligatory passaga point
does pecten maximus
atach itsolf

Figure 8
'Problematization: The scallops, the fishermerL and the scientific
colleagues are fettered: they cannot aftain what they want by themselves.'

Source: Michel Callon (1986b) 'Some Elements of a Sociology of
Translation: Domestication of the Scallops of St Brieuc Bay' in John Law
(ed.) Power, Action and Belief. A New Sociologt of Knowledge?
Routledge and Kegan Paul: London, 206.

'At this point in our story,' Callon (1986b:207) notes, 'the entities identified and the relationships

envisaged have not yetbeen tested. The scene is set for a series of trials of strength whose outcome will

determine the solidity of our researchers problematization.' Some actors may not share the researchers'

goals. Social links between allies must be shengthened. Their conflicting interests and agenda must be

made to converge. The researchers increase the frequency of meetings to impress upon the fishermen

the causes of scallop extinction. They 'draw up and comment upon curves which "indisputably" show

the severe decline of the stock of scallops in St Brieuc Bay. They also emphatically present the

"spectacular" results of the Japanese' (Callon 198ft:210). Scientific associates are canvassed through

conferences andpublications. 'social structures comprising both social and natural entities are shaped

and consolidated' (Callon 1986b:2l l). Yet interessemenl - the action of interesting other actors - is no

srrln Bruno Latour's ( 1987:202) words: 'French gashonomes are fond ofscallops, especially at Chrisfiras.

Fishermen like scallops too, especially coralled ones, that allow them to earn a living similar to that of a "niversity
professor (six months' work and good pay). Starfish like scallops with equal greed, which is not to the liking of
oth"rs. Three little scientists sent to the St Brieuc Bay to create some knowledge about scallops love scallops, do

not like starfish and have mixed feelings about fishermen.'
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guarantee of enrolment.3ra Questions mustbe turned into statements: scallops wil/ anchor, fishermen

want to replenish shellfish stocks. To be enrolled, scallops must congregate on the collectors just as

fishermen must act to rebuild stock.3rs Each actor must fulfiI its role.

The Three
fntitr'es Researchars

Pecten
Maximus

Ths Scientific
Firhermen Colleaguer

Obstacle-
problem
predators

Obstacle-
problem

short-term

Obstacle-problem
total lack of information
abogt Pecten Maximurprofit

Goals of
agttities

Advance knowledge Porpetuate
and repopulats the themsglves
bay to the profit of

the fishermen

Assure a Increase knowledge
long-term about Pectsn Maximur

profit without crlling previous
knowlcdgp into question

Figure 9
'The devices of"interessernent" or how the allies are locked into place.'

Source: Michel Catlon (1986b) 'Some Elements of a Sociology of
Translation: Domestication of the Scallops of St Brieuc Bay' in John Law
(ed.) Power, Action and Belief. A New Sociologt of Knowledge?

Routledge and Kegan Paul: London,2A6-7.

Alliesmustbemobilised.'Willthemasses(employers,workers,scallops)followtheirrepresentatives?'

(Callon 1986b:214). Will the translation succeed?3r6 In theory the scallops anchor, but nets removed

from the sea show collectors which are obstinately empty. Experiments fail, repeatedly' Inefficiencies

in interessement ate blamed on predators, on variations in sea temperatures and on unusual cwrents.

ItaCallon (1986b:196) defines interessemenl as sinryly the 'series of processes by which ... res€archers .'.

lock the other actors into the roles that ha[ve] been proposed for them in that prograrnme.' For an expanded

discussion ofthe concept of interessement, see Law (1986:70-6).

srssomeclarificationofthenotionofanactorseemsnecessary. Objectionscouldberaisedabouttheacting
ability of scallops. In the context ofthis discussion an actor need not be a conscious agent. This schema also uses

"actor" to refer to entities whose force is borrowed, or entities who are represented by others as a necessary part

of the actor-world. If the science is to be successful they must play an appropriate role. It is in both of these senses

that scallops and (as we will see) clouds are actors. And it is the failure to successfully impose desired roles on

these two actors that leads to the demise of the respective scientific ventures: scallops do not replicate, clouds do

not precipitate.

rr6JohnLaw(1986:69-70)writes:'totanslateistospeakforothers,tomakeoneselfindispensable...'It

is, in short, to impose a structure upon others. [But] ...the theory of the actor-network assumes that there is no

overall structure - that there is always a multiplicity of actor-networks each trying to impose its own structure on

potentially unreliable entities and thereby borrow their forces and treat them as its own .... [S]uccessful enrolment

[thus] requires the construction, by means of zuccessful juxtaposition, of a locally overwhelming stnrcture of
forces.'
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Breton larvae decline to attach, '[t]he scallops become dissidents' (Callon 1986b:220)! Fishermen deff

their spokesman, and harvest scallop reserves. Scientists begin to wonder if larvae anchorage is an

obligatory passage point. Colleagues call the broad research programme into question, and there are

doubts about continued fi.rnding. The venture fails.

The Science of Weather-Modification in America: 1946 to the Present

This bivalvular cautionary tale provides tools for understanding weather-modification's trajectory in

post-war years. A sturdy perennial since antiquity, the last five decades have seen rainmaking lurch

wildly from pseudo-science, to orthodox science, and now apparently, to bad science. 'So how is it that

in some cases science's predictions are fulfilled and in other cases pitifully fail?' (Latour 1987:249).

Actor-network theory provides the answer: 'The rule of method to apply here is rather straightforward,'

writes Bruno Latour (1987:249), 'every time you hear about a successful application of a science,look

for the progressive extension of a network. Every time you hear about a failure of science, look for what

part of which network has been punctured. I bet you will always find it.' Let us now look for punctures

in the network of scientific weather-modification.

For the purposes of our study the actor-world contains six elements: weather-modifiers, consumers, the

military, the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (the Departrnent of the Interior), clouds and scientific

colleagues.3rT The category "weather-modifiers" includes commercial operators, their representative

bodies (such as the Weather Modification Association) and scientific researchers. Consumers are

individuals or groups of people who have paid for the services of weather-modifiers. The military

category contains the U.S. arrny, navy and air force. The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation is identified

separately because of its pre-eminent role in funding, directing and operating weather-modification

experiments; as Farhar (I975:215)has written, it is '[t]he major governmental contactor in terms of the

numbers of projects' (lesser agencies such as the Illinois State Water Survey are not included).3rE The

principal clouds involved in the weather-modification story are cumulonimbus. Finally, "scientific

colleagues" includes atmospheric scientists (cloud physicists, meteorologists), statisticians, or their

representative bodies. Since we are only focussing on key players our actor-world is not exhaustive. The

role of the media, other funding agencies,3re seeding technologies and seeding agents are ignored.

'r?General Electric chose not to become a major actor. 'It was recognized that the possibility of liability
for damage from cloud-seeding experiments was a very worrisome hazard in this new form of cloud
experimentation. Since such a threat to the share owners' money would not be balanced by any known gain to the

Company's products or business, there was great reluctance to incur risks of uncertain but potentially great

magnitude' (Havens, Jiusto and Vonnegut 1981:25). Hence, their encouragement for govemment sponsorship of
weather-modification.

3r8For a summary of this unique organization's weather-related work see Stanley A. Chagnon and Floyd
A. Huff (1997).

3roOther U.S. agencies involved in aspects ofweather-modificationincluded the Deparunent ofAgriculture,
the Departrnent of Transport, the National Science Foundation and the North American Space Administration.
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Insiders Out: Counting Allies and Resources

TheNobel Prize winner'snewdiscoverystimulated interestamonggovemments, public
utilities, farmers who had been plagued by a shortage of water and, of course, the
military.
Georg Breuer, Weather Modification: Prospects and Problems.

On center stage we find family farmers of the dry prairie states who really would benefit
by more rain and less hail (other things remaining equal). But backstage we find
agribusiness irigators and energy giants, linked together through oil companies, who
are in no other ways the family farmer's friends, In the wings, as always, are the
entrenched govemment agencies with their missions of mercy, who in turn curry favor
with jingoistic congressmen arguing that we have to develop weather warfare to protect
the peace. Sitting in the audience with baited breath are representatives of the
construction industry, which could save billions if the weather was more often favorable
for building, and the insurance industry, which estimates that comprehensive weather
mod could save it $186 million annually.
Hugh Gardner, oThe Stormy Saga of Weather Modification.'

Weather-Modifiers

Let us now examine each actor in turn. Our story starts with the weather-modifiers, and more

specifically with Vincent Schaefer. We have critiqued the Whig history which produced the myth of an

all-American story in Chapter 4. But we have not adequately established w/ly the story should begin with

Schaefer in the mid- I 940s when similar practices had already been undertaken. Tlte science of weather-

modification begins with Schaefer because his ice-box experiment was a trick that worked, and anyone

could copy it. When dry ice is dusted into a cold box the supercooled cloud tums into ice crystals.

Similarly, there is no doubt that when Schaefer dropped 1.5 kilograms of dry ice pellets into a

supercooled lenticular stratocumulus cloud over western Massachusetts on I 3 November 1946 it had an

effect. Within the space of five minutes the cloud turned into snowflakes which fell approximately six

hundred metres before subliming away (Dennis 1980:l). Seeders following Schaefer's methods were

able to cut holes in cloud decks, as in the following illusfration:

Source: U.S. Air Force Photograph in W.R.
Derrick Sewell (ed.) (1966) Human
Dimensions of lleather Modilication,
Chicago: Department of Geography,
University of Chicago, I 1

Figure 12
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More convincingly, patterns could be carved out of the clouds. Schaefer even joked that if his employers

remained sceptical he would make a G.E. logo in the skies above their Schenectady offices. The

followingphotograph shows anoval pattern approximatelytwentymiles longmadeby dropping crushed

dry ice from an aircraft. The inner loop in the foreground was created by the dry ice dispenser which

was mistakenly left running as the aeroplane ascended for the photograph to be taken.

figure 13
Source: Photograph by Dr. Vincent Schaefer
in William R. Cotton and Roger A. Pielke
(1992) Human Impacts on lYeather and
Climate, Fort Collins: Aster Press, 7.

What Schaefer provided, then, was a paradign He offered a new way of seeing, and a set of 'model

problems and solutions to a community of practitioners' (Kuhn quoted in Masterman 1970:61). His

model was a combination oftheory, method and instrumentation. Modiffing the weather is not the issue

per se; the issue is the ability to modi$ the weather in statistically, economically and socially significant

ways.

lf weather-modification was to be a successful scientific undertaking it would have to assuage the

reservations of the meteorological community. To begin with, was weather-modification even proper

business for meteorologists? A disgruntled American civil engineer said that the British 'are hopeless.

The British are opposed to it. The British are conservative; they don't need it themselves, and if they

haven't invented it, it doesn't exist' (Farhar 1975:177).t20 Earlier British meteorologists believed that

changing weather was beyond their ambit. In the 1 920s Sir Napier Shaw wrote: 'The control of weather

is engineering. It is no more meteorology than the building of the Channel Tunnel is Geology' (Quoted

ttosutcliffe (1969fi4) represents the general climate of opinion when he writes: 'For my own part I
should be very well content to take the weather and climate of the world as it comes.' Cloud seeding receives a

similarly unenthusiastic response from D.H. Mclntosh and A.S. Thom (1969:224-226), and A. Austin Miller and

M. Parry (1975:261).
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in McAdie 1978:20). In Britain there existed sharp distinctions between pure and applied science, and

science and engineering. The first always trumped the second in prestige.

American meteorologists were hardly more enthusiastic than their English counterparts. But Schaefer's

cloud-seeding experiments had started a new indushry, and given new impetus to the question of cloud

control. Weather-modification was becoming the business ofmeteorologists whether they liked it or not.

Even so, other sticking points remained. Schaeferhad experimented upon stratus clouds. Since stratus

clouds are stable they seldom change. Repeated observations of changes to their composition following

seeding could therefore be connected to human intervention.

However, for the purpose of increasing precipitation, this cloud type is not sufficiently
productive. The most important rain bringers are cumulus clouds, which are

"capricious" and unpredictable ... Their individual natural development cannot be

anticipated with certainty, and because they do not react in the same way to seeding, the

efficacy of a modification technique cannot be easily assessed (Breuer 1980: I 8).32'

lt is one thing to alter the microphysical properties of clouds, but it is a different thing altogether to

provide economically significant amounts ofrainfall. Indeed, what 'constitutes proof ofthe efficacy of

experiments carried out against the ever-changlng backdrop of natural phenomena, the variegated

tapestry of earth and sky, the intricate fluctuations about some unknown mean?' (Longley and Wong

1982:i).322

If we cast aside questions of proof for the moment, we are still left with the following questions: should

we seed the clouds, and who should we allow to seed them? Later debates opened up fissures along

familiar lines dividing pure from applied science.r23 At this juncture the issue of weather-modification

opens itself to two radically different readings. Was this a science in search of a technology (theory-

based researchers asking "is it true?" and "ifso, should we apply it?"), or a technology in search ofa

science (practical people asking "does it work?" and "how do we prove it?")? Meteorology had always

had its "thinkers" and its "do-ers." On the one side stood theorists such as mathematical modellers; and

on the other stood experimenters, such as technicians and pilots. The first group was motivated by

3?rJsanns Simpson notes that cumulus clouds 'produce more than three-quaders of the rain that waters our
planet' (Breuer 1980:58).

32We will return to problems of evaluation in our next chapter.

raThe South African Programme for Aunospheric Water Supply recognized 'two opposing schools of
thought on weather modification: one school says that we must understand the natural systems completely before
we can attempt to modify them; the other says that we need only to proceed empirically, say by performing
randomized tests of cloud treatnnents' (Anon. 1986:1). It attempted to reconcile these diametrically opposed
positions.
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questions about comprehension, the second by questions about application: divisions between what

Bacon called 'experimenta lucifera and experimenta fructifera - light bringing and fruit-bringing

research' [italics in original], (Rose and Rose 1970:14). Both sides did battle under fluttering banners.

Professional scientists had a weather-modification section within the American Meteorological Society;

private seeders belonged to the Weather Modification Association.

Horace R. Byers Q97a3-M) and Robert D. Elliott's (1974:45-91) successive chapters in a weather-

modification book demonstrate this division. Byers was Distinguished Professor of Meteorology at

Texas Agricultural and Mechanical University. Elliott was an employee of North American Weather

Consultants. Defenders of the scientific method believed that they were making advances in cloud

physics, while commercial operators simply made money. Certainly, 'some [operations] ... were run by

people who only knew that you dumped some chemicals out of an airplane and took in cash' @ova

1969:153). Findingpaidrainmakerstobe'ofmarginalscientificmerit,'theConferenceonWeatherand

Climate Modification (1966:120) expunged them from official history. Haas (1973:241) wrote

disparagingly about'the anarchy of free enterprise rainmaking.'

By contrast with Byers, Elliott (1974:46) argued that private practitioners had been in on the act since

cloud seeding's inception. Moreover, as Geoff Austin (1993:1) contends, commercial involvement

catalysed atmospheric research."o In the most generous accounts, these private pioneers provided water,

amassed important data on the effects of cloud seeding, and tried new t5pes of seeding. Because they

were continually using their technology they were in a better position to improve it. Scientists

concentrated on theory; private operators provided practical solutions. Elliott (1974:50-l) described

these different approaches as information-oriented and water-oriented programmes.ttt Breuer (1980:x)

preferred to call this con-frontation between physicists and rainmakers a meeting between the 'extremely

sceptical' and the 'superoptimistic.' Ofcourse, the commercial cloud seeder's 'form ofknowing differs

from that of the research scientist who must be a skeptic - as ready to find his hypotheses unsupported

by data as supported by it' (Farhar 1975:200). Thomas J. Henderson (ofAtmospherics lncorporated) was

a little more impudent. Like Langmuir, he suggested that scientific tests sometimes failed to find

supporting data because scientists lacked practical skills. 'ffiany good scientists turn out to be less than

adequate when it comes to operating a field experiment' (Henderson 1978:890).

"oSee also the comments of Krick and Fleming (1955:l t).

3ztDifferences in orientation have been matched by differences in equipment and technique. Private
practitioners prefer to use silver iodide as the nucleating agent, released from ground-based generators. Scientists

favoured dry ice dropped from aircraft,
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Sometimes, however, the role of the commercial practitioner was romanticized as well as exaggerated.

In a glowing passage of Mills and Boon meteorology Farhar (1975:200) observes how commercial

weather-modifiers 'have been strongly emotionally affected by the experience of flying under a cloud

.... They have lived intimately with the clouds. They have flown with lightning flashing off the ends of

the wingtips, with hail battering windshields, with updrafts buffeting the plane.' This reformulates what

must be one of the most vomit-inducing experiences a person can endure into something rather

appealing. Given her fondness for commercial rainmakers, it is surprising that Farhar consults Byers'

history then ignores the following chapter by Elliott.

This contest between science and commerce began in the 1940s (Hess 1974: l). Distinctions were not

always clear. Some profit-making enterprises trndertook serious scienti{ic study, and scientific opinion

was not of one mind. Outlooks matched interests: 'As a generalization, cloud physicists seem to be

opposed to field operations of any kind (including experimental), Federal scientists favor experimental

field programs, and commercial weather modifiers state that the tecbnology is ready for operational

application' (Farhar I 975 :9-1 0).

By the mid-1970s optimism for weather-modification was beginning to evaporate. It seemed as if the

most impressive thing about the weather-modification projects had been their titles - Stormfury,

Blackbody, Skyfire, Hailswath - which sounded more like 'the names of fast-footed thoroughbreds'

(Anon. 1963:48) or automobiles (Spence 1979:66) than scientific programmes. The Colorado River

Basin Project reaped no results after five years of operations @ennis 1980:175), the National Hail

Research Experiment had nothing to show after three years (Atlas cited in Dennis I 980:210), the Florida

Area Cumulus Experiment had no significant evidence to offer (Dennis 1980:196-7), and the South

Dakota Weather Modification Project succumbed to public opposition. Others failed to materialise. The

Sierra Cooperative Pilot Programme could not be undertaken because of funding cuts, the Colorado

River Enhanced Snowpack Test was never initiated and Hailswath II was set aside. Arthur L. Rangno's

(1979:579-606) seventies reassessment of seeding in the San Juan mountain range in the mid to late

nineteen sixties showed that claims of success by experimenters were overstated, and that precipitation

couldbeascribedtonaturalprocesses. AlongwithPeterHobbs(1978:1661-1667)hefoundnoevidence

of significant seeding effects in the Sakgit Cloud Seeding Project which ran in the mid nineteen sixties.

J. Neyman, E.L. Scott, and M. Vailevskis and K.A. Brownlee attacked cloud-seeding procedures with

a vengeance (Brier 1974..210). Cloud physicists and federal scientists left the field. Meteorologists

strengthened in their resolve against rainmaking. In 1974 Sir Basil Mason attacked those who attacked

clouds for profit:
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It is no secret that such operations are being promoted, under such euphemisms as

"weather engineering" and "weather management" projects, on the premises that the

basic assumptions and techniques are already proven and that the remaining problems

are largely of an engineering or logistical nature. But no smokescreen of management

or decision-making jargon can hide the fact that the protagonists of this approach are

continuing to use the same inadequate concepts and techniques that have failed to
provide convincing answers during the past twenty years (Quoted in Breuer 1980: 17-8).

Throughout this period the faith of commercial weather-(com)modifiers wavered little. Their

commitment was maintained by a steady flow of customers,

Consumers

'It was reasoned ... that if small quantities of snow could be made to fall from a thin cloud, large

quantities of snow could be made to fall from a thick one. On the basis of this assumption the modern

era of commercial rainmaking began' [italics in original], (Battan 1962:104). The main clients were

farmers and utility companies. By the early 1950s some ten per cent of America's land mass (Lambright

1972:2) was commercially seeded, at a cost of between two and five million U.S. dollars (Fleagle

1969:11) per annum. Krick and Fleming (1955:213) estimated that as much as a quarter of the country

may have been seeded;326 Krick himself seeded much of this vast area. Regarded as the Midas of

weather modification, Krick was rumoured to have half of Oklahoma under contract. Commercial

operators soon moved overseas (Dennis 1980:3). Krick followed. He took his services to Canada, the

Congo, France, Israel, Italy, Mexico, Sardinia, Spain, Syria and the West Indies (Halacy 1968:95).327

Matthew Holden (1973:264) suggests that it was this plethora of private seeders which made research

unpalatabletothescientificcommunity. KrickandFleming(1955:201)couldseetheirpoint,theywrote:

'One of the curses of the dawning age of weather modification has been the amateur seeder.' That is

quite a statement, since Krick is the only person to be expelled from the American Meteorological

Society for charlatanism.

32uln the period from 1958 until 1975 some three hundred and fi-fty seven projects were undertaken in the

United States, with a commercial to experimental ratio in excess of two to one (Changnon quoted in Farhar 1990: l-
2). Because commercial prograrnmes were nonrandomized and operational, and because theywere assessed by those

conducting the work it is hard to determine their "success."

327W.R. Derrick Sewell (1973:8) argues that science and industry soon stopped fighting, and by the end

of the 1950s commercial activity had all but ceased. Others suggest that the business of rainmaking continued at

significant levels for some time after that time (Weather and Climate Modification 1966:109, Atkinson 1968r 143).

Elliott(1974:46)arguesthatthenumberofprivatecorrpanieshasremainedrelativelyconstantsincethe 1950s,with
projects averaging around thirfy per annum. The Westem region of America still hosts a number of commercial

seeding companies: Weingarten (1990:6) reported eighteen separate operations in California alone.
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Figure 14
Westem Regions of the United States Where Cloud
Seeding was Practised 1948-64. Source: Robert D.
Elliott (1974) 'Experience of the Private Sector' in
Wilmot N. Hess (ed.) Weather and Climate
Modification, Jobn Wiley & Sons: NewYork, 50.

The flow of customers for weather-modification confinued for an obvious reason: lack of water. 'In the

West, lack of water is the central fact of existence, and a whole culture and set of values has grown up

around it' (Reisner 1986:12). The "water problem" has worsened over time. This is particularly

apparent in the mid-western and high plains region, where seventeen states contain over sixty per cent

of the nation's total potentially arable acreage. For all their agricultural importance they only have a

quarter of the nation's water supply, because clouds rain in the wrong places. The situation is gravest

in the states of Arizona, North and South Dakota, New Mexico and Nevada. In these states, naturally

occurring precipitation is less than an inch a year. Luridly dystopian writers predicted in the 1950s that

ground water would have run out in these states within twenty years (Arenberg, Bemis Jr, Chandler,

Cushman, Neisser, Thomas and Vetterlein 1954:34,40),

The Military

If there has been one constant in the history of science, it is the relationship of applied
research and technology to military force. Nothing belies the myth ofpure science more
than the evidence that it has served as the hand maiden of warfare or, in the period of
the national security state, as a cental component of the permanent war economy that
continues to sustain elite interests among the major powers and their clients.
Andrew Ross, 'A Few Good Species.'
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ln the modern era the major funders of scientific research have been the military and the health

professions (Latour 1987:172). Career trajectories have been driven by a crucial dilemma: to kill or

cure? More often than not the former has prevailed. As Latour (1987:171) reports, 'technoscience is

a military affair.'328 Meteorologists have courted marrial influence and have been pressed into military

service. This alliance has profited both sides."t The armed forces require accurate weather forecasts

for basic exercises, while in wartime weather's role has been decisive. One need only think ofNapoleon,

whose Grand Armde was weather-beaten on Eastern and Western fronts. Vanquished by 'General

Winter' in Russia (Ponte 1976:129), rain precipitated further French defeat at Waterloo. In Victor

Hugo's words, '[a] few drops of water ... an unseasonable cloud crossing the sky, sufficed for the

overthrow of a world' (Quoted in Leokum and Posnick 1979:145). In return for crucial weather

information, military patrons have provrded meteorologists with generous financial, technological and

institutional support. By the end of the nineteenth century, American weather research had been

consolidated 'under the sponsorship of naval and military adminisfration' (Berland 1994:104).330 In our

own century meteorology has continued to be 'especially subject to market forces and military-industrial

influence' (Ross l99l:228). The clearest consequence of this can be seen in research agenda. During

'the first half of the twentieth century most meteorological advances related to military applications'

[emphasis added], (Brush, Landsberg and Collins 1985:286).33'

After World War Two the military were less content simply to analyse the weather. They now wanted

to control it. Many factors account for the rise of weather-modification science: drought, political

r2t'It is not a sftange coincidence or an unwanted evolution that so tightly attaches the development of
armies and technoscience,' Latour (1987:172) continues. 'The military obviously foots the bill rather well. For
centuries, they have enlisted people and interested them in their action, so much so that most of us are ready to obey

them blindly and to give up our lives if required. As far as enrolling, disciplining, drilling and keeping in line are

concemed, they have proved their mettle and on a much larger scale than scientists have ever fried.'

32elt is important to see this as a two-way process rather than a unilinear dynamic: the scientization of the

military azd the militarization of science. We should also avoid the moralizing tendeDcy to see military involvement

as necessarily bad. Where a technology comes from does not determine where it can be impelled to go. The point
is reinforced by Everett Mendelsohn, Menitt Smith and Peter Weingart (1988:xxi) who argue that 'it is important
to realize that there is no longer, if there ever was, an ontological distinction between purely scientific knowledge
and militarily relevant knowledge (orjust "applied" knowledge and technology). [I]tmatters little whether a certain
technology is developed for military or for civilian purposes; in each case, "pay-offs" and "fall-outs" may go either
way.'

r30ln America, tle first national weather reporting system was set up by the Surgeon General's Office of
the Army in 1846, The first natioual weather forecasting service was created by congressional resolution in
February 1870, and was overseen by the Signal Corp (Wiser 1989:53).

I'And as Lt. Col. Robert A. Millikan of the US Signal Corps said, '[t]here is no more interesring
illustration of the application of new scientific methods to warfare than is furnished by the development in
meteorology during the Great War' (Quoted in Bates and Fuller 1986:15).
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pressure, and private profit. But it was military intervention, more than anything else, which secured its

scientific status.33? 'Weather-modification got its start under military auspices' Lambright (1972:5)

reported; and in Vietnam it found its first major military application.

By the 1960s it seemed that rain would not just be a byproduct of battle as the first state-sponsored

rainmakers (like Powers) believed, but a key weapon."t The fight was on to make weather a certain ally

rather than an occasional enemy. The new opportunities which cloud-seeding technologies offered the

military were seized upon by the Americans in South-east Asia. Operations began with President

Johnson's approval in 1966 and lasted until 1972, at an official cost of $3 600 000 per annum @reuer

1980:72). The Pentagon-funded weather-modification campaign went under various names: Operation

POP EYE, Project Intermediary Compatriot, Operation Rolling Thunder. Names were changed to protect

the secrecy of the operation. Cloud-seeding was used with the intention to hamper troop movementso

to divert hurricanes, and to create floods to eliminate bridges and incur human casualties @onte

1976:164). Thus weather-modification occupies an importantplace in the history of geophysics and the

military as the first recorded instance of meteorological warfare.33o In the Pentagon's evaluation project

POP EYE 'yielded satifactory results' (Venkataramani 1999).

The use of cloud-seeding as a weapon caused outrage in sectors of the scientific community, but given

that water was a lot less harmful than the other things raining down on the Vietnamese (agent orange,

r32As Bernal once observed, '[t]he growth of modern science coincided with a definite rejection of the ideal

of secrecy' (Merton 1972:74). One of the more powerful critiques of the military is that they bury the Mertonian
norm of communism by reinvoking older patterns of secrecy. In the case of weather*modification such criticism
did not usually apply: the military used well-known commercial techniques, though it should be admitted that it was

upper-case Communism which spurred their actions. 'The Military [were however] ... the fust, and for a long time
the only American government authority dealing with weather-modification, and this has naturally shaped the

developmenl of this research area. As with other techniques which might be usable as weapons, the defense

authorities had a free hand in research and development without any centralised review of the desirability of having

the new technology in the military arsenal' (Breuer 1980:145). The airforce had its own research facility at

Hanscom Field, where it studied cloud dynamics, and at Otis Airforce Base they carried out tests to modify fog.

The army pursued its own studies at research and development laboratories in New Jersey.

333Thus tbreatening to make redundant the diary entry of Sverre Pettersseq made on the night ofthe RAF's
raid against the von Turpitzbatlleship: 'A storm is neither a friend nor an enemy; it cannot be controlled, praised,

or punished' (Bates and Fuller 1986:64).

rsaHowever, the Americans rnay not have been the first to use meteorological warfare. Kenneth M.
Arenberg, F. GreggBemis Jr., ChandlerA. Cushman, EdwardNeisser, GerardP. Thomas andDonaldH, Vetterlein
(1954:7) report that: 'On April 22,1954 the French High Command announced in connection with the besieged

forces at DienBienPhu, that "It will try to wash out VieEninh communication routes from Red China with man-made

rainstorms as soon as cloud conditions permit."' The French certainly had the intention to use weather-modification
as a weapou, whether they actually carried it out is not recorded.
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plastic bombs, napalm) what was all the fuss about?r3t The real fear was the development of a sinister

new type of warfare: in Seshgari's terms the 'covert limited war' (Quoted in Berland 1994:103). As

Gordon J.F. MacDonald (1968:170) notes, such an invisible "dirty war" 'could be concealed by the

statistical irregularity of the atmosphere.' He explains that, '[t]his extended effect [of cloud seeding]

leads to the possibility of ...removing moisture from an atmosphere so that a nation dependent on water

vapour crossing a competitor country could be subjected to years of drought' (MacDonald 1968:170) -

a tactic said to have been used by the C.I.A. against Casffo's Cuba (Juda 1978:976). At any rate, the

long-term prospects and consequences of weather as a weapon led to a Superpower truce on the subject.

'On 18 May 1977 Secretary of State [Cynrs] Vance signed the Convention on the Prohibition of Military

or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques on behalf of the United States'

(Judal978:975). Thisteaty,andthegeneral'Vietnambacklash'causedthemilitaryto'los[e]theirrole

in the field' (Chagnon Jr. and Lambright 1987:6) of weather-modification. From this time onwards,

weather-modifiers found a weak ally in the military.336 Unable to pursue military applications for

weather-modification, the Department of Defense withdrew its funding, quickening the subject's

scientific demise.

ln the early years after the Second World War the military inaugurated weather-modification research

and development, The military also acted as weather-modification's major funder. After 1965 the US

Bureau of Reclamation emerged as the major funder for weather-modification research and application.

The change in lead agency also brought a change in focus, from predominantly experimental to

predominantly operational projects. We now turn our attention away from the initiator of weather-

modification research to the institution which replaced it.

Water Flows Uphill to Money: The Bureau of Reclamation

In the Platonic republic ofthe United States, the land of limitless imagining, where ideas

were no sooner conceived than they became concrete entities, nature was not supposed
to dictate the terms on which mankind could live with it. Of course, nature often struck
petulantly back at man, with earthquakes, floods, hurricanes and fires; but this
inflexible drawing of lines and limits was alien to the American temper. The prairie was
not amenable to problem-solving; it wasn't going to be fixed by new farming methods,

3r5Robert McNamara 'authorised the program to proceed even though there may be some objections raised

by the international scientific community - if there is a breach of security.' He explained that '[s]uclr possible
objections have not. in the past, prevented the carrying out of military operations considered to be in the interests
of our national security' fitalics in original], (Quoted in Venkatararnani 1999).

3361n 1977 the military spent $2 800 000 dollars on weather-modification. They spent only $100 000 on
weather-modification the year after the Treary was signed. From 1978 to 1985 the military spent no money
whatsoever on weather-modification. Between 1978 and 1985 the Bureau of Reclamation (through the Deparftnent
of the Interior) spent $56 300 000 (Chagnon Jr. and Lambright 1987:3).
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or tumed $een by applied electromagnetism. It was what it was, which was not at all
what people had conceived it to be.
Jonathan Raban. Bad Land. An American Romance.

The earliest literary accounts of the intermontane West 'chipped away eclectically, with little success,

atthetoweringpopularabstractionof"theGreatAmericanDesert"'(Davis1993:60). Writersstruggled

to comprehend this new land, looking eastwards for parallels. They saw Arabia in Nevada, they saw

Turkestan in Utah. '[B]ut in reality, Victorian minds were travelling through an essentially

exhaterrestrial terrain, far outside their cultural experience' (Davis 1993:60). By the late 1860s all of

this had changed: 'After the Civil War the Great American Desert was abolished. It has hardly been

mentionedinpoliteWesternsocietysince,andneverbytheChambersofCommerce'[italicsinoriginal],

(Webb 1957:27).

Merchants, land speculators and railroad companies denounced America's desert as a cartographic

fiction.337 Regional power brokers denied that the West was arid. Deserts were a barrier to development,

and awful marks on the map impeded Manifest Destiny. Boosters cultivated the notion of climatic

improvement to counter surveyors' bleak assessments. Wilber proclaimed that '[p]reviously the country

was barren, but rain follows the plow, as it has heretofore, across a belt 350 miles wide' (Quoted in

Kutzleb 1968:127). Surveyors dissented.r3t Even ifrainfall had been increasing, 'the fact is not cheering

to the agriculturalist of the Arid Region. The permanent changes of nature are secular; any sudden

change is ephemeral' @owell quoted in Kutzleb 1968:85). History proved Wilber wrong. Although

Powell was proven correct, his warnings about Western development were ignored.

Powell's (1877) Report on the Lands of the Arid Region 'laid out the political implications of the

Western surveys with exacting honesty' (Davis 1993:61).

His message, which Wallace Stegner has called "revolutionary" (and others

"socialistic"), was that the intermontane region's only salvation was Cooperativism
based on the communal management and conservation of scarce pasture and water

r37'As the railroads pushed further west, into open range-land that grew steadily emptier and &ier, the rival
companies clubbed together to sponsor an extraordinary body of popular propaganda. For the land to be settled

by the masses of people needed to sustain the advance of the railroads, it had first to be made real and palpable.

ln school atlases, the area was still called the Great American Desert - an imaginary vacancy, either without any

flora or fauna, or with all the wrong flora and fauna. The railroad writers and illustrators were assigned to replace

that vacancy with a picture of free, rich farmland; a picture so vivid, so fully furnished with anractive details, that

readers would commit their families and their life-savings, sight unseen, to a landscape in a book' (Raban 1996:22).

33E'The suryeys, then, were not just another episode in measuring the West for conquest and pillage; they
were, rather, an autonomous moment in the history of American science when radical new perceptions temporarily
created a pathway for a utopian altemative' (Davis 1993:61).
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resources. Capitalism pure and simple, Powell implied, would destroy the West. The
ironic legacy of Powell's Report was the eventual formation of a federal Reclamation
Agency that became the haindmaiden of a Westem power-structure commanded by the

utility companies and corporate agriculture.3re

Though instinctively hostile to anything that smacked of socialism, Senators soon realised that water

projects had something to offer them. As soon as the Reclamation programme became law

[t]he government was immediately flooded with requests for project investigations ....

Local chambers of commerce, real estate interests, and congressmen were convinced
their areas were ideal for reclamation development. State legislators and officials joined

the chorus of promoters seeking Reclamation projects .... Legislative requirements and

political pressures sometimesprecluded careful, exhaustive suryeysofproposedprojects
.... Projectswerefrequentlyundertakenwithonlyasketchyunderstandingofthearea's
climate, growing season, soil productivity, and market conditions @obinson quoted in
Reisner 1986:119).

Montana was Canaan no more, nor was ldaho nor Colorado. Pleasant grazes and fertile plains gave way

to sagebrush and alkali dust. Water had always been precious. 'When rain falls in these parts,' wrote

Raban (1996:17), "in what used to be known as the Great American Desert, it falls with the weight of

an astounding gift. It falls like money.'340 Thanks to the Bureau, if it did not fall like money, it could

at least flow uphill to it (Reisner 1986:13).'n' As soon as the Bureau of Reclamation 'bec[a]me their

prime benefactor, members of Congress from these same states would argue at length over whose state

was the more arid and hostile' [italics in original], (Reisner 1986:51). Aridity was the newpath to

development, and networks of interested parties formed to profit from it.3ot

3re'Almost as soon as it was created - well before it metamorphosed into the mighty Bureau ofReclamation

[923] - the agency found itself working on behalf of the wealthy and powerful and against the interests of the

constituency it was created to protect, the small western irrigation farmer. In California, to a surprising degree, it
has done so ev€r since' (Reisner 1986:106).

'ooT.R.Reid(1988:A3)concurs:'sincethefustsettlersarrivedhere,waterhasbeenaspreciousassilver
and gold. In this dry country, historian Wallace Stegner noted, "more men have been killed for water than for
women."'

r+t'kd it literally does, as it leaps three thousand feet across the Tehachapi Mountains in gigantic siphons
to slake the ttrirst of Los Angeles, as it is shoved a thousand feet out of Colorado River canyons to water Phoenix
and Palm Springs and the irrigated lands around thenr It goes 444 miles (the distance from Boston to Washington)
by aqueduct from the Feather River to south of L.A. It goes in man-made rivers, in siphons, in tunnels. In a
hundred years ... God's riverine handiwork in the West has been stood on its head. A number ofrivers have been

nearly dried up. One now flows backward. Some flow throughmountains into other rivers'beds. There are huge
reservoirs where there was once desert; there is desert, or cropland, where there were once huge shallow swamps
and lakes. It still isn't enough' (Reisner 1986:13).

ra2Donald Worster wrote of Western water development that '[w]hile "Science and technology are given
a place of honor in the capitalist state and put to work devising ways to extract from every river whatever cash it can

produce," the transformation of water into a commodity also required an "aggregating [of] individual drives to
maximise personal aquisitiveness." The resulting "drive to make the bleakest, most sterile desert produce more and

more of everything" provided "an ideology shared wholeheartedly by agriculturists and water bureaucrats, providing
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The retum of drought to the American Southwest in the mid-1960s placed additional pressures on the

Bureau. Its remit was to see that the west was watered, but its methods were not meeting with popular

approval. Realising their precarious position, and keen to overcome 'an encrusted water resources

mission' (Lambright 1972:5) staff in the Bureau were not slow to recognise cloud seeding's potential.

Successful cloud seeding was consonant with that never-ending quest for bureaucratic expansion: the

U.S. Weather Bureau and the National Science Foundation were unwilling to operate as the lead agency

in weather-modification, and Senators from South Dakota and Nevada were keen to involve Reclamation

in that capacity. This was a real opportunity to strengthen Reclamation' s hand against competing federal

agencies.3o3

The harsh reality of drought hanslated into political pressure at the federal level. For inhabitants in many

rural regions weather-modification offered a glimmer of hope when all other avenues had been

exhausted. In Eugene Haas' (1973:647) words '[w]eather modification is becomrng like voluntary

psychiatric treatment. The well-to-do seek it for prestige value, others turn to it in desperationl' At any

rate, Congressmen could ill afford to ignore pleas from their constituents. Holden ( 1973:277) argues that

as far as innovations go, weather-modification was 'more inlluenced by politics than - perhaps - most

priorities.' Bova captures political imperatives in his science-fiction novelette The Weathermakers

(1966:122):

"Now we can really get to work," Ted beamed. "Tell the Governor he's a far-sighted
statesman."
Dennis laughed. "He won't believe that. Besides, he only wants to do some talking;
he hasn't signed a conhact with you yet,"
"He will," Ted answered, "if he wants the drought broken."
Ted signed ofi and thanked the Congressman for his help.
He leaned a little closer to the viewscreen and said in a confidential whisper, "Don't
thankme. Politicians are always looking for something good to hitch their wagons to.

Weather control might make me a Senator some day."

the bond that unites their potentially rival centers of power into a formidable alliance"' (Quoted in Gilmartin
1995:213).

3a3lt also allowed them to pursue their water politics by other means, since weather-modification projects

were similarly geared towards the needs of economically powerful constituencies. Hugh Gardner (1975:22) asked

who would benefit from the Bureau's seeding of Rocky Mountain snowstorms to augment the Colorado River's
flow. His answer was '[o]il shale and coal developers west of the Rockies, utilities which would use the water to
cool atomic reactors planned downriver, agribusiness irrigators in Southern Califomia and Mexico - currenfly the

victim of broken treaty obligations. The plot is tangled and full of unseen heavies,' he finished, 'mirroring
pstanski's Chhatown in subject matter and e asily rivalling it for complexity.'
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The Bureau of Reclamation was pushed into the ball park by Congressmen in a 196l appropriations

rider, filling an existing supervisory void. Fiscal Year 1963 saw Bureau staff provided with one million

dollars for experiments. Cloud-seeding efforts were rapidly skewed towards securing adequate water

supplies in drought-prone regions. Neither the Bureau ofReclamation nor any of the universities which

received money 'had any recognizable competence to tackle work in experimental atmospheric science'

(Kahan 1995:1). The Bureau canalized funds to land grant colleges. In 1973 seventy per cent of its

university contracts went into land grant institutions, 'even when another university in the area may

[have] be[en] better qualified to handle the research' (Farhar 1975:219\. Fresno State College and New

Mexico State University were two recipients of Bureau funding even though they did not run

meteorology programmes (Farhar 1975:162-3). But the system ofpolitical patronage did not end there:

'If a Congressman didn't get on famously or even politely with him, Dominy [the Bureau's chief] had

little compunction about taking revenge: a dam project in his district might suddenly become unfeasible,

a weather modification progtam might move elsewhere' (Reisner 1986:257). Soon the Bureau of

Reclamation was the biggest single weather-modification contractor (Farhar 1975:215), and it seeded

over almost every westem state (Gar dner 797 5:22). This opened up the possibility of access to territories

beyond its traditional stamping ground in the west, and the potential to grasp the 'ultimate weather mod

plum' (Gardner 1975:30) - command of a national development programme.3oo

This timing could not have been more exquisite: not only because of drought, but also because of the

sound of marching feet from the east. By the 1960s the Bureau had been 'boxed out of much of its

historical domain' (Reisner 1986:336) by the U.S. Army's Corps of Engineers.'ot Both groups enjoyed

secretive relationships with large irrigation farmers. But whereas the Bureau was tied to the acreage

limitations of the Reclamation Act, the Corps could build dams for flood control, and provide unlimited

supplies of water suitable for irrigation. 'Across the entire West, the Corps ... was trying to seduce away

the Bureau's irrigation constituency; it was toadying up to big corporate farmers who wanted to

'*In lg66 Wallace Howell told a Senate committee considering the national regulation of weather-

modifrcation that '[a] power vacuum exists that is being partially filled by inconsistent State and local regulation,
in some instances capricious and ill-advised' (Quoted in Steinberg 1993:220). The U.S. Weather Bureau's position
onweather-modificationwasmadecleartheyearbefore:'Greatuncertaintiessurroundweathercontrolatthepresent
time and the Weather Bureau can take no position other than that data presently available are insuffrcient to render

an informed opinion' (Quoted in Howell 1965:332). By the same token, the 'National Science Foundation and other
government agencies concemed with weather modification have refrained from any statements or involvementsn
(Howell 1965:332). However, according to Stanley A. Chagnon Jr. and W. Henry Lanrbright (1987:1) the Bureau
of Reclamation 'was unwilling to assum€ the lead agency role' because it involved research and development in
areas which did not interest them (for example fog dispersion and hail suppression).

3asThe Corps of Engineers 'schemed constantly against its would-be confederate, ... it seized every

opportunity to build any senseless project it could, ... it worked dilligently, if unwittingly, to give water
development a bad name' (Reisner 1986:178).
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monopolize whole rivers for themselves; it was even prepared to defu the President of the United

States,' observed Reisner (1986:178). 'As a result, the business of water development was to become

a game of chess between two ferociously competetive bureaucracies.'346 ln the short term at least,

weather-modification could give Reclamation access to new bureaucratic domains.

Clouds

From the sixteenth century onwards "cloud" has been used to describe '[a]nything that obscures or

conceals' (Simpson and Weiner 1989:358). The association is fitting, since to this day clouds conceal

their inner workings. Bernard Vonnegut 'think[s] that we still don't have any satisfactory background

on how clouds work. And in the absence of that, its pretty much trial and error' (Quoted in King

I 987: l).

Clouds have long been subjects of awe and wonder. Aristophanes noted their artistic status, referring

to them as 'patrons of ... dithyrambic poets' (Arrowsmith 1962:31) amongst other things. 'I see,' said

Strepsiades (A:rowsmith | 9 62:3 I),

that's why they write - O downblow, dazed of the sodden skies ! , and Ho, tresses af the

typho-headed gale! Ho, puffcheeksqualls! Or Spong humus of the hyaline! AndHail,
ye lzeaven-scudders, sudden ospreys of the winds! And Come, ye wheeling cumuli, ye
clammy condensations, come!' fitalics in original].

Scientific scrutiny of clouds does not boast long ancestry. Clouds as objects for study and plunder are

much more recent developments. Luke Howard did not classi$ cloud types until 1803, with his essay

'On the Modification of Clouds and the Principles of Their Production' which appeare din Philosophical

Magazine.3aT ThoughgenerallyunknownuntilitsreprintinHoward's TheClimateoflondon(1818-20),

his actions spurred another round of poetry. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe believed Howard had done

both the arts and the sciences a great favour. In 1820 Goethe wrote The Shape of Clouds According to

Hotvardwhich contained the poemAtmosphdre,wiften in Howard's honour, and which finished with

the poems Stratus, Cumulus, Cirrus and Nimbus. Howard also received lofty praise in Howards

Ehrengedtichtnis conta;ined in the collection Gott und Welt (Fiedler 1932:125,127-128). Being a man

r46'Ihis situation was not assisted by Congress. The atmosphere of executive and legislative uncertainty
gave rise to contradictory authorisations. In consequence, the project objectives ofthe Corps ofEngineers and the

Bureau sometimes clashed, as in the Missouri Basin (Rogers 1996:53).

'otsome mention should also be made of Dr Erasmus Darwin, who in 1787 'discovered how clouds form,
by the adiabatic expansion of moist rising air' (King-Hele 1968: I l). Darwin published important material on

meteorology in his enormously popular comic epic scientific poety, and in his Economy of Vegetation.
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of both cultures, Goethe attempted to fuse them: but his project failed.3as The class of clouds which he

added to Howard's list was ignored by meteorologists (Friedenthal l965:M2), and his atrnospheric

theories were regarded as deficient (Diintzer 1883:358-359). Meanwhile, Barker Fairley (1963:174-5)

complained that'Howards Ehrengedechtnis' was'primarily an attemptto put scientific andphilosophical

thoughts into meffe and is only nominally a poem.'3ae

Certainly cloud-poefy has been an integral part of our experience. So much so that Yevgeny Zamyattn

uses its abolition as one signifier of a future dystopia. 'But then, what a sky! Blue, unmarred by a single

cloud (how extremely primitive in matters of taste were the ancients, since their poets could find

inspiration in those, absurd, sloppily shaped, foolishly jostling masses of vapour)' (Zamyain 1970:2I).

Nopoetry afterthe AccumulatorTowers.35o The Accumulator towers did not modiff the weather, they

removed it. In doing so they also removed human qualities. Still, scientists are not poets. They do

not need to praise clouds. But unlike the Zamyatin's administered world they need clouds if they are

to augment rain.

Scientific involvement is necessary because clouds are unpredictable, shedding rain in the wrong place,

at the wrong time or in the wrong amount. In short, clouds are inefficient.s5r 'The atmosphere just isn't

very good at making rain. That big river in the sky just keeps flowing overhead' (Chagnon quoted in

Allen 1989:D1). As little as '5olo of the "huge" river of moisture flowing in the atmosphere over lllinois

andMissourifallsasrain,snoworotherkindsofprecipitation'(Allenl989:Dl). Onlyafractionofthe

200 billion tons ofatmospheric water above America daily actually falls to earth (Richards 1977:5). The

result is that America's air space has six times more moisture in it than its rivers (Cited in MacQueen

l99l:2). The situation is similar in South Africa.352 '[O]f the 6 million cubic mehes of water vapour

that passes over South Afi:ica each day, only about 5% falls as rain, and 600/o of this rainfall returns to

3a8Though at this stage, meteorology was only nominally scientific.

34esimilarly, Percy Bysshe Shelley's The Cloud is a major exaryle of a poem solidly based on science.

Indeed, Ode to the West l{ind, The Cloud andthe Slcylark(whreh were also published in I 820) display 'a tough core

ofexact science - chiefly aerodynamics, astronomy botany, hydrodynamics and meteorology' (King-Hele 197 I :213).

rso'[J]ust then it was as it had been among the ancients, in the days when our Accumulator Towers were

yet unknown, when the sky, still untamed, would go on a rampage of thunderstorzs from time to time. Just then

it was like the lult before the storm which the ancients knew' (Zamyatin 1970:142). The novel was originally
published in the United States of American 1924.

st"Many clouds are inefficient precipitators and retain about 90% of their moisture' (Ransom 1990:8 5).

r5zChapter 8 considers South African weather-modification programmes.
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the atmosphere through evaporation from rivers, dams and plants' (Water Research Commission

1985: I 6).

Commercial and scientific programmes are necessary if we are to 'increase the efficiency of a storm'

(Allan quoted in Ransom 1995:8 5) by ensuring an effective distribution of its precipitation. The task

is thus to omake rain clouds grow bigger, last longer and produce more rain' (Allen 1989:Dl). But the

conversion of clouds into a saleable commodity or an object of inquiry requires their cooperation.3s3

Here the enterprise runs into difficulties.

Although scientists speak on behalf of clouds their authority is severly tested. Clouds resist

rationalization, refusing to be objectified or standardised. This makes for ongoing problems of

"representation" (Latour 1987:72). Georg Breuer (1980:23) tells us why these problems arise: clouds

are processes, not things

[a] cloud is not a closed system. There is a steady "metabolism" with the surrounding
atmosphere. In particular, cumulus clouds draw in from below large masses of
relatively moist air which they require for their maintenance. They also entrain
relatively dry air through their sides which can lead to a "dilution" and eventual
dissolution of the cloud.

In a phrase whichreturns clouds to poets, 'they are the footprints of the winds' @renstum 1995:94).35o

Clouds also cross meteorological typologies. Since Howard's time the World Meteorological

Organisation has come to recognise 10 genera, 26 species, and 3O-plus varieties of clouds @renstrum

1995:90). Yet Tom Henderson (Grossi 1994:87) has 'looked at more than 40,000 clouds since I started

my own business in 1960. No two are ever alike. As long as that keeps going on, we'll have to keep

learning.' Zamyatin's vision of atmospheric and social control is denied. lnstead, '[y]ou can think of

every cloud in the sky as a living creature, with its own favourite habitat, its own life span, its own

special characteristics' (Jones and Mcleod nd:2).

rsrClouds, then, are 'covertlypolitical entities ... because they are capable of exerting force' (Callon, Law
and Rip 1986:14).

3sa'I am the daughter of Earth and Water, /And the nursling of the Sky; A pass through the pores of the ocean
and shores; /[ ch'nge, but I cannot die. /For after the rain with never a stain, /The pavillion of Heaven is bare, /And
the winds and sunbearns with their convex gleam", /Build up the blue dome of air, /I silently laugh at my own
cenotaph, /And out of the caverns of rain, /Like a child from the womb, like a ghost from the tomb, /I arise and
unbuild it again' (Shelley quoted in King-Hele l97l:224\.
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Figure 15
The Iron Cage of Meteorology: Rationalization of the Weather
Source: Henry Martrn ( 1975) The New Yorker, l3 October, p4 I .

Out of the Orrery. From Order to Chaos: The Evaluations of the Scientific
Community

THOMASINA: Septimus, do you think that God is a Newtonian?
SEPTIMUS: An Etonian? Almost certainly, I'm afraid. We must ask your brotherto
make it his first enquiry.
THOMASINA: No Septimus, a Newtonian. Septimus! Am I the first person to have

thought of this?
SEPTIMUS: No.
THOMASINA: I have not said yet.

SEPTIMUS: If everything from the furthest planet to the smallest atom of our brain acts

according to Newton's law of motion, what becomes of free will?
THOMASINA: No.
SEPTIMUS: God's will.
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THOMASINA: No.
SEPTIMUS: Sin.
THOMASIN A: (Derisively) No!
SEPTIMUS: Very well.
THOMASINA: If you could stop every atom in its position and direction, and if your
mind could comprehend all the actions thus suspended, then if you were really, really
good at algebra you could write the formula for all the future; and although nobody
could be so clever as to do it, the formula must exist just as if one could.
Tom Stoppard, Arcadia.

The emphasis in this section will be on statisticians rather than atrnospheric scientists. Meteorologists'

harsh opinions about claims to modifu the weather have already been noted.'s5 Their objection was

theoretical. Statistical problems with weather-modification were severely practical: how do you

conclusively demonstrate increases in rainfall? Questions of cause and effect first arose with Edward

Powers' observations about rain following battles.356 Professor William M. Davis (1892) criticised him

'for not taking into account "the effect, not that battles would have on the weather, but that weather

would have on battles" ' (Quoted in Kutzleb I 968:3 1 5). Most of the battles that Powers mentioned were

fought in temperate regions. Dry conditions are necessary for movements of troops and heavy artillery.

In such areas dry periods are continually punctuated by wet ones. Macfarlane told the Texas Academy

of Science ( 1892) that Powers' 'investigation is a glaring example of post ergo propeer hoc [sic], further

vitiated with the fallacy of neglecting to consider rains which do not follow battles' [underlining in

originall, (Quoted in Kutzleb 1968:317).

When weather-modification experiments exchanged gunpowder for electrified sand in the I 920s, similar

criticisms were made. D.W. Hering(1922:182-3) wrote, '[t]here is here the same difficulty in tracing

any connection befween supposed cause and effect .... The operator goes through his performance ...

somewhere in some measure, rain falls; and the blunder, as old as man, of confoundng post quod with

propterquod,continues'[italicsinoriginal]. Cloudsrainwhenseeded: isthiscausationorcorrelation?

Seven decades worth of experiments have brought us no closer to an answer. '[C]loud physicists are not

yet able to follow cause and effect through a cloud - that is, to say in each case whether silver iodide or

God caused the observable effects - the experimenter is stuck with statistical inference as his or her

precarious "proof" (Cleveland 1992:433). One ofweather-modification's scientificpioneers was forced

35sSee Chapter 4.

35uscepticism concern-ing man's attempts to bring rain have a long history. In the third century BC Hsun
Ch'hing questioned the efficacy of prayer: 'If the officials pray for rain, and rain falls, is that why it falls? There
isn'tanyreasonforthis. Iftheydon'tprayforrain,rainwillstillfall'(QuotedinLockhartl988:189). Theworth
of cloud seeding also came to be seen as a matter of faith. 'Cloud seeding is a little like rain dances: if you believe
it works, it probably does!' (Testwuid quoted in Jones and Mcleod nd:23).
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to admit that 'fb]ecause of its vast complexity, there is probably no scientific subject more difficult to

understand than the behavior of the atmosphere' (Schaefer 1963:523).

Figure 16
'l Wonder if it's Their's or Ours'
Source: Anon. (1950b) republished n Time, 28

August,53.

When New York was in the throes of drought the city hired a cloud-seeder (Wallace E. Howell), while

Church leaders called on their congregations to pray for rain. The New Yorker published the above

caffoon.

Statistics can certainly be impressive. 'Long and painful experience has taught me one great principle

in managing business for other people,' offered Lewis Carroll, 'viz., if you want to inspire confidence,

give plenty of statistics. It does not matter that they should be accurate, or even intelligible, so long as

thereisenoughofthem'(QuotedinDirdalgg5:13). Butevenwhentheyareaccurate,theycannotprove
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anything. Statistics can only disprove. This point illuminates weather-modifiers' opinions of

statisticians, whom they regard as spoilers of scientific and commercial work. K. Ruben Gabriel

(1980:126) reports that the antagonisms between the two groupings 'ha[ve] gone on for more than 20

years and ha[ve] generated an undue amount of friction without really providing the cloud physicist with

clear advice on how to plan his experiments.' Samuel Johnson (1758) was correct in referring to 'the

most variable of all variations, the changes of the weather' (Quoted in Bate, Bullit and Powell I 963:39).

"Well, there's this little town which has been having some amazing weather for the last

few years," Newt went on helplessly.

"What? Rainin' frogs and similar?" said Shadwell, brightening up a bit.

"No. It just has normal weather for the time of year."

"Call that a phenomena?" said Shadwell. "I've seen phenomenas that'd make yow hair
curl, laddie." He started tapping again.

"When do you remember normal weather for the time of year?" said Newt, slightly
annoyed.
Terry Pratchett and Neil Gaiman, Good Omens.

Problems of atmospheric variability made for problems of statistical validity. Experiments would have

to satisff professional statistical criteria.35? Accordingly, the conflict between weather-modifiers and

statisticians was one of the main fronts on which the battle for scientific legitimacy was fought. Cloud-

seeders complained that statisticians hijackedthe Final Report of the Advisory Committee on W'eather

Control in 1957. Although the document saw value in cloud-seeding, weather-modifiers thought that

this point was occluded by considerations of 'the relative merits of square root and gamma

transformation fornormalizing stafistics' (Dennis 1980:x). While Arnett S. Dennis interpreted statistical

hostility as a hangover from less scientific experiments, statisticians attacked Eisenhower's Advisory

Committee for passing positive judgements on experiments with hidden biases @rownlee I 960, Neyman

and Scott I 961). Indeed, the 1950s 'is now called the "black box" era of weather modification. Seeders

did not know what went on inside clouds, only that they seemed to be able to make rain,' Peter H. King

explained. 'In this period cloud-seeders attending scientific meetings were confined to seats in the back

row, along with all the other witch doctors.'3s8 Jerzy Neyman (1980:136) wrote of the 'misinformation

3sTMainsream meteorologists opposing weather-modification felt that the statisticians were doing them

a great service. Statisticians also helped kill off continual recourse to weather cycles. They could show that

weather patterns did not repeat with any great regularity. Le Roy Ladurie ( 197 I : I 1) wrote of ' [o]ther researchers,

[who] ... have gone cycle-mad .... Such researches are to the real history of climate what the philosopher's stone

was to oxygen. Yet they have been carried on ceaselessly by generations ofresearchers. But now they have

received a deathblow. Without absolutely denying the possibility, in theory, of regular periodicity, climatologists

no longer really believe in cycles of unvarying duration or in an "€ternel retour" of climate. They are much more

interested in the idea of fluctuation, which undoubtedly occurs, but over varying periods.'

sssSeventy per cent of field projects have been commercial in character, yet aknost none have been

subjected to independent analysis for confumation ofsupposed effects (Farhar 1978:885). Even when statistical

evaluation was forthcoming, it was often undertaken by parties who had the most to gain from continued operations
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stemming from offrcial sources.' The Final Reporthadstated that no sfudies had ever shown decreases

inprecipitationfromexperiments. Inhisopinionthiswasnottrue. Theresultingrandomisedexperiment

- the Santa Barbara Project - was equally flawed. 'One season's operations indicated large positive

effects of seeding, about a 100 per cent increase in 1957, versus nearly zero in 1958' (MacDonald

1968:10).35e These numbers did not impress. Scientists argued that seeding in other areas had polluted

the project's purify. Purity took another pummelling when meteorologists and statisticians had a well-

publicised fall out after three seasons' operations.

The next national committee convened by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) in 1966 was also

subjected to statistical assault. This was ironic, given the reasons for its formation. The NAS had

appointed a panel of experts to put statistical integrity onto the weather-modification agenda. This group

contained a number of geophysicists, meteorologists, an atomic physicist and a mathematician; it forgot

to include a statistician. The probability of fruitful relations between weather-modifiers and statisticians

in the future was slim. K.A. Brownlee (1967;690) refened to this'total slighting of the statistical

profession' in his review of the document for the American Statistical Association. Deeply

underwhelmed by the panel's composition, he was equally unimpressed by the publication they

produced. 'That such nonsense should appear under the aegis of the NAS,' he wrote, 'is deplorable'

(1967.694).'uo Little had changed by 1978. The Statistical Task Force asked: 'Why is the field in this

seeming void, somewhere between the heaven ofresolved technologies of great importance, and the hell

of few advances of limited value after the expenditure of about $300 million over 30 years?' (Quoted

in Changnon Jr. and Lambright 1987:9).

Our discussion will now turn to two case studies. The first highlights difficulties in distinguishing cause

from effect. The second case highlights the problems that statisticians encounter when faced with the

vagaries of the weather.

(Austin 1993:2). The argument has been made that the Australiars progressed to an era of "gray box" experiments,
'whereby seeding windows were establishedbased on directphysical observations. [These were] designedto include
both a statistical evaluation and a physical understanding of the processes (Ryan and King 1997:240).

3seEven worse, Project White Top (1960-64) was designed to increase rainfall in Missowi and Arkansas,
6n1 sssding appeared to reduce rainfall by 30-40Yo across an area 180 miles in radius (Malone 1973:87-8). The eud
result was that it 'contributedmore to the confusion than any other single effort' (Saint-Amand 1980:21). Theywere
still arguing about Project Whitetop's results l5 years later (Dennis 1980:157), lending tmth to Lord Rutherford's
observafion that if your experiment needs to rely on statistics, you should have done a better experiment.

3@'It is unforhrnate that the history of the interactions of statistics and meterology contains so nuny
unpleasant episodes'(Gabriel I 980: I 27).
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There is a substantial psychological literature concerning the weather's effect upon human moods (Bell

and Baron 1976, Sanders and Brizz olara l982,Anon. 1993). As Hamlet said, 'I am but mad north-north-

west; when the wind is southerly, I know a hawk from a handsaw.' But at least one paper reverses the

causal flow: human moods affect the weather. ln a paper presented to the Iowa Academy of Sciences

in 1982, Dr. Robert Rabinofl Michael C. Dillbeck and Robert Deissler of the Maharishi lnternational

University gave evidence which affirmed the linkbetween ftanscendental meditation and sunny weather'

Their paper was titled: 'Effect of Coherent Collective Consciousness on the Weather.' The motivation

for these experiments was admittedly a little more materialistic than their usual reasons, but they would

ultimately serve a higher pwpose. The university was in the process of constructing a domed building

for the practice of levitation. Winter weather was inclement, but operations progressed regardless. To

ensure continued construction, students meditated on evenings before concrete was poured. They filled

their heads with the desire for favourable weather the following day. Rabinoff s group reported total

success in their experiment. Whenever concrete was to be poured the weather was always fine.

However, while adherents of the ftanscendental meditation-Sidi school were thinking warm thoughts,

Franklin D. Trumpy ( I 983: 143- 148) found that the National Weather Service was also predicting warm

weather. Even more significantly, the Weather Service made its predictions in the afternoons, well

before the students settled down to meditate. Could it be that the local media was a greater influence on

meditators than Krishna? This would be a cynical argument to make. Irrespective of media influences

on the meditators, media influences on the concrete-pourers were more certain. The construction firm

only committed its equipment when the National Weather Service in Des Moines issued favourable

forecasts. The meditators thought they controlled the weather, but the concrete company deferred to the

weather forecasters.

Our second case study involves statistical proofs of increased rainfall. The Florida Area Cumulus

Experiment (FACE) seemed to show promising results. In the early 1980s a federal project tried to

replicate their results. Its scope was broad, and it used randomized seeding and sophisticated statistical

controls to achieve its end. Then, on a day when no seeding took place a huge amount of rain fell. The

test site received six times the average amount ofprecipitation. All the carefully compiled statistics now

counted for nothing. Phase two of FACE fazed the scientists. 'We decided that statistics were not the

way to go, that we had to go back to basics,' announced NOAA's Hal Corzine (King 1987:1). NOAA

had financedthe project to the tune of $3 000 000. '[S]hortly after its failure the agency withdrew from

active pursuit of cloud-seeding' (King 1987:l).
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Where does this leave us? The short answer is: where we began.ru' Half a century after Schaefer, '[t]he

most intensive weather study ever done in Arizona is trying to wring an answer from this winter's gray

skies to a question that early studies have left hanging: Does cloud seeding really work?' (Webster

I 995:A I ). It will not be able to answer the question it poses. 'Cloud-seeding remains largely an exercise

in the empirical - an act of faith in laboratory expenments, vague statistics and a theorem of capitalism

thatanyproductthatcancontinuetosellmusthavemerit'(King1987:1). Whilefaithremains,weather-

modification will refuse to go away.

In 1996 a newspaper reported that

fs]cientists in America claim to have invented a way to make it rain. And they plan to

test their theory by manufacturing rain clouds over southem Texas, largely barren

desert, for four years. They aim to increase rainfall by I 5 per cent. The secret, says the

National Centre for Atmospheric Research, is to drop flares from aircraft which release

tiny grains of salt into the air as they burn. Water droplets gather around the grains,

mimicking natural cloud formation. But experts believe it will take at least four years

before they can tell whether any increase is not just due to normal climate variations
(Anon. 1996b:18).

There is a certain element of journalistic licence in this report. NCAR would not claim to be able to

"manufacture rain clouds," since even "Cloud Coaxer" Hatfield never claimed such miracles.36? But the

rest of the material is familiar: the invention of a rainmaking technique, the ability to increase rainfall

by the customary fifteen percent, via a "secret" that is well known and frequently used. The figure of

fifteen per cent appeals on two fronts. First, it points to a long held consensus among weather-modifiers

that this is a feasible amount by which rainfall can be increased,363 and so one can conscript a range of

allies from a number of experiments in a variety of places. Second, and more significantly, the figure

of fifteen per cent is within the noise of natural variability - it will take years to prove. ln this case, four

years. However, statistical analyses by A.A. Tsonis, G.L. Austin and S. Lovejoy (1984) indicate that it

wouldtakeconsiderablylonger. TheirpaperprovidesananswertotheStatisticalTaskForce'squestion:

why have we so little to show after 30 years of effort and $300 million worth of expernditure?

'urThe consequence has been to throw weather modification into 'a serious schizoid process. There are

too many game plans, too many coaches, and a disconcerting proclivity for running hard before deciding which goal

line to aim for - or, indeed, which field to play on' (Crutchfield 1973:187).

r62tl do not make rain,' Hatfield said, '[t]hat would be an absurd claim. I merely atEact the clouds and they

do the rest. It is a mere matter of cohesive attraction and the conditions that produce rain are &awn by my system
just as a rnagnet draws steel' (Quoted in Spence 1980:81).

'u'First endorsed in the 1957 Report of the President's Advisory Committee on lMeather Control
(MacDonald 1966:10).
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Tsonis, Austin and Lovej oy proposed the use of short-term predictions of rain flux Aom isolated showers

as a new statistical method for evaluating cloud-seeding experiments. If you forecast an hour ahead how

much rain will fall using data from time sequence radar images of a raining cloud, you can attempt to

find out if seeding the cloud has any effect. If forecasts were perfect you would only have to observe

one event to obtain a statistically significant result. You would simply measure the rainfall that results

to see if you had done anything. However, there are very significant errors in one hour forecasts. The

question then becomes: how many clouds need to be seeded (if rainfall is to be increased by a given

percentage) to obtain a statistically significant estimate of that percentage? Their graph shows that if the

seeding effect were a factor of two, only a handful of seeding experiments would be necessary.

However, as the seeding effect decreases to 75%o (1.15 on the graph) a near-infinite number of cases

would be needed to demonstrate the seeding factor at the 0.01 level of significance. The authors did not

believe that it was a coincidence that the weather-modifiers had chosen this particular level for their

claims as it would be practically impossible to refute a claim for this level of effect in view of the large

natural variability in the behaviour of observed rainshowers.

Figure 17

Number of Seeded Cases Needed to Identiff a Seeding Factor at Various
Significance Levels.
Source: A.A. Tsonis, G.L. Austin and S. Lovejoy (198a) 'A Proposal for
a New Statistic uo6 lsshnique Development for the Desigrr and

Evaluation ofCloud Seeding Experiments,' Atmosphere-Ocean, 22, | ,77 .

What is more concerning is the precise reversal of the scientific method in this experiment. It is an a

priori account moving from causes to effects, with the outcome already deduced. Experimental science

is usually inductive, going from effects to causes. Results are not normally announced until the

completion of empirical investigation. By way of retort NCAR could blame institutionalised funding
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patterns for scientific research, which seem to require favourable answers before the questions are ever

tested. On these matters they could legitimately elicit sympathy. A second, though less successful,

option would be a philosophical counter-attack, using prominent critics of inductivism such as Karl

Raimund Popper. But in Popper they would not find much solace. Having said 'that no number of cases

of A being B can establish that all As are B .... he also note[d] that such universal statements, though

unprovable, remain in principle disprovable' [italics in original], (Bullock and Stallybrass 1983:486).

So it comes to pass that falsification rather than verification is the central axiom of scientific procedure.

But how do you falsiff cloud-seeding experimants, given clouds'notorious caprice?

Besides, Popper understood what we would now call the chaotic nature of clouds. ln his Arthur Holly

Compton Memorial Lecture he regarded them as the most 'highly irregular, disorderly, and more or less

unpredictable' (1966:2) ofphysical systems. Given severe difficulties in accurately predicting what the

weather will do on its own how do we know that our efforts to alter it will be successful? Even if we

claim to have altered atmospheric processes, do we know that it has been changed for the better? The

honest answer is that we do not (Tribus cited in Holden 1973:265). lnevitably there are lapses into

wishfulthinking. AsE.C.Nickerson(l93l:108)hassaid:'seedingeffectisintheeyeofthebeholder.'

CHLOE: The future is all programmed like a computer - that's a proper theory isn't
ir?
VALENTINE: The deterministic universe, yes.
CHLOE: Right. Because everything including us is just a lot of billiard balls.
VALENTINE: Yes. There was someone, forget his name, 1820s, who pointed out
that from Newton's laws you could predict everything to come - I mean, you'd need

a computer as big as the universe but the formula would exist.
CHLOE: But it doesn't work, does it?
VALENTINE: No. It turns out that the maths is different.
Tom Stoppard, Arcadia.

From Callon to Cold War and Drought

Callon's framework is a useful one for analysing how science gets (un)done. Yet our explanation still

seems incomplete. Weather-modification had been done before, sometimes using the same techniques

and the same materials. Why is it that it became verified as science at one particular moment? What

makes something unscientific in the early 1930s, more scientific in the late 1940s and fully scientific in

the mid- I 960s? It seems that scientists cannot take all of the claim for these changes. While they

fianslated the interests of others to those of their own, actor-networks were influenced as much by

indirect historic and atmospheric conditions at the time as they were the direct creation of scientific

enrollment.
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General Historical Conditions: The Cold War

"But you're worrying about whether the Reds can tamper with our weather .... At least,
you should be."
The major shifted his weight uncomfortably in his chair.
"I am worried about that, you bet I am. And not just about the Reds, either. Any nation
that can control weather has a weapon as powerful as ICBM's."
Ben Bova, The Weathermakers.

MartagonHall isnowthe headquarters ofthe Foundation forAtmospheric Researchinto
Climate and Eco-systems (FARCES). The Foundation's Secretary, MrJ. Mayhem, said

that their work was classified, since if the Russians were to get hold of the secrets of
climatology they could divert the Gulf Stream to the Baltic and "put England under an

ice-cap at the drop ofa hat."
E.P. Thompson, The Sykaos Papers.

The Cold War stimulated vast amounts of scientific research. Weather-modification was one major

beneficiary. The American federal government believed that the Russians might be on the verge of

successfulweather-control. Thisfearfuelledtheirowninvolvement(FarharI975:250). WhentheNAS

produced Weather And Climate Modification: Problems And Prospecls (1966), it devoted much

attention to what the Godless Russian Communists were conniving to do.

However, one must realise that this is a standard tactic. For example, a writer in the

Wall Street Joumal discussing NSF involvement in the Mohole Project, and the

maneuvers employed in the attempt to prevent its cancellation, refers to "The sure-fire
kicker: Ominous discussions ofRussian deep-drillingprojects" (Brownlee 1967:690).3*

They discovered that the Soviets were puning significant money and effort into weather-modification.3us

They were also producing more academic papers. The NAS trumpeted that the Soviets must have stolen

a march on the USA. Imagine the consequences! Many already had ...

Articles in popular magazines warned of dastardly Communist plots to impoverish freedom loving

peoples with red rains and diabolical drought s. Newsweek ( I 95 8) wrote of 'The Weather Weapon: New

Race With The Reds.' The Economrit (1958) announced 'Khrushchev Pluvius,' and Coronet (1959)

revealed oRussia's Fantastic Weather Plan.' According to military intelligence,366 the Soviets planned

3dFor an account of the ill-fated Project Mohole, see Daniel S. Greenberg (1966). Later, claims by the

Soviet Union of near total success in hail suppression would stimulate the National Hail Research Experiment in
the USA (Hosler 1974:526, Lansford 1976:169, and Foote and Knight 1977:xv).

36sT\e Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society's January 1975 issue noted that the Soviet budget
for weather-modification in 1973 exceeded that of the United States more than fourfold (Stang 1971:87).

r66Mendelsohn, Smith and Weingart (1988:xviii) note that the military routinely construcl threats as part
of the rhetoric of preparedness, '[which] may be carried into science and become part of its expansionist strategies,

especially in times of peace, when few other sources of funding are available.' This happened with weather-

modificafion.
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to construct a massive jetty near the tip of eastern Siberia in the early 1950s. This jetty would house

atomic pumping units to force icy Arctic water through the Bering Sfiait.r67 This cold water would wind

its way down the west coast of Canada and America, causing stormy weather patterns and doing

incalculable economic damage in the process. One expatriate Russian doctor warned ominously that

'[i]n the hands of men with dreams of world conquest, the Bering Strait project could be used as a club

to beat other nations, even whole continents, into submission' (Quoted in Ponte 1976:231).

A, (ot4E
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Figure 18
Source: Anon. (1956) 'Thaw in the Cold War,' Fortune, 53, 4, 110.

In 1958 Dr Houghton of MIT's meteorology department said:

I shudder to think of the consequences ofprior Russian discovery of a feasible method
of weather control. An unfavorable modification of our climate in the guise of a
peaceful effort to improve Russia's climate could seriously weaken our economy and

our will to resist (Stang 1977:85).

Edward Teller, father of the hydrogen bomb, went further at a Senate Military Preparedness

Committee,368 claiming that Soviet atmospheric manipulation could reduce America to a second-rate

power. He thought the spectre of weather war more horrific than that of nuclear war (Meyer 1986:48).

The 1957 Sputnik launch set off yet another chain of events that played into the would-be weather-

modifiers' hands: the space race quest for control of the heavens-'un

367Ar idea which later finds its way into the fiction of J.G. Ballard ( I 993:49). ln a similar vein the plot of
Dragon's Breath (Smith 1980) has perfidious Chinese Communists engaged in meteorological misdeeds t6 hamper

Russian and American weather. Ships heat water with underwater laser beams, thus manipulating 'certain sensitive

iueas on the surface of the earth ... where a very small change in surface temperature can produce a tremendous

change in the flow of air at higher altitudes' (Smith 1980:217-8).

'otPart of the 1957 President's Advisory Committee on Weather Control.

36eDr. Serge L. Levitsky (1959:83) warned that'The Reds'plan to change a large pad of the world's
weather is certainly no more fantastic than the original Sputnik.'
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The New York Times, in an editorial, said the United States was now in a "race for
suryival." The panic became more and more apocalyptic. Nothing short of doom

awaited the loser, now that the battle had begun. When the Soviets shot a Sputrik called
Mechta into heliocentric orbit, the House Select Committee on Astronautics, headed by
House Speaker John McCormack, said that the United States faced the prospect of
"national extinction" if it did not catch up with the Soviet space program (Wolfe
1980:58).

So, '[s]purred on by the traditional American desire for innovation and change, by the beliefthat no time

should be lost in putting new inventions and discoveries into practical use, and by the fear that the

Russians might get therefirst,' [emphasis added] wrote W.R. Derrick Sewell (1969:94), 'huge armies

of scientists and engineers are now at work trying to unlock the secrets of nature, and to devise means

of remaking nature in the image of man.'

The Soviets, meanwhile, were rebuffing claims that they were disrupting the world's weather well into

the 1980s. Boris Belitskiy (1984) responded to an American professor's questioning thus: 'You know

... even Karl Mam in his day felt compelled to ridicule the way in which the communists, so few and far

between at the time, were being blamed by the press for everything untoward that happened anywhere

in the world, be it a plague, tornado or crop failure.'

General Atmospheric Conditions: The RoIe of Drought

ENDLESS RAIN COULD depress you, and there was no disaster like a flood, but there
was something uniquely mean and pinched and harsh about a drought. Drought was a

trial to the soul.
Bruce Sterling, Heavy Weather.

Having looked at the historical atrnosphere we now turn to the physical atmosphere. Drought appears

intermittently as an important actor. Drought, after all, is the raison d'6tre for rainmaking - the two are

tied. 'They call themselves weather modification specialists. Farmers call them rain-makers,' but as

William H. Inman (1983) observes, '[t]hey come with the droughts.'

The devastation which droughts bring is both peculiar and profound. 'One can flee from a flood or a

storm, but one does not flee from a drought. In too many cases by the time hope is lost, the means of

fleeing have departed' (Webb I 93 I :376). Unlike other weather phenomena drought is negatively posed,

a meteorological nonevent characterised by the absence of water. This commonsense statement masks

its true complexity. The onset of droughts are gradual, and they are notoriously diffrcult to define.

'[D]rought can mean different things to different people, and there are probably as many definitions as

there are users of water' (Heathcote 1973:18). Regardless of specifics, their impact upon humanity is

uncontested.
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But it is a cruel irony that when cloud-seeding is wanted most it is least effective (Lambright and

Sheehan 1986:1 19). This point can not be sressed enough. Cloud-seeders require clouds, and without

atmospheric moisture their efforts are futile. Science fiction novelist J.G. Ballard (1974:3I)recognised

this in his work The Drought.37o In the world of science fact this frequently failed to register. Aridity

often created the conditions for scientific prosperity. A recent example of this is the renewed seeding

operations in southern Texas (l 996) discussed in the evaluation section above. Is it only a coincidence

that NCAR chose a region suffering its worst drought this century (Anon. 1996a:33)? Far more

threatening than the "Great Drought of 1957," this 'drought is one of the worst on record' (Motha quoted

in Gray 1996:41).371

ln times of crisis, and with such a small cost-to-benefit ratio should cloud seeding work, powerbrokers

frequently have few qualms about using bad science to support good causes. Drought in mid-1970s

Colorado had a disastrous impact upon the state's farming and skiing indushies. On 5 January 1977 the

Governor announced an emergency cloud-seeding programme. By the time operations began most of

the season's seedable snow-producing clouds had passed. But '[i]t was not just the added snow; it was

also the political effect. On February 21, [Governor] Lamm declared that: "In politics movement is

action," and cloud seeding is "a way to dramatize to the people that there was a drought"' (Quoted in

LambrightandSheehan 1986:121). OrasanOklahomanprofessorinmeteorologysaid: 'Idon'tthink

weather modification will turn western Oklahoma into a tropical jungle.... But I think that's better than

doing nothing' (Zizzo 1982).

The work of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) in Australia

illustrates this point. The CSIRO lost faith in weather-modification after 30 years of cloud-seeding

experiments with dry ice and later a solution of acetone and silver iodide. Abandoned in the early

eighties after results which could be ascribed to routine variation in naturally occurring weather patterns,

CSIRO currently is regaining its faith. The tumaround came from cloud physicist Doctor Keith Bigg's

revision of earlier results, taking stock of a wider range of meteorological processes. This reworking

seems to show cloud seeding's viability in situations where it had been previously vilified. In particular,

Bigg claims to demonsfrate favourable triggering effects spatially, over regions as large as thousands of

square kilometres, and temporally, over several months (Cited in Eaves 1994:38). Currently discarded

"oFirst published by Jonathan Cape in 1965.

3TrFrancis Bello (1958:147) writes that '[t]he discovery of cloud seeding could not have come at a more
suitable time, for a drought struck much of the US following World War II and deepened steadily for over a decade.'
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principles from the 1940s are being dusted off.3t2 If we wait long enough we may see these revised

results fall out of favour in their turn. It is striking that his recalculations were done in the 1980s, but

that they attracted attention only recently, in the context of prolonged Australian drought. Similarly,

drought in the American Middle West and High Plains generated renewed interest in weather

modification in the mid- I 970s (Achtemeir 1979:348), just as drought in the 1 890s spuned the very first

attempts to control weather in those regions (Meyer 1986:43).

Fujimura and 'rDoable" Science

Having placed scientific work in its broader historical and physical contexts, we now widen its social

horizons. This chapter's epigraph has Callon, Law and Rip (1986:3) 'start with a statement of the

obvious' - science and technology are powerful things which generate interest in various sectors of

society, including 'groups of concerned citizens and the general public which may be both excited by

and feel powerless in the face of scientific advance.' Callon's (1986b) paper takes no account of these

groups. He only considers actors wanting to do science. Even then, he neglects the question of

resources which are cenhal to the maintenance of these networks. Any scientific activity requires a

certain amount of materials, devices and skills if it is to be sustained. These s/ru ctural determinants are

omitted. Here actor-network theory finds parallels with ethnomethodology: ethnomethodologists can

tell you how a conversation is carried out between two people, but it can not tell you why those two

people would be in a room together to begin with. While Callon et al are right to note that social

interests do not simply shape scientific activity, they can still initiate or end it. And so we turn to look

at another area of neglect - the people who are opposed to the science. Joan H. Fujimura's (1987)

concept of "doable" science acknowledges these points, acting as a brake on Callon's unbridled

voluntarism.3T3

3tscritics may claim that this is nothing more than the "Butterfly Effect" sent to extremes; an argument

which can couveniently cover failures in the target area at the time of seeding by taking claim for rain whenever and

wherever it falls.

r'3lnscience in Acfion,Latour (1987:142) conceded that'[a]fter three chapters there ha[d] beennot a word

yet on social classes, on capitalisnq on economic infrastructure, on big business, on gender, not a single discussion

of culture, not even an allusion to the social impact of technology. This is not my fault' he argues, 'I suggested that

we follow scientists and engineers at work and it turns out that they do not know what society is made of , any more

than they know the nature of Nature beforehand. It is because they know about neither that they are so busy rying
out new associations, creating an inside world in which to work, displacing interests, negotiating facts, reshuffling

groups and recruiting new allies. ' This conhasts with Fuj imura. 'While Callon and Latour might be philosophically

correct about the constructed nahue of the science-society dichotomy (who represents nonhumans versus who

represents humans), the cousequences ofthat construction are iryortant ... I want to examine the practices, activities,

concerns, and trajectories of c// the dffirent participants - including nonhumans - in scientific work. In contrast

to Latour, I am still sociologically interested in understanding why and how some human perspectives win over

others in the construction of technologies and truths, why and how some human actors will go along with the will
of other actors, and why and how some human actors resist being enrolled' [italics in original], (Fujimura quoted
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Fujimara studied scientists working on cancer research. The scientists proposed, and ultimately

conducted, work on an antibody for a tumour'causing gene. From this study she concluded that'[a]

problem is "doable" when scientists can align tasks to three levels of work organization - experiment,

laboratory, and social world' (Fujimura 1987.257).3tn The experiment refers to a set of tasks situated

within the laboratory. The laboratory is the site of experiments and related tasks. The laboratory in turn

is situated within the social world. The social world contains the wider scientific community (the worlds

of meterology, cloud physics, statistics), funders (Bureau of Reclamation, farmers, utility companies),

and other players (the general public).

Figure 19
'Aligning Levels of Work Organization to
Construct Doable Problems.'
Source: Joan Fujimura (1987) 'Constructing
"Do-able" Problems in Cancer Research:
Articulating Alignment,' Social Studies of
Science,17,259.

The alignment of tasks on all three levels is'complex and dynamic,'varying

conditions, by institutional and organizational location, and by discipline or

'by local and temporal

profession' (Fujimura

in Star 1991:28-9).

r74'In fact, scientific work gets done and problems are solved when a// the necessary parts at all levels of
work organization are collected and made to fit together. Scientists decide what those necessary parts are and then

collect and integrate them in order to craft and carry out an entire problem (a set of tasks)' (Fujimura 1987:262).
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1987 :282).31s In this regard it is akin to the mobilisation and enrollment of allies in actor-network theory:

'[t]here are no necessary links between such heterogenous entities [as chemical tools, laboratory

apparatus, scientists enlisted as literature references],' say Callon, Law and Rip (Fujimr.ra 1987:2&),

'[t]he construction ofscientific facts and technical artefacts involves the creation ofand consolidation

of such links into an array that is shong and durable.' However, Fujimura's framework has the

advantage of including society at large in the consolidation of links, rather than its narrow sfratum which

conducts scientifi c experiments.

Using Callon's schema, weather-modification's fall from grace can only be blamed on clouds. There

is a solid client base and a bureaucracy willing to direct operations. The military maintained their

interest in projects for three decades. There is hostility to weather-modification from sections of the

scientific community, but that would erode if experiments proved worthwhile (and profitable in money

and/orprestige). Everything rests on clouds; if they join the march then the scientific communify will

follow. But clouds are dissidents, inasmuch as they do not pass through the obligatory passage point that

scientists want them to. The enterprise is ruined. In Fujimura's study there are discrepancies between

in vivo and in vitro experiments. Here there are discrepancies between laboratory and heavens. In both

instances '[n]afure is recalcitrant; it does not always do what it is "supposed" to do' (Fujimara

1987:271).

Synopsis

This chapter has traced the making and breaking of scientific weather-modification. To account for its

construction and destruction our investigations had to leave the laboratory, for as Callon (1986b:226)

says, 'if the analysis of scientific controversies often seems to be confined to laboratories or scientific

specialties, this is simply due to the fact that sociologists stop following their protagonists when they

leave the scientific arena. ' Yet Callon does not venture far enough: he underestimates the role of social

interests, and effectively ignores the wider social world. This is a major oversight since social interests

can activate or terminate a science. Consider the following passage:

Professional meteorologists denied that it produced rainfall ... but there were many
believers. The public was receptive, the press generally kindly disposed or at leastnot
abusive. That bona fide professors from major institutions were involved and that army
... [equipment was] used gave a cloak of respectability and seemingly the approval of
both government and academia (Spence 1980:1 15).

r?s'Controlling resources, controlling the environment and controlling the world that is being built, all of
these are aspects ofthe enfrepreneurial activity ofscientists. ln a sense then, they are not only practising science -
they are also practising politics, economics and sociology'(Callon, Law and Rip 1986:10). As the next two
chapters demonsfrate, the scientists' sociology lets them down.
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The exfiact could stand for the experiments of the late nineteenth century or the period since the Second

World War, but it stands for neither. Spence was talking about the cloud-seeding attempts of Luke

Francis Warren, Wilder D. Bancroft and E. Leon Chaffee in the 1920s and 1930s. People, theories,

technologies and conditions change, but competing sets of interests remain relatively stable over time.

Themilitarywantweapons, farmerswantcrops, politicians wantvotes, scientistswantproof, commercial

operators want profits and governing bodies want power. All these goals can be achieved if cloud-

seeding produces more water. A renewed alliance of these interests could see we ather-modification make

a new scientific start (though clouds will probably prove its undoing once more, and there will be no

guarantee that it will not face stem public opposition). Just as these actors can bring about scientific

interest, the social world can end it. Having put the social back into science our next chapter puts science

into the social.

"Today the world's going to wake up and discover that man can control the weather,"
Ted said.
"Not really," Tuli cautioned. "We've only made a beginning. We still have years of
learning ahead. Decades, perhaps centuries."
Ted nodded, a contended smile on his face. "Maybe. But we've started. That's the

important thing."
"And the political problems this is going to cause?" I asked. "The social and economic

changes that weather control will bring? What about tftem?"
He laughed. "That's for administrators like you and the President to worry about. I've
got enough to keep me busy: six quadrillion tons of air ... and one mathematician."
Ben Bova. The Weathermakers.
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Chapter Six

Society and Weather-Modification in the Twentieth Century [):
North America and Western Europe

What the public thinks about weather modification, rather than what the scientists know
about it, will play the dominant role in the future of this science. The most expertly

developed technology, whether it be for augmenting water or for suppressing damaging

weather phenomena, will find only limited application in the absence of strong public
demand.
Report of the Interdepartmental Committee on Atmospheric Science (ICAS), Cited in
Henry Lansford, 'Weather Modification: the Public Will Decide.'

Introduction: Nothing but Conflict and Ill Will

tn Chapter 4 we noted mainstream meteorology's scepticism toward the possibility of weather-

modification. Chapter 5 laid out the methodological assaults to which weather experiments were

subjected. Seeking academic approval, weather-modifiers had to fight battles on both these fronts.

Strategic alliances were attempted, with the ultimate aim a triple entente between cloud seeders,

meteorologists and statisticians. All this internalist effort ignored a crucial factor. As a very public

science, weather-modification's viability would rest with the people whose weather was being altered.

Our previous chapter concluded with a quotation from Bova's (1966) novelette, The Weathermakers,

where the story's protagonist pursues his scientific problems in splendid isolation. This was a work of

science fiction, but these sentiments found real expression. The head of an American bureaucracy

involved in weather-modification eschewed social irnplications. When asked: "What if weather-

modification works?" he replied, '[w]ell, I can see a problem.'

Someday, there is a hurricane roaring up the Gulf and the Governor of Louisiana is on

the telephone calling Washington, "For God's sake, tum it offl" and the Governor of
Texas is on another line with, "let it go, let it go." But that's not our problem. Our
problem is to see if we can do it (Quoted in Gunnerson 1994:86).376

ttucharles G. Gunnerson does not mention the date of the encounter, nor does he mention the individual's
name. The exchange took place 'some years ago' (Gunnerson 1994:86). Given that the focus was on hurricanes

the incident would have happened before 1963. Hurricane -modification ceased after that time due to international
opposition.
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Suppose for a moment that weather-modification would work. Kenneth Burke (1957) pondered

consequent problems which scientists sidestepped. Using the French frlm Generals Without Buttons,

Burke illustrated how difficult it would be to generate social consensus on good weather. The film

features two neighbouring towns wanting different tlpes of weather. One town wants rain for cabbages,

the other wants sun for grapes. Each village petitions its saint. Their rival processions, designed to

enlist supernatural help, clash humorously.3tT An English translation of the novel upon which the film

is based reports the curds trading blows. 'They took off their surplices, rolled up their cassocks, and

sailed in like regular fellows, swearing like troopers, kicking, throwing stones, pulling hair, and in the

endevenflingingtheirchalicesandconsecratedwafersateachother!'(Pergaudl968:215). Following

this fracas neither the Longevernes nor the Velrans had their prayers answered. "'[I]n the end," La

Crique summed up nonchalantly, "what they all got was hail"' (Pergaud 1968:216). 'Despite these

positive grounds of conflict,' Burke (1957:322) writes, 'the decision here still lies beyond the realm of

human jurisdiction.' But if we substitute continents, and hail cannons for Hail Marys, then the issues

raised by this tale - and the consequences - become more serious. 'From then on, the subject of each

day's weather will not be merely a matter of prognostication and/or prayer. It will also become

decidedly a Controversial Issue, with squabbles that could become quite tough' (Burke 1957:322).

Burke was correct. In the year when he wrote, a Controversial Issue took place in Washington State.

Wheat growers employed a rainmaker. This timing alarmed orchardists, worried that rain would damage

their ripening cherries. To prevent this they employed a counter-seeder to work against the wheat

growers' man. These two "specialists" fought a strange battle in the skies, as precipitation-augmentation

slugged it out with precipitation-cancellation (Howell 1965:328). A "rain war" had erupted, with

'Wheat-growing "wets"' aggressively imposing theirrain on the region, while 'Cherry growing "d4/s"

hired their own mercenaries to overseed and disperse the clouds' (Spence 1979:68).

If 'climatogogues' (Burke 1957:333) can not generate consensus about "good" weather in a local

district, then what hope is there for the wider society? As the geographical scale rises, contention

escalates rapidly. If people in your region do not want your weather, will others? Posed thus, the

3t?The story may have been inspired by actual events. Camille Flammarion (1902:28) wrote that 'On the

15th ofJuly, 1899, near Albertville, in Savoy, the curi ofThdn6sol blessed a new cross, "the Cross ofla belle

Etoile ," re -erected at the altitude of 1856 metres to replace the old cross which had been burned by the inhabitants

ofthe neighbouring commune of Scythenex, because they fanciedthat itkeptoffhail fromthe commune ofMercury-
Germilly, in which it stood, which was not to their advantage. Tbree hundred people were Present on the occasion,

having made the journey in terribly hot weather.'
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"problem" with the weather is that it is not restrained by political boundaries."' George R. Stewart's

novel Stonn (1941) powerfully illustrates this point:

About midnight the front approached the intemational boundary just north of Hawe,

Montana. No immigration officers demanded passports; no customs officials searched

for contraband. Although the Weather Bureau had given warning, not even a hastily
mobilized regiment of the National Guard held the border. At the very least, the

Department of State might have sent a sharp note to Ottawa, warning that the Dominion
Government would be held strictly accountable for damage done by the Canadian air.

Reasonable expectation could only be that a hundred or more citizens of the United
States would lose their lives in the cold wave, and that wreckage of property would
reach millions. Indirectly, through pneumonia and other means, the loss of life would
run into many hundreds and the sum of such items as increased fuel, snow-removal, and

delays in transportation would total an appalling frgure. Yet the United States of
America (often called by its citizens the greatest nation of the earth) merely cowered

before the Canadian invasion (Stewart 1965:71).

The United States of America cowered before this invasion because it was an act of God, not an act of

Canada. Attempts at conscious weather-modification moved the boundaries ofpolitical responsibility.3Te

The 1950s ushered in this new Gestalt. 'The day approaches when a government may be thrown out of

offrce because the voters disliked its weather' wrote P. Newman (Berland 1994:l l0), only half-jokingly.

Jim Rosenau has fun with this verv theme:

3TEPropagandistic climatology in the nineteenth century made some claims to the contrary. During the

1880s Western American immigration bureaux publicised their states in fraudulent ways to athact settlers. The

Nebraskan Bureau of lmmigration chanced upon the blessings of the State's isothermal belts. 'These were

longirudinal and latitudinal bands within which, by natural laws, the most advanced muscular and mental

development, as well as the most heroic achievements of invention and creative genius, were invariably produced.

The most significant isothermal belt in America,' Reisner (1986:42) informs us, 'ran right through Nebraska. As
evidence, you had only to look at Colorado, which was farther south and west and full of dirty Spaniards and

Indians-'

rTNot all scientists were ignorant of the political complexities which weather-modification brought to bear.

At the Senate hearings on weather-modifrcation in l95l one commented: 'There Eue no hedgerows to define

boundaries or streets to guide traffic in the free atmosphere' (Quoted in Spence 1980:135). One of the earliest

American boundary disputes concerned the States of Washington and Idaho. The two States brandished law suits

over cloud control: Idaho claimed that Washington's cloud-seeding robbed it of its righful amount of rainfall
(Anon. 1971). Tlne Canadian government did not cower before a U.S. invasion. It voiced its concerns to the U.S.

StateDepartmentoverautilitycompany'splannedrainmakingprojectinWashingtonState. Thetargetareacrossed

into Canadian territory. The project 'was quietly dropped, but the matter of international relationships with regard

to manipulation of the atrnosphere had been pointedly raised' (Farhar 1975:294).
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ffi0R0t0
Editiofts available in Engli3h, spanish and Jar9on

Clearly, one of the most devasta-
ling effects of the current adminbtra-
lion's budget cuts has been the awful
weaiher we've been having these past
years. While everyone talks about it,
and some even purport to fake action,
we of l,he Weather Action Group are
at the vanguard of the struggle
agains[ excess precipitation. We
believe that the time for umbrellas
and raincoals has passed. Staying
indoors is apathetic escapism. We
musl sieze the offensive and begin a
constructive plan for climatological
self-determination. That's why we
say: "RAIN, RAIN, CO AWAY!"

Any principled discussion of this
issue must first begin with a critical
examination of lhe previous attempts
to halt the torrents of fat cats and
running dogs thal Reagan claims are
merely "trickling down" on the
outdoor working class. Many have
lried, but look out your window and
you can sae l,hat they have failcd.

Why? Let's look at a few examples.
The Wealher Undergtound: They

believed that their violent acts could
spark l,he drenched masses to take up
arms against the downpour of oppres-
sive moisture. But violence begets
more violence. Where are they today?
Washed up by a flood of state
repression.

Thc Freeze Movement: The trouble
here is t,hat they refuse to face the
broader issues. Once we freeze the
water, where are we going co put it?
And further, who will control it? Will
the resull,ant wealth be used on the
part of the frozen foods industry? And
lvhat about poor people who need !o
drink water, shall they suck ice
cubes?

Even the Democrats give lip service
lo Lhe weather; bu! remember, NO
MATTER WHO REIGNS, THE POOR
GET SOAKED!

We at WAG say the time has come
to change all this. Our strategy is to

build coalitions with other warm'
weather loving peoples. We are
calling for a letler writing campaigr to
get some dry kindling. Most imPor-
tantlJ, [o counter the cynical propa-
ganda of weather reports we will hold
high the shining example of the
Albanian Republic, fhat baslion of
planned weather. In Albania, thanks
to the valiant revolutionary meteoro-
logists, it only rains once a week, and
lhen only at night. And you can bel, no
one lcaves any tools out in ihe rain.
But you never hear about this from
weather reporters; lhey know that in a
truly just society they'd have to work
tbr a living. Trust our Plan: we can
bring an end to this tyrannical
weather by June (or JulY at the
latestl.

Remember. GOOD DRAINACE lS
NOT ENOUGH:!

['or more information call our 24

hour hol.lirre: (415) 936-&?8
{4151 wE MoIsT

Figure 20
WAGgish Technocracy,
Source: Jim Rosenau (1990) Bad Aninde: The Processed lWorlcl Anthologt Verso: London, 36.

Scientific intrusion meant that someone now could now be blamed for atmospheric invasions. 'If our

efforts tum out to have negative effects on the weather ofother countries, or are even perceived as such,'

Hugh Gardner (1975:31) wrote, 'we will be accused of yet another sort of imperialism: ripping off the

world's weather.' Accused they were. When weather-modification programmes were implemented in

Florida, Honduras threatened to sue the United States for cloud rustling (Ross l99l:203). The American

government was forced to cancel its hurricane-taming Project Stormfury in 1963 after the Cuban and

Mexican regimes complained that storms could be redirected, to their detriment (Jones and Mcleod

n.d.:16).180 Efforts to move Project Stormfury to the Western Pacific Ocean met with opposition from

3solnternational opposition was not the only reason for Stormfury's demise, there was also a lack of
hurricanes to seed (Jones and Mcleod n.d.:16). Before this, Cubans were subjected to covert cloud-seeding.

America had many schemes to undermine the communist regime's economy. One idea was remarkably sirple (and

silgularly unsuccessful): clouds would be seeded, forcing them to rain before reaching the Cuban mainland. The

sugar crops would be decimated and Castro would be brought to his knees (Juda I 978:976). Weather-modjfication
within Cuba had also been a cause of controversy: 'Commercial cloud seeders operating in Cuba met local

problems of a special kind during the fifties; each time one of them set out to attend to his generators in the

mountains, he had to get special permission of Batista's government - then still in Havana - and from Castro's
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the govemments of China and Japan. With both countries relying on hurricanes to bring a large portion

of their rains, the last thing they wanted was hurricane-dissipation (Dennis L980:243). Theodore

Thomas' (1962:12) science fiction noticed a fact that working scientists had refused to face. Large scale

weather- and climate-modification would require a supranational body to mediate disputes over

meteorological processes. His novel The Weather Mall placed, above the House, the Senate and the UN,

'the most elite of all bodies, the Weather Congress.'36t By the 1970s, American scientists could no

longer ignore social consequences of their weather-changing activities. In 1972 Professor Charles

Cooper highlighted its potential as a landmark technology. Weather-modification 'will be one of the first

technologies,' he said, 'over which the general public, rather than the scientists who devised [it] and the

economic interests who see immediate benefits, will exert control' (Quoted in Lansford 1973:658).

Henry Lansford (1973:658) pointed out that '[n]ot long ago, this staternent would have been regarded

as highly irresponsible, if not downright radical, in some meteorological circles. It was the sort of thing

you might expect a sociologist to say.' His concern was justified, for Cooper indeed was predicting

something radical - social regulation of technology in a country where the minority ownership of

machines and productive techniques is a defining feature of social formation (R. Williams 1975a:294).

Nonetheless, by the 1970s this was the conclusion to which meteorologists were driven (Lansford

1973:658).

Weather Panic

Over many years, conftasts between scientific meteorological expertise and social experience have been

stark. Thus it should not surprise us that weather-modification prograrnmes precipitate panics.

Understanding these events, we must ask questions which Cooper implied: Who owns the weather?

Who has the right to commodifo and command it? These questions have inflamed individuals,

communities and even populations in whole countries.

Revelations about resistance would not have been so shocking to scientists had they looked to one thing

they had consistently ignored: history. Problems which simple rainmaking techniques educed had

already been amply discussed. tn 1891 Frank Melbourne admitted that his rainmaking technique was

so rudimentary that it could be replicated by anybody. '[S]uch a situation would be unendurable,' the

guerillas which already controlled the mountain regions' @reuer 1980:53).

38'Burke (1957:322) had also foreseen that 'millions and even billions of dollars would become involved
in "decisions on weather-policy," since the diverting ofprecipitation from one area to another would have effects

not only upon the crops or reservoirs immediately involved, but also upon property values in general. All told
tremendous sums could change hands; and intestine brawls about the "bureaucratic" allocating of good weather

could make the altercations between Communism and Capitalism look pale by conparison.'
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Globe-Republican editorialized "'there could never be a political barbecue without all the rain machines

of the opposition being set in motion ... the infidels would spoil all the camp-meetings and the church

people would ruin the horse races"; nothing but conflict and ill will would result' (Spence 1980:54).

Puck also poked fun of 'The New Commercial lndustry' in a 9 September l89l cartoon. The First

Drummer tells the farmer: 'I am representing the Thunderbolt Rain-Producing Company - our showers

last two hours and twenty minutes, and we make a sample shower free of charge!' The Second Drummer

countered: 'Let me take your order, sir, for the Aquarius Artificial Rain-Making Company - our rain is

superior to anything in the market, and we give a silk umbrella and a pair of overshoes with every

shower! '

Figure 21
Source: Clark C. Spence (1980) The Rainmakers:
American Pluviculture to World lAar II, University of
Nebraska Press: Lincoln, no pagination.

Colorado Gusher

Events in Colorado's San Luis Valley and Rapid City, South Dakota, grounded America's atmospheric

scientists.3sz Weather-modification in Southern Colorado was clearly subject to sectional social control.

A hail-suppression project had been undertaken by growers to protect crops of Moravian barley.383

Suddenly all of ns, the entire community, was hostage to their weather. Yet barley growers occupied

only a fraction of the Valley's lands (Garcia 1973:5). Investigations revealed that even the barley

"tour arguments here centre around the opinions of meteorologist Henry Lansford. Since he does not

mention events in Rapid City we will not either. Discussion of the Rapid City flood, its scientific aftermatb, and its

sociological interpretation, are deferred until the next chapter.

"3Hail damage in Colorado is amongst the worst in the counby. Colorado's farmers refer to hail as

'sudden poverty' (Farhar 1977 :24).
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growers were hostages. The decision to modifo San Luis weather came from the corporate offices of the

crop's main buyer: The Adolph Coors Company.38o Said president W.K. Coors: 'The only long-range

possibility for growing Moravian barley of consistently acceptable quality in the Valley lies in a reliable

and effective weather managementprogram' (Quoted in Lansford 1973:659). Consistentbarleyrequired

that clouds be consistently hail-free; but ranchers railed against this managed weather. They organised

as Citizens for Preservation of Natural Resources in 1970, and then as The San Luis Valley Citizens

Concerned About Weather Modification (Anon. 1972b:l ). By lgT2theyhad persuaded Colorado to pass

legislation regulating seeding activity. State law forced weather-modifiers to apply for permits, and

provided for community input into programmes (Anon. 1972a1). These changes to the law, and reshaint

on cloud-seeding companies, brought no respite. Valley Citizens complained that cloud-seeders broke

the law. On 7 July 1972 a petition was circulated. Emanating from Manassa, Colorado it read in part:

We, the following citizens and taxpayers hereby declare that we are not satisfied with
the weather modification being practised in this area. We are not in favour of cloud
seeding, and believe it is harmful and detrimental to the welfare of the majority of
farmers and ranchers in this Valley, Moreover, shortage of water and excessive

pumping to water grainfields, pastures, etc., have lowered the water table until many
homes are without domestic water. This is a serious problem. We further declare that
we have an inalienable right to share in whatever precipitation God sees fit to sent [sic] -

rain, snow; even hail.385 We are entitled to a share of the underground water to supply
our real needs (Anon. 1972a:l).

A survey showed that 82 per cent of San Luis' population opposed weather-modification. One key

reason for opposing cloud-seeding was that is was thought to destroy clouds.386 'This past year we had

plentyofgoodraincloudsthatweredispersed,'(Anon. 1973:l)saidonelocal. TheConejosRiverwas

running so sluggishly that people feared that the tourist flow would dry up with it. "'For the first time

in history Sego Springs was dry and our crop land produced only a fourth of what it normally does so

we're forced to buy feed at $50-560 per ton where we've never had to buy it before" members noted'

(Anon. 1973:l).

relansford's narrative is not complete. The Coors brewing company had been persuaded to consider

weather-modification by Ben Livingston, head of San Luis Valley Weather Engineering, Inc. Part of the original
contact involved the reduction ofrainfall during harvest time (Farhar 197 5:24). Weather Engineering ran operations

until 1971. That year the Valley had over $l 000 000 worth of hail damage. T\e 1972 season comenced with
Arnospherics, Inc. of Fresno California (Farhar 1975:25-6).

385'Ranchers in semi-arid climates welcome moisture in any fornl including hail, to keep pastures green'

(Farhar 1975:27), whereas crop farmers despise crop-damaging hail.

386T\e Corpus Christi ?"irnes informed readers in May 1970 that the San Luis project 'performs anti-

rainmaking services in the valley, over the crops .... [and ] year-round, the company atterrpts to dissipate tornado

and hail clouds' (Livingstone quoted in Farhar 1975:24). A Weather Engineering, Inc. enrployee agreed that this

was standard practice. He left 'because he was morally outraged at th€ "lies" being told to the public and private

goups' (Farhar 197 5:27).
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Coors Brewery was not about to relent. Weather-modification was a tool of corporate oppression. If a

weather-management regime was not put in place for the 1973 season, Coors threatened to reduce the

amount of barley it bought from the region by 20 per cent. That figure would keep declining. '107o is

the maximum amount we are willing to place at the mercy of the natural elements which in our

experience will give us a good quality crop once in twenty years' their president stated (Quoted in

Lansford 1973:659). But, in this case, the public good prevailed. Colorado's Department of Natural

Resources declined a weather-modification permit for the 1973 season. Another brewery bought the

Moravian barley that Coors refused.

In the I 960s weather-modification scientists did not want to intnrde into the social world. By the 1970s

the social world had intruded into their bailiwick. Lansford (1973:660) was left asking: 'How can the

moderate scientific view of the meteorologists, based on knowledge rather than conjecture, be made a

part of the public decision-making process for other weather-modification projects?'38t Were things

really that bad? Lansford's account was sanitised. Things were worse. The Colorado weather-

modification permit was declined in 1973 after disgruntled locals sabotaged cloud-seeding equipment

during the 1972 season. The detonation of weather-modification technology caused $50 000 worth of

damage. 'Although state and local authorities investigated the incident, no one was ever alrested for the

bombing. Allegedly, knowledge of the culprit's identity was locally available but no one was talking'

(Farhar 1975:28).

Writing from a comfortable physical distance, in Ewope, Breuer (1980:vii) files such incidents in the

"Only in America" category. Noting the explosive activities in the San Luis Valley, he wrote that

in the original German version of this book(Wetter nach Wunseh?)Ihad to explain at

this point that these opening paragraphs are not taken from a science fiction novel or
from the scenario of a futurologist, but from the report of an American sociologist on

public reaction to weather modification, for in central Europe such activities are as yet

practically unknown.

His s chadenfreu de was shortlived...

A Gallic Panic Follows Hvsteria in Almeria

1986 saw an interesting crop of legends from France... In August, 1986, after a long
drought in the Midi-Pyrenees since early spring ... farmers were desperate. Only the

3tiThe quote which opens this chapter also indicates this tectonic shift, It emanated 'from deep within the

meteorological establishment.' ICAS is 'made up of representatives of all the federal agencies that have programs

in meteorology' (Lansford 1973:658).
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fruit-growers were happy, because there was no hail to spoil their crops. The Pavsans

becamejealous ofthe fruit farmers, whose orchards are irrigatedby carefully-controlled
water channels. The paysans began claiming that whenever a rare cloud appears in the

burning blue sky, it is prevented disgorging rain through the activities of a small white
aeroplane that flies round the cloud, sometimes enters it, and sometimes appears to drag

it away before it can release a single drop of rain for the drought-stricken farmers

[underlining in original].
James Kirkup, 'Truth Sfanger than Legend: Contemporary Legends in Europe and

France.'

'In most countries,' Jean-Louis Brodu (1991:50) notes, 'a drought which goes on for several months

spells starvation, but in affluent states, it results merely in a conflict of interests between farmers,

politicians and insurance companies.' Such were the events in the Dordogne during the summer of 1986.

But according to rumour, the drought was not the work of Mother Nature. A plane was seeking and

deshoying clouds before rain could fall.388 These secret cloud-seeding experiments were being

conducted by a cabal of wealthy orchardists - 'les gros propri6taires de vergers de pommes et de noix'

(Laval 1986:4) - in collusion with their insurance companies. The result of their operations was that

clouds were dissipated, and the Dordogne went without rain for months. Tales of intrigue, fear and

loathing culminated in moral panics mixed with Unidentified Flying Objects set against a backdrop of

secret, big business activity. Indeed, this conflict was described as nothing less than a meteorological

war.3E9

The crisis was provoked by environmental change, and the powers-that-be were at a loss to explain it'

Since the demand for news exceeded its institutional supply the situation lent itself to rumour. 'Rumor

thrives most,' James C. Scott (1990:144) tells us, 'in situations in which events of vital importance to

people's interests are occurring and in which no reliable information - or only ambiguous information -

is available.' Moreover.

[a]s rumor travels it is altered in a fashion that brings it more closely into line with the

hopes, fears and worldview of those who hear it and retell it. The rumor, it appears, is

not only an opportunity for anonymous, protected communication, but also serves as a

vehicle for anxieties and aspirations that may not be openly acknowledged by its
propagators (Scott I 990: 145).

3ttOne farmer reported seeing a promosing rain cloud, which the phantom plane encircled, causing it to
disappear: 'L'avion, je l'aivu, il afait Ie tour du nuage quand il menagait de piter. Et hop! Plus ien, le nuage

afild' litalics in originall, (Laval 1986:4).

ttncilbert Laval (1986:4) began his investigation of the drought-plane panic with the words 'La guerre

mdt6orologique a commenc6 ir Jumelhac [src]...'
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Who was to blame? The cattle farmers were convinced they knew. Petitions were signed and meetings

were organised to bring the experiments to an end.3eo The problem was that weather experiments had

not taken place for over a decade."t

The story was picked up by the local newspaper when a petition signed by 500 cattle farmers was

presented to the Prdfet of the Dordogne. In an attempt to defuse the situation a member of the town

council ordered a public meeting in Excideuil. Essentially the meeting functioned in the same manner

asthe veilldes of the nineteenth century, only in this instance it was an open political forum rather than

a congregation of allied families. These communal gatherings were undertaken for the purposes of

communalworkandstorytellingduringwintertime,orwereinvokedduringtumultuoustimes.Incredible

episodes were recounted which bemused the early ethnologists who attended them. But 'these stories

were often informed by anger and resentment - feelings which the legendary vocabulary they used both

disguised and justified - and their purpose was to incriminate those about whom theywere told' @evlin

1987:198).

Over 100 cattle farmers turned up at the town hall. A meteorologist from Bordeaux, a civil aviation

engineer and representatives of the orchardists were also present. The meteorologist argued that cloud-

seeding to prevent hail may be possible, but it could not stop it raining. A member of the audience then

integ'ected, saying that he had heard reports on the television that the Russians had prevented rain

following the Chemobyl disaster. The other expert present was a civil aviation engineer. He argued that

the small planes accused of seeding clouds could not confront large stonns. Still, he restored an element

of doubt into proceedings when he conceded that the radar operators did not monitor all flights. The

meeting ended with sufficient vagueness to allow those present to believe whatever suited them. The

organiser urged the people to send letters to French ddputds insisting that all regional hail-suppression

experiments be banned (Laval 1986:4).3e2

r*The petition which was presented to the Prefect of the Dordogne corrplained: 'The pilots of unknown

tourist planes are accused of dissolving storm clouds by spraying them with silver iodide or even silver nifrate [src]'
thus causing the dissipation of beneficial rain clouds. All that fuss to prevent losses to apple orchards by hail-
carrying clouds' (Brodu I 99 I :50),

3e'Devastating hail storrns in the early 1970s spurred attempts at hail-suppression by three prominent

orchards in Excideuil, Lanouaille and La Durantie. They used the services of cloud-seeders until 1974 (Brodu

1998d).

3qzFor further information on phantom hail-suppression and re lated public panics in several countries see

Brodu (1995). For instances of weather panics in the deparUnents of the Dordogne, Lot-et-Garonne and Tarn-et-

Garonne, see Brodu (1996).
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Figure 22
Source: Anon. (1991) Fortean Times.

Phenomena,60, 5 1.

The Journal of Strange

Behind the outrage there was an orchestrated attempt by farmers to convince the govemment that their

situation was truly desperate. Or at least as desperate as it had been a decade before when the

government imposed a special drought relief tax on all its citizens - I'imp6t sdcheresse - of 1976.3e3 This

need was heightened by rumours within the drought region that cereal prices were being raised by

dastardly distributors @rodu 1991:50). The cattle farmers were suffering the worst, as the agricultural

syndicates lobbied for the label of a natural disaster to be imposed on the area. Such a label would

ensure that farmers were reimbursed for losses by the French authorifies and by their insurance

companies (Brodu 1998c). The motives of these French farmers, then, were not unlike many others

throughout history. A study of centuries ofrecords in ancient China shows that some reports of droughts

were 'conceivably exaggerated in order to affect exemption from land taxes' (Shan-Yu 1943:372).

Whenever drought relief is enshrined as official policy there will always be a temptation to exaggerate

the situation for pecuniary benefit. Given that the drought was isolated to their particular region farmers

mav have felt the need to make a lot of noise in order to be heard.rea

rer'I'his drought resulted in 6 000 000 000 francs worth of losses to the French economy (Laval 1986:4).

However the socialist Minister of Agriculnre in the National Assembly, Henri Nallet, doubted that such a tax would
be imposed again. Universal aid had not been particularly effective. Those that needed the most financial assistance

did not get enough (Nallet quoted in Laval 1986:4).

sqPeter Mayle (1990 142-3) makes the point inA Year in Provence that farmers are notoriously diflicult
to please: "'But the weather in September is not to be trusted." [Said one] He had made the same gloomy comment

about the weather every month of the year so far, in the resigned and plaintive tones used by farmers all over the

world when they tell you how hard it is to scratch a living from the land. Conditions are never right. The rain, the

wind, the sunshing, the weeds, the insects, the government - there is always at least one fly in their ointment, and

they take a perverse pleasure in their pessimism.' After sampling hundreds of articles, political speeches, poents,

books, cartoons and films, Brad West and Philip Smith (1996:93) concluded that Austalian farmers do likewise.

These farmers continually represent droughts as worse than normal, and certainly worse than the last one, to create

a"'super-natural"threattosociety'asopposedto'anaspectofroutineclimate.'Inotherwords,theycreateevents
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Rain fell two weels after this emergency meeting. The break in the weather gave much-needed water

to desperate farmers, and tempers dampened down. But although the drought had ended, the accusations

had not...

Scapegoats in the Making

'nI can't believe that!" said Alice.
"Can't you?n'the queen said in a pitying tone.
"Try again: draw a long breath, and shut your eyes."

Lewis Carroll, Through The Looking G/ass.

He would continue to believe in it whatever the facts turned out to be, what else was the

meaning of Belief?
Douglas Adams, Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency.

Wider society was quite willing to believe that particular orchards could be responsible for the

Dordogne's drought. The social reaction to the drought had been moral panic, and locals looked for a

folk devil. Upon closer inspection the accusations seemed nonsensical. Large nets spread over apple

trees protected orchards from hail damage. Irrigation systems protected properties from drought'

Spending money on cloud-seeding programmes would have been pointless. But this did not stop

pastoralists harassing orchard managers, nor did it stop threats to chop down fruit trees. '[T]he cardinal

rule of legends' applies here, '[t]he truth never stands in the way of a good story' (Brunvand 1989:33).

In the absence of adequate answers, people will formulate their own. With meteorologists at a loss to

explain why the drought occurred, or to predict how long it would last (hazards of the job), it was not too

much of a stretch of the imagination to suspect foul play.

Weather patterns made groups of individuals more aware of their conrmon interests. Drought drew

attention to those values which constitute the conscience collective of these communities. This shared

sphere of existence gives communities their boundaries in terms of cultural and geographic limitations.

As far as the moral majoriry were concerned, cloud-seeding overstepped the mark.3e5 This led to what

Kai T. Erikson (1966:9-10) terms a'boundary crisis,' since those funding hail-suppression had moved

outside the 'symbolic set ofparentheses' listing all allowable actions. Moral panics typically include the

telling of what David G. Bromley, Anson D. Shup Jr. and J.C. Ventimiglia (1979) refer to as'atrocity

from a national constant with an eye to financial reimbursement.

3esPerhapswe shouldsayas farasthefarmingmajoritywasconcernedcloudseedingoversteppedthemarlq
as the opposition to supposed weather-modification came chiefly from cattle farmers rather than entire communities.
In 1986 these concems were raised from Jumilhac to Excideuil.
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tales,' recounted when events violate established cultural norrns. These tales speciff the alleged misdeed

and suggest possible resolutions. Itjust so happens that the orchardists accused ofhiring cloud-seeders

were innocent. So why were they blamed in the first place?

The first answer is that Dordogne orchards were owned by outsiders, by people who did not "belong."

One in Bergerac was owned by an English arboriculturalist who inhoduced innovative American fruit

growing methods to the Dordogne, others in Perigueux and north of the Dordogne in the Limousin were

owned by wealthy French emigrants from Algeria ("pieds noirs" who fled Algeria following

independence in 1962). The orchard in Excideuil was owned by a wealthy captain of industry and a

famous French novelist @rodu 1998d). Traditional wisdom within rural sociology states that rustic

social change should be viewed as the result of middleclass newcomers imposing themselves upon the

working class locals, with consequential conJlict. Such a theme was prevalent throughout the 1960s and

1970s, and can be found in the work of R.E. Pahl (1965,1966), E. Radford (1970), M. Pacione

(1980,1984), and A.W. Gilg (1985). ln fact, some of the outsiders were so rich that they could afford

to live in the city: 'il y en a m6me qu'on n'a jamais vus, tellemenl ils sont riches' [italics in original],

(Anon. quoted in Laval 1986:4).

The presence of outsiders may have caused offence, as may their wealth,3e6 but it was their method of

accumulating further riches which really grated. Local sensibilities were offended when the traditional

farming pattem ofthe Dordogne - wheat, maize,tobacco and vines - was usurped. Apples replaced corn.

In the 1960s a new capital-intensive mode of farming came into being, along with the social dislocation

which accompanies it.3n7 Locals added another dimension: atmospheric dislocation. Rumours abounded

that weather patterns changed with crops. Complaints about desertification and its deleterious effects

on stonn patterns emerged (Brodu 1998b). Clearly this moral panic was mapped onto a material base.3e8

The story was strengthened by the orchardists' decision to use anti-hail rockets, and reinforced further

by the decision to hire an Agen aviation company (c.1970) to seed clouds to suppress hail. Many people

3%Laval (1986:4) writes that '[e]ven if hundreds of hectares of well-aligned, irrigated and weeded fields

can make you envious, one is not poor in Jumilhac, with some milk and some cows.' The actual passage reads:

'M€me si des centaines d'hectares de vergers bien aliga€s, irriguds et sans herbe peuvent faire envie, on n'est pas

pauvre d Jumelhac [sic, it should read Jumilhac-le-grand], avec du lait et des vaches.'

gNew 
irrigation systems were introduced by these 'rich and politically powerful' orchardists, as well as

a host ofother innovations. The apple growers experimented with anti-hail rockets, cloud-seeding aircraft, hailnets,

and new ways of ripening and processing the fruit. The local farm-labour mcinopoly was broken with the importation

of Spanish and Moroccan workers for t}ree months of every year (Brodu 1998c).

3e8Scapegoating tend to arise during times of personal economic frusEation (Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik,

Levinson and Sanford 1950:233).
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believed that such actions would stop rain falling.ree Similar beliefs had been expressed in America after

experiments in Colorado, South Dakota, the Texas panhandle and the Blue fudge area (Farhar 1977:16,

Pearce 1989:65). In any case, experiments in the Dordogne proved ineffectual, and were called to a

halt.aoo That did not stop these orchardists being blamed for the drought.

In any panic there are a number of precipitating factors which allow a story to flourish, by grving the

generalised beliefs immediate substance. The drought in the Dordogne followed the Chemobyl disaster.

Among front-page news in French papers, which resonated through other news media, was a declarafion

by the Soviet Minister lzrael that the Russians had stopped the spread of radioactivity by using planes

to seed the clouds around the reactor area (Brodu 1991:50). Could it be that the planes really did prevent

rain following that disaster? The answer is "probably not." The story seems to have originated in a letter

to the Young Communist newspaper, Komsomolskaya Pravda, and to have lost a little in translation.

This article claimed that clouds were seeded in order to avoid radioactive rain falling over Moscow. The

operation was not undertaken to create drought, but to force precipitation on unfortunate villages in the

Mogilev reglon of Byelorussia (Pearce 1989:67).

Later in 1986, the lack of truffles in the Quercy region following a prolonged dry period was blamed on

a hail-prevention scheme by orchardists in Tarn-et-Garonne. 'The supposed motive was that the

sophisticated orchard irrigation system could be upset by nahral rainfall' (Brodu I99l:52). With anti-

hail measures undertaken throughout France, and with low-key claims made about the effectiveness of

Wilhelm Reich's "cloudbuster" (brise-nuage) in the Dordogne in the late 1970s - 'Nous avons surtout

sslndeed, the Association contre Ia sicheresse provoquie (Associarion against provoked drought) was

formed in Tarn-et-Garonne in 1974. In 1990 it successfully lobbied against local authority funding of silver-iodide

seeding for hail-suppression (Brodu 1998b).

amWhile precipitation-augmentation schemes uue rare in France, there is a loug history of hail-suppression

in the wine growing regions. These approaches were given quasi-scientific legitimation with the introduction of
silver iodide as a seeding agent in the 1950s. Orchardists, winemakers and their insurance conpanies cooperated

with local and state bureaucracies to reduce hail through the use ofrockets, ground based generators and aircraft.

Doubts about their efficacy rose, culminating iu a general loss of meteorological faith when the joint Swiss, Italian
and French Grossversuch experiment announced disappointing results with Soviet high-altitude rockets during the

1980s. The state-owned meteorology bureau, Meteo France, has removed itself fromweather-modificatioq but it
sells weather reports to those operating networks of silver iodide generators. A private conpany better lnown for
its fueworks, Ruggieri, claims to sell l0 000 hail rockets (mostly to winemakers) each year. Rumours continue in
regions that experience periodic drought - Les Charentes, Les Deux-Sdwes, La Dordogae - that covert seeding

operations continue (Brodu 1998a). The importantpoint here is that the wealthiest shatumof the agricultural

community - the large-scale orchardists and winemakers - are being subsidised by local and regional public bodies

(Brodu 1998b).
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(eompe)) des cumulus' (Cardinet and Couturi er 1977:84) - it was perhaps not unreasonable to believe

that cloud-seeding could produce similar results.40r

The lberian Influence: Hard Tomatoespor las Multinacionales, Hard Times por los Campesinos

A heady mixture of traditional aerial mystery, paranoia and conspiracy theory reaches

us from Spain...
Bob Rickard and Paul Sieveking, 'spanish Mystery Aircraft.'

Another potential influence for the French drought rumour came from Murcia, south-east Spain, where

its antecedents are to be found. Indeed, a similar story involving a phantom craft - La avionatafantasma

- had made the press the previous year (though it had been simmering since 1973). The Wall Street

Jaurnal awrounced that 'The Rain in Spain is Stopped Mainly By Phantom Planes' @owers and Westley

1985a:l). 'The intruders chew into the clouds,'reported BrentBowers and Ana Westley (1985b:23),

'spewing out chemicals, and they drone back and forth, slicing the billowing nnsses into wisps that drift

away. And then they veer off, returning to their secret runway. And then, of course, it fails to rain. "l'[ot

a drop," says Diego Jimenez, a 60-year-old dirt farmer' (Bowers and Westley 1985b:23).

Spain's recent entry into the European Community had placed agricultural issues under intense media

scrutiny. And as was the case in the Dordogne, large conglomerates stood accused (Brodu l99l:52).

Tempers flared and violence threatened. Public meetings pondering the problem were attended by

campesinos,a02 and potshots were taken at small aeroplanes.a03 It seemed as if the drought was a

oo'See Frangois CardinetandPascalCouturier(1977). Reichiancloudbusters are claimedtobe abletomake

rain or destoy clouds depending upon how they are used. Details of this practice are vague, and agencies zuch as

the U.S. Deparhnent of Commerce's Environmental Office consider them unscientific despite James Demeo's
(1986;7) insistence that Wilhelm Reich's'orgone theory is empirically based using traditional scientific

methodology.' Cloudbusters usually consist of a number of parallel hollow metal tubes extending several metres

in length. These tubes are connected to a nurning water source. The cloudbuster operates 'through manipulation

ofa ubiquitous, heretofore undiscovered energy continuum in the atnosphere forgone]' (Demeo 1986:6). These

energy flows affect the weather. Some forms ofbad weather are a consequence of a parficular form oforgone: DOR
(deadly orgone radiation). Cloudbusters are designed to remove DOR. The cloudbuster's hollow tubes 'focus on

and "draw" energy from specific regions ofthe atnosphere, grounding it into a water source that the other end of
the rubes are immersed in. The induced energetic movement is said to b'igger movements in the target weather

systern, which are considered to be energy dependent' (Demeo 1986:6). In other words, 'the cloudbuster apparently

sucks up the excess energy and transfers it to well water, dispersing the clouds in the process. Snangely enough,

the cloudbuster could also be used to encourage raincloud formation if the pipes were pointed at clear sky near the

edge of an existing cloud' (Eberhart I 978b: I 04).

a02t'Campesinos" are poor farmers.

oo3l-uis Tarramera complained to Lorca authorities that his Piper aircraft was peppered with shots in early

May (Bowers and Westley 1985a:4). Such actions are not uncommou in cases of unwanted weather-modificafion.

South African seedrng craft were shot at in the Eastern Transvaal, and one of their Lear jets was vandalized in
Pretoria causing I 50 000 rand worth of damage (Cellgram 1977b). Also, ' [i]n Pennsylvania, the bias against cloud

seeding and the mistust of authority was so strong that the army came under suspicion of having caused the drought
in 1968 by secret seeding operations. The Departrnent of Agriculture, which at the time carried out aerial
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consequence of the Machiavellian manoeuwings of the transnational "tomato moguls," defending their

economic interests in collusion with their insurers.oon Private insurers were accused of involvement in

cloud-seeding because they had to pay tomato farmers four or five pesetas per tonne for their hail-

damaged produce. Farmers were accused of involvement in private insurance schemes because the state

insurance programme no longer covered them for rain and hail damage (Pana 1986:76). These farmers

also had an irrigation network which extended for thousands of kilometres to supply all the water their

tomatoes needed. Natural rain would damage tomato skins, making them unfit for sale in the European

Community; hence the need for rain-suppression. Locals who relied on natural rain for their almond

trees were less than happy (Pana 1986:77). Graffiti reading "death to tomatoes yes to rain" sprang up

all over the city walls, and a demonstration was organised by the people of the port of Pulpi, Almeria,

to oppose 'the artificial anticyclone of the tomato growers' (Brodu 1991:52).a05

Tomato firm Primaflor S.A., keen to get out of a pickle, hotly denied responsibility. Contary to rumour,

they also wanted rain. But with one myth dispelled, their manager was not about to destroy another.

Lorenzo Belmonte Navarro conceded that the mystery planes 'could exist. It's possible, it's possible'

(Quoted in Bowers and Westley 1985b:23). Perhaps this was a shrewd attempt to place blame on rival

competitors and foster brand loyalty. Perhaps not. Wlere Primaflor were ambivalent, others such as

Father Manuel Prados Munoz and Francisco Moreno Sasfe were devout believers, convinced ofmalefic

intent. Sastre, an engineer for the Ministry of Agriculture, had seen the phantom. Father Munoz of

nearby Maria had been a doubting Thomas, but he too came to see the light (aircraft). 'fB]efore I came

here four years ago I used to laugh at this business ofthe planes. But now I realise it's notjust the

rumours of country bumpkins. It's true' (Quoted in Bowers and Westley 1985b:23)'406

photography to study the distribution of a plant disease in oak forests, had to terminate the survey, since the famers,

who thought that the low-flying aircraft were used for weather modification, started to shoot at them' (Breuer

1980:138).

4o{"'Tomates no, lluvia sf'es la consigna en la que los miles de agricultores de estas zonas del sureste de

Espafia definen su certeza moral de que empresas tornateras y corrpafrias de seguro utilizan"medios antilluvia" en

defensa de sus intereses econ6micos y en contra de los de los campesinos' (Parra 1986:76).

aosThewrihngwasalsoonthewallinLorca:'Wakeup,tomatogrowers. Getoutbeforethecountrydies,'
and in Totana: 'Death to the airplanes' (Bowers and Westley 1985a:l).

lftPlenty of others disagreed. 'Carlos Santos, editor of the daily newspaper La Voz de Almeria, says the

story gives his sophisticated readers a laugh' (Bowers and Westley 1985a:1). Staffat the Servicio Nacional de

Meteorologia were also said to 'rorpen en carcajadas' (Pana 1986:75) - break into laughter - upon hearing these

stories. Lorca's rnayor, Jos6 Antonio Gallego L6pez, did not share the joke. His cornrnunity did not find any

humour in the drought, and over 5 000 people demonshated their objection to it. This was the highest regional

tumout for a demonstration that L6pez had ever seen (Pana 1986:76).
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Concemed by conspiracy theorists and their practices, Almeria's governor Tomas Azorin Munoz

convened a panel of experts. His intention was to denounce secret cloud-seeding as a mere flight of

fancy. The Director of the National Weather Bureau said as much, but victims of the drought were not

wildly receptive to his line ofreasoning. Data are abstract; suffering is not. Besides, local farmers had

heard of overseas experiments where cloud-seeding had been undertaken to destroy rainclouds. And

hadn't programmes in Albacete, Aragon and Catalonia already caused droughts? Assurances from the

government in Madrid that cloud-seeding was not underway in their area did little to calm their fears.

A Socialist Senator tried to ease local concerns by attacking Father Munoz 'as a demagogue using the

issuetotightenhiscontrolonthelocals,victimsofmasshysteria'(RickardandSievekingl986:8). Even

a fellow priest questioned Father Munoz's motives. Diego Alonso of Pulpi offered a locational

explanation: 'He lives in a small town. [t's cold up there in the mountains. He's got a lot of time on his

hands' (Quoted in Bowers and Westley 1985b:23).

If the drought was not the blight of tyrannical tomato growers, other well-heeled candidates might be

responsible for these activities. Some believed that the drought was the work of companies in the tourist

industry, clearing clouds for foreigners to have fun in the sun. The local star-gazing fraternity were also

suspects. After all, their ashal examinations from the Calar Alto observatory required unhindered views

of the heavens. Meanwhile, a rumour had gone into circulation placing the blame on the death ofFranco.

A pamphlet noted the 'curious coincidence' (Santos quoted in Bowers and Westly 1985b:4) that drought

had worsened since he died in 1975.a07 While it is certainly true that Franco was vehemently concemed

with the law and order of people, there is no evidence to suggest that his authoritarianism extended to

the atmosphere. Indeed, the fascist theory of terminal decline was disproved by deluges in 1986. Public

uffest was washed away with the rains. However, a perception that weak government was powerless in

the face of multinational agricultural hostility remained (Parra 1986:77).

Brodu hypothesised that folktales such as these were brought to the Dordogne by migrant Spanish

workers, who arrived in Excideuil in September 1985 to pick apples. One story recounted to a Spanish

journalist told how pickers for a tomato mogul - Pascual Hermanos - were sent into the fields despite the

definite threat of a downpour. Upon hearing a plane, the dark clouds were dissipated - surely this was

the cause of the drought. When the Spaniards left the following month, they may have left the Pulpian

polemic primed and ready for use when drought broke the following year. A vague rumour could be

aoTHoteliers, astronomers and dead fascists may be less significant to this story than they would appear.

These "culprits" only figure in the English language press, Parra does not mention thern
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anchored in reality by attributing it to a specific time and place. Of course a drought in the Dordogne

could be caused this way, if it had already caused drought in Spain (Brodu l99l :52).n08

The French Folk Tradition

Although France has a reputation as home of th e philosophes and birthplace ofmodern liberal rationality,

peculiar events and practices have occurred throughout its history. Jules Mazarin ( I 602-61) stated that

'[a]nything may happen in France' (Quoted in Cohen and Cohen 1976:297). However, in this instance

it had already happened in Honduras (Anon. 1949:27), the United States of America (Anon, 1962,

Howell 1965), Canada (Quig 1965), South Africa (Tonetti 1977a, Van Wyk 1977) and, most crucially,

Spain (Parra 1986). It was the locals' plight and prescience which gave the story its gravity. Not only

did similarities exist between economic troubles in the Dordogne and in Murcia; events wsre recormted

in an idiom which was familiar enough to permit their assimilation into an existing corpus of French

folklore. ForasJudithDevlin(1987:186)notes,themotifsof'abuseoftaditionalauthority,theultimate

vindication of the weak, the victory of generosity and humility over jealousy and arrogance - were

perennially popular in the French folltale.'

Although the cloud-chasing plane story's structure is at variance with the popular tales of the past, its

function was the same: this story mirrored tle concerns of the society that fostered it. But Robert

Darnton's ( 1984:53,56) conviction, expressed inThe Great Cat Massacre And Other Episodes In French

Cultural History,thatfolktales do nothing more than explain the ways ofthe world andhow to copewith

them, is inadequate. Folktales are not passive; they are proactive and more than palliative in function.

'Legends grow out of social contexts which they intend to alter' (Ellis 1990:2). More significantly, the

phantom plane legend upheld a grand Gallic tradition of connecting natural disasters which affect the

poor to the evil deeds of the opulent and powerful.

In French folk history, meteorological mishaps were mediated by God. It was generally believed that hail

storms were a punishment for impiety; bad individuals were the cause. Such anti-hail measures as

lighting blessed candles, saying prayers and ringing church bells were attempted.aot In July 1844 the

4o8lVhile such a scenario seerili plausible, Brodu (1998c) could not test his hypothesis. Spanish workers
had been replaced by Pornrguese labour by the time his studies commenced. Subsequent fieldwork in Excideuil
showed a lack of local support for this theory (Brodu 1998d), however by then it had been incorporated into
conternporary folk literature as r/re explanation for the French drought panic, see V6ronique Carryion-Vincent and

Jean-Bruno Renard ( I 992:59-65).

aoeRend Descartes wrote in his 1667 Discours de la mdthode - Des mdtdores that 'it is not without some

rsason that people hold that a great disturbance of noise, like the one made by bells or cannons, can diminish the

effect of the lightning bolt' (Quoted in Brodu 1995:198). Two cenhuies later the theme was taken up by Arago
(1855:219-23), who wrote an essay entitled: 'Is it Useful, or is it Dangerous, to Ring Church Bells During
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Prdfet of the Dordogne issued stern wamings against the latter practice. '[T]he opinion,' he wrote,

'according to which the sound of strokes of lightning, or of paralysing their effects, [can be warded off

by be[ringtng] is founded solely on superstition, and that such practice must, instead, infallibly occasion

strokes of lightning' [italics in original], (Anon. quoted in Arago L855:223). 'We see by this passage,'

explained the eminent meteorologist Frangois Arago, 'that false science is as dangerous as entire

ignorance, and that it infallibly conducts to inferences which have nothing to justify them' (Arago

1855:223).

A prime example of the supernaturally mediated storm can be found in folklore about the celestial hunt.

Described variously as the: Chasse Alequin, Chasse d Bodet, Chasse Galliry, Chasse Galopine, Chasse

Gaydre, Chasse Grande, Chasse Macabre, Chasse du Roi Artus, Chasse du roi Hirode, Haute Chasse

or la Chassede I'Homme Rouge,this explained how storms were the workofnefarious souls condemned

to rattle around the heavens for eternity (Chassany 1970:271-2).ato

Increasing social seculaization saw God shoulder less of the blame for storms, although much of it still

went to His earthly representatives. There was a widely perceived notion that priests could cause bad

weather: this conviction was documented in the Saintonge, the diocese of Chartres and elsewhere.arr

Given prevailing social, political and economic conditions at the time, this was not altogether surprising.

The liberal bourgeoisie were ever keen to intensifu anti-clericalism, and the peasants themselves were

frequently enbroiled in disputes with the clergy over debts owed - both monetary and moral.

Someone still had to be blamed. Despised individuals, out groups and alien authorities remained

scapegoats, but the intermediary role of God faded. Human actions could impact directly upon nature,

creating hail or drought, but they usually had to invoke forces of darkness. Storms could be attributed

to black magicians. Throughout Normandy, the Ardennes and the Sologne Bourbonnaise there was

Thunderstorms?' He concluded, '[i]n the present state of our knowledge, it is not proved that the sound of bells

tends to call down thunderbolts,' but added 'it is, nevertheless, earnestly recommended, for the sake of the ringers,

not to ring the bells. They incur danger proporfionate to that of those who irryrudently take shelter tmder tall trees

during thunderstorms. Lightring stikes elevated objects, and, in particular, the summits of spires and steeples; the

henpen cord attached to the bell, and ordinarily saturated with moisture, conducts the discharge down to the hand

ofthe ringer, and hence so many deplorable accidents have arisen' (Arago 1855:2221.

o'oAn alternative interpretation of the Great Hunt was that storrns were caused by witches en route to the

sabbath (Devlin 1987 :206).

ttrln the Puy de D6me in 1870 a priest who could not avert storms was referred to as 'gr6leroux' - hail's
accorrplice (Flammarion 1902.'27).
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widespread belief in the meneur de nuage.at2 Imbued with magical powers, such a person could create

and control storm clouds, riding them to a desired destination.ar3 ln parts ofthe Indre, Main-et-Loire and

the Nivemais it was widely conceived that priests could do this: convictions which continued into this

century (Devlin 1987:208). Until very recently French Catholic priests prayed for rain; and, in the

viticultural regions, stories still resonate about the old grAleux who could stop hail on a whim (Brodu

1991:53).4'a

Aocording to the International Society for Contemporary Legend Research, modern legends are no less

protean. But,withEnlightenmentideasfilteringdowntoreplacereligioussupernaturalismasargument's

frame, inclemency is no longer a creation of God, or the consequence of sorcery, but appears to derive

from applied technology. This transition from the divine and magical to the mechanical is largely

illusory. The old folk tales, however fanciful, never entirely dismissed realism (Darnton 1984:34).a'5

Nor is there much evidence to suggest a premodern literal belief in the marvellous. These stories

functioned as a metaphor for life, expressing an eschatological outcome at variance with the prevailing

social order. Today's tales operate in the same way. James Kirkup (1989:3) offers a less convincing

argument for direct ancestry: 'These statements by the pAysang are in the purest line of urban legend:

someone who admits not actually having seen the mysterious plane believes in it because his grandfather

had seen it' [underlining in original].4r6 Even apparently novel touches like conspiratorial actions by

insurance companies have been used for over a century. lnsurance companies were accused of being a

party to the unnatural atmospheric conditions which caused the 1986 drought in Excideuil. But insurers

have been charged with profiting from rural peoples'precipitatory paranoia since at least the 1860s.

Devlin (1987 :210) notes that:

a'2Devlin 
( 19 87.210,211) informs us thatmeneurs de nuage'werc frequently identified with targets of local

animosity,'as the folklore of storms blamed people rather than atrnospheric processes for bad weather. She writes

that this folklore was 'preoccup[pied] with responsibility, with the moral, and more explicitly, the social order at the

expense of mechanistic or physical explanations.'

at3Jean-Louis Boncoeur (1981:92-6) discusses les meneurs de nudes, although similar beliefs are found

around the world. Amongst the Lovedu of South Africa, Mujaji - the Rain Queen transformer of clouds - has 'the
power to withold rain from the undeserving or to drop it gently upon the deserving with mathematical precision'
(Kirge and Kirge 7947:2).

a'alean-Phillipe Chassany ( I 970 : I 3 8-9) also discusse s grdleux.

arsFor similar arguments see Charles Pythian-Adams (1975) and Eugene Weber (1981).

oruuurba" legend" is the modern, and inadequate, term for a folktale (Ellis 1990:l). The passage from
Gilbert Laval's (1986:4) investigation into 'L'avion-mystire qui fait fuir les nuages,' is as follows: 'Vous I'avez

vu i chaque fois? < Non, mais I'autre soir, quand je suis rentrd d laferme, Ie grand-pdre m'a dit...>' [italics in
original]. Laval (1986:4) expands upon th€ storytellers. Peter says that if Paul says it, it must be tnre. Both Peter

and Paul are cattle-raising neighbours ofan orchardist who farms 200 hectares.
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The picturesque folklore of storms sounds as though it were derived from medieval
exempla,but its apparent adaption to a secular, latently radical world-view indicates that
the minds and feelings of poor men were not as strange as their flamboyant mode of
expression would suggest.arT

The Phantom Plane and the Panic

As the Dordogne's phantom plane sowed its seeds of disaster, a full scale panic ensued. Sightings were

frequent.'Witnessestoldjournaliststhatithadnomarkings-asonewouldexpectwithamysteryplane'

(Brodu 1991:51). Passions were inflamed as all attention turned to the crafty craft. Did this plane

perform the role of a Durkheimian anti-totem, focus for a society's angst? This is quite possible, but also

a little pretentious...ars There is an airstrip near Excideuil which is frequently used by tourist planes. A

cartographer's plane was also in the area photographing farmland; and a police helicopter was regularly

seen searching for those illegal lawn waterers and car washers.art Far more intriguing were those craft

of even more legendary origin, said to be releasing vipers into the French countryside. A radio station

reported an eyewitness account of a plane which

circled for twenfy minutes and all of a sudden I saw a thing floating in the air, a sort of
dirigible balloon the shape of a sock. It was over a mebe long and descended softly on

the Causse. There was a sort of box suspended underneath. Ten metres over the soil
there was a burst. I can't tell you what sort ofnoise it was, my moped was running and

I heard nothing. It must be a system to free vipers from the box (Roques quoted in
Campion-Vincent I 990: I 1).

'Vipers, the word had been dropped incidentally, at the corner of a sentence, like an evident assumption,'

wrote Libdration,'loff course ... Thierry did not see any vipers and he is not the type of guy to say he

has seen what he has not seen. But in the villages that hear Radio-South nobody flinched, everyone

knows that ecologists rentplanes to release vipers upon the French open country' (Quoted in Campion-

Vincent 1990:l l).

o'tShe goes on to conclude that 'the rise of modernism does not [herald] ... any profound change in man's

sensibility and outlook' (Devlin 1987:214).

alsDurkfieimwrote of the community impact ofAushalian drought tnThe Elementary Forms of Religious
Life: 'whenever the drought is very great,' he said, 'the great council assembles and summons the whole tribe. It
really is a tribal event. Women are sent in every direction to notiff men to assemble at a given place and time. After
they had assembled, they groan and cry in a piercing voice about the miserable state of the land, and they beg the

Mura-mura (the mythical ancestors) to give them the power of making an abundant rain fall (Quoted in West and

Smith 1996:93). Brad West and Philip Smith (1996:93) added that '[w]ere he alive today Durkheim might have

written something very similar about conteryorary, white Australian responses to drought.' For a fictional account

of aboriginals and rich white Australian pastoralists combining in a rain dance to break a drought see Robert Barnard
(leeo).

ar\Mhile the existence of the cartographer's plane was proven, the existence of a police helicopter was not
(Brodu 1998d).
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Why would anyone want to release vipers? Or as Libdralion's (1981) headline asked: 'From where

come those snakes that jump over our heads?' Veronique Campion-Vincent soon located the source of

Libdrationstitle. ItwasaparodyofRacine's'famousalliterativeverseinAndromaque,"Forwhomare

those snakes that hiss over our heads?"' (Campion-Vincent 1990:12). Locating the source of the snake

stories would be much harder.

The story seemed located in the context of rural conflict between traditional hunters and modern

ecologists. These groups were diametrically opposed in their values and interests. Environmentalists

were accused of introducing vipers to balance the local ecosystem, with snakes as pest conhollers or

prey for buzzards. Because vipers are a protected species the Department ofthe Environment might also

have had an interest in increasing theirnumbers. Pharmaceutical firms also felt the heat. Were they, like

the cloud-seeders, turning the countryside into their own laboratory? Snakes were needed to manufacture

protective serums (Campion-Vincent 1990:12). While it may seem economically sensible to farm snakes

in captivity, in the wild they had more opportunities to bite people and hence augment market demand.

lnthecommoncalculus: I snakes+ I people= 1 bites. I bites* iserumsales: l$.

The evidence for this remarkable proposition was circumstantial, at best. People argued that there were

more than normal numbers of vipers around; paraphenalia associated with viper-release (containers,

parachutes and the like) had been found; vipers appeared in unusual places or acted differently; and

aircraft had been seen releasing them (Campion-Vincent 1990:14). 'The presence of helicopters,'

Campion-Vincent ( I 990:33) concludes,

adds to the viper-release rumour a narrative content that allows us to use the term

"legend" about it. The intrusion evokes the supematural, or at least the extraordinary,
without opposing the laws of reason, without switching to the fantastic. One is
reminded of other epidemic sightings ... [such as] the Spanish cloud-busters of Pulpi
[emphasis added].a20

According to Neil J. Smelser (1962:133), panics generally require that three necessary conditions be

satisfied: structural conduciveness, strain, and hysterical belief (or irrationality). People must be able

to pass on information, opinions and emotional states to one another. The next most important factor is

the ability to escape. Most ofthe Dordogne's social rewards were locked into the local social sfucture,

since the majority of inhabitants were tied to the land. With no ohance of flight, locals had to stay and

fight. Smelser's second major determinant of panic is strain. Although the Dordogne panic was beyond

human control, it was attributed to human agency via cloud-seeding. Certainly the threat from drought

o2oElisabeth Remy (1993) challenges the centality of the helicopter in this story's escalation to legendary

proportions, after all, helicopters are routinely used as agricultural tools.
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was real. Pushed to the limit, drought would seriously impoverish people. Finally, Smelser argues that

there must be some form of irrational belief funnelling generalised anxiety into specific fear. This firnnel

gives meaning to the situation, identifring the source of strain and clarifuing possible responses. Here

we must question Smelser's use of the term "irrationality." 'Attributing the rumour of the cloud-chasing

plane to the credulity of country folkmisses the point,' Brodu (1991:53) says. 'Further research on the

history of these techniques worldwide might show how negative weather manipulation was no longer

blamed on witchcraft as in haditional folklore, but on the technology which has superseded the old

farming ways.'

Over many centuries there has been a discernible shift in the way we explain social phenomena, from the

supernatural toward the natural and the technical. This was recognised by the pioneers of sociology. It

is found in August Comte's "law of the three stages" of knowledge. In a fit of modesty, Comte referred

to it as 'the great discovery of the year 1822' (Quoted in Collins and Makowsky 1989:26). In reality this

'general law of the evolution in thought' (Comte quoted in Levy-Bruhl 1903:38) owed much to the work

of Turgot, Condorcet, Burdin, Saint-Simon; and the idea of human history passing through three

successive stages can be traced back to the l2th-century prophecies of Joachim of Fiore (Cohn

1978:108). Comte(l9ll:131)neverthelesscreditedhimselfwiththediscoverythat:'Fromthenatrne

of human intellect each branch of knowledge, in its development, is necessarily obliged to pass through

three different theoretical states: the Theological or fictitious state; the Metaphysical or abstract state:

lastly the Scientific or positive state.'

The first two states see the domination of imagination over observation, but the reverse is true in the

scientific phase. Each new system of thought grows out of the previous one when its potential has been

exhausted, and when social conditions permit change. Each stage has a corresponding social

arrangement. The Theological stage has a social order headed by priests and military men. The

Metaphysical stage, which developed at the time of the Renaissance, was dominated by churchmen and

lawyers. Finally, in the positive stage society would be governed by industrial leaders and guided by

science. The basic social arrangement for these stages moved from the family through the state to the

entire human race. Hundreds ofyears ago, drought would be explained as an act of God. Today drought

is the fault of a silver-iodide spraying aircraft. Joseph Tinon, a farmer of 35 years experience and a local

agricultural representative, offered just such an explanation. The farmers looked to the sky and prayed

for rain, but instead of seeing favourable signs they see an aeroplane instead. 'La ruine les menace,

l'angoisselesapris. Aforcedeprierlecielpourqu'ilpleuve,etd'ychercherdessignes,ilsontfinipar

y voir un avion' [italics in original], (Tinon quoted in Laval 1986:4).42' Almeria's Governor shared

4zr'l'his prayer for rain is a figure ofspeech rather than an actual practice.
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Tinon's conclusion. 'Possibly, 200 years ago they would have burned witches at the stake,' he said,

'[t]hen, 100 years ago, we'd have said the saints had abandoned us. The airplanes are substitutes for

witches' (Quoted in Bowers and Westley 1985a:4).

Synopsis: Society, the Final Frontier

This chapterhas shown some of the difficulties which scientists face when working in the public domain.

Scientists are accused of sorcery; white lab coats and aircraft are substitutes for pointed hats and

broomsticks. Or so we have been led to believe. For the purposes of our discussion here, we must ask

three key questions: Who can change the weather? Who decides what it will be changed to? And can

these changes be kept within appropriate limits? In each outbreak of a weather panic we see significant

constituencies disenfranchised from these decision-making processes. The wishes of the numerically-

dominant social $oups in Colorado, the Dordogne and Almeria were overridden by small economic

elites. Ignoring social shatification, agribusiness elites and their political allies, independent social

commentators preferred to "explain" public opposition to weather-modification in terms of Uaditional

inertia and peasant superstition.

Jealous paysans (Kirkup 1989:3) and intellectually-challenged campesinos (Anon. cited in Pana

1986:75) must oppose progress. Even if they do not oppose progress in theory, could they ever practice

it? The cattle farming San Luis Valley majority got weather fit for Moravian barley. The reason?

Because barley gro\riers were the best farmers, and they occupied the best land (Garcia 1973:5).

An alternative approach would look at the social conditions which give rise to rumours and panics. As

Donald M. Johnson (1945:179), Gordon W. Allport and Leo Postman (1947:37\, Neil J. Smelser

(1962:140), Tomatsu Shibutani (1966:163), Stanley Cohen (1972:193) and James C. Scott (1990:145)

all point out, folktales such as these emerge during stressful times, when ambiguity rules. Few situations

can be more ambiguous than droughts. Knowing when a drought commences is hard enough, let alone

when it will conclude. Prediction is impossible, as the weather is a chaotic system. Not surprisingly, this

creates considerable anxiety for farmers. Empirical work conducted by J.R. Anderson and J.B. Hardaker

(1973) in Australia illustrates farmers' drought disfress. Droughts put farmers out of pocket, with losses

varying by droughts' length. If droughts are brief it is better to feed stock; if they are profracted it is

better to sell. But no one can know what a drought's duration will be. Therein lies the dilemma.

In all panic situations, collective stress is eased by structuring events in ways which make them

comprehensible. Blaming droughts on phantom cloud-seeding planes, while appearing to be an irrational

action, is one attempt at transforming an inchoate, ambiguous predicament into a potent, generalized -
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and, thereforel opposable - tlreat. For weather-dependent farmers it would certainly be a pemicious

threat should someone ever be able to literally and figuratively steal your thunder.
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Chapter Seven

Studying Science in The Social

A common idea that many scientists have about the public is that its members have a

problem of ignorance. (A corollary is that they are malleable, moldable, somewhat

sheep-like creatures.) Manyweathermodification scientists believe that the solution to

the "people problem" (resistance to weather modification) is education. They see

themselves as the proper authorities to direct and conduct the learning process.

Barbara Farhar, Weather Modification in the United States: A Sociopolitical Analysis.

Introduction

When laboratories for scientific experiment increase in size and complexity, the number of actors needed

to maintain the enterprise escalates accordingly. Our last chapter detailed some incendiary responses

to science in the atmosphere. The weather scientists' laboratory's transition from $200 home freezer box

to the heavens above did not meet with universal approval. We started in 1957 with irate American

farmers in Washington State and we concluded in 1986 with equally indignant French farmers in the

Dordogne. Our travels through time and space brought us no closer to defining socially-acceptable

weather.

Having made a broad survey of the turbulent interactions between scientists and wider society, we now

seek sociology's location on this terrain. There are two reasons why discussion of the sociology of

weather-modification has been deferred. First, sociological study arose from social conflicts generated

by the scientific and commercial experiments we now have surveyed. Second, both sides of the

"meteorological war" had to be described before we detailed sociology's intervention. Sociologists did

not emerge as a neutral force; they were firmly allied to the scientific camp.

Sociological study of weather-modification experiments, like the experiments themselves, was initiated

by atmospheric scientists and funded by the American federal state. tn the opinion of weather-

modification's freezer box pioneer Vincent Schaefer, scientists were encountering a 'people problem'

(Green 7977:56), and they needed it removed. 'Management of the atmosphere is not enough for us to

discuss,' said a meteorologist at the Societal Utilization Group Meeting of the National Science

Foundation's (NSF) Weather Modification Program in Colorado, '[w]e must formulate management of

public response to the atmosphere' (Farhar 1975:217).
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The NSF funded this research as part of a larger, spectacular tumaround. In 19& it likened weather-

modification to astrology. Two years later, thanks to a large amount of pressure from commercial

operators,theNSFgaveweather-modificationthesealofscientificapproval(Farhar1975:7-8). Weather-

modification now emerged fromyears of contest as aready-made science. Conceptuallyand practically

feasible, the physical science of weather-modification faced a new imperative: the social science of

people-modification (Haas, Boggs and Bonner 1972:158). Just as physical science undertook empirical

study of nature in order to control it, social science would now undertake empirical sfudy of society to

controlpeople'sattitudes. Questionsofsocialefficacydisplacedquestionsabouttechnicalefficacy. The

sociology which resulted should be read as an attempt at removing social barriers to scientific work.

However, by uncritically accepting the weather-modifiers' premises - that weather-modification

technology worked for the benefit of all - sociologists accepted their conclusions before doing the

research. Public opposition to scientific experiments hadto be grounded in ignorance.

Diffusion Theory and the Discovery of Society

Greatmen (Schaefer, Langmuir) had discoveredunderlyingprinciples goveming cloudphysics, andthey

had demonstrated how these processes could be manipulated to change the weather. This work began

in the 1940s (see Chapter 4). Finally, in 1966, their genius was recognized. Weather-rnodification now

was established as a scientific fact. The number of individuals needed to enlist and interest enough

human and non-human actors to have that fact recognised was neglected (See Chapter 5). Achieving the

triumph had taken two decades, and it had involved much infighting within the meteorological

community. Ultimate triumph came through a heady mix of militarism, organizational opportunism,

private enterprise and political expedience. This did not need to be remembered. Scientists knew what

mattered: the state now recognized their work as scientific, it offered financial support for their

operations and it involved key authoritative bodies to assist them in that work (National Science

Foundation, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Center for Atmospheric

Research). All scientific controversies seemed resolved.

'Weather modification has now emerged from the early days of the medicine rnan approach into a

fullblown science,' wrote Peter H. Wycoff (1966:39) of the NSF. 'scientific talent has now been

atfracted to its challenge from all disciplines of physics, chemistry, mathematics, and meteorology, and

the science of weather modification is now emerging as a legitimate and respected profession.' With that

status firmly secured 'Its progress in thefuture will depend upon its acceptance by the public and by the

support which the Federal Government is willing to provide' [emphasis added], (Wycoff 1966:39).
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In Latour's terms these scientists adhered to a model of diffusion. As far as they could see weather-

modification - in theory and practice - would enjoy a ffouble-free progress through time and space.

However it was 'forgotten that the obedient behaviour of people is what turns the claims into facts and

machines; the careful strategies that give the objects the contours that will provide assert are also

forgotten'; thi3 'model of diffusion invents a technical determinism, paralleled by a scientific

determinism... Facts .. . have a vis inertia of their own. They seem to move even without people' (Latour

1987:133)-

One might expect the diffusion model to disintegrate in the face of social challenge; but'[w]hen a fact

is not believed, when an innovation is not taken up, when a theory is put to a completely different use,

the diffusion model simply says that "some groups resist"'(Latour 1987:135). These groups are

condemned as stupid, ignorant or "traditional." For instance T.F. Saarinen's (1966:325) survey ofninety

six Great Plains farmers' attitudes towards weather-modification in 1964, revealed

a separation between the traditional and modern farmers. The more modern, that is, the

younger, better educated, and the more innovative of the farmers appear more likely to
have a favorable attitude toward the present attempts at weather modification, whereas

the traditional types, that is the older, less well-educated, and less innovative seem more

likely to be doubtful.

The ideal flight path for the scientific enterprise is then traced against its actual progress.

Diffusionists simply add passive social groups to the picture that may, because of their
own inertia, slow down the path of the idea or absorb the impact of the technics. In
other words, the diffusion model now invents a society to account for the uneven

diffusion of ideas and machines. ln this model, society is simply a medium of different
resistances I hrough whichideas and machines travel.... Society or "social factors' would
appear only at the end of the hajectory, when something went wrong. This has been

called the principle of asymmerry: there is appeal to social factors only when the true
path of reason has been "distorted" but not when it goes straight [italics in original],
(Latour 1987:135-6).

So for working scientists the social was residual until a problem arose. But by the time when weather-

modifrcation was proclaimed science, sufficient outbursts of "irrationality" to warrant an appeal to social

factors suggested that difficulties lay ahead.
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Fearso Doubts, and Superstitions: Diagnosing Weather-Modificationos
Opponents

Barriers to progress in the field of weather modification have been sociological as well
as scientific, with fears, doubts, and superstitions materializing into clouds of
controversy and storms of protest.

John A. Donnan and Marcia Donnan. Rain Dance to Research.

The Final Report of the President's Advisory Committee on Weather Control (1958) hadbeen noticeably

silentonsocialissues. Evenbylg65,whenover2000academicarticleshadbeenwrittenonthesubject,

almost none had tackled weather-modification's social effects (Sewell 1966:5-6). This was science-

directed research; society was merely an appendage to be invoked when things went wrong. Since

society came last, so did its institutionalised study.

hr July 1965 a Symposium on the Economic and Social Effects of Weather Modification was convened

by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) at Boulder, Colorado. This symposium

sought to tackle the social problem. It was prompted by two sets of concerns: the changing role of the

state, and the increasing frequency of lawsuits (Sewell 1966:7).

The federal government moved from research promotion to active participation in weather-

modification.d22 In Fiscal Year 1965 the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation received $1 100 000 to begin a

research and development programme in weather-modification. ln Fiscal Year 1966 a further $2 200 000

was appropriated to augment water runoff from the Upper Colorado Basin (Sewell 1966:8). Questions

were being asked. Should the federal government be doing this? Were there cheaper methods of water

provision? What would the impact of such activities be? Many people responded negatively.

Back in 1950 a holiday resort owner had taken the City of New York to court to prevent it from

employing Wallace Howell. Howell was due to conduct a rain-making programme during prolonged

drought (Slutsky v. Citv of New Yorh (1950) 97I.IYS 2d238 case).423 Four years later a farmer sued

a22The wisdom of this shift and its ramifications spawned a governmental literature, see : U.S. Committee
on Interior and lnsular affairs (1964), U.S. Committee on Govemment Operations (1965) and U.S. Corrmittee on

Science and Astronautics (1965).

a?r'There was a lesson to be learned in the New York case, a lesson not lost on Wallace Howell. The

opinion was brief, a mere five paragraphs; it cites no case law and for a very good reason: there was none. So long

as the weather remained beyond hurnan control, there was no one to sue and no opporhrnity for law to be set down.

Suddenly, with the advent of weather modification, the common law was forced to confront dilernmas raised by a

new technology that promised the control ofnature on a scale never before imaginable. The potential for litigation
was vast, even frightening, as Howell himself realized. Wlere would judges tum for advice when landowners sued

because theybelieved someone had stolen their weatler?' (Steinberg 1993:217). ln this case the judge's ruling was

based on "the greatest social utility." The wellbeing of l0 000 000 New Yorkers out'weighed the wellbeing of the

Nevele Country Club's proprietor.
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a cloud-seeder for damages. The farmer claimed that the weather-modifier caused floods which damaged

his property (Samples v. Irvine P. Crick tnc. Civil Nos. 6212, 6223 and 6224, Western District of

Oklahoma, 1954). Adams et al. V. The State of California et al. was decided in 1964 when plaintiffs

failed to prove that cloud-seeding operations caused the Feather River flood that resulted in millions of

dollars worth of property damage. Of more immediate concern to those attending NCAR's Symposium

were two cases still pending in the state of Pennsylvania: Township of Ayr v. Fulk (no. 53 at the

September, 1964, Term of the Fulton County Court of Common Pleas) and Pennsvlvania Natural

Weather Association v. Blue Ridee Weather Modification Association. et al (Morris 1966:2804).424

These final cases deserve expanded discussion as they caused great concern within the weather-

modification community. They also laid the groundwork for future sociological inquiry.a25

Who Owns the Clouds over Fulton County?

In 1956 an organisation of wealthy commercial fruit growers, the Blue Ridge Weather Modification

Association, hired San Jose's Weather Modification Company to suppress hail. The target area covered

parts of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia. Operations began in 1957, but results

weremixed. Baseball-sizedhailstonesraineddownonFranklinCounty,Pennsylvania,on29 June 1960.

Worse storms were to follow. Peach and apple crops were destroyed on most Franklin properties two

years later. The San Jose Weather Modification Company's contract was broken. In 1963 Wallace

Egbert Howell arrived to put a stop to the hail. h 1965 Howell's operations also ended. This time the

weather-modification prograrnme was not terminated by the Blue Ridge Weather Modification

Association, but by the rival Pennsylvania Natural Weather Association.

Not unusually, these weather-modification activities coincided with drought in 1957. 'Word of the

program got around among the farmers and gave rise to the notion, easily understandable, that the cloud

seeding was intended to suppress the formation of clouds capable of giving severe showers and thus

o2oEdward Morris failed to mention in his article that he had defended the Californian utility conpany

against the multi-million dollar suit for damages following the Feather River floods. Nor does this article mention

the sort of regulatory Federal body Morris had in mind for governing weather-modification. Morris outlined his
proposal in the October 1965 issue o f the Butletin of the American Meteorological Society. He envisaged a 'Federal
agency [that] might eventually plan weather by zones or by days, sell or buy weather to or from other agencies,

possibly even make decisions as to the "best" weather for certain times and places' (Quoted in Steinberg 1993:220).

Morris'plan amounted to weather's commodification. Bova (1969:161) was less optimistic aboutstate contolled
weather. He asked; 'What if a government could control the weather well enough to drench steet demonstations?

To confiol the farmers' weather, the businessmen's weather, the vacationists' weather? Would it be a step towards

a police state?'

o2sFor discussions on weather-modification and the law, see; Wallace E. Howell (1965), Dean E. Ma"n
(1,967), Howard J. Taubenfeld and Rita Taubenfeld (1968), Ray Jay Davis and Pierre St. Amand (1975) and the

Proceedings of a Syrnposium Convened at Duke University (1976).
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eliminate the danger of hail' (Howell 1965:329). Eye witnesses reported what even Howell (1965:329)

described as 'anomalous behavior of clouds and thunderstorms during the drought period, when

promisingJooking clouds that developed over the Appalachian ridges frequently succumbed to

downdrafts of lee waves and disappointed the farmers' expectations of rain.' This drought covered the

whole of the Northeast; its effects were felt from Maine to Virginia. 'In Fulton County, there was a lot

of talk about: the streams that dried up into dust, the crop yields that tumbled, the livestock that went

hungry, and the schools that closed for lack of water as the earth was baked dry as a bone' (Steinberg

1993:2ll). Outside the realm of previous experience, this drought seemed tobe unnalural/y bad. Some

even said it was man-made. Locals claimed that aircraft flew through the clouds to break them up. This,

evidently, was the source of cloud anomalies. But there was respite between 1958 and 1962 as rains

returned and cloud-chasing planes departed. Then in 1962 it turned dry again...

A member of the Blue Ridge Weather Modification Association, Heisey Orchards, received community

feedback on its role in weather-modification. One hundred and thirty eight of its plum trees were cut

down that year, and there was talk of poisoning the irrigation water supply if weather-modification

persisted(Steinberg 1993:213). FultonCounty'sdairyfarmerswereconvincedthatcloud-seedingplanes

were causing the drought when they attended a public meeting to resolve the issue that Spring.

Some four hundred farmers attended to hear meteorologist Charles Hosler deny that cloud-seeding

worked. They heard that orchardists were wasting money on weather-modification. Nature could not

be tamed so easily. At least orchardists had money to waste. The farmers of Fulton County were being

crippled by the drought while their droughrproof neighbours in Franklin County, replete with irrigation

systems, prospered. This audience could not buy Hosler's answers. Besides, the cattle farmers also

heardthatthemeetinghadbeenorganisedbytheorchardists'lawyer,andthatthelawyerhadpaidHosler

to attend. State police escorted the hapless meteorologist to safety.

'Weather modification,' as Theodore Steinberg (1993:21$ recognised, 'was scarcely a neufral

technology, and, drought or not, it was going to have important social consequences. Cloud seeding

would benefit some and not others, and in this case it threatened to breach the bounds of the shared

weather culture of rural Pennsylvania.'426 In Steinberg's opinion cloud-seeding fractured Fulton

County's collective weather culture of equality before the elements. 'The weather was a vast levelling

a26'One should [always] ... reject the notion of technical neutrality, which offers a perspective on techniques

beyond good and evil and which appears as objectivity itself, susceptible to social usage in all its forms' as Marcuse

(1989:123)contends.'Indeed,amachine,atechnicalinstrument,canbeconsideredasneubal,aspurematter. But
the machine , the instmment, does not exist outside an enserrble, a te chnological totality; it exists only as an element
q; rcshniciry. This form of technicity is a "state of the world," a way of existing between sran and nature .'
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force that paid no attention to wealth, character, class, or the kind of car one drove' - until now. As a

disgruntled Fulton County farmer put it: 'From the beginning [ofl time until recently, the weather has

been controlled by Our Creator. Why then should we have men professing to control our weather today,

to suit the whims of a few people, with so many left to suffer so much' (Garlock quoted in Steinberg

1993:214).azt

Fulton County's farmers responded by founding the Pennsylvania Natural Weather Association in the

sununer of 1964. Their chairman, Guy Oakman, explained the reasons behind its formafion: 'We fail

to see how any one group should ... have the right to attempt to control the weather at the expense of

another and larger group of people.' He continued, 'does a man have the right to have the weather above

and around him remain in its natural condition and undisturbed? We believe he does' (Quoted in

Steinberg I 993 :21 5). This was not just a natural right. Oahnan argued that farmers owned their land

and the sky above it, making weather-modification a violation of their property rights.

Town ordinances were passed in Fulton County in June 1964 to safeguard natural weather. The

ordinance in Ayr Township stated in part that 'no persons shall install, construct, erect, operate, or

maintain any equipment, machinery, or device within said township designed to, or intending to, or which

has a tendency to install, eliminate, regulate, or interfere with the norrnal rainfall or precipitation'

(Steinberg 1993:215). Wallace Howell sent David Fulk into Big Cove Tannery in Fulton County on

Saturday 22 August to test that law. He arrived at 1.30 p.m. in a pickup truck carrying a silver iodide

generator. 'When he stepped out ofthe truck, Fulk, age twenty-five, became the first person in American

history to be arrested for trying to change the weather' (Steinberg 1993:209).a28

ozTCloud-seeding experiments caused similar outbursts elsewhere. The South Dakota Weather

Modification Program brought the following response from a dissatisfied local: 'Before we had only God and the

Devil to blame for the weather, but now we have God, the Devil and the weather modifiers' (Anon. quoted in Farhar

1975:58).

a28ln a fitting irony a blizzardprevented his appearance at the trial's opening on 2 Februzry 1966'

'The snowstorrr\ as far as anyone knew, was natural weather, exactly the kind of weather the PNWA had come to

court to fight for that day' (Steinberg 1993:221). Fulk was eventually found guilty. Local authorities can iryose
bans of this kind if there is a perceived risk to the environment. We should also note for the historical record the

fust American person to be taken to court for trying to change the weather, the Reverend Duncan Mcleod. Parts

of New York State experienced recurrent drought throughout the 1880s. Mcleod hit upon the idea of a regional

procession with prayers calling for rain. A single farmer, Phinneas Dodd, dissented. He saw no need to interfere

with nature. The procession went ahead w'ithout him. Rain fell three hours after Dodd's service. In the ensuing

storm a bolt of lighrning struck Dodd's bam, buming it to the ground. Mcleod received public acclaim for his

actions while Dodd's predicament was interpreted as just punishment from God. Dodd responded by taking Mcleod
to court. The Presbyterian minister had organized the prayer meeting. This meeting brought the storm which

destroyed his barn. The minister was torn befween moral authoriry and legal responsibility. Mcleod had told his

congregation that God had sent the rains upon hearing their prayers. How could he retain his credibility in church

ifhe denied a direct cause-and-effect relationship between prayers and the storm in court? People were convinced

that Mcleod would lose the case, when his defense came up with a winning idea: 'After all, they had prayed for rain

and not for thunderstorms. Thus his client was not responsible for the lighbxing which had destroyed Dodd's barn.
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With no federal regulation, weather-modification activities were supervised by local and state

government. Howell's activities took him over three states. By early 1965 the state legislatures of

Maryland, West Virginia and Pennsylvania were under pressure from natural weather groups. West

Virginia banned cloud-seeding outright. Maryland announced a two-year suspension of cloud-seeding

activities, and Pennsylvania looked set to follow its lead. The Pennsylvania Natural Weather Association

also filed its own suit.a2e 'A war was being waged against cloud seeding, and the Blue Ridge Weather

Modification Association did about the only sensible thing it could do: retreat' (Steinberg 1993:218).

In March 1965 Wallace E. Howell Associates, [nc. were given their marching orders.

According to Howell (1965:329)'[t]he heat of the discord fluctuated during the season in inverse ratio

to the rainfall, which was relatively adequate in late May and June, but shifted back to drought in July

and August.' Drought was undoubtedly the major reason for the discord, but it is doubtful that

opposition had the mathematical precision Howell implied. We must caution against what E.P.

Thompson called the 'spasmodic view of popular history' which denies agency to the common people.

In such accounts the masses 'intrude occasionally and spasmodically upon the historical canvas, in

periods of sudden social disturbance. These intrusions are compulsive, rather than self-conscious or self-

activating: they are simple responses to economic stimuli' (Thompson quoted in McKay 1981:369).

Thompson's target was the "'quantitative" or "growth" historians who are "guilty of crass economic

reductionism, obliterating the complexities of motive, behaviour, and function" which affected popular

behaviour,' although Angus Mackay (1981:369) extends his warning in useful directions: 'There is

clearly a danger that historians and scientists interested in the connections between climate and popular

movements may commit similar acts of "crass reductionism."'

Steinberg (1993:219) seized on the same point, urging that:

Howell was so fixated on the skies over the Blue Ridge area that he failed to see that this
was a clash, not of clouds, but of cultures. One culture took the weather however it
came and the other did not; one subordinated itself before the weather and the other
aspired to dominance; one liked to ttunk the weather affected everyone equally and the
other was eager to change that; one was willing to let fate and God and whatever else

intervene and the other sought to liberate itself from nature, transforming the weather
into a simple commodity that could be bought and sold like a million other things in
America. It was these two cultwes, these two vastly different ways of making sense of
the weather, that stood staring each other in the eye.

Ou the basis of this argument, the case against the minister was dismissed' (Breuer 1980:130-1).

azeTheir legal cor nsel explained why: 'They are farmers with a lifetime of work and accumulation being
threatened by the actions of a group who appear to have no consideration for their neighbor' (Weisel quoted in
Steinberg 1993,.216).
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Steinberg ( I 993:214) argues that cloud-seeding threatened more than a change in the weather, ' [i]t shook

the entire moral economy of the weather to its very core.' But where do Steinberg's two cultures come

from? What about "the complexities of motive, behaviour, and function"? Neither culture was founded

on abstract principles. This culture clash found concrete expression through the friction between

competing forms of agricultural production: pastoral farming versus orchard farming. Furthermore,

Thompson's concept of moral economy loses its analytical strength when ripped from its historical

context. "Moral economy" refers to pre-capitalist customary forms of distribution.n3o While natural

weather could be seen as precisely that, it should be remembered that while both groups were engaged

in capitalist agriculture, one of these groups could afford weather-modification services and the other

could not. As Julia Mewes (1977:103) observed, '[t]he orchard owners ... tend to be more prosperous

than the dairy and crop farmers in the area.' She picks up on the suggestion 'that relations between the

relatively wealthy orchardists and the less prosperous farmers in the area have been strained for several

generations, and that conflict between the groups over weather modification was 'Just one more bone

of contention" between them.' And we should remember that while agriculturalists have been the

opposer[s] most likely to state that interference with weather constitutes an intrusion on
a domain properly left to the Supreme Being ... [they] have systematically been
acceptors and implementors oftechnical change (application of fertilization to the land,
crop rotation, use of hybrids, use of drugs for domestic animals, contouring the land,
development of irrigation)

prompting Farhar (1975:209) to conclude that while 'the argument that weather modification is an

interference with natural processes which are considered sacred may be sincerely expressed ... behavior

reveals that economic consideration may ovemrle religious or ethical ones.' The moral economy of the

weather in Fulton County was intimately bound to the local agricultural economy. Steinberg's culture

clash needs to be set in this material context.

Cattle farmers need moisture in any fornl including hail. But rainmaking was not an option for them,

'[t]here was no way the farmers of Fulton County ... could afford to pay for Howell's service, however

much it might have helped' as Steinberg(1993:212) acknowledged. Orchardists did not want hail, and

had the resources to counter it: 'It took money to hire Howell and the people who had it suffered the

least from dry weather' (Steinberg 1993:212) . The orchardists enj oyed irrigated water resources, wealth,

and power. In these respects they resembled all other agriculturally dominant groups throughout history

who have used capital, equipment and skills to dispose o"Nature" to their own point of view' (R.

Williams 1975a:123).

oroSee Thompson (1991:185-351) for his original 1971 essay on the moral economy of the eigtheenth
century English crowd, and a for a clarification of the themes which it explored.
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Howell's interpretation was different. This arch weather-modifier recognised that he faced social

problems, but he saw a resolution through education. 'The situation in which large numbers of people

can be persuaded that it is scientifically possible, and actually the current practice to break up rain clouds

and suppress rainfall,' argued Howell, 'is one that exhibits a failure of commtrnication between the

scientific community and a considerable segmentof society'(Quoted in Steinberg 1993:219). This

would become a familiar meteorological refrain: fix up the failure in communication and weather

experiments will enjoy safe passage. 'There are many farmers' groups that are eagerto listen to speakers

who can talk intelligently about weather modification,' Lansford (1973:660) confirmed.

There are Lions and Rotarians and Optimists by the hundreds who would like to hear

what you have to say. There are county agricultural extension agents who get all sorts
of questions about weather modification from the farmers with whom they work, and
who would welcome visits from those of you who are willing to drop by the courthouse
and chat with them about what's going on in the field. There are daily and weekly
newspapers all around whose readers welcome news about current efforts in weather

modification.

Meteorologists just needed good Public Relafions, althougheven Howell (1965:331) recognised limits

to enlightenment:

The channels of scientific communication cannot hope, of course, to reach every crank
who holds peculiar nofions, but it should perhaps hope to prevail in the discussions and
the councils of social organizations such as the Farm Bureau, and surely should be

brought to bear in the halls of legislature and the courts of law.

Here, Steinberg's analysis is more insightful. 'It was all so easy to make those opposed to weather

modification into cranks and crackpots, so tempting to see them for what, in this view they were,' he

writes. '[D]irt farmers with toothless smiles, tobacco juice drooling down their faces, so wretched and

deprived that they were unable to see what was in their own best interests. If the natural weather people

couldn't be educated, at least they could be diagnosed' (Steinberg 1993:221). The social science

spawned by these weather panics did precisely that.

The Poverty of Diffusion Theory: Coloradan Sociology and the Making of the
Bad Weather Citizen

Efforts to remove social impediments to weathermodification's progtess began with the Symposium on

the Economic and Social Effects of Weather Modification. Geographer W.L. Garrison (1966:85) saw

correct responses to weather-modification as a matter of policy:
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Policy can be used to affect the nature of relationships between physical elements of a
system and social elements, and to affect relationships among social elements. An
educational policy whichindoctrinates students with attitudes aboutresources is a good
example of one such modification.

In a footnote Garrison (1966:85) added: 'Is indoctrination of students with new attitudes about weather

a form of weather modification? It is in the scheme discussed in this paper.' But Garrison's policy of

mass indoctrination was a vague long-term suggestion, and it was never taken seriously. Sociologists

would prove more useful for identifuing opponents "in the field."a3r

Since the National Science Foundation was a major funder for social research it was no accident that the

majority of sociological studies on cloud-seeding should emanate from the Institute of Behavioral

Science (IBS) at the University of Colorado, Boulder. The lnstitute has historically gained its funding

exffamurally, primarily from federal agencies. This funding includes 'major support' from the NSF

(Anon. 1998). Situated on the Front Range in America's "hail alley," the University of Colorado is also

home to the Natural Hazards Center. The Center has produced a slew of monographs, working papers,

special publications, quick response research reports, annual bibliographies and topical bibliographies

on natural hazards and human responses to them since the late 1960s.a32 Some of the Center's

monographs and working papers have been written and published by members of the IBS (Farhar and

Mewes 1975,Farhar 1977). The Center's firnding currently comes from a consortium of nine federal

agencies, including the NSF and NOAA (Myers 1998). When it came to finding scholars to assess the

impact of weather-modification technology Colorado was a logical choice. The decision was probably

reinforced by the fact that the National Center for Atrnospheric Research is also in town. Once again,

NSF sponsorship completes the network: NCAR is fully funded by that body.

The Coloradans may not have been first, but in the words of one of them they conducted'the most

extensive studies of the social responses to weather modification' (Pfost 1972:42). Their range was

matched by their frequency. Headed by IBS's J. Eugene Haas, the Boulder sociologists monopolised

weather-modification studies. Barbara Farhar (1975:74)'identified 30 sociological works on weather

modification which present data. These are either descriptive studies or analyses reported. Of these 30

publications,22wereauthoredbyJ.EugeneHaasand/orhisassociates.'Farharwrotetenstudiesonher

a3rYet despite their sudden relevance, the funding for sociological study rerruined small-scale. Sooner or
later opponents would see sense or be seen to be senseless. Money was chan''elled into doing something about the
weather rather than talking about it. The federal government spent $25 000 000 on weather-modification in Fiscal
Year 1973. Only4 percentof thatsumwenttowards analysingweather-modification's social, economig, legal and

environmental effects (Kennedy cited in Gardner 1975:24).

o"For a list of their publications see: http://www.colorado.edu/IBSlhazards/publist.htrnl.
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own or in collaboration with other colleagues. More significantly, the Coloradans provided the model

for others to copy. The land grant colleges of Montana State University, South Dakota State University

and the University of Oklahoma replicated their studies (Farhar 1975:100).

We will now examine the Coloradan model via three studies of weather-modification's social

acceptance; thePhDthesesofEmmettJewelBonnerJr.(1970),DonaldRobbPfost(1972)andBarbara

Culley Farhar (1975). All asked the following questions: what stops the march of science, who opposes

weather-modification, and why do they oppose it? All of their answers relied on diffrrsion theory

(BonnerJr. 1970:15-22,Pfost 1972:34-5l,Farhar 1975:45-67)which,bythe l9T0s,wasbeingdignified

with a capital "D."

Everett M. Rogers and F. Floyd Shoemaker's ( 1971 ) Communication of Innovations assessed I 200 case

studies of the introduction of innovations, mostly in farm technique. A typology of public acceptance

was derived from these case studies. lnnovators forged ahead at the progressive end of the public

spectrum, while laggards dragged their heels at the other. Both innovators and laggards hovered on the

margins of mainstream society. But whereas the innovator values "venturesomeness," the laggard is

'tied "too strongly" to tradition, is extremely localite in orientation, and tends to be a social isolate ' (Pfost

1972:38). The behavioural gap was measured by education. More than 200 of the studies reviewed by

Rogers and Shoemaker showed that, 'compared to late adopters, early adopters have more education and

are of higher social status ... fbeing] less "dogmatic" and "fatalistic" but more "rational" in their outlook

and behavior than late adopters' (Pfost 1972:39). The precisaness of their categories ofinnovators, early

adopters, the early majority, the late majority and laggards is questionable, as is Farhar's diagrammatic

representation of them. A histogram would have made more sense than a bell-shaped curve which fails

to mention what the vertical axis measures, although it gives a pseudo-scientific veneer to the work:
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Figure 23
Categorization and Distribution of Adopters of Innovation.
Source: Barbara Culley Farhar (1975) Weather Modification in
the United States: A Sociopolitical Analysrs, Unpublished PhD
Thesis: The University of Colorado, Adapted from Rogers and
Shoemaker.50.
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Diffr.rsion theory quickly spread through American universities, in fields as disparate as medicine and

rural sociology. As the in theory, it found a ready home in Colorado, but it did more to highlight the

professional structure of the American academy than it ever did to illuminate its intended areas of

study.n"

Brian Barry Q974:75\ has written about the distinctive feature of American academia

in which a corpus of ideas - often in severly stripped-down form - is at any given time
common property. Indeed, the possession of the current stock of ideas, at least in

rudimentary form, sufficient to enable references to be identified, might be said to be

the badge that distinguishes the professionals and would-be professionals (advanced

graduate students) from the dilettantes, the drop-outs and the inside-dopesters,

Barry argues that to become corrunon property the corpus of ideas must be open to simple expression

and widespread application. If these conditions are met it will be disseminated through the intellectual

community (usually by word of mouth). 'So long as the channels of communication across and within

deparhments exist in any case, all that is then required is a fairly widespread desire ... to "keep up with

the field"' (Barry 1974:78). Diffusion theory had these qualities, and it also meshed with another in idea

extolling the virtues of applied technology: modemization theory.

'In the 1970s ... "modernization theory" swept through some undefended minds in Westem academies,

and subsequently the celebration of "the market economy" has become triumphal and almost universal'

(Thompson 1991:267). Indeed, 'fm]odernization theory was a dominant analytical paradigm in

American sociology for the explanation of the global process by which traditional societies achieved

modemity' (Abercrombie, Hill and Turner 1988:158). Claims of universality were based on particular

historical experiences of "Western societ5/." All paths led westwards for the rest of humanity, towards

secularn indushialised, democratic society. Tradition was the only impediment. Like diffusion theory,

Modernizationmade"tradition"atermofabuse(R.Williams1988:319). Traditionequalledstagnation,

it was opposed to innovation.a3a Ross (1991:232) observes how these beliefs helped bolster the

relationship between science, the market economy and social elites:

oIIt was in other cultural winds rather earlier, of course. Archaeology, anthropology and sociology all used

diffusionism in the early twentieth century. What is interesting for our purposes is that this metaphor comes from

chemistsandphysicistsinvestigatingpropertiesofgasesandliquids. Thispointisneveracknowledgedinthesocial
science literature, nor is the underlying assumption of such experiments: that the fvvs sulstanses are homologous.

a3oTraditions can be active or inertial forces, for 'they are thought, they are spoken, and ultimately they

are lived' (Menill quoted in Gutnan 1987:341). Sometimes traditions are sinply invented, see Eric Hobsbawm

and Terence Ranger's (1994) collection.
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Ever since science, in the Enlightenment narrative of progress, was posed against an

intractably stable order of nature, the maintenance of cultural and economic powerhas
rested upon a dialectic ofchange and constancy, innovation and stability, progress and

conservation. Consequently, the game of winning general consent for ideas in the
history of modern capitalism has been waged on a balanced terrain of contradictions,
where narratives about ffaditional values are played off against narratives of progress.
Something always has to be sacrificed for progress to be made [italics in original].

Bonner Jr. (1970:iii-iv) was the first Coloradan sociologist to sing the virtues of progress. His thesis

tested a model of innovation acceptance based on individual beliefs, social milieu, and perceived

benefits. Three communities experiencing snow-modification were chosen for study. The communities

affected by weather-modification were located in New York, a target for snow-diversion, and in

Montana and Utah where efforts were aimed at snowpack-augmentation. Five similar communities in

close but unaffected regions acted as controls. The study ran from 1968 to 1970. 'The sample of

residents was interviewed in the summer before the cloud-seeding experiments were announced publicly,

during the winter while the experiments were being conducted, and in the spring when the cloud-seeding

experiments were over' [emphasis added], (Bonner 1970:iv).a35 Bonner had knowledge that weather-

modification would be undertaken in these places before the public did, and he also knew that

experiments could not be undertaken without their consent. Sooner or later the public would have to be

informed:

Some experiments and programs can, of course, be conducted in secret and thus require
only the approval of their sponsors. Weather modification is difficult to conceal,
however.... Instruments and equipment must be located in the opan and often on private
properry if the results of weather experiments are to be properly ascertained. Although
publicity concerning the weather modification effort may be small or nonexistent, it is
difficult or impossible to keep such a project a secret @onner 1970:22-3).436

With events such as those in Pennsylvania still fresh in weather-modifiers' minds, Bonner (1970:23)

warned that

a3sThe only clue as to how Bonner (1970:33) knew that cloud-seeding would take place is contained in his
third footnote: 'This study is part of a larger study of the interaction between the local commun:ity and
governmental agencies.' A later article by Haas, Boggs and Bonner (1972:156) revealed the source of his
information: his work was funded by NSF Grant No. 18724.

4r6Efforts had been made to keep some projects secret. Barbara Farhar (1975:185) recounts episodes
involving utility companies: 'At frrst, some utilities were interested in building up theirpublic irnages, advertising
their cloud seeding activities as progressive, and enabling the corrpany to bring the consuming public arnple
supplies of electrical energy at modest cost. This type of advertising roused the curiosity of at least one regulatory
agency (a public utilities commission) who wanted to investigate what impact cloud seeding wffi having on the

availability of hydropower, with an eye toward reducing the rate structure. The utility corpany involved
subsequently adopted a very low profile with regard to the technology, instructing the weather modifiers to drive
around in unmarked panel tnrcks when servicing generators.'
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fl]ocal residents can, and sometimes do, learn of these programs. ln the past they have
organized efforts to have them stopped or curtailed in their area. Some states now
require a license or perrnit before weather modification programs can be initiated within
their borders, and the National Science Foundation maintains a registry of the programs

in effect across the county. Residents of the area, particularly powerful interest groups,

in which a weather modification experiment is being conducted must, therefore, either
approve ofor acquiesce to the program or it can be prevented from occurring in that
locale (Bonner 197 O:22-3).

In two brief paragraphs Bonner dispenses with any pretence of sensitivity to "individual beliefs, social

mileu, and perceived benefits." Agency is denied. Weather-modification ls advantageous and people

must be made to accept this. But, Bonner never concealed the fact that he was working for weather-

modiffing scientists. On the firstpage ofhis thesis he wrote: 'An increasing area for concern forpublic

health workers, other govemment agencies and some business firms is the acceptance of theirproposed

innovations by the general public. "As societybecomes more differentiatedandcomplex,'he continues,

'it becomes more difficult for the layman to comprehend the changes that occur in specialized and highly

technical fields' (Bonner 1970:1). Bonner offered his services to ensure public acceptance for their

innovations.

Bonner was convinced that weather-modification was a novel invention which 'manipulat[ed] the

environment to the advantage of society,' but because it is 'usually infroduced to an area by some outside

agency ... the public affected is not able to evaluate it on its scientific merits.' [n the same sentence he

added that 'it has differential impact on the individuals living in the affected area' (Bonner 1970:31).

The language is Orwellian in its duplicity: weather-modification is beneficial for society, but some

people derive more benefit than others.

All animals are equal but some are more equal than others.
George Orwell (1952:174) Animal Farm.

Bonner makes opponents of weather-modification into enemies of soience. Since locals cannot

determine the scientific efficacy of experiments 'their acceptance orrejection of them is based on non-

scientific considerations' (Bonner 1970:90). He realises that public opposition can stop experiments,a3t

but he does not realise that scientifically desirable experiments may not be in the social interest.

Weather-modification, by his own admission, has a differential impact. If experiments prove successful

o"'fflocal residents do not approve of the experiments to modify the weather they may have them stopped
or curtailed, as has happened in several states'(Bonner 1970:90).
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some sectors of society will be disadvantaged.asE Proving success is another story. Even scientists have

been unable to agree on weather-modification's feasibility. Its practice has met with hostility from the

majority of the meteorological community since the late nineteenth century.

Bonner was not going to be deterred by historical facts. He was working in the present, and he was going

to identiff allies in target communities to further the cause. Two of his survey questions reveal attempts

at public enrollment: Acceptance of innovation by willingness to petition for cloud-seeding, and Opinion

of innovation by willingness to petition for cloud-seeding (Bonner I 970:61 , 79). Despite all his valiant

attempts Bonner eventually could not tell the scientists much that they might find useful. He concluded

that individuals are more likely to accept an innovation if they find it worthwhile: 'A relationship exists

between the individual's number ofpositive factors and acceptance ofthe innovation' (Bonner 1970:88).

That said, he limps off into the sunset.

Pfost threatened to break the depressing diffusionist mould by looking at alienation as the indicator of

opposition to weather-modification. While his definition of alienation as aremoval 'from themeans of

control over certain events' (Pfost 1972:79) appeared to be a step in the right direction, his study swiftly

returned to the lexicon of diffusion. He reviewed the existing literature: T.F. Saarinen (1966), W.R.

Derrick Sewell and J.C. Day (1966), Darlene A. Kreuger (n.d.) and Fred L. Strodtbeck (1967) showed

that well-educated "moderns" were more accepting of weather-modification. The IBS' J. Eugene Haas,

Keith S. Boggs and E.J. Bonner (1972) confirmed these {indings @fost 1972:40-2). His face-to-face

survey of 200 Colorado residents repeated the story.

Pfost's dissertation surnmary 'once again' pointed'to the critical importance of education in shaping

the response of individuals to this particular innovation' (Pfost 1972:L03). The classic Olympian

Enlightenment conclusion: educate the masses out of their premodem mentalitds.at' Locals had to see

sense, because his surveys showed they wanted a strong say in what went on above and arotmd thern

(Pfost 1972:104). Weather scientists were presented with meagre findings: social position is more

useful than social environment for determining the level of alienation in the rural-farm population.

ossFarhar (1975:336) recalls how '[a] notable example of this phenomenon occurred in l97l in Florida
where an emergency drought relief project was implemented. The project, if successful in producing additional
precipitation, was perceived as aiding cattle ranchers and citus growers, and as harming dairy cattle, melon and
tornato crops.'

a3eFarhar 
( 1 975:39) found 'tluee themes -- iporance, fanaticism and inationality -- summarize[d] scientific

folk theory about the nature of the public, particularly of the opposition, as it applies to weather modification.'
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Alienation is not a useful theory for determining responses to planned weather modification (Pfost

1972:105).

Following these disappointments the NSF launched a bigger project, 'A Comparative Analysis of Public

Support of and Resistance to Weather Modification Projects.' Barbara Fahar's thesis was part of the

result. Her work was funded by NSF grants #Gl-35452, #GA-28364 , #Gl-M087 and #ERT74-18613

(Farhar 1975:98). She began by toeing the NAS line: snowpack augmentation and cold fog dispersal

are operationally viable while rainmakingandhail-suppressionrequire furtherresearch (Farhar L975:14).

Seven pages later enthusiasm got the better ofher. Weather-modification now could avert looming water

shortages in the American West. It even could solve the world's food crisis:

If there were a reliable, safe technology to increase the availability of moisture for the
vast Western agricultural areas, food production could be enhanced considerably. In
these times of world food crisis, increased food production is an essential component
of any solution to the problem of hunger. The role that weather modification can play

in helping to meet the challenge of world hunger is still unclear, but the ootential
importance of this technology cannot be denied [underlining in original], (Farhar
1975:21\.

Weather-modifi cation has always thrived on its p o t en t i a l .

Farhar (1975:76) set herself the NSF's identified task of locating 'the factors and conditions leading to

public acceptance or rejection of weather modification.' It was all a matter of isolating the right

variables.

The enormity of the problem of identiffing relevant variables excluded well-developed
theoretical discussions in the literature until these were searched out. Prior literature in
diffusion of innovations and folk theory guided data collection, but most results reported
were empirical (Farhar 1975:76).

This prior literature acted as a guide despite '[i]t fbeing] clear to the researchers that existing social

theory was not adequate to the task' (Farhar 1975:34). Chades P. Loomis andZona Kemp Loomis'

studies in rural sociology were presented. They found that innovators and early adopters of technology

'were ... better educated, younger, "possessed of more accurate self images," less rigid and dogmatic,

more specialized as agticulturalists and more cosmopolitan than late adopters' (Quoted in Farhar

1975:51). Farhar's(1975:40)ownsurveysrelatingtotheSouthDakotaWeatherModificationProgram

(SDWMP) similarly described '[t]hose individuals in communities who have organized support for

weather modification a[s] innovators.' She continued:
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They tend to be enthusiastic about what science has done for agriculture; they tend also

to be enthusiastic about free enterprise ethics. They are adherents of "agribusiness."
These innovators get their ideas from outside their local communities -- from the

scientists and weather modifiers'.

Quite clearly the innovator is a certa in class ofperson.noo The interesting point to note is precisely where

the science of weather-modification connects with the rural social structure: at the top.

Farhar's (1975:61) statement that 'weather modification is destined to a very long time lag, since it is

a highly complex technical innovation' is the shibboleth which reveals her theoretical orientation.

Highly complex? 'It's something anybody can do,' Kurt Vonnegut Jr. (1976:295) explained. 'You and

I, for instance, could start seeding right here in my backyard - all we'd need is some crwnmy smoke

generator that would send up silver-iodide smoke.' A small aircraft armed with dry ice is hardly more

elaborate. 'Through the 1950s Henderson flew 300 cloud-seeding missions. He sat in the nose of a

converted P-38 fighter plane and sprinkled dry ice into the clouds through a hole in the fuselage. His

primary tool was a one pound coffee can' (King 1 987: 1). This startling lack of complexity explains why

Schaefer'soriginaloutdoorexperimentspawnedahostofimitations. As Time(Anon.1947:11)reported:

'Across the land, flyers were making rain...'

The real complexities arose from technology's control and application. '[]t is important to expand the

definition of technology beyond mere tools, and even techniques,' Adas (1996:xviii-xix) urges, 'to

include the institutional and organisational matrices in which technology is employed and innovative

ways of doing things are worked out.' The sociologists of weather-modification never worked with such

a definition. By absfacting technology from its social formation they paved the way forpsychological

profiles of those disposed towards innovation. Yet

[i]nnovation is more evident at the top of society than below, but since this innovation

is not some normless and neutral technologicaVsociological process ("modernization",

"rationalization") but is the innovation of capitalist process, it is more often experienced

by the plebs in the form of exploitationo or the expropriation of customary use-rights,

or the violent disruption of valued patterns of work and leisure (Thompson 1991:9).et

{oFarhar should have been more attuned to this, having reviewed the only two studies which incorporated

classintotheirresearch. Pfost(1972:43)hadnoted'thatopponentsofinnovationsharesomenotablesocialfeahrres
in common. First, [they] ... tend to be of lower socio-economic status.' The second study also 'reported that the

higher the social class of the respondent, the more likely he or she was to be favorable to the technology' (Cited in

Farhar 1975:18).

44rAt least Rogers and Shoemaker recognised this. They wrote that the 'power elite are likely to reject

innovations they define as disturbing to the status quo - a result which might lead to a loss of their position'

Therefore, they admit only inneylfiels ucceptable to their interests. [Furthermore, t]he power elite in a social system

especially encourage the introduction ofinnovations whose consequences not only raise average levels ofGood but
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Technological progress, from the first agricultural revolution to the green revolution, has only assisted

some members of society, other members have been actively disadvantaged or simply passed by.

The history of all hitherto existing society is the history of class struggles.
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, T'he Comnunist Manifesto.

While Farhar's (1975:96) intentions are laudable - 'the development of innovative social mechanisms

that contribute to the orderly, humane, and beneficial management of weather modification technology' -

her assumptions are not. Like Bonner and Pfost she believes in technological neubality, but not in

neutral social agency. Locals can not think for themselves.

It is clear that ideas about weather modification comefrom outside local community
areas,and that these ideas are brought in by representatives ofa variety oforganizations
-- weather modification frrms, state agencies, Federal agencies, and universities. The
role played by these outsiders is to explain weather modification and the intended
project to the local populace and to assuage any fears and anxieties they might have
about the project [emphasis added], (Farhar 1975:58).

Experiments are conducted over and above communities rather than with them.aa2 But like Bonner and

Pfost she can not offer weather-modifiers much assistance. Her conclusion from $250 825 of firnding

is that '[w]here analyses have been performed using the variable [anticipate benefit/harm and economic

self-interest] it has been found that those who perceive that their economic self-interest will be benefited

by a project will favor it; those who perceive that their economic self-interest will be damaged will

oppose it' (Farhar 1975:86). Tautology replaces sociology.

This descent into tautology is regrettable, since the social categories of analysis were widening.

Chroniclers of weather-modification had always overlooked large segments of society. To paraphrase

Sheila Rowbotham (1973), most people remained hidden from history. Discussions of nineteenth

century American weather-modification gave no indication that the West had indigenous populations.

The West was a wax blank awaiting historical impression. History started with eastern immigration.

Understanding where everyday folk fit into this picture is hard enough to tell, but the place of women

also lead to a less equal distribution of Good' (Quoted in Farhar 1975:65). Farhar (1975:65) downplays this aspect
of their research, stressing that it 'is speculative, not based on empirical findings.'

*tTheir compliance comes from outside influences. The only historical agents are those committed to
change. 'The [change] agent is a professional who influences individual decisions in a direction deemed desirable
by the change agency. In rural sociology, the change agent was likely to be the county extension agent whose role
was to explain and demonshate for farrrer's new objects and methods resulting from research at the land-grant
universities. In his interaction with clients, the change agent creates a demand for the innovation on the part of
his clients, diagnoses their problems, establishes relationships with them, attempts to establish favorable attitudes,

and gets them to act in the desiredfashion ' [emphasis added], (Farhar 1975:57).
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is especially obscure. The leading historian of the age of pluviculture argues that 'no women appear'

(Spence 1980:133). We hear of no women rainmakers in this age, and we only hear of women entering

rainmaking debates when their traditional domestic chores are threatened. From Life cartoons in the

1920s - 'Go up and bust that cloud over th'ten acre field, Noah - before somebody else gets it; and fer

th' love o' peace, keep off th' ol' woman's washin'!'(Spence 1980:108), to the Coloradan rainmaker

whose twenty minute downpour incurred his wife's wrath for the same reasons in 1947 (Spence

1979:66),totheQuebecweatherpanicofthe l960swherethoughtfulemployeesofWeatherEngineering

Corp. '[w]ould call our wives and tell them it was going to rain. That gave them time to ... get their

washing offthe clothes line' (Bouchard quoted in Quig 1965:2), it would seem as if the weightiest issue

on women's minds was dry laundry. Even then it is discussion about women rather than by them.

Women are objects rather than subjects, although James Quig (1965:a) does allow'a prett5ryoung Alma

housewife' a few words over the Quebec weather panic.

By the 1970s there were women meteorologists like Joanne Simpson, and women sociologists like

Barbara Farhar and Julia Mewes. Finally, women were publically involved in weather-modification.

Farhar acknowledges some of the difficulties of being a professional woman in an overwhelmingly male

environment. Her'first large conference ... left me feeling more like a "piece ofmeat" than a sociologist'

(Farhar 1975:139). But her analysis follows the established line. Since she believes that weather-

modification is economically viable, the high numbers of female opposition to it are a source of

embarassment:

No folk theory puts forward the idea that women were the cause of the "people
problems" in weather modification. Neither can we say they are on the basis of data,

but the datas showed that women @ more skeptical about weather modification than
men; the differences formed clear patterns and were significant at p < .001. But what
difference would it make if we "proved" that opponents to weather modification were
women, religious fanatics, irrational, ignorant, and so on? Virtually nothing can be done
directly about these individual characteristics (Farhar 197 5 :94).s3

Why do the Colorado School offer these astounding statements of the obvious?aoa The answer partly

lies in their methodology. Survey research excels at doing that which is scarcely worth doing. Attitudes

are prompted by the type of questions asked. Respondents frequently return the favour, glving

researchers whattheythinktheywanttohear. Asthe followingpassage fromAlisonLurie's (1967:24-5)

hnaginary Friends - itself one of the best novels about comrpted sociological research - tells us,

*'Note the categories: male and female are constructed as culture to natue.

aaalhe Coloradans are referred to here as a school because of their shared epistemology, methodology,
institutional setting, funding sources and conclusions.
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[b]ut aside from this, I had already picked up some of his scepticism about survey data.
As he put it, accuracy is partly a matter of milieu. When you go after most other groups
with a questionnaire, what you get half the time is a significant sample, laboriously
coded and programmed and analysed, of the answers your subjects felt it was
appropriate to give to a polite young man from the city.

The bluntrress of Coloradan social categories further undermined their use of surveys as analytical tools.

Sewell and Day (1966:331) presented their survey of 140 peoples' attitudes to weather-modification at

the Boulder Symposium. Ninety five farmers and 45 nonfarmers were sampled. 'This classification

seemed useful since few occupational groups are more sensitive to weather than farmers' (Sewell and

Day1966:330). Pfost(1972:55)alsocomparedfarmersandnonfarmersinhisPhDstudy. Unfortunately

"farmer" is a notoriously elastic category. Different types of farmer (family, labour hiring) enmeshed

in different forms of farming (pastoral, arable, mixed, horticulture) will want different fpes of weather.

Even then the categorizrtion is far too general; different crop farmers will want rains only at very certain

times depending on which crops they raise. Those times will vary from farm to farm, and from year to

year on any one farm.

The categories that researchers construct, and the questions that they ask, reflect their own assumptions.

TheColoradansbelievedthatweather-modificationwastechnologicallyviableandsociallyusefi,rl. Since

research conclusions were clearly anticipated, surveys allowed little scope for individual expression.

Public responses were also stripped of their context. The Coloradan studies generated a number of
quantified facts withoutplacing them in any significant context. A genuinely sociological interpretation

was avoided, as observations masqueraded as explanations. Attitudes and opinions were noted with no

regard for their formation. This is the hallmark of '[c]ontemporary positivism [which]... define[s] and

filter[s] the universe of discourse for the use of technicians, specialists, and experts who calculate, adjust,

andmatchwithouteveraskingforwhomandforwftc/,'writesMarcuse (1989:122). Thehonestresponse

from the Coloradans would have been: of the people, by sociologists, for science, but '[t]he occupation

of these specialists isto make things work, ... not to give an end to this process' (Marcuse 1989:122).

If we are to go beyond statements of the obvious, we need to comprehend wider changes in both the rural

social order and the ways in which people perceive the weather.

The End of the Golden \ileather

Although agriculture has been and will continue to be the economic and social base of
rural America, our rural population is becoming a largely nonfarm one. By 1980, only
one rural resident in seven or eight may live on a farm. It is generally agreed that it is
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neither socially desirable nor economically feasible to try to arrest or even slow down
this trend.
United States Department of Agricalture (USDA)/National Association of State
Universities and Land Grant Colleges.9rrdy (NASULGC), 1966.

Between the 1950s and the 1970s America enjoyed uncommonly good weather. This public perception

was 'discursively linked, of course, to the climate of national health: the period of political consensus,

affluence, unimpeded economic growth and consumerbenefits for all' (Ross 1987:121). With the advent

of the oil shocks, and an aggressive turn in transnational capitalism,

we have seen the break-up of that weather consensus and the $owth of a disaster
culture, particularly in film, characterized, on the one hand, by a preventive ethic - the
films show how institutions might deal with disaster or panic behavior on the part of
mass populations - and, on the other, by a post-apocalyptic imagination which
conceptualizes business as usual in that year without a summer which we refer to as the
nuclear winter (Ross 1987:l2l).

Ross' impressions may or may not accurately reflect America's outlook on the weather. That the

economic climate worsened in the 1970s is less contentious. Paul Blumberg writes that events 'seemed

to involve not merely rapid social change or even the acceleration of social change ... but a radical

discontinuity or break in the direction of social change from the earlier postwar era.' This was the end

of the golden weather. 'After a generation of moving up that inclined plane, the mass of Americans now

frnd themselves, in a great many dimensions of social class, including jobs, income, housing, and living

standards, locked in or bumped down' [italics in original], (Quoted in Gutman 1987:411).

Rural people were particularly hard-pressed. 'As statistics indicate, and as visits to the counbryside make

clear, rural America is crumbling. Not just the family farm, but every aspect of rural America is

crumbling - schools, communities, churches, businesses and a way of life' (Hightower 1978:2). Y.

Kosolapov (1976:99) concurred. From behind the "Iron Curtain" he could see that '[t]he revolution in

science and technology, as it develops in the capitalist world, condemns small farmers to ruination and

ousting from agriculture; it increases the capitalisation ofthe countryside and, consequently, exacerbates

all related social antagonisms.' However, America's agricultural sector had long felt the cold. In 1940

America had 6 400 000 farms. Three decades later only 2 800 000 farms survived (Hightower 1978:37-

8).045 The majority of America's farmers left or were forced off the land.eu 'Ironically, they are the

*5'IntheUSAbeweenlg50andlg6gabouthalfthetotalnumberoffarrnswentbankrupt. lnthisway
the proportion of population engaged in agriculture is diminishing. In the USA in 1960, 8 per cent of the gainfully
employed populatiou was engaged in farming, and in 1969 the proportion came down to 5 per cent' (Kosolapov
1976:98).

{6By 1997 the American yeornaD was referred to as a 'nearly extinct species' (Friedland 1997:265).
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waste products of an agricultural revolution largely designed within a land grant college complex

originally created to serve them' (Hightower 1978:5).aa7

The Morill Land Grant Act (1862) furnished public land or its financial equivalent so that every state

could establish agricutural and mechanical (A&M) colleges. The act was passed in the same year as the

Homestead Act which opened the West to settlement. Both pieces of legislation came from pressure by

the farming sector. The Homestead Act gave 160 acres of public land to men who settled and cultivated

their quarter-sections for a minimum of 5 years. Development west of the Mississippi was to proceed

in a different direction from previously existing American capitalism. The West was envisaged as a new

democratic space. Admittedly it was a 'a capitalistic, property-conscious, middle-class kind of

democracy' (Williams quoted in Hightower 1978:9), but it was nonetheless a conscious reaction to 'the

Eastern aristocracy of concenhated wealth and the plantation aristocracy in the South' (Hightower

1978:9). ThelandgrantcollegesinitiatedbytheMorillActweretobedemocracy'sservants,promoting

the interests of rural people.nos

Despite excellent intentions, these institutions favoured the agricultural elite from their very foundation.

Since the Second World War the land grant complex has served a corporate constituency almost

exclusively. While land grant college research remains nominally open to proposals that would benefit

all social sectors, agribusiness prevails because of its strategic alliances and associations with the

colleges and with state agencies, because agribusiness practices are consonant \ rith those preached in

the land $ant complex, and because it bnngs significant sums of money to college doors. 'After a while,

it all hardens into a very tight bond - not comrpt, merely cozy' (Hightower 1978:74).

Jim Hightower's studies revealed quite how cozy this relationship was. A glaring dispariff exists

betweenthelandgrantcomplex'sresearchfor agribusinessanditsresearch onruralpeople. While

millions of dollars are effortlessly channelled into the former, the most meagre amount of research on

the rural populace is accompanied by 'a condescending smugness about their condition' (Hightower

1978:55). Not until 1968 did the US Department of Agriculture look at low-income farmers, and then

*7This is not altogether unprecedented. In England the Public Schools were founded to educate boys
whose parents could not afford to hire private tutors. But the "public" schools soon became restricted to the sons

of the wealthiest families. Harvard College was founded to educate and Christianise Amerindian boys - but many
of the later "lndian Hunters" were Harvard graduates. In 1799, Benjamin Thomson founded the Royal Institution
to benefit the poorer classes. lt soon became dependent upon rich people who attended public lectures; their money
made possible the scientific research of Davy, Faraday et al.

*8In Lauren Soth's words, '[t]he tillers of the soil were going to have their own colleges and their own
departnents of agriculture' (Quoted in Hightower 1978:9).
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'mostly to enlighten ourselves as to who they are and what sort of existence they lead' (Bayley quoted

in Hightower 1978:55). That same year a USDA/NASULGC task force came up with the answer:

Factors contributing to the low level of achievement are inadequacies in: educational
preparation, occupational choices, business ability, employable skills, effective use of
their personal and financial resources, and the effectiveness with which they adjust to
social and economic change (Quoted in Hightower 1978:55).

Diffusion rules, and stigmatises.

For Hightower, as far as land grant institutions are concerned, people have been inadequate ever since.

This assumption has resulted in a body of descriptive work which says little and offers less.aae Comell

University discovered that housewives in paid employment had less time for housework than full-time

homemakers, while researchers at Mississippi State discovered that the poor were not all of one type.

A Cooperative Regional Research Study (1970) announced that pre-retirement incomes affected

economic expectations for retirement. A University of Nebraska study found 60 per cent of suweyed

football coaches in agreement with suggestions that a federally-funded breakfast programme would be

nutritionally beneficial to teenage athletes. The Cooperative Research lnformation Service described

glprojectsasoflgTl,totalling4l.3personyearsworthofwork. Sixtypercentoftheseyearswentinto

studies which merely analyzed the poor. A further 8.1 years were consumed in planning programmes.

None went as far as implemenlrzg helpful programmes, although Texas A&M researchers did

recommend stifling rural adolescent aspirations, to save disappointments in later life (Hightower

1978:55-7). Hightower (1978:56) could not separate rural sociology from bovine scatology: 'It is not

difficult to come across this kind of sociological bullshit. In fact such projects appear to form the bulk

of rural sociologyresearch.' He concluded:

Land grant college research for rural people and places is a sham. Despite occasional

expressions ofconcern from land grant spokesmen, a look at the budgets and research

reports makes clear that there is no intention of doing anything about the ravages of the

agricultural revolution. The focus will continue to be on corporate efficiency and

technological gadgetry, while the vast majority ofrural Americans - independent family
farmers, farm workers, small town businessmen and other rural residents - will be Ieft
to get along as best they can, even if it means getting along to the city. If they stay in
rural America, a rural sociologist will come around every now and then to poke at them
with a survey (Hightower 1978:57).

This concern with doing powerful people's work, with focusing on their technology at the expense of

its social impact, with the amelioration of opposition through education, all resurface in the land grant

#eAs Hightower ( 1978:55) writes, '[p]rojects tend to be irrelevant studies of characteristics, and they tend
to stem more from curiosity than a desire to change conditions.'
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studies ofweather-modification. Because ofthis, the Colorado School no longer appear Iike innovators,

but as emulators. This is because the social science ofweather-modification was created and controlled

by the Bureau of Reclamation.

The importance of discrediting sociological inquiry not directly under the Bureau's
control is a direct function of its perceived mission to manipulate public opinion by
managing the release of information. To the extent that social scientists are perceived
as purveyors of information which does not necessarily advocate the technology, they
are seen as troublemakers, or at the very least, untrustworthy [underlining in original],
(Farhar 1975:218).

The Bureau had little to worry about. It funded studies through California State University-San Diego,

Colorado State University, the University of Colorado, the University of lllinois, the University of

Oklahoma, South Dakota State University, and the University of Wyoming. The University of Colorado

and the University of Oklahoma are not land grant institutions, but they produced studies

indistinguishable from the standard article. 'Researchers at [all] these organizations ... are part of the

proponent system' as Farhar (1975:223) acknowledged.

The lack of any critical distance from weather experiments results in social researchers accentuating the

positive and eliminating the negative. This coqy relationship can be exposed by juxtaposing "the

proponent system's" explanations of the Rapid City disaster with those printed in the alternative press.

The Rapid City Flood and its Anti-Science Alluvium

On 9 June 1972'one of the county's worst calamities' (Green 1977:183) hit Rapid City, South Dakota.

A flood killed 238 people. The disaster caused US$I55 million worth of damage, all but wrecking a

town of 50 000 inhabitants. The lnstitute of Atmospheric Sciences (IAS) had made the decision to seed

clouds around the Black Hills that afternoon. In the early evening a downpour unleashed 12-14 inches

of rain into watersheds west of Rapid City (Farhar 1975:165). Many people suspected that the cloud-

seeders caused the flood. The Dakotan deluge swept weather-modification to the forefront of public

attention. According to NOAA estimates, the I 2- 14 inches ofrain which Farhar mentions was four times

larger than the average six hour amount of rainfall expected in the region once a century, while the U.S.

Geological Survey calculated that the flood's peak was l0 times greater than any on record (Gardner

1975:28-9).

The Bureau of Reclamation had contracted the IAS work as part of "Project Cloudcatcher." Ratherthan

blame the practice of weather-modification or the Bureau for the disaster, sociologists looked to the

professional credentials of those who carried the work out. 'Some researchers at tAS engaged in weather
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modification research came from academic backgrounds other than atmospheric science,' Farhar

( 1 975 : I 61 , I 66) explained, and anyway, 'the IAS is not considered the most prestigious group in weather

modification circles.' So began a strategy to undermine the professionalism of the IAS and uphold the

safety of weather-modifi cation.

Cloud-seeders were placed in an uncomfortable position; they had made loud claims for the

progrumme's effectiveness, and for the scientific competence of those responsible for its operation.o'o

If weather-modification worked they must surely have augmented, if not caused the flood. Farhar

(1975:166) was more muted; for her the tAS were 'unfortunately implicated' in the disaster. Adverse

publicity threatened future funds from federal government. A commission of inquiry was instituted to

investigate the disaster. Mindful that weather-modification itself was on trial, the State director of

programmes convened a panel. In her thesis Farhar (1975:207) lets slip that 'the Chief of the Division

of Weather Modificafion in South Dakota is a staunch devotee, both publicly and privately, of weather

modification.' She also acknowledges that three of the panel members were staunch advocates of cloud-

seeding: '[a]ll three gentlemen are members ofthe proponent system' (Farhar 1975:227). We must look

to another of Farhar's (1977:288) publications to discover that these were the only three people on the

panel, which casts suspicion on her judgement that the Rapid City seeders were exonerated by 'a blue-

ribbon Board of Inquiry' (Farhar 1990:36). (It is unclear at what point she became a member of the

WeatherModificationAssociation, butFarhar is listed as such in later editionsoftheJournal ofWeather

Modification).

If we look at the composition of the "blue-ribbon board of inquiry" we see that New Times ' Hugh

Gardner (1975:29) was closer to the truth: 'Whatever the facts of the matter, this was not exactly a

disinterested set of Inquirers.' The panel consisted of Doctor Ray Jay Davis, Robert D. Elliott and

Doctor Pierre St. Amand. Davis consolidated his career around the legal issues ofweather-modification

at Arizona's University School of Law, Tucson. He was roundly regarded as 'weather mod's foremost

legal expert,' and he was under contract to the Bureau of Reclamation (Gardner 1975:29). This expert

had successfully defended none other than the second panel member: Elliott. Elliott was the president

of North American Weather Consultants, the company accused of causing a damaging inundation in

Yuba City (Mann 1967). He had recieved funding from the Bureau. Failure to acquit the Bureau of

Reclamation-funded Rapid City seeders would have been commercially costly for him; and hypocritical

to boot. The final member of the board, St. Amand, had previously worked with Elliott on a 4 year

weather-modification project in Santa Barbara (Wegman and Depriest 1980:iv). St. Amand was a

o'oSee the comments of Simpson and Deunis (1974:268),
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commercial seeder, a regular confibutor tothe Journal of Weather Modificationa5t and an employee of

the Naval Weapons Center in China Lake which had pursued military applications for cloud-seeding

(most infamously in Vietnam). Previous threats to applied weather-modification had already been

averted by intervention from the Naval Weapons Center, in conjunction with other arms ofthe proponent

system.ast St. Amand was regarded by '[o]ne or two of his peers in the profession [as] ...a bit too much

ofanadvocate'(Green 1977:55). Tellingly,Greenaddsthat'[w]ithoutthedriveandconfidenceofmen

like St. Amand, weather modification could dry up and die in its infancy.'

Given all this, the final report on the Rapid Cify flood, and the role of cloud-seeding in it was a foregone

conclusion.as"Had none been conducted,' they wrote, 'the damage would have been the same' (Quoted

in Gardner 1975:29), although Davis, Elliott and St. Amand did recommend measures to improve

practices. A class action suit against the cloud-seeders by the flood's victims brought no relief. The IAS

seeders were acquitted. Legal claims for damages have always failed for the reason why the science of

weather-modification ultimately failed: proving a cause-and-effect relationship.

Despite Farhar's (1976) opinion polls which showed most town members did not associate weather-

rnodification with the disaster, the incident in Rapid City certainly contributed to weather-modification's

decline as a credible science. Stanley A. Changnon Jr. (1973b) was prompted to ask: 'Weather

Modificationin 1972: Up or Down?' rnthe Bulletin of the American Meteorological Socier). The flood

of funding forweather-modification shrankto a trickle.asa Havingpreviously fundedthe IAS to the tune

of $800 000 per annum, in early t973 the Bureau of Reclamation granted a nominal sum ($120 000) to

the IAS for a final report on Project Cloud Catcher (Farhar 1975 166). Two years after the flood,

a5'He published a number of papers tn the Journal of l(eather Modification with various authors

throughout the early seventies. The Naval Weapons Center also provided financial support for the Weather

ModificationAssociation's(WMA)JoarzalofWeatherModifcation TheCenterorderedtwohundredcopiesof
the journal at a cost of $ 1 200, but a WMA meeting decided 'that a letter from the WMA to the Naval Weapons

Center thanking them for their support would be an embarrassment' (Farhar 1975:226).

t5zWhen opponents sought an rnjunction against a hail-suppression programme the weather-modifieni were

assisted by thenr, and by experts drawn from the Texas Water Development Board, the South Dakota Weather

Modification Prograrrq and the Colorado Weather Modification Advisory Commiftee (Farhar 1975:226).

45rlncidentally, rhe Report On The Rapid City Flood Of 9 June 1972 was issued on the last day of covert

CIA seeding in Vietnam (Gardner 1975:22).

454With the domestic scene in the doldrums, the Bureau looked offshore for clients. ln 1972 the Royal

Rain-Making Project began in Thailand. This has been supervised by Bureau of Reclamation staff in conjunction
with the Royal Thai Government, and it has been coordinated by the Royal Rainmaking Research and Development

lnstitute (RRRDI) of the Ministry of Agriculture and Cooperatives. For two Bureau of Reclamation assessments

ofthisproject, see BernardA. Silverman(1986) andBernard A. Silverman, Curtis L. Hartzell,Williaml. Woodley

and Daniel Rosenfeld (1994).
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residents in Chamberlain formed Citizens Against Cloud Seeding, in opposition to the South Dakota

Weather Modification Program. E.J. Worhnan, a 'reformed cloud seeder' (Quoted in Dennis 1980:4)

and one-time advisor to the NAS, told a gathering of concerned residents in December 1974 that cloud-

seeding could produce tiny raindrops that would evaporate before reaching the ground. Rainmaking

could actually lead to rain-suppression. A series ofrallies against cloud-seeding swept across South

Dakota. 'Their pressure was so effective that no state funds were appropriated for support of cloud

seeding in South Dakota beyond 30 June 1976'@ennis 1980:4). Farhar (1990:3) later conceded that the

apex year for atmospheric experimentation was 1977, and that funding declined thereafter.as5 Still, her

faith in weather-modification could not be questioned. Despite the apostasy of many ahnospheric

scientists, Barbara C. FarharandColleen Fitzpatrick (1990:4)predicted the triumphantreturnofweather-

modification into the 1990s.
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Figure 24
Federal Support ofWeather-Modification Research 1963-85, inMillions ofDollars.
N.B. Department of lnterior figwes refer to funding by the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation.
Source : Stanley A. Changnon Jr. and W. Henry Lambright (1987) 'The Rise and
Fall of Federal Weather Modification Policy,' The Journal of ll/eather
Modification, 19, 1,3.

How are we to explain the public's rejection of this scientific innovation? 'If you took weather

modification and put aside its technical jargon, forgot for a moment its wildest promises, what was left

in the end was the incorrigible will to dominate and control nature. But it was domination that did not

profess to benefit everyone equally,' Steinberg (1993:228) wrote. While Farhar was also aware of this,

a55As well as the decline in federal funding, '[p]ublic inter€st in weather modification also dwindled from
the support of 79 U.S. operational projects n 1977 to only 37 in 1985' (Chengnon Jr. and Lambright 1987:9). The
authors attributedthe decline to amixture of drought-free conditions overmostofthe country, harsheconomic times
for agriculture, ongoing federal projects and growing uncertainty over the technology's efficacy.
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it caused her no concern.otu She identified women, the elderly and those of low social status as likely

opponents ofweather-modification, sinoe they were 'more "subjected" members ofthe society ... feeling

more passive, having less sense of "fate control," either with regard to their own lives or the direction

of their society.' These feelings were a function of their social position.

Passive world-views, passive modes of coping with problems, may be well-developed
in these segments of the population. Such a theme would help explain a skepticism
toward weather modification -- a decidedly instrumental activity. It is also an activity
under control of technocrats, an activity associated with power, not an activity that one's
next-door neighbor would be engaging in [underlining in original], (Farhar 1975:80-l).

This was simply how it was, and how it would continue to be. The 'atmosphere [was to be viewed] ...

as a resource which may be manipulated for private gain on the part of the weather modifier and his

sponsors'(Farharl975:178). Steinberg's(1993:228)analysis,likethepublic'sresponse,reactedagainst

this smooth appropriation of public goods for private benefit. His parting thoughts point in a fruitful

direction for further inquiry: 'The German philosopher Max Horkheimer said it best: "Domination of

nature involves domination of man."'

Instrumental Rationality and Rainmaking: The Eclipse of Season?

The scientific method which led to the ever-more-effective domination of nature thus
came to provide the pure concepts as well as the instrumentality's for the ever-more-
effective domination of man by man through the domination of nature [italics in
originall.
Herbert Marcuse. One Dimensional Man.

Weather-modification,ifitworked,wouldmerelybeanothertechniquetobenefitsociety'swinners. In

Westem Europe, North America and South Africa it has been practiced as the private interest ofwealthy

farming concerns and utility companies or, less frequently at the public behest of water resource

agencies. In each case significant subpopulations were not removed from attempts to ftansform nahre -

and for good reason. As the sociologists of weather-modification made clear, attempts were made to

transform them. It is precisely this form of marginalisation that Marcuse found so unsurprising. He

regarded technology as a tool ofoppression used by power brokers in advanced industrial society to

prevent meaningful change to a status quo which benefitted the powerful. And he would have regarded

the sociology of weather-modification as yet another instance ofone-dimensional thinking: the uncritical

a56The Tri-State Natural Weather Association, Inc. (n.d.) voiced the concern that '[c]loud seeding
apparently is another tool used to wrestle control away from the people with the eventual hope of enslaving them-'
Farhar (1975:.a! noted that such beliefs 'express fear, suffering of agriculturalists from drought which they have
attributed to cloud seeding, and a sense of victimization at the hands of a highly industrialized, and insensitive,
society.'
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acceptance ofcurrent structures, values and activities. The Colorado School's obsession with technology

revealed another characteristic of contemporary Westem society:

The most fundamental experience is no longer concrete experience, overall social
practice, but rather the administrative practice organized by technology. This
development reflects the transformation of the natural world into a technical world. It
is more than a pun if I say that technologt has replaced ontologt [italics in original],
(Marcuse 1989: l2l).

Weather's translation from the natural to the technical has taken place since the Second World War. And

it has taken place partly as a result of the meteorological application of wartime technologies:

principally radar, rocketry, jet aircraft and computers (Khrgian 1970:347, Bowler 1993:397). Prior to

the emergence and adaptation of this high technology, meteorology was more art than science. As the

least qualified scientists in the immediate postwar era, meteorologists were in a poor position to

challenge popular weather lore (Bello 1958:173). Thanks to the seizing of technologically-driven

opporhrnities, and an aggressive selling of its services to the public matched only by medicine (Hare and

Thomas 1974:143),the abstract science of meteorology has triumphed over the concrete experience of

society.a5T Meteorologists now speak with the voice of authority. 'Only a few thousand people are able

to define whattheweather ls; only their opinions literally count when the question is to allocate the huge

funds necessary to run the networks of computers, instruments, satellites, probes, planes and ships that

provide the necessary data' [italics in original], Latour (1987:181) tells us. Yet meteorologists are not

the only ones to have opinions about the weather. A11 is well for them within their networks, but outside

these comfortable webs meteorologists do not meet with universal approval. Meteorology has the

paradoxical effect of encompassing the world's weather while excluding almost everyone. Friction

comes when meteorologists try to extend theirnetworks to eliminate all dissentient voices, 'to make their

predictions indisputable, to render passage through their weather stations obligatory for everyone who

wantstoknowtheweather'(Latourl987:181-2). Thishasneverbeenattainedforweather-modification.

Other opinions do matler, scientists' expertise rs questioned: Where is the proof that weather-

modification works? If it works. who does it work for?

Collective concerns about changed weather speak to the growing dominance of meteorology over social

memory, to the decline of folklore in the face of science. Scientists have remote-sensed data resources

which support their claims. They have knowledge, not beliefs. This generates an asymmetry 'between

asTDaniel J. Boorstin (1973:407) notes the rapid changes, when, '[a]fter World War 2, six hundred

commercial broadcasting stations were giving regular daily (sometimes hourly and half-hourly) weather infomution.
With television, the weather became a regular evening feature illusnated by weather maps and enlivened by the

patter of performers who now made careers of their one-man vaudeville acts about the weather. ln 1950, automatic
telephone forecasts (Dial-the-Weather) were infoduced in Cleveland and Philadelphia, and spread to other cities.'
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people who hold more or less distorted beliefs about something, and people who know the truth of the

matter (or will soon know it)' [italics in original], (Latour 1987:182).a58 The situation changes. It is no

longer a case of asking how can such a small number of scientists speak with expertise amongst a mass

of competing definitions and opinions about the weather, but how can the majority of the population still

holdfalsebeliefswhentheycouldlearnthetruth.'Whatisneededtofollowtherightpathisjustasound

nind and a sound method' [italics in original], (Latour 1987:184). Weather-modifiers thought that they

had a sound method, and they were equally sure that their opponents had unsound minds.

The imposition of meteorological technocratic expertise through new technologies and modes of

representation continues, further enforces the separation of weather from everyday experience. In this

Gestalt weather is removed from us.a5e

The change ofweatherthat separates us fromprevious generations has occurrednotjust
as a result of global warming but also in tandem with satellites, electromagnetic
photography, computer model-building and photographic analysis, weathermen,

television, computer graphics, syndicated weather services, city living, tourism,

agribusiness and environmental politics (Berland I 994: 1 05).

assWeather-modifiers have always been convinced that they would soon know the truth; they have believed
as much for the past fifty years. They were always on the threshold of unlocking the secrets of nature. A saryle
of quotes makes it clear that meaningful weather-modification is still a little distance in the future: 'The ouetanding
factremained...anartificialfallofwaterwasproducedforthefusttimeinhistoryandscience. Withthatmilestone
safely passed, it now becomes necessary to apply the principle on a wide scale' (Anon. 1924:27). 'The dream of
rainmakfug is as old as nun.... With the help of science, the dream has at last become reality' (Anon. 1947:.ll).
'Mounting evidence indicates that weather modification of several tlpes is, or nuy soon become, technically
feasible' (Crutchfield 1973:187). 'scientists in America claim to have invented a way to make it rain. And they
plan to test their theory..,' (Anon. 1996: l8).

45eEarlier atteupts at weather-modification sparked similar conc€ms over the administation ofthe weather

by a select few. When Espy fust approached the American govemnrent with his rainmaking plan in December I 83 8

a Congressman from Kentucky rebuffed it saying it 'had too much the appearance of a Sub-Treasury about it a

hoarding up of clouds and vapors to be dispensed at will by an individual' (Crittenden quoted in Spence 1980: l5).
A writer at the Washington Post (1923) was even more critical of Bankcroft's proposals: 'Capital, making its own

moisture, can flood the market by properly watering the farmers' crops or can produce a long dry spell to relieve
financial drought .... The real rain rnakers will start the usual series of stikes and lockouts and when you go with
your little cup to the public utilities corrpany supplying the rain to your section begging for a few drops to save your

family, you will receive a frigid stare and be reminded that you haven't ordered that 40 per cent of Pittsburgh rain
water which the rain board requires you to buy (Anon. quoted in Spence 1980:108).
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Figure 25
"Frankly, I don't like the look of the weather..."
Source: Len Norris in F. Kenneth Hare and Morley L. Thomas (1979)
Clirnate Canada (2nd edn), John Wiley & Sons Canada Limited: Toronto.

Folk weather forecasts are now a source of amusement:

Figure 26
'Front Porch Forecasters'
Source: Gary Larson (1993) The Far Side Gallery 4, Warner
Books: London 33.
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The social impact of these processes is recorded by Ross (1987:119-20), who observes that the

code of early warning systems for the defence and survival of local ... communities has

been replaced by a massively institutionalised anxiety about the defense of national

shorelines and entire regions of the country; weather-as-news on the scale of local

tragedy has been replaced by weather as commentary on regional, national and

international events, and weather disasters on the scale of geopolitical tragedy; the

quackery which once accompanied the culture of almanacs and patent cures for weather-

induced ailments has been replaced by the almost complete commodification ofbodily
maintenance in the face of year-round weather ... assaults; and our mental ... maps of
the psycho-geographical environment have been replaced by the objectively simulated
representationofanenvironmentunderthe influence ofweather, otherpeople's weather

which is only temporarily our own.

Like nostalgia, weather isn't what it used to be. This disenchantment has spawned nanatives about

separation and loss. Oppositional discourse to weather-modification invokes experience against

avoidance, privileges intimacy over detachment, and prefers humanity to technology. Robert

Richardson's (1977) 'Two Ways to Choose the Weather' articulates the clash of society and science,

pitting Mahala Greenberg against meteorologist Verner E. Suomi. Suomi spoke of the 'Needs of the

1980's' at a University of Wisconsin symposium, Greenberg wrote to Country Wamen. Suomi talked

of the inexorable march of technological progress, and of the weather inevitably falling under state

control. The public would demand weather-modification 'to reduce peak heating and cooling loads'

(Quoted in Richardson 1,977:16), and to avert weather disasters. His'plan for the meteorological

modulation of the planet' (Richardson 1977:16) accurately foresaw what was already underway,

rationalized and globalized weather forecasting. Less accurately, he predicted that weather-modifiaction

research and development would be 'one of the mostrapidly growing activities of ahnospheric scientists

and practitioners during the next couple of decades' (Quoted in Richardson L977:16). In contrast to the

sterility of Suomi's laboratory culture, Greenberg 'grew up with the weather cycle intimately affecting

[her] ... whole physical being and consciousness.' When she realised 'that it was the weather and cyclic

change itself that was affecting [her, she] waspretty excited'(Quoted in Richardsonl9TT:17). The

difference between these two views 'is that hers is immediate and experiential and his is professional and

detached' wrote Richardson (1977:17). 'She knows what she knows of it fust hand; his knowledge is

technical and abstract. She lives in a cabin in the woods and seeks immersion in the elements; he closes

himself off in a research lab.' Greenberg celebrates the weather in all its glory as a part of the social

world: it is 'an invitation to experience.' Suomi sees weather as a problem intruding into the social

world, and in dire need of solution: it is 'an environmentalhazard' (Richardson 1977:18). 'Her view

is old and wise and deep, yet innocent and ever new. His is at once callow and cynical, technically

sophisticated and humanly naive. His bears the stamp of science and the seal of govemment. Expect

it then to be the rape of hers,' Richardson ( I 977: I 8) concluded. Daniel Boorstin ( I 973 :408) had already
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reached the same conclusion: 'In a world ofprefabricated, packaged, predictable, repeatable experience,

the fickleness and mystery of the weather had taken on a new piquancy.' Weather nostalgia was

precipitated by wholesale scientific intervention into the atmosphere. 'Pundits had said that "Change

of weather is the discourse of fools." But now an interest in the weather was itself a tie to the past, a

wistful reminder of the limits of man's powers to make and repeat whatever experience he wished, and

so a refuge of mystery and spontaneity.'

These insights from Marcuse, Berland, Richardson and Boorstin broaden the perspective of the

impoverished Colorado School. They showthewidersocial effectsthattechnological changeshavehad,

and the ways in which they mediate our relationships with the weather. But they still limit our field of

vision by uncritically favouring ufolku weather culture over its scientific competitor. More pemiciously,

tlrey consign people to passivity - scientific domination of nature is inevitable. Science will rape

personal experience.

This does not square with experience, with the actual construction and contestation of weather-

modification history. Two responses bear repetition here. Can we say objectively which ofRichardson's

two weather cultures is better? Like others, Marcuse, Berland, Richardson and Boorstin's story is

governed by a nostalgic narrative of decline and disenchantment [which] locates "value"
in the relative coherence of folk, communitarian experience, increasingly eroded and

alienated by modern technologies. A counter-narrative would simply assert the primacy
ofknowledge and information (categories no more value-free or any less mediated than
that of "experience") over ignorance and superstition. It would point out that pre-
technological "proximity" to nature, far from guaranteeing anything that resembles
nafural or social equality, was one of the primary means of maintaining a repressive
social hierarchy. lndeed, only in recent years has proximity to nature, "untouched" by
mankind, acquired a positive value in our culture - a turnabout from centuries of
associationwithbarbarism,demonism,andworse[italicsinoriginal],(Ross l99l:231).

We do not need to side with one weather culture or the other. Nor do we need to succumb to Marcuse's

pessimism by resigning ourselves to a rationalised, dehumanised and bureaucratised world ordered

through technology. Through an actor-network approach 'these issues now appear as instances ofsocial

control - of long distance translation. And this approach implies that such control is not monolithic.

Rather, there is a wide range of struggling actors and there are periodic changes in both the means of

control and the shategic loci' (Callon, Law and Rip 1986:229). Our study has shown many changes in

both means of control and shategic loci for weather-modification. Scientists could not simply impose

their weather. Social groups stopped cloud-seeding in Colorado, West Virginia, Maryland and

Pennsylvania.
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Synopsis

In the literature about human aspects of weather modification there is sometimes a

general hint that weather influences human productivity, suicide and accident rates, and
the frequency and intensity of certain illnesses.... The neglect of human aspects in
weather modification studies is shown not only by the inadequate consideration of
medical questions but also the actual motivation of the projects. All applications so far
served either military or economic purposes.. .. Nowhere have I found any consideration
as to whether making fair weather for man as a human being (rather than as an

economist, consumer or soldier) might be considered.
Georg Breuer, Weather Modification. Prospects and Problems.

'Weather modification,' as Steinberg (1993:210) recognised, 'offered science, the state, and business a

chance to appropriate nature in the most literal way, to control sun and rain and clouds however they

wished. It only remained to be seen who the winners and losers would be in this grandest of plans to

dominate the natural world.' We have now detailed the ways in which science, state and commerce

attempted to dorninate the natural world. We have also looked at the potential winners and losers from

this weather control, and linked their opinions about weather-modification to their respective material

positions. This contrasts with that Coloradan sociology of weather-modification which eschewed social

relations, preferring to conhast psychological profiles of innovators and laggards rather than identifying

society's winners and losers. We offered a philosophical, theoretical, methodological and political

critique of this approach. That enabled us to identiff who these sociologists were, where they come

from, why they conducted their work,who paid for it, and who they sided with. While the Coloradans'

work purported to be a series of case studies of affected rural communities, they identified closely with

the victors and paid little regard to the victims' concerns. In consequence, they produced a string of case

studies in co-option.

The Colorado School was national in scope and nationalistic in theoretical orientation, drawing on

American theories of modemization and diffusion to analyse American experiments.ouo Their studies

provided no room for European notions like class, notions which prove central to understanding

opposition to weather-modification. Instead, they played to an established academic convention reaching

back to Schumpeter, in which technological determinism functions as an ahistoric substitution for

analysis of the real processes of capitalist development. Indeed, they can be accused of indulging in

the dominant ideology of American science [which] is influenced by what C. Wright
Mills once termed "the American celebration" - the idea that in this, the best of all
possible worlds, science, literature, and other forms of culture flourish because this is
truly a pluralistic society in which European-type struggles linked to class, race, and

ffiHightower's critique - and Rogers and Shoemaker's use of the term "power elite" also are specifically
America4 moving back through C. Wright Mills to nineteenth century "know-nothing" populisrn
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gender have yielded to compromise and consensus, the vehicle through which social

progress may be forged (Aronowitz 1996:84).

As we have seen, this celebration was shortlived for ambitious weather-modifiers. Communities railed

against administered weather. State governments responded to public pressure by severely regulating

weather-modification activities. Howell never made his triumphant return to Fulton County.

Steinberg's study improves upon the Colorado School. He considers ownership and control of weather-

modification technology with reference to critical questions: for whom would it be used, andfor what?

Yet his work draws false strength by leaving Fulton County with Wallace Howell in 1965. Panics were

never restricted to Fulton County, and they did not stop with that cloud-seeding episode: phantom

sightings and droughts continued in the Blue Ridge region for the next three decades. In neighbouring

Maryland, for instance, cloud-seeding experiments stopped in 1981. Yet from 1983 onwards residents

of Frederick County complained that rogue cloud-seeders were stealing their rain. This led to a

widescale panic in 1988 (Shoemaker 1989:31). All then went quiet until the drought of l99l when

Citizens Against Weather Modification was formed. This time the rogue seeders were said to be working

for the construction indusbry, baseball teams or federal scientists (O'Harrow Jr. l99l:Bl, 11). No less

than the Colorado School, Steinberg ignores these phantoms. There is no way that you can blame a

technology when it is zot applied. We have already discussed phantom panics in France and Spain. The

ease with which Steinberg's concept of Fulton County weather culture transports to the Dordogne,

Murcia and to other parts of America hints at stnrctural rather than cultural factors generating such

panics dynamics. Our final chapter will use a fresh case study to test this hypothesis, offering a more

complete explanation for phantom panics. In doing so it will reverse the Colorado School's practice in

substituting tautology for sociology, and technology for ontology. That will return humanity to the

forefront of sociological enquiry.
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Chapter Eight

Society and Weather-Modification in the Twentieth Century (II):
The South African Reception

The enemies of our counbry know that if they can cut off our rain and thus our food

supply they will succeed in causing a revolution especially amongst the minority groups.

Letter to President P.W. Botha.

Introduction

Thus far our chapters have proceeded as a series of strategic raids; we have examined the making and

b'reaking of weather-modification scie nce in Ameica, the manufacture of pfr dntom weather-modification

panics in Western Europe, and the sociological study of actualwealher-modification programmes back

across the Atlantic. This chapter advances in a different direction, offering an original case study of the

making of weather-modification science and the manufacture of phantom panics in South Africa. We

offer a sociological interpretation of the work of both scientists and phantoms. We discuss the history

of scientific weather-modification in South Africa from its origins until the present day, assess the social

impact of the technology, and look at the ways in which commercial and scientific programmes have

been scapegoated by drought-stricken communities fearing social, political and economic change. By

bringing the subject of weather-modification to a new time and place we heip to bring the thesis' whole

story together. The similarities between weather-modification's South African reception and the

preceeding French, Spanish and American cases (in terms of bases for support and opposition) become

clear.

Like other projects around the world, South Africa's weather experiments revealed a radical disjuncture

between scientific intent and social reception. While the hail-suppression prograrnme was described as

'[t]hebestintheworld'byaprominentmeteorologist(ChangnonquotedinAnon. I977d:8),aconcemed

citizen condemned it as 'terroris[m] of the air' (Van Wyk 1977). Similarly, the precipitation-

augmentation project was presented as a responsible attempt to increase water supplies, and interpreted

as a systematic 'war on nature' (Tonetti 1992). Both programmes were seen as noble experiments and

as sinister covert operations. The respect of the international atrnospheric physics community counted

for little amongst inhabitants of the Transvaal. As so often elsewhere, here cloud-seeding proceeded in

a turbulent atmosphere. Public uproar ended Transvaal experiments undertaken for public benefit. The

obvious question, of course, is "why?"
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South Africa's Water Problem

Control over water has ulfimately become tantamount to oontrolling the destiny of the

land and the people who settle on it.
Robert Gottlieb, A Life of its Own. The Politics and Power of Water.

The Science Committee of the President's Council has identified water as the most

limiting natural resource in South Africa.
Dr P.J.T. Roberts, Tentative Proposals for Future Rainfall Stimulation Research in

South Africa.

One might have thought that South Africans would welcome weather-modification, and particularly

precipitation-augmentation. Here is a country with around half the global average annual rainfall.

Precipitation is unevenly distributed, and evaporation usually exceeds annual rainfall in most places

(Water Research Commission 1993a:3).a6t Natural aquifers are not plentiful; nor do many rivers flow

perennially. Droughts are cornmonplace. Factor into this equation the mounting demographic pressures

of a population that doubles in size every thirty years, growing pollution, as well as increasing demands

fromexpandingagricultural and industrial sectors, and themagnitude ofSouthAfrica'sproblembecomes

apparent (du Toit and Falkena 19944). Sober estimates show that demand for water will exceed supply

by the year 2020 (Water Research Commission 1986:2), and '[p]rospects of developing new water

sources in South Africa ire very slim' (Water Research Commission 1994:60).

Given these concerns it is understandable that a relatively cheap operation like cloud-seeding shouldbe

attempted to stimulate rainfall. After all, costs pale in comparison to those involved in water provision

fromdesalinisationplants,largepipelines,orthetowingoficebergsfromtheAntarctic.a62 Ataprojected

cost of two American cents per cubic metre, this price falls well below the present rate for water

provision (Water Research Commission 1986:2). That figure is rendered even more attractive by a

political move from monochrome state to Rainbow Nation. Rhetorically at least, the needs of the

formerly disenfranchised are being addressed; and apartheid approaches to water acquisition through

military and economic coercion no longer apply.

The water shortages existing in South Africa are outlined in the African National Congress' (199a:28)

Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP). Twelve million people lack potable water and

twenty one million lack adequate sanitation. In rural regions the situation is worst: less than half the

a6rThe climate is classed as subhopical, and rainfall varies from 600 millimetres in the east to 1200

millimetres up on the western €scarpment. Most of the rainfall is brought by thunderstorrns (Mather 1982: l-3)'

a62Though '[t]he iceberg notion has been around for some fifty years,' Leif Ohlsson ( 1995:16, l7) reminds

us that 'no icebergs have been towed, ' while desalinisation plants produce drinking water at 'costs four to eight times

the price of city water today, and at least ten to tweuty times what farrrers pay for water.'
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rural population have hygienic water supplies, and only one in sevsn have proper sanitation facilities.

As the ANC's pre-election publication noted (1994;28):

Communities have had little say in the provision of water and sanitation, and deeision-

making in the water delivery agencies has reflected broader apartheid ideology. Access

to water resources is dominated by a ... minority while the majority of the population

enjoy little or no water security.

To rectifu this deficiency, the ANC proposed to provide every household with twenty to thirty litres of

safe water per person per day. This water source should be no further than two hundred metres from the

household. But the course of water politics does not flow smoothly.n6' Unsurprisingly, this enormous

undertaking teems with logistical and financial troubles. A number of complex cultural conundrums also

need to be negotiated. One example must stand for many. Near Berlin, East London, village members

feared enhanced water supplies would dampen local romance. Anxieties related to the time-honoured

tradition of courting, which customarily took place at the river following relevant parental consent'

Mayor Lulamlie Nazo said, '[w]hat some people in my village don't understand is, if water comes near

our homes in pipes, will this practice be threatened?' (Quoted in Anon. 1996c,,2). More broadly, many

whites fear that an improvement in material conditions for millions of Africans will lead to an inevitable

lowering of their own living standards. The RDP has been dubbed the "Revenge of the Dark People"

by its deftactors.

The History of Scientilic Weather-Modification in South Africa

South Africa almost went ahead with 'the first successful attempt in history to make rain artificially'

(Anon. 1943:34),byplacing parallel fences of fine wire netting atop Table Mountain. These fences were

to be twelve inches apart, with an electric potential of 50 000 to 100 000 volts between them. Theodor

Schumann asserted that fences one hundred and fifty feet high and nine thousand feet long could extract

thirty one million gallons of water a day from clouds blanketing the mountain. But the Chief

Meteorologist'splanwasneverapprovedbyCapetown'scouncil,possiblyforreasonsofcost.as Despite

this, as long as weather-modification has claimed a scientific standing, South Africans have displayed

a keen interest. Indeed, the interest began long before...

Circalgl2rzinmakerCharles Mallory Hatfield enterednegotiations withthe SouthAfrican government.

He had already sent a letter to a South African farm organisation claiming 8 years of rainmaking

u63For other examples ofthe disjuncture between electoral promises and realpolitiktnthe new SouthAfrica,
see R.W. Johnson (1996).

o*It was estimated to cost US $l 000 000.
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experience, l6 commercial contracts, and not a single disappointment. He could break all droughts, and

for two return tickets from Los Angeles and $10 000 he would break the one in northwest Karoo. A

parliamentary inquiry into his proposition followed. The Irrigation Department's Chief Meteorologist

wrote to the head of the Weather Bureau in Washington for a second opinion of Hatfield's seemingly

amazing qualifications. Sadly for Hatfield, 'Chief Willis Moore ended ftisl African travel plans

abruptly, denouncing him as "practicing deception," preying on public credulity, and making "a dire

necessify the occasion for the perpetrating of fraud"' (Quoted in Spence 1980:90).

When Cornell chemist Wilder D. Bancroft's seeding experiments with electrified sand gained press

coverageinthelg20s,queriescamefromasfarawayasPretoria(Spence1980:107). Alocalman,C.K.

Hall, was reciprocating: his experiments in "cloud conffol" caught the attention of Americans. Though

regarded by a fellow countryman as 'an ignorant gas-bag on meteorological matters,' (Quoted in Spence

1980:121-2) his string of experiments from 1920-1 using dust as a seeding agent 'built up a devoted

following ... including a Johannesburg poet with more opitimism than talent' (Spence 1980:122):

So bang the old Dustpan;
Do yourself proud;
Don't worry! The Dustman
Has vanquished the Cloud.

Cloud-seeding experiments would not be undertaken by the South African state until 1947. These

experiments were conducted in the wake of Vincent Schaefer's apparent successes. The Council for

Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR), Weather Btreau and Airforce seeded more than fifty clouds

around Johannesburg with dry ice and a solution of calcium chloride between 1947 and' 1948.

Experiments were monitored using an X-band radar to detect possible seeding effects, and hansponder

equipment was used to follow the aircraft around. It soon became evident that more research would be

needed, and the CSIR embarked on a long programme of research into lightning, hail and radar instead

(Terblanche 1998). Scientific weather-modification would not be practised over the Lowveld until the

1970s.

Hail-Suppression: 1971-1981

Initial Lowveldweather-modification tookthe form ofhail-suppression, based on the competingembryo

concept. Artificial ice nuclei are infioduced into cold, hail-producing cumulonimbus clouds. These

nuclei compete for supercooled water droplets. Since the quantity of hail which falls from a storm is

fixed, the addition of further embryos will reduce the size of hailstones. These smaller hailstones are

more likely to evaporate before they reach the ground, or if they do fall to the ground they cause less

harm (Dennis 1980:76). Antihail operations were conducted by American firms (at first by Sierra
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Research Corporation, and then by Cansas International Corporation)465 at the behest ofNelspruit tobacco

growers in Eastern Transvaal, organised in the Laeveldse Kotiperasie Beperk (LKB).466 In the early days

at least, weather-modification was for private gain rather than public good. A perception of private

interests profitting at public expense has stubbornly persisted.

Work on Nelspruit hail-suppression commenced in December l97l and continued each summer for a

decade, enjoying the distinction of being one of the Westem world's best-financed and longest running

commercialoperations(Mather1986:l). Allpotentialhailstormswereseeded,workingoutatanaverage

of 106perseason(WaterResearchCommission 1993a:10). Butitwasmoredifficulttoworkouttheir

effectiveness in the absence of rigid statistical controls. As scientists at the Water Research Commission

(1993a:10) wrote: 'the operational nature of the project meant that there was no acceptable basis for

comparison of effects either of seeding or not seeding on hail occurrence.' With few answers and rising

operational costs (aviation fuel and seeding materials) farmers were reluctant to fund the prograrnme any

further.

The tobacco farmers' decision may also have been influenced by the public who had concerns about this

untested technology. Locals were confused about the methods hail-suppression involved and were angry

at being alienated from decisions to tamper with nature. When Graeme Mather (1977) asked, '[i]s the

LKB with its weather-modification project acting irresponsibly, protecting an elite group of tobacco

farmers from hail damage while robbing the rest of the community of its rightful share of rainfall?' he

cut to the heart of the matter. The rest of the community answered with a resounding "yes!" The real

debate is revealed: rich versus poor, people whose opinions matter against those that do not.a67

As a prominent critic of this programme put it: 'Everything appears to be one-sided pleasing one section

of the farmers at the cost of the others, how can any reasonable Government allow jets to operate over

our properties and deprive us of our rainfall?' (de Bruno Austin 1977). The mood was well expressed

in The Lowveld News (Anon. 1977c:8) editorial:

o65Ahnost immediately, the nickname of "the Colorado Cloud-Bustersn'was given to the group, invoking
the image of cloud rustling cowboys.

a66Also known as the Laeveldse Tabak-kooperasie (LTK). On the general history of Transvaal agriculture,

see Helen Bradford (1983) and Jeremy I(rikler (1993).

outconflict within the farming community is by no meaus novel, as Belinda Bozzoh (1983:37) has note4
'[t]he white pastoralists who came to the Transvaal were weak and deeply divided... Their struggle to obtain the

economic supresurcy they sought [was long and inconclusive]. Slave, sharecropping and labour tenancy

relationships were three steps along the path towards the creation of a wage farm labour force, and all of these were

the subject of intense and bitter conflicts; the survival of independent African societies for some time rnade more

difficult the process of subordination' [emphasis added].
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There is a strong school of thought among the tobacco farmers that townspeople have

no right to complain about the project as they do not have expensive investrnents in
crops which would be at risk if the hail prevention flights were stopped. This alrogance

is also reflected in the Kotiperasie's attitude to its critics, and ignores the important fact
that the weather is close to everyman's heart and that the townsman has every right to
complain. Sitting in an ivory tower and scoffing at their critics' ignorance is no way to
allay this feeling of anger.

Strong perceptions continue that the Lowveld weather-modification project was foisted on the

community without proper consultation or informed consent.

Once scientists began claiming to be able to manipulate Lowveld weather, they became accountable for

all meteorological events.a6s In 1974 they were condemned for causing too little rain to fall. kt 1975

rainfall was just right. In 1976 the Nelspruit region experienced its heaviest rains in twenty six years.

The weather-modifiers were now blamed for these downpours (Schutte quoted in Marshall 1977).

Drought hit again in 1977, and precisely the same techniques that brought rain the previous year now

stopped rain. Meanwhile, meteorological patterns in the Nelspruit project area were replicated in the

wider region: this point was largely ignored. Faith in the scientists' ability to cause droughts

strengthened over time, re-emerglng with a vengeance in the early nineteen nineties. But how did the

hail-suppression programme stop rainfall?

Local lay belief asserted that hail-suppression destroyed storm clouds, preventing rain from falling

(Mather 1982:1-5). Eyewitnesses repeatedly told of scientists'terrible deeds, seen 'by thousands of

people hundreds of times' (Tonetti 1977b:12):

Once a promising cumulus was overhead my farm (30/12/72) and when I heard a plane

approaching I followed the whole performance through field glasses and there was the

"Aztec" entering the cumulus, the cumulus swelled and totally dispersed in two thin
layers of clouds and not one drop of rain fell to the ground. When I remonstrated these

were the words of the pilot that was flying the aircraft: "I seeded the cloud and woosh!

down went rain." When asked how much and where the answer was "I do not lstow."
I told them what happened and they had nothing else to say.

Even when scientific procedures changed, and efforts turned to makingrain, they were still accused as

stoppingit.'Foryearslhaveobservedthespectacle,'wrotesisterGulfer(I992)ofStPeter'sConvent,

'clouds gather in the corner of the sky but, invariably, you see and hear the plane flying towards the cloud

and in no time the expected rain as well as the clouds are gone.' Scientists involved never made such

a claim, and they came to be heartily impressed by the powers imputed to them. One of their allies joked

auslncluding times whentheiraircraftwere groundedbecause ofmechanical faults (Putu 1992:10), orwhen
other reasons for water shortages seemed likely. For instance, extensive afforestation in the Nelspruit area migbt
have been responsible for drying up formerly perennial streams.
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that they must own 'a monster aeroplane equipped with the biggest vacuum cleaner on earth' (Knoble

r9e2).

The cloud-seeders were not convinced by public opinion. Eyewitness accounts are fallible, they

suggested, as it is impossible to determine if seeding is taking place from ground level. Furthennore,

complaints frequently came from regions where no experiments were undertaken. (In1977 they came

from Lydenburg, and objections continue to rise from places like Waterval Onder today.) Wind

direction rather than the scientist's aircraft stesr storms, scientists urged: on days when they were said

to be chasing clouds away it was probablynothing more sinister than south easterlies moving escarpment

storms westward.6e

Work contracted by the Water Research Commission (1985:a) showed that if anything at all had

happened, then hail-suppression work had increased precipitation rather than prevented rain. K.R.

Gabriel and G.K. Mather (1986:1083, 1077) claimed average srmrmer rainfall increases of l5 per cent

from cloud-seeding, although they cautioned that the figure was not statistically significant since the

seeding was not randomized. As a final note on the matter scientists added that planes are not needed

to disperse clouds. They do this by themselves, frequently without everproviding rain. Cumulus clouds

constantly change, and their lifespans as identifiable entities are only ever in the order of half an hour

(Roberts 1986:4). Stare at any cloud long enough and it will change form and go away (this stubbom

fact also weakens scientific claims about meaningful cloud-modification).470

Precipitation-Augmentation: 1981 Onwards

Dear Mr State President, for approximately the last four years the weather modification
jet has been shooting the clouds of the eastern Transvaal ... destroying our country's
rainfall.
Letter to President P.W. Botha. 1986.

Opposition to weather-modification began with the first experiments. From Nelspruit planes have been

shot at, aircraft have been vandalised, letters have been dispatched to the President, disfinct legal threats

a6eFormer Weather Bureau ChiefF.W. Reichelderfer used wind patterns to explain the break-up of clouds

over Fulton County, Pennsylvania, when called on to testify in the Pennsylvania Natural Weather Association's

suit against Wallace Howell in 1966 (See Chapter 7). Clouds were not broken up by phantom aircraft but by a

phenomena known as the lee effect. 'Fulton County lay on the lee side of the Allegheny Mountains. When a wind

blowing from the west encountered a mountain it was forced up, temporarily compressing and cooling the air,

perhaps condensing enough moisture for a cloud to form. Then as the air reached the other side of the mountain -

the lee side - it had room again to expand; the air would heat and the cloud might disappear. All this .'. could

happen in just fifteen or twenty minutes. There was nothing unusual about it' (Steinberg 1993:224).

a?oSee James E. McDonald (1959) for another interpretation of this phenomena.
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have been made, town meetings have been held and anti-weather-modification groups have been formed

(Red-Ons-Re€n in 1986, Rain Trust in 1992). lndividuals (Anon. 1977:8) have even been moved to

poetry:

Who gives these men dominion
that like some puissant god

that they alone determine if and

when
the rain may fall upon the arid
sod
Who gives these men dominion
who gives these men the right
to intimidate the land
to terrorise the slqy.

Readily I concede
a right to use the brain
the adamantine hail to seed

but not
oh definitely not
with loss of rain,
I admit too
the terrible devastation
that leafless martyred look
when paw paws point like poles

an accusing finger at the skY

and tobacco leaves do turn to
shreds

instead of gold brown in sheds.

Thousands of citizens signed petitions against weather-modification in the late seventies; in 1981 an

overwhelming majority ofNelspruit Kodperative farmers bowed to widespread community concern and

voted against cloud-seeding to prevent hail.

One project ended, but weather experiments continued. As early as 1978 the Water Research

Commission had sought to determine whether hail-suppression reduced rainfall. When the Nelspruit

commercial project was terminated on 30 March 1981, a nonprofit organisation was established to

conduct scientific work on increasing summertime convective rainfall. The facilities, equipment and

personnel were already in place, and the ideal location for cloud-seeding is around the Drakensburg

Escarpment. This is the source of sixty per cent of the impoundable run-off for the sub-continent

(Morgan and Mather 1984:l). The new organisation went under the acronym CRAWS (the Company

for Research on Atmospheric Water Supply). Between 1983 and 1991 dry ice was the seeding agent'

Since than a hygroscopic agent composed ofpotassium chloride, sodium chloride and magnesium oxide

has been used (Water Research Commission 1993a:15).
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The inhoduction of dry ice into clouds facilitates ice crystal formation by lowering t}re temperature to

that required for homogenous nucleation on available nuclei, or by allowing the process to occur without

any nuclei. [n contrast, the newer seeding agents provide more efficient nuclei around which raindrops

can form, Both agents encourage cloud droplet or crystal growth. These particles grow rapidly in the

presence of supercooled droplets, falling as snow, hail or rain (Water Research Commission 1993a:5-7).

Phase I of the Programme for Atmospheric Water Supply (PAWS) ran from 1983 to 1986. During this

period 79 clouds were seeded. The study was research-based, analysing a small number of clouds in

great detail. It was executed by Simpson Weather Associates and Cansas lnternational Corporation.

Phase 2 of the programmeran from 1987-9, during which time only 59 clouds were seeded, which 'was

less than 1% of cloud systems occtrring in the area ... seeding could therefore not have had a significant

effect on regional rainfall' (Water Research Commission 1993a: l0). This programme was conducted

by CloudQuest (Pty) Ltd. and the CSIR.

In 1990 the team at Nelspruit joined with the weather-modification research goup at Bethlehem, who

had been funded by the Department of Water Affairs. Their combined efforts became known as the

National Precipitafion Research Programme (I.{PRP). The NPRP studied seeded and unseeded

thunderclouds, usingradar and aircraft (a Learjet and 3 Aerocommanders), drawing funds fromthe Water

Research Commission and the Weather Bureau. During the course of their investigations the team

developed a new cloud-seeding device, a pyrotechnic flare carried by the Aerocommander.atr Flares

were ignited below the cloud base, releasing condensation nuclei into updraft areas. The Lea{et

observed subsequent reactions above the cloud base. During the experiments comparable clouds were

either seeded or left alone on a random basis specified by the Centre for Applied Statistics at the

University of South Africa (Water Research Commission 1993a:l l0). Scientists claimed the project

'revealed significant increases in rain mass at cloud base in the seeded storms' (Water research

Commission 1993a:13) and that seeded clouds produced about 30 per cent more rainfall than the

unseeded clouds (WaterResearch Commission 1994:60).a1? The institutional framework governing these

experiments was as follows:

o?rThe Aerocommander carries twenty wing-mounted flares which are electronically ignited. Two flares

are set-off at a time burning for approximately four minutes (Water Research Commission 1 993a: 1 1 ).

072'What has, however, not been tested yet,' the Water Research Commission ( 1994:61) acknowledged, 'is
whether systematic seeding of scattered thunderclouds in an area will enhance the areal rainfall significantly.'
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Figure 27
Source: Water Research Commission (1993) Introduction to Weather

Modification Research in South Africa,Innesdale: Afrosearch, 12.

Tellingly, Lowvelders scarcely acknowledged this change from a commercial programme dedicated to

suppressing hail to a research-oriented scientific venture directed at stimulating precipitation.oT3 The

accusations that rain was being chased away continued, and critical cornments became increasingly

fanciful.aTa

For concerned citizens, South African weather scientists were arrogant and amoral, imposing utwanted

weather pattems on a struggling region for their own selfish reasons. Not surprisingly, such diametrically

opposed accounts do not mesh comfortably. Weather-modification poses profound abstract questions;

putting it into practice successfully would raise significant issues ranging from the economic to the

environmental. ln this chapter's next section we turn our atteation to the role of religion and "green"

concems in public opposition to weather-modification, and to the parts played by ethnic groups and

social movements designed to stop die re1nstelers.

o73ln October 1991 the LKB gave money to the Water Research Commission for hail research, not hail-
suppression. Some sections of the community interpreted this action as evidence ogssvert sseding operations. The

new project also used the facilities, equipment and personnel of the former one.

o?oPerhaps one reason for the increasingly fanciful stories was the declining suitability of tobacco farmers

as scapegoats. Because of ongoing hail damage, fluctuating world prices, shifts in the attitudes of buyers from

quantity to quality, fewer people smoking and a proliferation of cheaper producers, tobacco farmers lost their

privileged position. The local tobacco indusry experienced something of a collapse.
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Of Clouds and Calvin: Religious Complaints

Then I wrll give you rain in due season.

Leviticus.26:4

One perceptive weather-modifier noted that their operations were in jeopardy the moment their

discussion entered one of two key social institutions: the church or the public house. InNelspruit it had

successfu lly penetrated both...

Compared with other western countries, the level of professed and practising Christians in South Africa

is quite high. Thus it is no surprise to learn that significant opposition to cloud-seeding is religiously

motivated.{7s This tendency is most pronounced amongst Afrikaners - who at times have depicted

themselves as God's own people, a latter-day Children of Israel who fled from British Pharaohs in the

Great Trek (Lapping 1987:19). 'Their nineteenth-century descendants married race and religion,

proclaiming Afrikaners as a chosen nation with a sacred mission,' Bloomberg (1990:3) reports'

'Afrikaner culture has for 350 years been permeated by Reformed notions of divine providence,

predestination and election.' So cenfial is religion to Afrikaner identity that a Professor of History who

dared to question the truth to which the Voortrel&er Monument stands testament was tarred and feathered

(Lapping 1987:18).a76 His crime had been to expose the Covenant with God preceding the battle of

Blood River as a fiction invented 33 years after the event.

Interfering with the weather can be as dangerous as meddling with the fundamental tenets of Afrikaner

nationalism. This scientific activity generates substantive social outcomes. The weather modifiers'

Promethean efforts were seen in some quarters to be blasphemous. The local newspaper's readers poll

revealed overwhelming opposition to cloud-seeding, most of it on the grounds 'that nature should be left

alone, and that it is against the teachings of the Bible' (Beeton 1992). Heathens had no right to invade

the heavens. This argument was given particular emphasis by the head of Red-Ons-Redn

Rednaksiekomitee, Dominee Viljoen: a formerpredikant of the Dutch Reformed Church. His opposition

was not a subtly theological one. Weather-modification simply was against God-given laws of nature.

tTsHowever, opposition to weather-modification on religious grounds has been recorded elsewhere.

Sigmund Krane (1977:26) lists 10 American studies in which 'adherence to a religio-natural view of the world' has

resulted in negative reactions to such programmes. And when David Fulk was anested for trying to change the

weather in Fulton County Justice of the Peace Lewis Sfait posed the following rhetorical questions: 'Will it rain?

Why does it not rain? Read the Bible: - I Kings 8:35-36,. II Chronicles 7:13-14. Amos. 4:7-ll' (Quoted in
Steinberg 1993:216).

476As Belinda Bozzoli (1983:l) wrote: 'The word "history" to most who have been through the South

African school system (whether privileged whites, or Bantu-educated blacks), conjures up images of great meq
abshacted dates, lists of"causes" and endless replays ofthe Great Trek.'
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Subsequent research by sociologists showed that seven out of every ten people interviewed felt that only

God could control rain. In the sociologists' view future scientific announcements should be mindful of

'the important role played by Calvinistic concepts of God as creator and conservator of all creation'

(Pretorius, Mouton and Liebenberg 1991:43, xiv).a77

Some scientists suggested that Viljoen's objections were motivated by other considerations; that their

experiments were pilloried in a cynical ploy to please the masses and fill the coffers. Posteriors on pews,

not the disinterested pursuit of truth, motivated the Dominee. But Vilj oen had no congregation to placate

having long severed his connections with the Dutch Reformed Church. And there is no unified

theological position on weather-modification. The precipitation stimulation project in the Northern

Province was approved heartily by Letsitele dominees Jan Truter and Billy Kendall, of the Reformed

Church and the Dutch Reformed Church respectively (Goldstruck 1995:28). According to Truter and

Kendall, since God gave man dominion over Earth to do as he saw fit, cloud-seeding could not be

profane.

Environmental Opposifion to Weather-Modification

What about the hole in the ozone layer?
What about those poor women in the homeland who have to watch the few mealie plants

die?
What about the cattle holder who has to bring his few bony cows 34 km to find a few
stalks of grass for them?
What about the polluted rain falling from seeded cloud?
People know. How often do they point to the plane flyrng towards the clouds?
Letter to The Lowvelder,24 January,1992.

Objections could be spiritual, but they often were material. Environmentalists were concerned that

weather changes would alter habitats and ecosystems. "Cloud Watcher" (1980:a) complained to The

Lowvelder that honey production had fallen as beekeepers' swarms deserted them. Hail-suppression

might suppress storms; and the absence of niffogen fixing lightning would require costly purchases of

artificial fertiliser. Cholera might result from stagnant pools not being flushed out with fresh water. One

vociferous opponent wrote that, '[m]illions of tax payers money [is] wasted in the clouds to the

destruction of the environment and sacrificed on the altar of 'God Tobacco!' [emphasis added], (Tonetti

1992\.

oTTThey finished: 'It may therefore be wise to address this matter explicitly through appropriate arguments

and calling upon necessary theological expertise to counter misconceptions fu this regard' (Pretorius, Mouton and

Liebenberg l99l:43), which is an interesting proposal for any scientific document.
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In the early 1980s the authorities of the Kruger National Park had entered the weather-modification

debate. Their own weather records showed that 'there is a quasi 20 year rainfall oscillation in the

summer rainfall areas of South Africa .. .. [which] consists of 1 0 years of above and 10 years of below

average rainfall' (Gertenbach 1980:39).a78 Despite this evidence they accused CloudQuest of altering

large scale weather patterns. Accusing CloudQuest of changng the national park's ecological balance

seemed ludicrous. The park authorities' own data showed that the area experienced its wettest decade

of the century during the nineteen seventies - just when CloudQuest were accused of causing drought'

Red-Ons-Re€n activists discovered an American publication called Covenant Health Digest, which

suggested even greater environmental distress: 'Cancer from the Skies' (Miller and Miller 1976). It

claimed that weather-modification by silver iodide seeding causes cancer, cholera, asthma and chilblains.

'Cancer from the Skies' also informed readers that The Ecological Society of America allegedly had

condemned all weather-modification. Cloud-seeding in Montana, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington was

accused ofprompting prolonged drought and the worst forest fires in history (Miller and Miller 1976:8-

9). While these claims are wildly overstated, at least two cloud-seeding projects in the Hungry Horse

area of Montana were brought to a halt for environmental reasons (Farhar 1975:263). A 5 year project

by the Bonneville Power Administration and the Bureau of Reclamation was terminated in 1971, and it

was prevented from renewing operations in 1973 because some of their equipmant was housed within

the boundaries of the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area. The wilderness area is federally-owned land under

the supervision of the US Forest Service. The Forest Service are guided bythe Wilderness Act, andtheir

decision to oppose further weather-modification came from the conviction that weather-modification

transgressed it. Regional Forester Steve Yurich explained it thus:

Measures to increase precipitation are in violation of the wilderness criteria that "the
earth and its community of life be untrammeled by men." Cloud seeding and other
precipitation inducing measures cannot be permitted over a wilderness if the treatnent
will result in unnatural precipitation upon the wilderness (Quoted in Farhar 1975:263).

South African cloud-seeders dismissed environmental concerns. Silver iodide appeared in water in such

minuscule quantities that it was harmless, while inadvertent weather-modification goes on constantly at

levels of magnitude far larger than current science can manage. Dust from farms, significant industrial

pollution from Highveld power plants and from iron and steel industries, fill the atmosphere with

artificial nuclei, calling into question the very concept of a "natural cloud."aTe

478W.P.D. Gertenbach would laterserve onthe steering committeewhen weather-modificationprogrammes

entered their research-driven scientific phase.

a?eFor further discussions of the environmental effects of weather-modification, see: J. Krane (1966),

Charles Cooper (1973), SamBirdsong (1975), and Barbara Farhar (1977a).
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Black Opposition

Thousands of Whites and Blacks can testify as to what the jets are doing with our

thunder clouds.
L. de b. Austin. 'Weather-modification - Probe Wanted.'

Because the opinions of rural blacks counted for little under apartheid they were rarely sampled. As far

as social researchers were concerned this was an artefact of method: telephone surveys were used to

gather statistical data, immediately ruling out all but the most privileged. Black people are largely

invisible in debates about weather-modification. Various groups claim to speakon behalf of 'the blacks"

in distinctly paternalistic tones. Conscripted for the cause when convenient and blamed for all social ills

when not, black people's position has been less than enviable on this, as on so many other issues. What

can one say when Lowveld farmers complain about illegal immigrants, yet reduce production costs by

employing them. In the process they also reduce local blackpeople's bargaining position in the labour

market.

R. Van Wyk volunteered to speak for blacks. He wrote in The Lowvelder of January 28 1977 , with less

grammatical precision than conviction; that'[t]he bantu say it is "IJmfaanns" that don't know any better

who interferes with the clouds; and have never seen starvation.' Later correspondents were happy to

blame cloud-chasing aeroplane rumours on 'cook-boys, bus-commuters and farm workers' (Putu

1992:10): inaraciallystratifiedlabourmarketthisisjustanotherwayofsaying"blackpeople." What

sketchy evidence exists suggests that, as with whites, religious objections were raised by blacks, and

weather-modification was seen to be an unnatural interference (Pretorius, Mouton and Liebenberg

199 l;3).

TheWaterResearch Commission suggested thatblacks were easily swayedbyantiweather-modification

propaganda and readily manipulable.aEo Most farm workers were said to share the opinion of their

employers: in the Nelspruit region this was largely negative. Should this be true, it might be evidence

of pragmatism rather than genuine conviction, since crippling unemployment levels mean that full+ime

work is hard to come by. In this cloud of innuendo and vague assertion, only two black groupings

appeared to actively oppose the programmes, and then only temporarily. The first was the Matibela tribe,

the second the Kangwane Legislative Assembly.

asoThe Water Research Commission did at least show some sensitivity to "black opiniorq" even going as

far as seeking the Rain Queen's permission to conduct weather experiments. For an accotutt of a previous Rain

Queen, see E, Jensen Krige and J.D. Krige (1943), and for an account of the current one see William H. McNeil
( I ee8).
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Under the heading of 'Cloud Shooters Blamed For Drought,' the Rand Daily Mail noted an emergency

meeting held at White River on 17 January 1977. This meeting was called by the Chairman of the

Matibela Tribal Authority, Mr Philimon Makoena, who used it to issue a warning to the '[w]hite men

who are chasing the rain clouds away' (Quoted in Marshall 1977). According to Pierre Schutte, the

tobacco cooperative's chairman, it was the first episode of black opposition to their programme. What

concernedthe Matibelawasnotso muchthe idea ofweather-modification (atthattime hail-suppression),

but the methods it involved. They were worried that silver iodide flares discharged into clouds might

inadvertently kill the big bird which brings rains. Tribal belief insists that the bird's death would also

mean the end of any more rain. Fortunately for the weather modifiers, the Tribal Authority was placated'

Opposition from this quarter ceased.

Figure 28
'Hambra! [Go Away!]'
Source: Anon. (1977) The Lowvelder, 2l January - From the Archives.

The second outbreak of black opposition came in January 1986, when it was asserted at an information

seminar in Nelspruit that black people would have no truck with weather-modification. This was

interesting for two reasons" Firstly, no blackpeople were present at this meeting. Secondly, Afrikaner

farmers in the Transvaal had no strong tradition of showing sensitivity to black wishes.as I But it emerged

from scientific detective work that for years Lowveld farmers had been spreading disinformation to

members of the Kangwane Legislative Assembly, in the hope of gathering support for their quest to have

the project terminated. Privately, a scientist noted that a member of the assembly had 'accused us of

asrBoer colonists had spent the best part ofthe previous century dispossessing blacks oftheir land (Krikler
1993:4). In fact, '[t]he cornplexities of rural class relationships, and the difficulties experienced by white farmers

ln e[1aining a clearly subordinated black farm-working force, are reminiscent of the post-bellrrm American South.

So, too, is the texture and, again, "style" of social and cultural interaction which was bred by this class systenr The

use of child labour and ofphysical violence (born ofweakness, not strength); the "trade" in children; the prevalence

of desertion as a form of resistance on the part of the inboel<selings; the functioning of the Boer household as a

mechanism for cultural domination over black house-slaves: these characteristics of the nineteenth century Boer

economy in the Transvaal continue to inform cultural intercourse in the Transvaal even today' [italics in original],
(Bozzoli 1983:37).
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everything from murder to mayhem.' As in the earlier episode of black opposition, this squall quickly

died down.

That different ethnic groups may perceive the weather in different ways is well established. Mary

Douglas (1962) studied the ways in which neighbouring Congolese tribes make sense of their

meteorological year. Despite fairly constant year-round temperatures, the Lele and the Bushong celebrate

hot and cold seasons at opposite ends of the calendar. Her conclusion, which bears heavily on our ownr

was that weather-perception is inextricably linked to tlpes of agricultural production. That "tribal

societies" are profoundly affected by the weather also seems beyond dispute. Alluding to his earlier

etbnographic work with the Kabyle in Algeria, Pierre Bourdieu ( 1994:155) recalls how the dry season's

return shapes social activity. Arangements of material and spiritual life are extensively reconfigured.

Seasonal changes bring distinct patterns of consciousness and lived culture. For such peoples

clouds, rain, thunder, lighnring, and the change from dry to wet seasons all provide key

points of reference for the development ofbeliefs about the deities, the passage of time,

and the souces of supernatural power, as well as the elaboration of ceremonial patterns

that either express or purport to control these meteorological phenomena (Vogt

1966:374).

Given the weather's enormous significance in tribal sociefies it is a damning indictment of researchers

the world over that there is only one study which examines the effects that attempts to change it will have

on them. That study is by Harvard anthropologist Evon Z.Yogt. The questions: can we make more

rain, can we make less hail, have been posed scientifically. And the questions: do we want more rain,

do we want less hail have been answered commercially. Yet as Vogt (1966:374-5) points out, the

questions have been posed too narrowly. Tribal societies also experience these decisions cosmologically,

ceremonially and ecologically. His analysis looks at the potential impacts of weather-modification on

tribal societies such as the Navaho of New Mexico and the Zwi of Anzona. Given the Navaho's long

history oftechnological and cultural adaptation, Vogt hypothesised that weather-modification would be

accepted here. He also based this assertion on previous experience. The Navaho had allowed cloud-

seeders to operate above their Reservations during the drought of 1950- 1. 'The major question asked

by the Navaho leaders was whether the rain-making company would make "male rain" or "female rain" --

"male rain" being a thundershower, "female rain" being soft d.'izzlet' (Vogt 1966:377-8)' On the other

hand, the Zuni were likely to be hostile to weather-modification, particularly since they have strong

cosmological beliefs about the universe's proper rainmakers: the katchinas, Uwanami, and other

supernaturals. Again, Vogt's judgement was informed by previous experience. While the Navaho Tribal

Council allowed cloud-seeding techniques to be carried out, the Zunis protested in the strongest possible

terms, forcing the removal of a ground-based generator from the Zuni Reservation (VoSt 1966:384). To
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ensure safe passage of weather-modification programmes Vogt (1966:391-2) recommended that the

following questions be addressed: How are current tribal beliefs linked to the weather? Can alternative

weather-modification ceremonies be carried out in conjunction with a beneficial scientific programme?

What effects (ritual, natural erc. ) will weather-modification have on the traditional agricultural calendar?

Could weather-modification produce extreme weather events which these societies are ill-equipped to

deal with? What impact would weather-modification have on "modernization"? These questions have

yet to be answered...

"Littlc Bcar to

/ow. Little Bcer
lo pltttc. Start naliug."

Drawing by Dsm FrEdoB @ 1953

Thc Ncw Yorlcr Magazinq !rc.

Figure 29
Source: Dana Fradon in W.N. Hess (1974) l(esther and Climate Modification,
New York: John Wiley & Sons, no pagination - taken from The Netp Yorker

magazine, I953, no pagination.

Red-Ons-Re€n (Save Our Rain)

Whatever the motive, one thing is for sure - you have to stoop to sub-zero moral and

humane standards to inflict relentless heat and drought conditions on your fellow man

and the whole spectrum of nature. You have to be devoid of all feeling and conscience
about the mess you're making of the whole region's ecology and economy.
E. Henkel, 'Weather-modification - Probe Wanted.'

For many scientists Red-Ons-Re€n, that tragicomic pressure group, exemplified the lay "lunatic fringe."

It was formed by Dominee Viljoen in response to alleged 'life and death' issues spawned by that the

retinvalstimuleringsnavorsingsprograrn (QuotedinAnon.lg86b:21). Notingwithsomedisappoinfrnent

that the Water Research Commission had never organised a committee to oppose its own workings, he

took on the taslg arguing that Highveld drought was a direct consequence of Lowveld seeding activities.
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Tobacco growers caused Highveld drought because, for them, rain was unwanted during lhe first six

weeks following planting, and less rain was better than more (Goldstruck 1995:28). The tobacco growers

ultimate aim, Red-Ons-Re€n suggested, was a totally controlled environment through irrigation'a82

Underlying reasons for this desire were social, not meteorologieal.

In lgg} Henkel wrote of the 'curse' of weather-modification. Cloud-seeding expenments had caused

drought, but why? Answering her own question, she charged that cloud-seeders aimed 'to artificially

create the hot, dry conditions ideally conducive to the cultivation of fine tobacco ... To artificially create

a man-made draught [sic] which will drive farmers off their farms and cause famine, death and disease

in the Black homeland areas such as Kangwane and further north.' Given that many of the cloud-seeders

were also farmers, this seemed an odd thing to do. But narratives of this kind made up the backbone of

Red-Ons-Re€n's argument. Their more expansive focus and conspiratorial bent was strengthened by

contact with similar groups in the United States of America.

Particularly influential for South African fears was the publication Cloud Seeding - The Technolog Of

Fraud And Deceit, A Critninally Conspired Complex (n.d.), produced by the Tri-State Natural Weather

Association.nt3 This work invoked the spectre of the mad scientist wreaking havoc on society' 'Man is

not emotionally stable under this biological situation created by heavy cloud-seeding. He will riot,

murder, rape, steal, commit suicide, and in general cannot live compatiblywith eachother.'aEa Doubtless

in some circles this was a more palatable explanation for rising social challenge than apartheid's

deprivations. It was also Red-Ons-Reen that brought 'Cancer from the Skies' to the attention of South

Africans. 'One of the deadliest "scientific achievements" of the past two decades,' Entest and Mary

Miller (1976:6-7) wrote in this work,

is killing livestock, ruining crops, increasing human cancer and causing world-wide
droughts that have resulted in mass starvation. That "achievement" is weather-

o82Such farmers certainly exist, for instance, '[t]he lettuce farmers ofthe Irrperial Valley [California] don't

evenlike rain; it is so hot in summer it wilts the leaves' [italics in original], (Reisner 1986:4).

483like Red-Ons-Re€n, the Tri-State Nahral Weather Association of St. Thomas Pennsylvania claimed

that covert cloud-seeding experiments were undertaken without public approval. And like Red-Ons-Redn '[t]hey
sometimes attribute the cloud seeding to groups with sinister economic motives, such as forcing small farmers into

bankruptcy, or to secret research projects of the military-indushial complex' (Dennis 1980:4).

o&From the Water Research Commission Archives. Back in 1949 cloud-seeding pioneer Tor Bergeron

voiced concerns about weather-modification's effects upon humans. He argued that seeding attempts might

produce a fohn wind inland. These warm dry winds on the lee sides of mountains can have 'detrimental effects on

human well being.' They have been linked 'with harmful effects on the nervous system - causing severe migraine,

neryous tension, deterioration in the state of many sick people, increased suicide and accident rates' (Breuer

1980:39, 170). Despite these early warnings the psychological and physiological effects ofweather-modification
have never been seriouslv addressed.
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modification. In the quest for greater profits and eventual world political and economic

control, an unholy alliance of Satan-inspired one-worlders - Communists, Bilderbergers,
Rockefellers, Kissingers and members ofthe Council on Foreign Relations - are creating
a situation that will lead to their eventual takeover. The diabolical plan has been under

way for some time. We already have the federal income Tax, the Federal reserve

System, Sensitivity Training, Sex Education, Racial Integlation, and property-rights
destroying Land Use Laws.

South Africa lacked racial integration, but it did have droughts and weather-modification. Red-Ons-Re€n

were happy to link the two. At the height of the drought in 1992 they declared a 'total onslaught against

weather-modification' (Henkel 1992). Here the manuscript breaks off...

Figure 30
Source: Charl Bruwer (1992) 'Says Who?' The Lowvelder, 27 November - From the Archives,

Nelsoruit.

The Rain Trust

The Rain Trust was not Red-Ons-Redn. Though some individuals belonged to both groups, and both

were financed by farming concems, there were discernible sociological differences between them.

Middle class and working class, urban and rural dweller, professional white collar worker and farmer,

educated against uneducated: Rain Trust tended to athact support from the former category in each dyad,

Red-Ons-Reen from the latter. Formed in December l992,Rain Trust also was born from the worry that

weather-modification experiments were linked to the current drought. 'We are not against science, but

the evidence we see is the disintegration of clouds, dry river beds and empty dams,' wrote Navane de

Villiers (1992), '[w]e note that the drought is worse than areas not subject to the experiment and we ask

ourselves whether there is not a connection.'

prEr!?nox ooxo-rE
ABoUT TH\s RAIN slltYllrLA'noN
PIIOORAI'{ME AND HoW 15 lT

AFFECIIN6 '111uR.....

WA'ICI{ ME DO S(rdE
SIIMULATiON OF TITAT

bUZZARD5TAIL
T1ME HE MESsE5
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Rain Trust always enjoyed a reputation for being more moderate than Red-Ons-Re€n, and less given to

wild outbursts. Headed by a retired lawyer, their first action was an attempted court intsrdict to suspend

seeding operafions for a year. They argued that unless weather-modification ceased, 'the Lowveld could

turn into a debt-ridden dustbowl within a period of two years,' (Anon. 1992:3\. As their chairman put

it, Rain Trust were acting so '[d]at die erwe ... vir ons kinders erwe bly' (de Villiers 1992): that the earth

stays the earth for our children. But they also sought to attack on a second front, by collating scientific

data to counter CloudQuest's claims. However they were less than impressed that'[{lor the past 20 years

the onus of proof has been put on the farmers.' 'Surely,' de Villiers (1992) asked, 'it [should be] for the

researchers, who interfere with nature, to prove that such interventions will have no adverse effects?'

We should understand where their members' anger came from. The drought was devastating, and many

farmers were threatened with financial ruin. The De Kaap River - one of the rivers which actually did

flow perenially - had dried up for the first recorded time. With weather-modification going on in the

region a causal connection came easily. Boeta Claasen appealed to the Water Research Commission to

terminate the project. In a fit of uncustomary understatement The Lowvelder (Anon. 1992: l0) added:

'It was agreed that the present drought hadn't made matters any easier.'

The existence of the Rain Trust was not to be long and glorious. Its lifespan was little over one year.

Concerned from the outset to find solid scientific data to condemn the weather-modification project, they

soon discovered that there was precious little evidence to assist them. Subsequent meetings with

CloudQuest and representatives of the Water Research Commission also eased their fears.

Correspondence with these bodies quickly led to Rain Trust's dissipation as an active adversarial force.

Red-Ons-Re€n soldiered on, refusing to let the facts get in the way of its workings.

In February 1993 Rain Trust participated in a workshop with scientific representatives. Red-Ons-Re€n

flatly refused to attend. At this meeting, burning issues ofcloud chasing planes, irregularities in research

procedures, and the possibility of a dreaded third force were discussed. Farmer representatives declared

against the weather-modification programme. The Water Research Commission offered to open its books

for inspection. Through some kind of compromise it was agreed that weather-modification flights should

be limited and observed, and that the South A-frican Police should be notified whenever flights were

under way. Policemen should fly with them where possible. These measures, which we will now

discuss, caused Rain Trust to evaporate.
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Would The Mystery "Derde Mag" Please Contact Major J.P. Botha On
Nelspruit 27120

In 1993 Major J.P. Botha told Lowveld newspaper readers that while investigating clandestine cloud-

seeding, he found no evidence of a spookvliegtuig (Botha 1993:6). lnvestigations were initiated by a

member linking Rain Trust and Red-Ons-Re€n who had been commuting to Pretoria to challenge the

Water Research Commission on just this issue. Public realisation was dawning that CloudQuest might

notbe responsible for the dehydratory acts. But Red-Ons-Redn had postponed all public announcements,

lest the third force realise that its workings had been discovered. In this account an innocent scientific

progranrme had been comrpted by malevolent powers, intent on inciting blacks to revolution and drying

good white farmers off their land, hence the urgent need for investigation.

Red-Ons-Reen had been invited by the Water Research Commission to nominate a watchdog from their

own ranks; but they could not find any single member they trusted sufficiently for this task. The job

went to a Joint Safety Committee charged with investigating alleged irregularities in the weather-

modification prograrnme. Coordinated by the South African Police, this committee was a body of the

new transitional government, thus (in theory) enjoying the confidence of disparate racial and political

groups. It convened on I January 1993, recommending that the Police Criminal lnformation Service

should liaise with different state departments, parties and monitoring agencies. The Lowveld AirTraffic

Control Sector and the Jan Smuts Air Traffic Control Sectors of the Air Force, 304 Advance Air Force

Control Post, different Army Commandos, the Nelspruit City Council, farmers unions, the media and

interested members of the public also were represented on this body.

The head ofthis investigative committee, Major Botha, filed his response to covert cloud-seeding claims

on 7 May. The South African Police monitored all eight flights by CloudQuest, and where possible they

had an officer fly with them.a85 Between 16 February and l0 April only two seeding episodes occurred.

Numerous suspicious flights were reported by the public, but each was traced and accounted for. After

three months of searching no evidence of a phantom aircraft could be found and the investigation was

ended. Rumours did not end. Stories continued to allege that CloudQuest was on the payroll of the

Central Intelligence Agency.as6 Alternately, renegade elements in South Africa's security forces pay

CloudQuest to steal rain, robbing white farmers of their livelihood in order that land could be given to

indigenous Africans. Frequent rumours also asserted that phantom seeders were paid by tobacco

as5Entering thunderstorms in small craft is one of the more vomit-inducing endeavours one canundertake.
Policemen can be forgiven occasional lapses in attendance.

48ttis happened despite CloudQuest's repeated offers to rnake their records public.



farmers' hail insurers.ott By suppressing hail these companies gained financially from farmers seeking

coverage, since the risk of having to compensate them would be minimal. Tobacco farmers may have

been getting a raw deal, but since they had access to irrigation water they held a massive advantage over

those wholly dependent on rain.

What have the scientists made of these public claims? For the most part they have stereotyped opponents

as emotional and irrational, harbouring unfounded fears.a88 One anonymous colTespondent to the local

newspaper - anonymous on the grounds that those likely to disagree 'Shoot better than they think' -

asked: 'Is it true that the anticloud-seeding farmers are designing (on papyrus) a hactor to feature steam

power and wooden wheels?' (Anon. I 992: 10). How could these hicks oppose progress? How could they

be so wrong? How could they deny arguments backed by solid research based on well-founded scientific

protocols?

Many claims made against CloudQuest were clearly wrong. Here scientists' persecution complex was

justified. One lay correspondent informed readers of the local paper that cloud-seeders were spraying

'silverioxide:'anothersaidseedingwasdonewitha'Laser'jet. Athirdcouldnot distinguishbetween

a jet and a turboprop aircraft. According to legend this person presented CloudQuest with documented

proof of their covert seeding runs. This turned out to be a perfect timetable for South African Airlink

flights. Mrs E. Henkel, secretary of Red-Ons-Re€n, accused cloud-seeders of creating'a man-made

draught' (1992). V. Tonetti (1977a) published streams of data to show CloudQuest's deleterious effects

on rainfall. The scientists deny his ability to generate valid data. In disputes between experts

credentialism inevitably arises. Not only is Tonetti an engineer working off his home turf: for

atmospheric scientists he is not a "real" doctor since Italian universities issue doctorates for the fnst

degree. It was with some mirth that they read of Tonetti the 'mitoloog' (Venter 1994: l) - mythologist -

in a local newspaper, instead of meteorologist. A simple journalistic error became a Freudian slip. The

intense personal animosity between Dr Tonetti and Dr Graham Mather, CloudQuest's head, can be

gauged through J.J.Celgram's (1977a) newspaper column. In one article Cellgram proposed a

competition on the best way to kill off your mother-inlaw. To give readers inspiration he offered

examples: taking 'her to the lower Kaap valley and tell[ing] Dr. Tonetti that she's the mother ofthe chap

who invented weather-modification. Or how about taking her to the weather-modification headquarters

and telling Graeme Mather that she's Dr. Tonetti's mother?'

o87The insurance company considered most likely was Senfra-Oes.

aBtscientists couldnotresistnoting thatone oftheirmore vociferous opponents was a financially-challenged

cattle farmer, who fritte ed away most of his inherited fortune on a castle that doubles as a nuclear fall-out shelter'

He also claimed to have discovered nature's air-conditioning systerrL and to be close to perfecting anti-gravity

machines.
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Some lay critics alleged that CloudQuest had already been banished from Israel and America for various

misdemeanours. Other critics had taken up permanent residency in Apocrypha by then, maintaining that

the United States outlawed weather-modification because it caused too many disasters. One reporter at

the local newspaper heard that the United Nations had banned weather-modification. How could

CloudQuest continue its activities if it had been condemned internationally? Further experiments did

no more than confirm popular suspicion that they were a gang of rogues interested only in their own

wellbeing. Dejected cloud-seeders reconciled themselves to the fact that a fractious element would

persist in its opposition to weather-modification experiments without any good reason. Public relations

exercises were not ended, but all hopes ofbringingmost Lowveldresidents to understand meteorological

science evaporated.

It is at this point that we must introduce new complexities. The binary opposition of progress to tadition

is misplaced. The scientific community showed respect for the manner in which South African weather

experiments were conducted, but these experiments still generated huge scepticism about what results

showed. While climate scientists oscillate violently about whether what they do does anything, we have

a public fully convinced that they can work wonders. Usually scientists struggle to convince the public

of their activity's worth. h this domain they struggle to dampen public fervour. We should therefore

be critical of the claims of both groupings.

Synopsis

It is only things indirectly connected with economics that can change. Droughts and

human nature don't.
Herman Charles Bosman, Marico Revisited.

Flying in the face of God, unleashing famine and flood, curing drought and causing cancer - what are we

to make of weather-modification? How do we evaluate antagonisms between science and public over

weather? There is only one sociological study which can assist us here. While it shows that opposition

to weather-modification varies with age and gender, it is the ethnicity of foes which is particularly

revealing: overwhelmingly they are Afrikaans (Pretorius, Mouton and Liebenberglggl:46).48e Thus it

should not surprise us that the first efforts to explain opposition to weather-modification in South Africa

were couched in cultural terms.

o8eOne Water Research Commission employee put the ratio of Afrikaner to English opponents at 9:1.
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It had long been recognised that the low-tech so-called "baboon farmer" occupies the conservative end

of Afrikanerdom.oeo Rustic resistance to this new technology, as to some others, seemed as reasonable

a thesis as any. Scientists' memos argued that negative attitudes toward technology were tempered by

beliefs that farmers paid the price of progress while the profits went elsewhere. New coal-mining

techniques lowered water tables and dried up boreholes. Air-bome industrial pollutants corroded metal

stock fences. Even regional hydrological activity was for the benefit of the Pretoria, Witwatersrand,

Vereeniging urban complex rather than for rural dwellers. We might add more nebulous notions:

Afrikaner receptivity to conspiracy theories permeating many layers of social life through the

Broederbond; perceived onslaughts against Afrikanerdom; machinations by third forces' Deeply-held

religious convictions underpinned cultural factors. And what of the strong affiliation which Afrikaners

have with their land? What is 700 feet betow and 7000 feet above their land is theirs; and if they do not

want you there then they can damn well shoot you. At times they did.

Figure 31
Shooting the Cloud Seeders

Source: Anon. The Lovwelder Archives, Nelspruit'

Howevern the role of culture should not be privileged, for it only provides a partial sociological

explanation. While the content of this story is specific to South Africa, the form is certainly familiar.

The same concems have crossed countries, continents and climates, showing that explanations for social

concern about tampering with the weathe cannot be reduced to particular cultural practices. Social

action is shaped by a set of economic issues, political configurations and power relations. The real

answers to where opposition to South African weather-modification came from are to be found in

precisely the places where sociologists did not look in domains of occupation and income. Vigorous

protest only came from twelve per cent of the population (Pretorius, Mouton and Liebenberg l99l:37).

While opponents could be housewives or church heads, they were disproportionately drawn from the

onoK"ikler (1993:64-92) provides historic exanples of Afrikaner agricultural backwardness.
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ranks of farmers engaged in declining agricultural activities.aer It is in this context that we must rnterpret

their attitudes to proposed new weather technology. Technology is always more than a mere artefact,

it also presupposes means of contol. Opponents ofthe new progralnme exercised no direct contol over

the weather-changing technology. Most exercised little control over their own futrue, as the

capitalization of the counbryside left them in increasingly precarious positions.ae2 Our conclusion will

ampliff these points, offering a structural interpretation of opposition to weather'modification

prograrnmes which explains phantom panics and aotual panics, linking the South African case with all

of the others around the globe.

aergimilryly, a Weather Bureau eryloyee involved in the Betblehem precipitation-augmentation project

identifred the social base of opposition as tho 'struggling farmers.'

a%Akeyopponentofweather-modificationwhomlvisited consideredirnporting surface-to-airmissiles fron
Angola in order to blast weather-modifiers out of the skies. He farmed nsrhing more specific thaF 'this and that,'

and even then not very successfully.



Conclusions

Gwendolen: Pray don't talk to me about the weather, Mr. Worthing. Whenever people

talk to me about the weather, I always feel quite certain that they mean something else.

Oscar Wilde, The Importance of Being Earnest.

This doctoral research project has offered a comparative and historical analysis in the sociology of

science. It has focussed on ways in which humans have changed the weather, and ways in which the

weather is said to have changed humans. In doing so it has shown how discourses about the weather

cross the nature/culture divide. As Mike Davis (1998:159-60) recently noted: 'even the weather (or,

rather, its normative representation) is subject to ideological construction.' We have explored the

human/weather dialectic, recognizing weather as a physical and a social force. This enabled us to see

how ideological constructions of the weather cement self to society, and nature to culture. Yet despite

being a powerful component ofthe social memory - one which speaks to notions of identity, community,

locality, "race" and nationality - weather remains outside the purview of established sociological

research. While psychologists @ell and Baron 1976, Sanders and Brizzolara 1982, Anon. 1993) and

criminologists (Michael and Zumpe 1983, DeFronzo 1984) have shown us weather's impact on moods

and murderrates, and historians (Utterstrdm 1955, Le Roy Laduri e l972,Mackay l98l) have highlighted

its role in riots and civil unrest, sociologists have sought shelter from it.oe3 This thesis has been a modest

attempt towards correcting the oversight.

Our focus has been on weather-modification's "scientific" incarnations. Scientific activity which strays

into the social sphere frequently meets moral censure. The royal road to knowledge is paved with good

intentions, interpreted otherwise. In the case of planned weather-modification, these tensions are

pronounced. Are these Enlightened projects undertaken for the good of humanity (Super 1995), or

delusory fantasies of late modemity (Hunt 1996)? Opinions differ, radically. While climate scientists

vacillate violently about whether what they do does anything, we have a public fully convinced that they

aerRecent years have seen a phenomenal increase in public concern over specifrc weather phenomena.

Nuclear winter, acid rain, ozone depletion and global warming have all seized the popular imagination. In Anthony
Giddens' (1995:78) terms these risks are the result 'of manufactured uncertainty,' creations of 'the very

developments the Enlightenment inspired - our conscious intrusion into our own history and our interventions into
nature.' Sociologists have been slow to enter these debates, despite the seriousness of them. When they have

commented on the current climate it has often been to voice common misconceptions. See Andrew Ross'

(1987:l2l)commentsonthenoveltyofElNiio,andAnthonyGiddens'(1995:78)conrmentson'punctured'ozooe.
We lag a good few years behind our colleagues in history. In the early 1980s Theodore K. Rabb (1983:67-8) was

alerting historians to climate's proforurd impact upon: 'agriculture; settlement; demography; changes in
institutions, economies, social relations; and mentalities.' We must do better than this.
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can work wonders. Weather-modification programmes have precipitated oppositional social movements

across the globe.

We now answer the questions we commenced with: how do we account for weather-modification's

epistemic shifts, and how do we account for public opposition to weather-modification programmes?

Why Does Weather-Modification Have Such a Precarious Scientific Status?

In Chapter 5 we discussed meteorological hostility towards weather-modification in the twentieth

century, Scientific work on weather-modification was conducted by "outsiders." The controversies that

followed are partially explained by boundary disputes. There was no disputing that Schaefer had a

credible mechanism for making supercooled cloud drops freeze into ice crystals. Dry ice or silver iodide

seeding did the trick. Weather-modification was never contssted theoretically. it was contested

experimental/y. Sir Napier Shaw (1921:245) foresaw these practical problems earlier in the century' In

a speech delivered to the Cambridge University Aeronautical Society he noted that:

We can do anything with a quantity of air in a small inclosure in a laboratory. We can,

certainly, by artificial means, make cloud or rain in the inclosure and disperse it or
evaporate it at will after it has been formed... The important question is whether we can

extend such operations from the laboratory to the open air.

Problems did arise when scientists ventured outdoors. Schaefer and Langmuir were aware of the

difficulties. They argued against the opinions of the meteorological community of the time, asserting

that weather was a probabilistic rather than a deterministic system. They hoped to turn this argument

to their advantage. Since accurate weather prediction would always be impossible we should seek to

control the weather instead. But this position was also problematic. How do you prove causation when

your experiments deal with a dynamic nonlinear system? Massive increases in rainfall would convince

most people, but claims have always been more modest.

Weather-modifiers have repeatedly argued that Schaefer's method of cloud-seeding increases "natural"

rainfall by 15 per cent. If the amount was much lower the practice of weather-modification would be

pointless. However, the ability to increase rainfall by fifteen per cent is a socially useful figure, and on

this basis it warranted further scientific attention. The point to stress is that increases in rainfall of fifteen

per cent are large enough to be economically worthwhile, but sufficiently small to be scientifically

unverifiable. These two con{licting facts help keep the dream ofweather-modification alive. The dream

of weather-modification is also kept alive by the following factors: an enthusiastic press, a believing

public, a fervent commercial industry, and an attentive military. We have seen the presence of these
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elements whenever weather-modification has (threatened to) become a maffer of public policy: in the

late nineteenth century, during the 1 920s, and again from the late 1940s to the I 970s. Despite individual,

methodological and historical changes we identified the basis for this pattern in a set of interest groups

which remain relatively stable across time. If weather-modification produces more water, farmers will

have bumper crops, public utility companies will have plentiful supplies, commercial weather-modifiers

will have healthy profits, the relevant governingbodies will have increased power, and the military will

have the ultimate weapon. We will ampliff our discussion in relation to this final point.

In January of this year India's national magazine, Frontline,published an article about the Pentagon's

efforts to "OTW" - Own The Weather (Venkataramani 1999:l). Given the curent restrictions on

nuclear, chemical and biological weapons, the Pentagon sees weather-modification as a means to ensure

America's continued military and economic dominance into the twenty first century. M.S.

Venkataramani (1999:5) regards the issue as being 'important enough to warrant a "wake up" call to the

international community and the United Nations.' The Pentagon has circumvented the United Nations

Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification

Techniques by redefining terms such as "widespread", "long-lasting" and "severe" to allow it to

undertake weather-modifi cation research.

Upon a directive from the Chief of Staff of the US Afu Force that America should remain the dominant

air and space force into the new millennium, seven military officers produced a document aimed at

Owning the Weather by 2025. Weather-modification practices combined with sophisticated nonlinear

modelling techniques, high-powered computers, and networks of global sensors for data gathering and

distribution would make this all possible. They write: 'The technology is there, waiting for us to pull

it all together.'

A high risk/high reward endeavour, weather modification offers a dilemma not unlike
the splitting of the atom. While some segments of society will always be reluctant to

examine controversial issues such as weather modification, the tremendous military
capabilities that could result from this field are ignored at our peril. From enhancing

friendly operations or disrupting those of the enemy via small-scale tailoring ofnatural
weather patterns, to complete dominance of global communications and counter-space

control, weather modification offers the warfighter a wide range of possible options to
defeat or coerce an adversary (Celentano, House, Husband, Mercer, Near, Pugh and

Shields 1996).
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Thusn far from being an interesting aside in meteorological history, weather-modifrcation lurks

perpetually on the policy horizon.oeo Yet it will be remembered that Schaefer's work commenced in the

1940s. As late as 1964 America's National Academy of Sciences (NAS) likened weather-modification

to astrology. In 1966 the same body declared weather-modification scientific. How do we explain this

time lag, and this spectacular volte-face?

In the absence of firm scientific results, weather-modification's scientific ascent can only be explained

by the host of nonscientific elements described in Chapter 5: the ongoing threat of drought, Cold War

rivalry, bureaucratic aggrandizement, political pressure and private gain. These factors and actors

galvanized the scientific pursuit of truth. Precipitation-augmentation is inseparable from notions of

power, patriotism, prestige and profit. But our explanation is still only partial; these conditions were

already present in 1964. To explain the NAS' total turnaround we must look to both the institution's

structure and its publications.

The 1964 NAS Panel on the Scientific Problems of Weather Modification produced a report based on

a few days of meetings between a handful of meteorologists and aeronomers. According to Horace R.

Byers (1974:36) it was 'little more than a sketchy review of its subject.' In contrast, the second NAS

report in 1966 produced 'a lengthy assessment of the state of the art' (Byers 1974:37\. The 14 panel

members presided over a month's worth of meetings, they invited more than fifty speakers, and they

produced a two volume study. [n these respects the 1966 panel was more thorough, but it was flawed

in one crucial way: for the first time an NAS document included the 'extensive study of commercial

operations' (Byers 1914:37). The inclusion of commercial data is questionable. Clearly these operators

had a vested interest in securing weather-modification's scientific approval. That such an episode

occurred highlights a greater problem within the structures of the NAS. The NAS operates with a

nominal permanent staff, bringing in experts to write its special reports. This opens up the organisation

to capture. A small number ofpeople in strategic places can effect a large change. The Final Report of

the Panel on Weather and Climate Modification was composed by only 15 people, and some (like Joanne

Simpson) would later work full-time as corlmercial weather-modifiers.

Many scientists who had expressed optimism in weather-modification soon lost their enthusiasm. The

continual lack of statistical rigow and scientific proof dented weather-modification's credibility, and by

oe4ln Chapter I we mentioned ABC NEWS' discussion of a "new" technology. On l0 August 1998 it
introduced its readers to the hail cannon (Hutchinson 1998). In Chapter 5 we discussed NCAR's renewed seeding

efforts (Anon. 1996: l8). With a growing global population and increasing planetary pollution our forecast for the

future can only be: expect more weather-modification prograrnmes.
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extension that of the entire ahnospheric sciences. Sir Basil Mason cast the meteorological verdict in the

mid-seventies. Weather-modification experiments were 'incapable of providing objective answers to

such questions as to whether, in what circumstances, and to what extent, it is possible to modiff

precipitation by artificial seeding.' Furthermore, he held grave reservations about the nonscientific

machinations accompanying weather-modification's practice.

I believe that the majority of responsible meteorologists share my concern that, in
several countries, politicians and entrepreneurs, ignorant or impatient of the scientific
facts and problems, are initiating and conducting major weather modification projects

without the benefit ofproper scientific direction, advice and criticism, and that this may

have serious repercussions on the reputation of meteorology as a science and a

profession (Quoted in Breuer 1980: l7).

Weather-modifiers experienced mounting attacks from the meteorological mainstream on the grounds

that it did not work. They also faced stern public opposition on the grounds that it worked too well.

How Do We Explain Public Opposition to Weather-Modification?

And, finally, that structural change can inflict more disruption on working lives, firms,
entire industries and their localities than individuals can absorb, or the connective

tissues of friendships, families, clans, elective groupings, neighbourhoods, villages,

towns, cities or even nations can withstand, is another old-hat ffuth more easily

recognised than Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft can be spelled.

Edward Luttwak, 'Why Fascism is the Wave of the Future.'

Weather-modifiers see public opposition to their work as the consequence of ignorance. Unsurprisingly,

this outlook is shared by groups which hire their services. One of the orchard owners caught in the

middle of the cloud-busting fracas in Fulton County offered this opinion: 'Ninety per cent of the people

who were up in arms were, caliber-wise, mentally, ah... Well, let me tell you, there are people in this area

who think that when man landed on the moon it was fake. They think it was filmed in the desert'

(Quoted in Steinberg 1993.221). What is surprising is the way in which social commentators also

subscribe to this position. This surprise only lasts until we discover that the scientists hired their

services.

The Colorado School argued thatpublic opposition to weather-modification occurred because opponents

were tied too strongly to tradition. As a consequence they remained scientifically unenlightened. The

objects of their studies were seen as social problems, impediments to an inevitable progress. These

academic labours were conducted exclusively within the canon of diffusion theory. With its whiggish

vision of history and its atomistic view of society, diffusion theory's focus on "change agents" and
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"innovators" overlooked the concrete socio-economic relations in which people are enmeshed. Progress

can be a very uneven phenomena, and some people are unable to make the change.

Progress is not a historical necessity: it is a possibility, often an impossibility.
Ryszard Kapu6citiski, Warsaw Diary (Part Two).

It may well be that the low-tech "baboon farmer" occupies the conservative end of Afrikanerdom, and

that Parisian sophisticates have always regarded those in rural regions as backward peasants, just as

migrant Spanish farm workers have undergone taunts from their Castilian compatriots, and American

dirt farmers are looked down on as "Okies" and "rednecks," but defamation is no substifute for

explanation. Besides, the issue resides in the sphere of economics rather than in culture.

Public groups have certainly exaggerated the effects of weather-modification. These beliefs may still

be genuine even if mistaken. When people perceive things to be real they become real in their

consequences. This idea finds its fullest expression in Robert K. Merton's concept of the 'self-fulfilling

prophecy' (Farhar 1975:35). Barbara Farhar (1975:35-7) uses this idea to describe erroneous folk

opposition to weather-modification. But like all of the other sociological studies on cloud-seeding she

will admit of no scientific wrongdoing. Might the scientists also be deluded? They claim that weather-

modification works, but where is their proof?

Weather-modifiers havebeenfraudulentto the extentthattheyhavetakenthe claim forsociallydesirable

weather and distanced themselves from anything that the public has detested. They can bring rains to

drought ravaged communities, but they cannot cause the sort of floods which washed out Rapid City.

Surely some of the false public perceptions derive from them? tn Hugh Gardner's (1975:27) opinion

'[t]he efficiency of cloud seeding ... is more a political question than a technical one.' Weather-

modifiers change position according to circumstance.

When private weather modifiers seek contracts or government agencies seek

congressional appropriations, the technology is proven or nearly so, and significant and

favorable outcomes are promised. If the weather changers can't deliver, on the other
hand, they can retreat to the "lack of sufficient statistics" and make the familiar call for
"more research." to be conducted of course bv themselves.

In the face of such conflicting information it is not fair to condemn weather-modification's opponents

as confused and irrational. There is nothing irrational about opposing weather-modification if it is

believed that the weather will be changed to one's detriment. The Colorado School never accepted that

some farmers could not afford weather-modification, and that some farmers did not want it. Convinced

by scientists that weather-modification was universally beneficial, they were blind to the fact that only
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particular sectional interests potentially profited. The questions of which groups stood to benefit from

the commodification and control of the weather was left unaddressed. Yet ownership, regulation and

direction of thetechnology werethe issues of decisive importance. As John Steinbeck (1955:138) asked

inThe Grapes of l(rath,

Is a tractor bad? Is the power that turns the furrows wrong? If this tractor were ours it
would be good - not mine, but ours. If our tractor tumed the long furrows of our land,

it would be good - not mine, but ours. We could love that tractor then as we have loved

this land when it was ours. But this tractor does two things - it turns the land and tums

us off the land. There is little difference between this tractor and a tank. The people are

driven, intimidated, hurt by both. We must think about this.

For many struggling farmers around the world, cloud-seeding was "theirs," not "ours."

These were not the only issues which the Colorado School ignored. They were also silent on phantom

weather-modification panics. After all, how can you blame the tumult on a technology when itis not

applied? To offer an answer we must look to economic factors as well as climatic factors. Even at the

depth of the American dust bowl era it was the movement of Fordism from factory to field, the march

of mechanised agriculture and the concentration of capital as much as the harshness of weather, that

forced hundreds of thousands of family farmers off the land. John Steinbeck (1955:108) also made this

point clear, these were: 'refugees from dust and shrinking land, from the thunder of hactors and

shrinking ownership.' We must always avoid the tendency to naturalise human affairs.ae5

If exffeme weather conditions can cause suffering, then people's suffering can always

be explained (away) in turn by weather conditions. Inequalities are evenly distributed
throughout the country according to current weather configurations of highs and lows;
some like it hot, some like it cold, some times are good, some fimes are bad - the

foreclosure of a family farm can then be seen as an inevitable component of a natural

cycle (Ross 1987:122).

The phantom panics discussed in Chapters 6 and 8 look less strange when we realise that farmers were

reacting to threats posed by drought, and to new modes of capital-intensive mechanized farming being

inffoduced in affected areas. Cultural pafterns, farming methods and labour processes were disrupted,

replaced with entirely new sets of social relations. Bad weather exacerbates these peoples' difficulties.

In South Africa weather-modification began with the tobacco growers; for many other farmers these

'land barons' (Tonetti 1996:l) rode roughshod over public opinion. With tobacco offering a higher

return than most crops, and with tobacco a relatively drought-resistant crop (Cenhal and Southern

le5Rabb (1983:68) has noted such shortcomings in discussions of climate and agriculture, where'the
emphasis has been on the physical ratler than the social environment.'
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African Region of the International Tobacco Growers Association I 992: 1 1), tobacco farmers made ideal

scapegoats for other farmers in trouble. When cloud-seeding stopped, frustrations remained. Scientists'

evil work waned before spookvliegtulgs, guided in equal measure by economic elites and by enemies of

the volk. Similarly, the end result in France was that struggling cattle farmers made sense ofan uncertain

situation by matching a ready-made story to a ready-made scapegoat, thus creating a modern day meneur

de rutage.

The Colorado School's research reached its zenith in Sigmund Klane's (1977) work. His foray through

a morass of multivariate typologies leaves him more concerned with Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient,

Scott's Homogeneity Ratio and K-means clustering than with the social implications of weather

experiments. We do not need to call the accuracy of these statistics into question. What we need to

question is theirsl'gnificance. Which groups are worst hit by drought? Which group calls meetings to

oppose weather-modification? Who are the main attenders at these meetings? Who funds these

opposition groups? What sorts of people put a stop to these prograrnmes? As we shall see, in every

instance the answer is the same.

In 1949 Honduran cattlemen took issue with The United Fruit Company. They argued that La Frutera's

cloud-seeder brought the American conglomerate rain by stealing it from ranchers in the neighboring

Sula Valley (Anon. 1949:27). In the 1960s American dairy farmers in the Great Appalachian Valley

complained that a cloud-seeder employed by regional orchardists was causing drought to eliminate hail

(Anon. 1962:12). Most of the people in the San Luis Valley of Colorado did not want weather-

modification, yet the barley growers that owned a mere ninth of the agricultural land embarked on a

prograrnme ofhail-suppression (Garcia 1973:5). Once again, cattle farmers associatedthe droughts with

cloud-seeding. Ranohers clashed with irrigators in the Texas Panhandle in May 1974 for the same reason

(Farhar 1977 87). While the crop farmers were content, 'cattlemen in the community were distressed.

The dissipation of clouds not only removed the threat of hail storms but also prevented rain from falling,

and, consequently, the ranch-lands became quite dry' (Navarra 1979:385). 'Are the tobacco farmers the

only farmers in the Lowveld?' asked an opponent of hail-suppression in the Eastern Transvaal, South

Africa. While they were not affected by what appeared to be a man-made drought '[w]hat about the

cattle farmers and a lot of well established others' (van Wyk 1977) who were suffering? Campesinos

blamed the Spanish drought in 1985 on transnational tomato growers intent on rain-suppression. Zas

Multinacionales did not let Mother Nature interfere with their high-technology irrigation system, even

if it meant that others had to suffer (Bowers andWestley 1985a and 1985b). The following yearFrench

caftle farmers blamed the drought in the Dordogne on covert cloud-seeding. The foreigners,p ieds-noirs
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and wealthy captains of industry that controlled local orchards controlled local weather pattems as well

(Brodu 1991, 1998d).

In addition to the occupation of opponents of weather-modification in various countries, the size of

opposition groups, and even their statements show strong similarities. ln the 1960s, opposition to

weather-modification in North-eastern Colorado and the Blue Ridge area came from cattlemen'

Opponents in Colorado signed a five hundred person petition against hail-zuppression activities, while

experts were called in to allay the fears of five hundred concerned Blue Ridge farmers (Krane 1977:149,

Mewes 1977:105). When events reached an explosive flash-point in the San Luis Valley 'about 600

people packed an auditorium at Adams State College for a turbulent session' (Lansford 1976:659)'

Across the Atlantic an emergency meeting held in Murcia, Spain, was attended by six hundred people

(Bowers and Westley 1985a: l), while five hundred cattle farmers in the Dordogne 'signed a petition

demanding the cessation of these sfrange pratiques clandestines by the little white aeroplane' in 1986

[italics in original], (Kirkup (1989:3). ln Honduras a cattleman exclaimed, 'La Frutera's rainmaker is

capturing our clouds with a net!' (Anon . 1949:27). Half a world and half a century away in Lot-et-

Garonne, France, cloud-seeding pilot Pascal Terlin recalled that one of their opponents 'reported having

witnessed them sending a net around a cloud to drive it away' (Brodu 1998d). Consider also the

following statement:

We always used to get rain when the clouds came across that mountain. But not any

more, with that cloud seeding going on. I've stood here and watched the plane fly into
a black cloud, and within five minutes that cloud scattered and the sun shone. I tell you,

somebody's going to get hurt over it unless they stop (Quoted in Steinberg 1993:213).

The quote could be from any of the farmers in France, Spain or South Africa discussed in Chapters 6 and

8. lnfact,itisfromanAmericandairyfarmerinPennsylvania: FranklinCounty'sJackBeckwhospoke

to a Time magazine reporter in 1962.

I would argue that it is friction from the articulation of competing modes of production which sheds light

on these episodes. For such events to happen we obviously need two different tlpes of agricultural

production within the local community, one in ascendancy and one in decline. Moreover, phantom

panics only occur in regions where cloud-seeding has been advertised, and where its practices and

intentions are known. Weather-modification must remain within the social memory for panics to be

sparked. What ignites these panics is a serious weather anomaly which threatens farmers' means of

existence, usually 'the greatest weather hazard of all' (Dennis 1980:225), drought. These weather

anomalies must be outside the realms of previous experience so as to appqr beyond the capabilities of

nature. The drought that caused the weather panic in Fulton County 'made weather history' (Steinberg
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1993:211), just as in the San Luis Valley in 1973 when Sego Springs was dry '[flor the first time in

history' (Anon. 1973:I). Similarly, when Rain Trust formed to oppose weather-modification in South

Africa the De Kaap river had stopped flowing for the first time in recorded history (Anon. 1992: l0).

Distilled down to binary opposites we could characterise the weather panic dynamic as a remarkably

repetitive clash between: irrigationists and nonirigationing farmers, of large-scale production versus

small, of capital-intensive production against labour-intensive production, the successful and the

struggling. Thus we must recognise that structuralist accounts provide a sharper prism than any other.

That said, our task is not to generate a grand theory or, to borrow a phrase from Raymond Williams

(1975:273),'to surrender reality to a formula.'ae6 Explanations must be disciplined by history and

anchored to persons and place. In the final analysis, the articulation of competing modes of agricultural

production must be understood through cognitive maps which cultural experience provides.

As this process continues we should not see opponents of weather-modification as victims of historical

processes.ont History is not only something which happens to people: it is also made by them. Many

people around the world have successfully opposed weather-modification progranmes in innovative

ways. Pennsylvania outlawed all experiments, branding weather-modification as 'the crime of the

century' (Dennis 1980:ix). In Quebec a terrorist organisation, Fils du Soleil (Sons of the Sun), was

formed to rid the region of artificial rainmaking, oeven if it is necessary to shed blood to reach our goal'

(Quoted in Quig 1965:3). Rene L6vesque, the Minister of Natural Resources, was threatened with

assassination if the rain did not stop. Here we also saw the only instance of gendered resistance to

weathermodification in the guise ofthe all-womanOperation Para-Pluie (Operation Umbrella), though

it was hardly a case of Rain Is A Feminist Issue. Weather-modifiers in the San Luis Valley had their

radar equipment detonated, and the negative reactions of Lowvelders to "them" meddling with "our"

weather stopped cloud-seeding projects throughout that part of South Africa.

asNot all weather panics can be assimilated into this schema. In Quebec it was continual rain rather than

its absence which caused concern. This Canadian panic was urban rather than rutal, and it prompted a much larger

scale of opposition. More than 60 000 women signed a petition against weather-modification (Ellion 1974:84).

Far less frequently, weather-modification has encountered opposition for allegedly causing damage (through flash

floods and the like), or for depriving an area of its natural rainfall by forcing precipitarion elsewhere (Lyden and

Shipman 1966:294).

aeTNor would I want to suggest that we should see this as the only explanation for these episodes'

Opposition to weather-modification should not simply be seen as the voice of a passing social group, as the decline

of the family farm in the face of agribusiness. We should remind ourselves that people have also opposed we ather-

modification because it offends aesthetic, environmental, legal and theological values. Nonetheless, material
interesls remain the best indicators of organised resistance to weather-modification.
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In summary, human domination over nature has met with mixed results: atmospheric processes remain

untamed, scientific proofs are hard to come by, and social consensus on good weather is equally difficult

to achieve. It is therefore titting to end with The ldle Thoughts of an ldle Fellow. In 1889 Jerome K.

Jerome wrote: 'We shall never be content until each man makes his own weather and keeps it to

himself.'
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